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FOREWORD

The National Institute of. Education (ME) was created by Congress in 1972 as the
primary Federal agency for educational research and development. It is now part of the
Office of Educational Research and Improvement, U.S. Department of Education. N1E's
policy is established by the National Council on Educational Research, whose 15 members
are appointed by the President confirmed by the Senate.

The institute's mission is twofold: to promote educational equity and to improve the
quality of educational practice. To this end, ME supports research and dissemination
actiyities that will hejp individualsregardless of race, sex, age, economic status, ethnic
origin, or handicapping conditionrealize their full potential through education.

To address the issues of educational and occupational equality for women and to
identify factors contributing to the underrepresentation. of minority women in education
and work, ME held a series of conferences between 1975 and 1978 to solicit the views of
Black, Hispanic-American, Asian-Pacific-American, Ameriat Indian, and white ethnic
women. This volume contains.the papers presented at the conference on the concerns -of
white ethnic women as well as individual and group recommendations from the participants.
Included are policy, research, social, and humanitarian concerns, much of whose implement-
ation fall beyond the mission, purview, and resources of ME and the Department of Educa-
tion. Therefore, NIE is now making them available to a wider audience:

These conferences were conceived, planned, and coordinated by the former Women's
Research Program at NIE. In 197E, the administrative structure at NIE was reorganized into
three broad program areas: Teaching and Learning (T & L); Educational Policy and
Organization (EPO); and Dissemination and Improvement of Practice (DIP). The program
activities previously undertaken by the Women's Research Program were expanded to
involve three groups: the Social Processes/Women's Research Team in the Learning and
Development unit of T & L; the Women's Studies Team in EPO; and the Minorities and
Women's Program in DIP. Several other teams focus their attention on special topics such as
women and math'ematics, career development in women, and teenage pregnanty.

The minority women's conference marked the initial step in opening a dialog among
researchers, practitioners, activists, policy makers, and a Federal educational agency.- The
actual publication of the conference reports has experienced various delays, but ME has
already acted on many conference recommendations: For instance, recent grants competi-
tions have emphasized participation by minorities and women as grant recipients, reviewers,
panelists, and is the target population in current research efforts. A sample of recent
ME-sponsored research focusing on minority women's issues is given in appendix B.

The research agenda for minorities and women at NIE has grown considerably since the
first conference 4 years ago.. The Social Processes /Women's Research Team is developing a
research area plan that focuses on how the immediate social environment affects the learn-
ing, development, and lifetime opportunities of the individual. The Minorities and Women's
Program is sponsoring programs to strengthen minority and women policymakers and
researchers. In addittpn, many organizations, such as the National Commission on Working
Women, emerged as a direct result of the conferences.

V
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Credit for making the conferences a reality goes to Jean Lipman-Blumen, head of the
former Women's Research Program, and the members of her teamChristina Hristakos,
Carol Crump, and Joan Aliberti. Credit for making the conferences a success goes to the
patient and devoted participants, the chairpersons, and the innumerable behind-the-scefies
contributors who supplied invaluable contacts, advice, encouragement, and motivation.
Rosalind Wu supervised the final editorial process. This publication is a tribute to the labors
and generosity of all those people.
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'CHAPTER 1
. .

:

. INTRODUCTION

. Joan M. Aliberti*

In the 1960's ethnicity became synonymous with the plight of the blue collar
worker. Often thought of as the racist and bigoted uneducated man, his image in
books and the media was portrayed as one wlio was intent on protecting his
territory -.his home, his'work, and his communityfrom alien invasions. On the
other hand, the woman was -seen as the mother supporting her husband
(emotionally), protecting her children, and defending her hearth. To the white
collar liberal, the "ethnics" were the uninvolved and the uncultured, truly lacking in
any vision of America. -.Therefore, for one to identify with one's ethnic group
during this period was considered un-American. The "elites" -typically ignored the
people who clearly identified with ethniC groups. But this has changed.

While the 1960's and the early 1970's brought some revolutionary change in
the area of dial rights and women's issues, little positive attention was focused on
the concept of cultural diversity 'in polieymdcing decisions. Nevertheless, among
scholars and academics ethnicity became somewhat of On intellectual pursuit
Herbert Gans', The 'Urban VillacEL,3 and Glazer and Moynihan's, Beyond the Melting
Pot began to investigate the ethnic working class culture.

Yet, in this research, the role of women was still viewed in a narroW pro-
vincial manner. Little attention was focused on the changes of women In the home,
in the neighborhoods, and in the workplace. If women were mentioned at all it was

. in the most stereotypic role, as the helpmate, standing behind their husbands and
children. -

. During the latter part of the 1770's the role of the white ethnic women began
to change, although as social, economic, and educational advances influenced her
outlook, our society and our institutions did little to accommodate her changing
needs. Her working roots were from a working-doss background, but her new
mobility made her neither working class nor bourgeoise. Consequently, her culture
has caused her to straddle two distinct worlds.,

If the issue for ethnic women is not entirely one of economics, one might osk:
What is the role of the Federal Government? What is the need for federally
sponsored research? Is there a need for any policy changes? Is the white ethnic
woman a-victim of discrimination in educational and oocupational areas? Although
not all ethnic women come from any particular economic group, often, their tradi-
tional culture has prevented them from achieving full potential. The extent to
which this occurs is dependent on many variables. Nevertheless, for the white

i
*Joan Aliberti was an NIE Associate and the Project Officer for coordinating

the conference and preparing this, volume for publication. She is now head of the
Governor's Commission on the Status of Women in the State of Massachusetts,
Room 1105, 100 Cambridge Street, Boston, MA 02202.
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ethnic woman, the family, the community, ond the schools often create n envi-
ronment in which women ore victims of rigidly proscribed roles. From bi th she
learns traditions thot are passed on from generotion to generotion, and thot' the
socialization process often offects the way women perceive themselves.., In many
cases, these perceptions do, in fact, affect aspirotions and educational ond career
choices. The problem is most severe for first- ond second-generotion women.

Generolly, the women's movement has been seen as o middle-doss struggle.
Nevertheless, there is growing evidence that follout from this movement has
touched women in ethnic neighborhoods. The fight. for equal pay for equal work,
the upgrading of women's work, the increasing of educotionol and occupational'
opportunities for oil women did, to some degree, affect, women who were not
troditionally the. benefactors from the largest of the great middle class. As o
result' the educotionol and economic experiences long denied have created an
upword mobility not previously ovailable to her immigrant mothers and
grandmothers.

As the movement continued ethniC women were beginning to fight for their
rights in their own neighborhoods, yet sociol scientists failed to ocknowledge this
ahonge. With the exception of Nancy Seifer's Absent from the Moiority and Nobody_
:)peaks for Us ond Kathleen McCour is Working Class Women, little has been
written about these women.

Traditionally, social science literature has deolPwith.women and ethnic issues
on fairly separbte levels. As o result this research has not addressed the differing
needs of white ethnic women. Because of their color they are not sharply
distinguished from the mainstream of our society, yet their troditional volues and
customs prevent them from being totolly accepted. They remoin isolated and
misunderstood, sharing many of the_problems confrornring their minority. sisters.

Similorly, in terms of doto collection, ethnicity is typicolly categorized olong
raciol rother thon cultural lines; people are usuolly classified either with o rociol
minority or a white mojority. Cultural diversity is ignored in legislative
development ond .the implementotion of Government progroms. Failure to
ocknowledge these diverse cultural influences is th' oilure to meet these women's
chcinging needs.

For some of these reasons, the former Women's Reseorch Progrom at NIE
included the study of white ethnic women on its reseorch agenda on- minority
women. It wos hoped thot attempts to understand differencescon lead us to
recognize similarities.

. In designing this conference, extensive, efforts were mode to reach
community organizers, policymakers, and ocodemteiens. Universities, loco! ond
State ogencies, community groups, ond ethnic associations. were contacted for input
into the plonning process. In all, over 300 responses were received. After
numerous lengthy discussions ond referrols, the issues were defined, the poper
topics determined, and the participants selected.

AN the participants are lenders in the struggle to identify ond rectify the
obstocies confronting white ethnic women in mony oreos: historicol literatures,

4 9
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hard research, career counseling, .jobs, families, and community organization and
activism. The women represented a diyecslik.ofbackgrounds, but they had a strong
common bond in their dedication' to breaking down the barriers that have blocked
the way as white ethnic women strive to rise above stereotypes, to open up their
life options; to heighten' their aspirations and explanations, and to fight the
disaimin''atio9 they often face by virtue of their being ethnic, often working-class
women.
. .

- *. .

Several ethnic groups were represented: Italian born, Italian-American,
Finnish, German, Slov,''Jewish,"and Greek. The majority of the participants were
from large -urban ethnic areas, and they offered a slightly larger representation
from particular ethnic groups known for their social-action orientation. A careful
attempt was mode to ensure that at least major ethnic groups were represented,
although the cultural diversity of this country makes it impossible to represent all
ethnic groups. ,

We are indebted to the many individuals who made this project a reality. Dre
Jean Lipmon-Blumen not only initiated this project but also provided support and
encouragement at the most critical -stages. From congressional staffs to Federal
agency officials, from city halls to State houses to local community centers, many
dedicated individuals were on integral port of the planning and implementation
process.

qa
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CHAPTER 11

oyERyiiw

The recommendations made in this report are not necessarily restricted
to whits/ethnic women; they speak to the experiences of discrimination
faced 6y minority and white ethnic women alike. To the extent-tharwe
proceed separately, we are in danger of being divided against each
other; thus defeating all our endeavors. Our problems will be solved
only if concerted 'action is taken on therpart of minority and ethnic
women jointly. (statement by conference participants)

-

Thirty-six women, including five observers, of European descent met in
Boston, Massachusetts, October 18-13, 1978, under the auspices of the National
Institute of education (N1E). The women were charged with two tasks: (1) to
identify and discuss key problems faced by 'white ethnic women in the areas of
education, career opportunities, and jobs;. and (2) to formulate a set of research,
policy, and funding recommendations addressi.v these problims. They were en-
couraged to consider all issues of.- occupational and educational needs, including
action that fall outside the authority. of NIE, but which other agencies and insti-."
tutions could undertake.

...-- ......
..-- -. - _.-- --

-----D.sging the opening plendry session, I I papers and 2 films were presented as
background for discussion. Tine major issues addressed at this session were:

o Defining ethnicit The category "white ethnic" ,encompasses
many" diverse cult es, traditions, and economic situotions, and
the participonts agreed that what is crucial to an understanding of
white ethnicity is not definition of ethnicity per se, since that

'definition can vary frocr culture to culture and from person to
person, but rather a recognition of this diversity coupled with
sensitivity to the many common problems faced by white ethnic
women; whatever their cultural heritage.

. o Breaking down stereotypes and fostering pride in heritage.
Ethnics want to have their ethnicity acknowledged, but they do.

not wont to. be negatively`classified because of it. White ethnic
women, like women of all minorities, 'must first break out of the

. categories that ;ethnic stereotypes have locked them into. They
are too often assumed to 'be undereducated, servile wives of
undereducated, working-class men; worse yet, they are assumed to
be content in this rote and without desire to pursue the activities
open to menadvanced degrees, professional careers, economic
independence. '

. .

o Reevaluating the historical literature that reinforces these
stereotypes and building a data base, that accurately describes the
contributions of white ethnic women,' starting from the time of
immigration and continuing through to the present day. White

9 .
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ethnic women have been instrumental in shaping American social,
labor, economic, and reform history, but these achievements are
routinely overlooked by historians. ,

o Opening up career options for white ethnic girls. Career coun-
selors are often insensitive to problems that white ethnic girls

may face as they contemplate their choices after high school.
Counselors tend to pigeonhole these girls on the basis .of their
cultural background; they may assume, for example, that beCause
a girl is from a culture that h traditionally ostracized women
who prefer a career to full-time therhood, then the girl will be
unwilling to consider nontraditio I options. As a result, white
ethnic girls are not encouraged o look beyond culturally or
socially established limits and exam, e all possibilities.

o , Developing 'organization/leadership skills. Many white ethnic
women live in working-class neighborhoods where the need for
community centers offering health care and other social :services
is acute. In this porticular area, wome are in a dduble bind: as
mothers, they are especially affected b the consequences of
inadequate health care services (they see at the children have
immunization shots, they seek treatment en the child n are
ill); but because being a mother also usual y entails fu I-time
devotion to the home and family, these wo n are t east
equipped to effectively organize and wield po er in o er to
obtain quality health core facilities. There is also \critical need
in many ethnic neighborhoods for services to the\elderly, but again
the organizing skills are lacking:

'

4 o Meeting the educational and occupational' needs of working-class
mothers. These women in particular find it difficult to bolance
family responsibilities with holding.a job or attending school, and
both employers and educational institutions should, implement
policies incorporating. such features as flexible hours and childcare
to enable women to .pursue activities outside the home. Many
times a second income is critical, but existing employment

-, practices make it difficult, if not impossible, for mothers to work.

On the second day of the conference, the.porti.cipants took up these issues in
two workshops, 'academic, and practitioner, and developed a set of recommenda-
tions. These recommendations were further discussed at a second plenary session
and are presented in the chairpersons' reports in chapters III and IV of this volume.

0

.

'The recommendations that foil w summarize the discussion of the fine" I
session and the spirit of the conferen

9 ' Federal agencies should communicote with each other with regard
to the concerns of ethnic women. Their policies. and practices
should be reviewed in congressional/committee/agency hearings
for their effect on the needs and development of ethnic women.

I .io
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*There should be a mandatory4eview of budget allocations before
programs are implemeritedLtojlihkeZprogram sensitivity to white
ethnic women's issi.tes.ofechtr,hguldplines an financial aid must
include white ethnici in their Wibgrald benefits.

o Ethnic organizations should be examined: establish a directory of
ethnic organizations, survey their history, and analyze the status
of women. in those organizations. More specifically; the role of
unions and ethnic agencies in effecting 'Change and in building
coalitions in the lives of ethnic women should be studied.

o Research is needed on mixed ethnic settings where intergroup
tensions exist so one ethnic group will not victimize another. A
united front is necessary.

o Women who are Sensitive to ethnic needs should be placed in
leadership positions in Feder agencies and programs. The con-
ference called on 'women curr ly in leadership positions, such as
congresswomen and the director of NIE to promote the policy and .
research recommendations made at this conference.

o The Department of Housing and Urban DeveiopMent (HUD) should
conduct research on women's housing needs, e.g.: What kinds of
residences do different ethnic women prefer, and how do they
conduct their lives in those residences?

o NIE should convene a. conference with representatives from all
five minority women's conferences to stress the commonalities.
The women will meet to unify and build networks and to develop a
compact research agenda using the combined resources of all five
groups.

Finally, the group commended NIE for its recognition of the needs of white
ethnic women and emphasized the need for NIE to continue to include this unique
population in its future considerations.

Underlying the conference recommendations is the acknowledgment that they
do not address all the needs of all ethnic women; but they are an attempt to
address realistically the common obstacles faced by these women in American
society. Another goal is to suggest research, policy, and funding programs that
should be implemented by NIE, other Federal agencies, and private institutions as
OP initial step toward granting white ethnic women the recognition Sand equality of
treatment that is morally and legally their due.

11
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CHAIRPERSONS' REPORT: PRACTITIONERS

Maria A. Anostasi and Bosanka Evosevic
A.

INTRODUCTION .

. . t
1-.' A warm, lively.spirit and energy sparked the atmosphere of the practitioner
sessions, which were comprised of women who are directly involved with services
that touch the attitudes, values, and needs of white ethnic women. They brought
information and experience to the discussions and set out to articulate and docu-
ment research recommendations and policy statements needed to address the
educational and occupational needs of white ethnic women.

These women farmed a diverse group with diverse opinions; their experience
varied, they worked in different settings, and their ethnic backgrounds were
different. However, they shored one concern: to develop a set of rec-
ommendation's for presentation to NIE and other appropriate audiences. This task
was enhanced by the women's enthusiasm and sincere efforts.

It is important -to note that their contributions were made on a theoretical as
well, as an intensely personal and experiential level. Their efforts will further the
work of practitioners and address the spectrum of conceros of white ethnic women.

The group discussed economic exigencies and the effeCts of class structure on
white ethnic women. They refrained from linking ethnicity solely with class
Struggle. However, in order for their recommendations and policy statements to
have perspective, the group's intent had to be clarified. This discussion on the
relationship of class and ethnicity led to the adoption of the following preamble:

The practitioner group prioritized all recommendations for urban-based
ethnic women, but not to the exclusion- of their, applicability to other
classes of ethnics, wherever their communities.

s

After considering the papers written by members of the group, the women
identified the following as areas of major concern:

Education
.

Curriculum development

Networks

Community organizing and leadership development

Health/mental health

Media, arts, and humoalties

. 15



EDUCATION.

Communication tools; academic offering; programs onethnic consciousness
raising; information gathering and sharing; counseling; a-rid a strong_
recommendation to build a body of knowledge on the needs of white ethnic women
were some of the issues addressed In the papers presented by Krickus, Lee, Lowry,
and Scanlon. Each author concentrated on her topic, but together they stated a
need for a more creative approach to addressing the concerns of white ethnic
women.

:Adult ethnic women who live in urban neighborhoods have educational and
occupational needs that are overlooked by traditional institutions. Becotise of their
family responsibilities and concerns, their, role Identity as ethnic women, and their
extensive and sometimes intensive involvement in community issues, women often
find that the programs offered by existing educational Institutions do not relate to
them.

Traditionally, women in ethnic neighborhoods are the strength of community
organizations. Such neighborhoods often lack cultural and educational opportuni-
ties. Community-involved ethnic women seek to Improve their knoWledge and skills
and to grow personally so that they can participate fully in the community and
contribute to neighborhood stabilization and development. The recommendations
on education address these needs, but their applicability will vary within regions
and among groups.

`Action and Research

It is recommended. that:

Neighborhood-based education programs modeled after The National
Congress of Neighborhood Women (NCNW) college program should
be funded for replication in other ethnic areas. The major
components of such a design are:

- That it be a liberal arts degree program, cosponsored by a
community group and an existing higher educational institution;
that it be focused on neighborhood issues, which should provide

r the basis for academic course structure; and that it be an
experientially based curriculum

- That it contain a counseling program with peer counseling and
support systems

- That a strong ethnic and women studies theme)De-ckpari of the
course design

- That faculty and course work sensitive to ethnic issues be
adopted

- That 'students participate in curriculum development and faculty
'selection

1 7.
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- That the courie-program include skills development and refine-
ment

'A pilot project in two or three ethnic neighborhoods should be
funded that will educate ethnics about themselves and about other
ethnics. This should be designed as a 10- to 12-week program. Such

programs would be open to educators, community leaders, and all
those. interested in fostering self-identity and consciousness raising
among white ethnic women..,

Neighborhood organizations .,should be funded to develop local re-
source centers that:

Draw on indigenous material (oral histories, autobiographies.
surveys, questionnaires, etc.)

Feed this data into larger informational systems, such as the
Educational Research Information Center (ERIC)

- Utilize the resources of larger informational systems as needed
in the community

Policy

it is 'recommended that:

Women's studies programs in 4-year and community colleges should
incorporate courses and issues of concern to ethnic women. When
possible, these courses should be connectec. to women's centers
where women of all backgrounds can come together.

"s Ethnic studies programs should incorporate ethnic women s concerns.

Leadership training and community organizing skills should be in-
corporated in this model of o neighborhood-based educational
facility.

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

In discussing nontraditional educational models for white ethnic women, the
group addressed the type of curriculum that must be designed to fit the personal,
social, economic, and cultural .needs of white ethnic women. They reviewed
educational experience as a support to upward occupational mobility, as well as to
personal growth and development of the individual as an ethnic woman. The group
expanded this theme to include the need to educate ethnics, with equal emphasis on
the need to educate others about ethnics. Creating curriculum materials that
fulfill bath these tasks is mandatory.

The following recommendations evolved from curriculum development issues:



NIE should' fund a survey and/or use other research modes. on the
available curriculum materials, atoll educational levels, that:

- Define the changing roles, aspirations, and needs of white ethnic
women vis -a -vis education and occupation

Review the impact of these changes on white ethnic women,
their families, and society .

- Document white ethnic women's histories

Record the role of white ethnic women in American radical
movements in this century

Study family systems of various ethnic subcultures

NIE should-publish the research findings on these topics for
dissemination to the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
State Title IX coordinators, -public elementary and high school
ystemsmmunity colleges, centers of higher education, and other

appropriate audiences.

Institutes should be funded. The recommended institutes are those_
that:

- Promote teacher awareness of the ethnic diversity in the five
.areas mentioned above

- Promote additional curriculum materials found lacking in the NIE
survey

- Promote dissemination of a body of knowledge to the audiences
previously mentioned

NETWORKS

Information gathering and sharing is necessary to facilitcite the growth and
development of white ethnic women. Networks will serve as the foundation of
future planning and programing and as the basis far establishing a body of
knowledge.

-

The practitioners who have successfully developed programs in their
communities strongly suppgrted transferring these concepts to other communities
through an information network. Such networks would function at local as well as
-national and international ievels. The group agreed on the need for an established,
functioning network. They recommended the following:

A survey of all existing information and information& systems on
ethnic and neighborhood women should be. funded. The search would
cross-reference these descriptors:

- Community organizations

...1819



,r4 - Ethnic organizations

- Ethnic communities

Women's issues

- Women's centers

-Neighborhood women/groups/organizations

- Educational institutions

Ethnid studies programs

The results of these findings should be published and disseminated to
neighborhood groups, libraries, schools, Title IX State coordinators,
Federal agencies, and other appropriate audiences.

NIE should be funded to channel ethnic studies information into
existing clearinghoUse systems such as the Women's Equity Act
Clearinghouse and ERIC. In the case of the latter, NIE must ensure
the integration of descriptors ihot would allow retrieval of informa-
tion regarding ethnic women/studies/programs/centers, etc.

COMMUNITY ORGANIZING AND LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT

This topic produced a dynamic response from the participants. The
presenters emphasized the need to maximize what already exists and hos proven
successful in community-organizing efforts. They reiterated that ethnic women
are ulitaPPed, community leadership resources because their potential has not been
nurtured. The-practitioners refined their concerns into the recommendations listed
below. The basiiconcept was to use existing leadership potentio' develop
leadership where needed, andfurther community development by seeking and
funding training for grassroots ethniE-women,,__.

AV

The gra:fp-recommended, the following:

NIE should fund a technical assistance program to train nes,qhbor-
. hood women in the areas of program and organization development,

e.g., administration and management. The women funded under this
program would then serve as resources to other community groups
needing assistance in these areas.

NIE shOuld support the work of organizing on the neighborhood level.

Particular support and funding by NIE and other agencies for the
development and education' of community women in this area of
activity should be addressed.-
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HEALTH

Discussion of this topic was generated by Wilson's paper, which pOinted out
the need for high-quality health core. The practitioners. concurred with the pre,
senter that such 9 service should be neighborhood based and controlled in order that
it be accessible and responsive to the commu-nriit serves. The following
recommendations resulted:

Funding should be provided for graining white ethnic women to
become health core practitioners at all levels of health-related
occupations. This training" ond preparation would ensure:

- That health core will be sensitive to culturally and linguistically
diverse populations

. That job opportunities will expand for white ethnic women

Ethnic women should be in policymoking positions, especially in
health core fields. They should also be participants at all levels
where decisions affect them, especially on the neighborhood level.

4 A free notional health insurance plan should be developed ond im-
plemented. If a deductible is incorporated into such a plan, there
should be a provision for co-insurance rather than a deductible lump
sum. Notional health insurance must also include comprehensive
benefits in order for neighborhood women, for whom health costs
become a budgetary problem, to benefit from the plan.

..1 '

The continuation of neighborhood-based, neighborhood-controlled
health facilities must be ensured.

.

MENTAL HEALTH

A paper addressing this topic was not a specific part of the practitioners'
agenda. However, throughout their sessions dealing with educational issues,
community organizing, and leadership deirelopment, the subject of mental health
emerged. Due to the importance of this issue ond its recurrence in the discussions,
the practitioners developed on extensive set of research and policy
recommendations.

Research "

I
,

funds for long -rouge studies exploring, the relationship between a
womon's ethnicity and her vocational and educational aspirations
should be available.

A study of the effectiveness of health core when offered by persons
'of the some sex, ethnic group, or background as the population
served should be funded.



:1

Research should be funded to study the attitudes of professionals
within the mental health field toward white ethnic women.

Research should be funded to study how white ethnic women cope
with. life cycle events, with focus on these questions:

.

- Where are these traditions helpful in terms of coping strategies?
What customs viev<s, values, etc., hove transferability?

- How can this information be incorporated into mental health
practice and be applied to successful intervention or treatment?

.
The role of counselors in helping white ethnic women to claim and
direct their own talents, lifestyles, and career options must be
studied.

Research should be funded to study role models for ethnic women,
using an intergenerational or cross-generational model and
addressing the following questions:

- Do role models exist?

Where were they?

'rho are they?

- What inflUence do they have?

- How have they served as rote models?

Policy

The placement of white ethnic women in graduate and professional
schools, especially in the mental health field, should be promoted.

.
Ethnic women should be encouraged through rectuitment and schol-
arships to pursue these careers.

The curriculum in health and health - related studies should be ex-
panded to include sensitivity to the special mental health needs of
white ethnic women.

The role of counselor's, must be developed and emphasized so that
ethnic women will be encouraged to ch9ese the options that are
most meaningful for their personal growtK.

MEDIA, ARTS, AND HUMANITIES -- -
The recommendations on media, arts, and humanities were generated from

discuilion of the papers presented by Nardekli-Haight and Noschese, which raised
the some Issues of education, information retrielial, networking, and organizing

.
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skills, but as they critically relate to the arts. All the group members felf
-intimately involved, since their awn lives havebeen touched by negative images,
stereotypes, and roles created by the media, arts, and humanities. In an effort to
promote positive images, stereotypes, and .roles, the group developed the fallowing
recommendations:

Research should be funded to study the portrayal of ethnic women in
literature and visual media. This study should concentrate on
present-day characterizations and how this affects the self-image of
ethnic women.

, Federal and State agencies should allot funds for films and other
a_created by ethnic women to promote positive images af

ethnic women;

'Research should be funded to stutity the propottion:df_airtime in
public service coverage that the commercial radio and teleiiiiion
stitions spend on ethnic women's issues as part of meeting FCC
credentialing criteria. Such a study could also extend to public TV
and radio.

Comparative studies of the feminist movement within the white
ethnic female population in the United States and the country af
a rigin- ss-addre ing the cultural and historical implications, should be
funded.

The preservation and fos+ering a thnicialk-art-and crafts should
be funded, especially those art orms that are 'traditionally _the
product of women's creativity. ~-

CONCLUSION

Clearly, The final recommendation is that all of these research and.policy
recommendations be' acted upon. The practitioners worked hard in assessing the
papers; flavoring the discussion with their own expertise, contributing information,
and. effectively reconciling divergent opinions in order to develop this compre-
hensive research and policy agenda.

White ethnic women are an emerging constituency, and all the authors agreed
that data on this constpuencysare limited. The consensus opinion was that a body
of knowledge on White ethnic women must be developed in order for the prac-
titiontiv to best utilize their skills. Governmental agencies, educational institu-
tions, and Individual researchers must make developing and expanding this body of
knowledge a priority and Jain forces to make it a reality. .

*

. A strong foundation for this body of knowledge was established at the con-
.ference in Boston, which provided the first opportunity for women to collectively
develop on agenda for research and policy on the educational and occupational
needs of White ethnic women in America. The practitiOners were grateful to NIE
for this long-awaited opportunity. The combined efforts of all concerned should
promote the realization of the recommended actions, which will tangibly affect the
lives of white ethnic women in America.
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CHAIRPERSONS' REPORTs ACADEMICS

Barbara Wertheimer and Nancy Seifer

INTRODUCTION

It -isn't often-that the problems of white ethnic women in terms of-race or sex
discrimination `are considered. Because they are not members of rack!l minority
groups, the degree4of discrimination they face and their problems of adjustment
often go unnoticed. Their life options are limited by their cultural heritage in ways
more subtle and more obscure- than the constraints faced by black, Spanish -
speaking, and Asian American women.

This theme emerged 'repeatediy in the group discuision reported here, as
members explored the complex dilemma faced by women of white ethnikback-
grounds. While many of these women "pose' into the mainstream of American life,
there is a price--that of denying their ethnic identity. There is often a sense, even
today, that the first step to becoming upwardly mobile in American society is to
leave the old ethnic neighborhood, whether physically, psychologically, or both, and
sacrifice otiose identification with one's cultural' roots. ,

That price is too high for some. The experience of generations of immigrants
and their children is that it has been either undesirable or emotionally untenable to
alienate oneself from one's roots in order to assimilate. The psychological damage
that can result from violating traditiorial values can be devastating.

. The clash of values between the majority culture and ethnic subcultures is a
stress factor that often leads to permanent rupture. But to young people with
ambitiolts of upward mobility, the financial, professional, or social rewards that a
college education promises outweigh the part of their identity that they may have
to deny. Sinai these roots provide a sense of security, their lack may be a prime
cause of increasing alienation from American life. For white ethnic women who
seek to move beyond the limits of tradition and develop their potential and a sense
of selflesteem independent of their family roles, this is particularly acute. _It
should be recognized that as their roles.change, sa will the ethnic family. Logics
and gains need to be more clearly understood.

Eihni6 families and .neighborhoods traditionally have been a source of emo-
tional strength for millions of Americans, and they have provided human and fi-
nancial resources that Federal, State, and local governments today increasingly are
called upon to supply. 'In what participants saw as a time of rapid family de-
terioration, they called upon governrrfent to design and implement programs to,

. shore up that strength, wherever possible. Specific suggestions in this area are
spelled out later.

In the broader framework of the work world, increasing numbers of, women,
including white ethnic women, seek preparation and training for entry or reentry
inicilhe.tabor market at a time of rising expectations in a falling economy. 'White
ethnic nie%-zin,particular, who are squeezed between inflation and recession on the
one hand and affisTrative action employment policies on the other, may support
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. backlash movements that would retard upword mobility for women from their own
41- families and communities. Conflict, whether icadily apparent or below the sur-

'face, must be recognized aid studied by researchers.
or, ^

, DISCUSSION FORMAT

While the gaup utilized broinstorming to encourage a free flow of ideas in
4. order to identify (areas needing study and suggest research rtrotegies to deol with

these areas, .severol issues requiring clarification were discussed at sanc length.
gaper writers and participants came from o variety of backgrounds ond

perspectIves,and they stroVe to find a common philosophicol graxid from which
b the interchange could proceed productively.

The most difficult of these issues dealt with theinterface between ethnicity
and class. Because...of-the 1960's sociopoliticol context which gave rise to the term
"white ethnic," many community activists and sociologists have tended to use this
term as o synonym for working Gloss. Some conference participants were
concerned primarily with the needs of lower income women; others were more
Interested in broad paftent; of ethnicity ond the needs of white ethnic women of oll
socioeconomic levels.

Tothe first group, therefore, economic barriers common to all lower income
women, regardless of ethnic group, seemed most criticol. To the second group, it
was the ethnic factor, exemplified by stereotypes held by the lorger society, that

. presented the most insurmountable obstacle. Their focus was on values, behavior
patterns, lifestyles, and perspectives of Women who are so closely tied to their
ethnic heritages that they feel a chasm between the reolity of their doily lives ond
their perceptions of what constitutes mainstream Americo.

The four papers presented for the group's considerotion served as the back-
drop for discussion. These papers illustrate the .variety of perspectives described
above, and at first once they appear to present divergent and even irreconcilable
viewpoints. Consi mg them as o unit, however, provided o , basis for the
suggestions and rec endotions of the participants.

A generol e running through the papers was as follows: For countless
:middle - class n in Americo, ethnic identity is undoubtedly o handicap to
success in "the ger society, but it is working-class women whose daily lives are
most offect by this identity and whose problems ore most acute. Reseorch
program ociol policy directives, and legislotion are needed. If those programs
ore to effective, on underskinding of ethnic diffelences must be integroted into
thei arm and content.

FOUR PAPERS: A BRIEF REVIEW

The paper presented by Louise Lamphere, "The Economic Struggles of Femole
Factory Workers: A Comparison of French, Polish, and Portuguese Immigrants,"
.emphasizes the common struggle of oil low-income women workers, whether they
ore new immigrants or descendants of working-doss immigronts. According to
Lamphere, differences in patterns of Immigration as well os in family structure and
'volt/es regarding the role of women produce measurable differences in the
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- workplace,u4 areas midi 'as iiriluctivity, Cooperation with coworkers, and union
organization:- A,

Lamphere concludes, however, that similaritiessimilarities far outweigh the differ-
ences. Economic necessity is the single most important determinant in the lives of

' all working-class women. Furthermo , this has always-been the case. Little has
changed for workingwomen since t n of the century except that far more
married women and mothers are now a pe manent part of the labor force.

Kathleen McCourt, in her paper "Irish, Italian, and Jewis Wome at the
Grassroots Level: A Historical and Sociological Perspective," exam t lives of
immigrant and ethnic women from a, broad, community - oriented pers.--ctive; To \
suppcirt her observations, she illustrates how diverse irnmigrcint cultures continue t$
have an impact on the, educotion and, occupational choices of women. However,
those cultures, and therefore the role of women within them, are constantly
reshaped by today's urban problems, just as they were by industrialization and
urbanization in filet 1 9th century.

,
McCourt poiNts out that although different immigrant groups found different

ways of adapting to American society, in all cases -women were responsible for
preserving the culture. That responsibility eventually extended to the environment
surrounding the home: the neighborhood, which in turn became the dependable,
supportive pillar on which immigrant and ethnic waking-class people leaned. As
the fate of older, urbon neighborhoods has become increasingli, uncertain, ethnic
women have left their traditional roles and "gone to the barricades" in cities around
the country to fightfor the survival of their communities.

In "Family Roles and Identities of Scandinavian and Ger Man Women," Corot
Woehrer provides insight into subtle behavioral differences among diverse ethnic
groups. Whether it is to strengthen those communal helping networks so critical to
the lives of working-class women in urban neighborhoods or to develop new human
services or educational programs, policymakers and program developers must
understand ethnic group variations in behavior patterns and values; particularly in
terms of the way people relate to one another, both inside and outside the family.
As women's roles and self-images change, such an understanding can help families
adapt to new realities.

In "Achieving the Dreams Beyond Tradition: Counseling White Ethnic
American Girl f",Mary Ellen Verheyden-Hilliard suggests how school counselors can
prepare girls new social, economic, and occupational roles. In particular, she

surges counselor to present these girls with options far beyond the traditional.
While she feels that counselors should be sensitive to differences in ethnic
traditions and famijy patterns in order to communicate constructively with girls
and their parents, she stresses that the universal problems faced by all girls in our
society far outweigh the differences.

Viewed as a .unit, the papers suggest that an understanding of ethnic differ-
ences can be critical; in dealing with family and community life, unless differences
in values, behavior patterns, petspectives, and communication- styles are incor-
porated into program designs, it is unlikely that the programs will successfully
meet the needs of their clients. Both in the workplackand in schools, however, the
experience of beihd female transcends any ethnic variations .even 'though ethnic
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identity, influences adaptation to change and response to new options, such as
union-organizing driyes or apprenticeship programs from which women previously

, may have been excluded..
-

T 'pants_ did not reach an agreement about the salience of ethnicity
versus class lives of white ethnic women. However, they did agree that for
the purposes of this conference they would foctis on the intersection of the two,
i.e., the point at which needs can be identified as specific to white ethnic Working-
class women in America who are descended from late 19th- and early 20th-century
immigrants and who in many ways still feel the stigma of being different from
mainstream Americans. Indeed,. they often face the some relentless economic
hardship.

/ - .

The participants agreed that one critical point should be made as part of the
statement of findings and recommendations: problems' of white ethnic women are
not isolated from those of other minority -group women. The discussions that
followed, therefore; should be seen as inclusive rother than exclusive. While di-
verse cultural histories naturally result in some differences, the bonds that unite
women in seeking full partnership in American life should be seen as stronger than
any differences.

This meant, discussants felt, that the recommendations arising from this
conference would ,probobly somewhat overlap those that came from the previous
N1E-conferences on the educational and occupational needs of black, Asian-Pacific
Island, Native American, and Hispanic women. This overlap would indicate
consensus on the need for women of all backgrounds to work within a
multiethnic/multiracial framework to realize mutual goals.

IDENTITY CONFLICT OF WHITE ETHNk WOMEN .

Some central questions surrounding the issue of identity conflict addressed by
the group include:

Can positive ethnic heritage values be maintained at the some time '
that limitations of tradition are overcame and nontraditional roles,
in a broader social context, are assumed? d

..
As the hisiories and cultures of different ethnic groups in American
life gradually become part of school curriculums and ethnic diversity
"becomes accepted as a social goal, will the identity conflict faced
by many ethnic women be resolved?

What happens to the role of ethnic women as the keepers of family
and community tradition, given the inevitability of economic and
social- change?

Specific recommendations to address these questions were as follows:

NIE might solicit, pilot projects from schools on the elementary,
secondary, and college levels to develop, test, and disseminate
curriculum materials on the roles and contributions of white ethnic
women. These should include:

28
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- BiographiCal and historical materials' covering' women's 'role in
the economic, social, and labor history of this country

- Discussions of the changing immigrant experience and of the
nature of women's roles today in countries from which the
largest groups of immigrants have come

Goals would be threefold:, to build positive role models for
ethnic women; to develop respect on the part of students in
general; and to show the developmental role of women both here
and in their countries of origin. Such new material would be part
of a wider program to dispel stereotyped images. '

Attitudinal studies should be conducted in conjunction with the
programs outlined above to ascertain which of the goals ore
achieved, which are not and why.

NIE also might utilize the resources of women's studies programs at
community and 4-year colleges, not only integrating, them into the
Women's studies network but also surveying courses' currently being
offered to ascertain that materials pertaining to ethnic women are
part of the programs. , .

Media. usage should be encouraged, and proposals should be solicited
for developing pilot television and radio programs that would deal
with preparing ethnic women for reentry into the world of work.
These might focus, for example, on interviewing skills and basic
employer expectations, and they could' incorporate English language
assistance in a form designed to appeal to the recent woman
immigrant.

IMPACT OF ETHNICITY ON EDUCATIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL OPTIONS

Too little is knOwn about the role of ethnicity on the occupational choices of
girls. The assumption is that these choices ore delimited by factors originating
both within and outside the ethnic community: "internar&traditions and "external"
institutional bras and Indifference. These limitations appear to be fueled by static
and stereotypical Images of ethnic women. There is, as yet, no indepth,
contemporary account of the changing roles df women in ethnic communities.
Selective, intensive, and comparative research could provide data to counteract
ethnic and class biases found in schools and portrayed by the media. It would be
important to learn:

4 What are present parental.attituiles toward educating daughters and
how do parents view training for jobs or careers? The extent to
which historical ethnic patterns still operate to channel girls into
the exploiting, dead-end occupational roles, to which immigrant
women have been subjected for generations, needs to be
documented. Do factors like geographical. location, kinship net-
works, employer stereotypes, and self-imposed definitions of
"proper" workplace' roles for women still significantly affect job
choices?
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A. study designed to survey attitudes in a representative sample of
ethnic communities across the country should be followed by
specially designed materials that dispel for parents the myths about
limited work life expectancies for today's young women. Instead,
the Importance of school, the need to take courses in math and the
sciences, and projections about future educational and . job
opportunities should be publicized. .

1

Where ethnic families support job and educational programs for
daughters, how do the life experiences of girls who receive special
job training or education compare with the experiences of those who
do not? A longitudinal study should be conducted in selected

- diverse, stable ethnic communities.

What are family support mechanismsfinancial, psychological, and
socialthat encourage educational and occupational training goals in
daughters? What kinds of jobs or careers? Are they along
traditional lines of women's work? Does this vary for particular
groups of ethnic women?

-
What are the differences today, if any, between the ethnic family's
treatment of sans and daughters? In what ways has this treatment
changed? Three-generational. family histories would provide useful
data, indicating the extent to which women's life choices are
influenced by the importance placed on education for girls iri'
different ethnic groups. It would be- interesting to learn to what
degree mothers ore changing their views in this regord compared
with fathers.

To answer these questions, the group recommended that:

\There should be comparative studies on the chonging roles of women
in the countries of origin and in the Uiiited States, and their impact
on educational aifd occupational choices. It would be useful to
include studies of feminist.movements in these countries as well as
ilv the UniteStates and to relate to this the varying degrees of
resistonce, that women from different ethnic groups encounter in
beeaking away from traditionally defined roles.

1

\There should be a study of how youilg women perceive their college
i,preparation and its value to them several yebrs after completion.

community colleges have become the most common avenue for
upw'ard mobility for the working class. However, the labor-market
value of .2year college degrees is becoming doubtful. Do
educotional institutions in general adequgtely prepare young girls
and women for the realities of the ,labor market? As growing
numbers of women become heads of households, this issue increases
in imPortance.
, \

..

o aid researchers, ERIC descriptors, which do nor provide much
nforMation on white ethnic girls and women, should be corrected to
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remedy this lack, and NIE should use its good offices in this respect
as rapidly as possible.

There should be specie training for school Counselors, since they are
in a unique position to help raise the aspirations of young girls and to
interest them in nontraditional job areas and programs. Outreach
should not omit parents and other family members, and should
`emphasize the importance of education for fields in which new
technology is likely to provide jobs. Math, engineering, ond
computer skills should be promoted at the some time that labor
market forecasts are disseminated. This information includes data
on tnarket trends, the relocation of factory jobs to the South and to
other countries, the impact of technology on white-collar as well as
blue-collar jobs, and the coming demand for computer programers
and workers with mechanical, engineering, ond other technical skills.
This information is needed by school 'administrators; teachers of
economics, history, social studies, moth and science; vocational and
technical faculty; and guidonce personnel. Relaying this information
to students should' be incorporated into the teaching plans.

Model programs should be set up. Two examples' of education
program models for working and working-class women that have
been tested and found successful were reported: the community-
based 2-year college of the Notional Congress of Neighborhood
Women, in Brooklyn, N.Y.; and the year-long college credit
programs, Trade Union Women's Studies and Career Development
Women's Studies, of the Institute for Education and Research on
Women and Work, New York State School of Industrial and Labor
Relations, Cornell University. These programs are designed to build
both the skills and self-confidence of the workingwomen who attend,
and ways to adapt them to meet the needs of other groups should be
explored.

Alternative higher education programs that meet the bcodemic,
occupational, financial, or cultural needs of working-class women
who decide to go back to school, whether at midcareer or to seek a
job for the first time, should be more widely available. Special
focus should be placed not only on training for new careers or job
areas, but also on helping women cope with their dual roles as
workers and housewives.

ETHNIC WOMEN AND THE WORLD OF WORK

The question of how white ethnic women manage the dual roles of work and
family hos never been researched systematically. The following areas need to be
addressed: ,

What support systems, formal or informal, do these women t..ilize?

Does this differ from group to group?

. Which do the users report as most satisfactory?
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Con generalizations be drawn from the differing ethnic experiences?
Does satisfaction stem, for example, from availability of community
services,, self-help groups, family support systems?

Where These are unavailable,. are there noticeable additional
stresses, mental health problems, difficulties with children, and
other problems? How are they handled?.....,==...: ..,...,,.,.. .

The following recaTinecidations-weraimile: -_ _.1
, ,

. For lower income ethnic women to receive assistance in obtaining
jobs that pay enough to support a' family ar have some upward
mobility, they need access to programs thot recognize women's
permanent place in the work force.. Implementation of legislation
thot guarantees equal pay and equal access to jobs, and knowledge of
laws that can be utilized to make the workplace as safe and hazard-
free as possible, are also necessary.

.,
There is a need. for programs to help women workers gain respect,
dignity, and fair play; for humanization of the workplace, and for a
focus on the quality of worklife. Members of minority groups,
including women, will hove to r--,ntinue using public platforms to

r remind leaderi in both the public and private sectors of these needs.
At the same time, unionization. and full participation- in union
policymaking were seen as strategies that women should learn to use
more effectively in order to improve their worklives. It is still true
that only one in every eight women workers is q union member, and
the white-collar? and service occupations in .which women
predominate are the least unionized of all.

Research an how aware nonunianized women workers are of their
need for collective action, and how they view this in terms of their
jobs, would be useful. Studies of unionized ethnic women workers
could examine their leadership roles at various levels of union
organization. How- did they achieve those posts, and to what extent
does their success encourage other women? Through interviews it
should be possible to learn how (and whether) women get ahead in
their unions and What back§roundssocioeconomic, ethnic, racial- -
tend to encourage leadership development.

Reseaich an the long-term relationship of ethnicity to interest in
unionization should prove helpful. How effective as outreach
mechanisms are Hispanic and other ethnic clubs that are sponsored
by unions in some urban areas? To what extent can unions help to
combat exploitive and ethnically divisive employment practices?

%

There should be a study of obstacles to wide implementation of
alternative work patterns such a flextime, job sharing, and part-time
jobs, and the discussants stressed the importance of establishing
'prorated fringe benefits for these alternatives. An assessment of
progress in this area was urged.
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Three important program areas not directly related to research but emerging
from the group discussion included:

English as a second language, to be taught at times and locations
convenient for workers,, and on television

Training for jobs and occupations not likely to be wiped out by
technological changes, since women still are tracked into service
and clerical jobs rather than skilled crafts and mechanical and
engineering trades

Preparation through media programs and through daytime as well as
evening courses for the world of work, including information on job
laws, on the role of labor unions and how to participate in them, and
on women's opportunities in the work force.

MEETING THE NEEDS OF ETHNIC WOMEN IN THE COMMUNITY

Concern was expressed that all basic socjologital research and public policy
studies undertaken by the Federal Government be sensitive to factors of ethnicity.

Whether the issue is education, employment, or housing, new policies and programs
that result from such studies will have different effects on different ethnic
communities. Planners must be aware of cultural considerations and should be
required to develop ethnic impact statements. This is especially critical in the
area of human services:

Research questions in which the -group had a strong interest incltided:

What -is the overall impact of the extended fam ily on particular
communities? For ethnic .groups that value intergenerational ties,
what kinds of 'new community services are needed to keep these ties
from disintegrating?

To what degiee does the availability of a grandmother (in an
extended-family situation) affect the mother's decision to work
outside the 'home, return to school, or become active in community
affairs?

There has been little research on how women's participation in the
work force affects the elderly. How do different groups cope with
insufficient services to meet changing needs in this area? Is there a
rolefor government in. identifying and disseminating, ethnically
sensitive alternative prpgrarns for child and elderly care?

A study is needed on how tax deductions er stipends for home core
and. related services to family members or neighbors can help slow
the 'erosion of informal helping networks that have been the
backbone of ethnic neighborhoods and helped immigrants enter into
American life.
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What ore the ethnic differences in the way people experience the
various stages in the life* cycle? What training and materials are
needed-to make -human service practitioners aware of and sensitive
to those differences?

Are there statistically significant differences in the divorce sates
among ethnic groups? If so, *hat are the social policy implications?

What are,the ethnic differences in coping with stress? Is there a
relationship between ethnicity and certain disease tendencies? Can
government work in, concert with community groups to design
ethnically sensitive neighborhood-based mental health care facilities
(given the fact that white ethnic families generally have not utilized

. services outside their communities)?

Specifically, the discussants recommended:

-Locating and blueprinting success models in critical areas. NIE
might requist proposals from community grou'ps that have developed
programs to address specific problems: the middle-aged ethnic
woman; the aging woinan; the vocational and educational needs of
ethnic wornen; the' young woman worker; developing the use of
community resources; alcohol arid drug.dependency; or the impact of
divorce and separation on the ethnic wirnan...

- Those receivinirants should analyze how their groups were organited, what
problems-were overcome, how-leaders were developed or trained, how focal issues
were selected, what gropp actions were engaged in, and what the results were. A
complete manual on how to organize for action on particular problem areas should
be one product of the grant, including copies of all relevant materials produced
during the life of the project, descriptions of training programs utilized, and
information on fundraising methods.

Developing a community care model. NIE should recommend that
the appropriate agency select one ethnic community -for an
experimental community care project to address the need for:

Inexpensive community-based childcare

- Day center forioleler adults

Community heaith unit for outpatient care and health euucation

- A school adjacent to there facilities

The goal would be to integrate services for workingwomen Who need
.care for both young children and aging parents; provide health care
for both, groups while they are at the center; and constructively
utilize alder adults who can participate in a volunteer capacity.
Involving the ethnic comrkunity in planning as well as running the
center should enhance the center's value and ensure its continuity.
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As a .pflot project, records should be kept and an evaluation study
done. If successful, the center should serve as a model for other
communities. \

ETHNIC WOMEN AS ADVOCATES OF' CHANGE

One partidipant referred to a 'brain drain". from ethnic neighborhoods,
thy., increasing nurOers of young people who go to college and move to the suburbs
or a "better" area. Many women whose. families stay in the older neighborhoOs
now are working' to upgrade these areas. In manycases, community groups feel\
that they are firting for their survival.

As the need for new community organizations grows, the lack of leadership
skills and political sophistication becomed apparent. The traditional ethnic organi-
zations in which women have played active roles have been .social, cultural, or
religious groups and not oriented toward community action. Today ethnic women
feel the need to have a voice of their own and to have political leverage at both
local and notional levels.

Participants suggested that on examination of the following questions might
be the first step towarda research agenda in this area:

Does et hnicity affect leadership styles? How does it shape the
structure, goals, issues, and operation' of organizations? Why do
certain community organization models succeed in some areas and
fall in others?

What have been the most common strengths, and weaknesses in
working -class ethnic community or.. izations? Can successful
models be developed and information ..ut them disseminated as
useful organizing tools for other gr ps? What attributes would
define "success" in this context?

-1 Are there, special charocteristics of .ethnic womenwho join
organizations, and become leaders? In terms of self-confidence and
ways of dealing with power; are there differences between these
women and their counterparts in the larger society? Are -there

'significant differences in values and motives?

Can ethnic women's organizations serve as a bridge from the old to
the new? Can they lead from a more passive and supportive
approach to on activist approach to dealing with the problems of
women? What. are the most effective vehicles for developing
leadership training programs? Group members felt it important to
include here development of proposal-writing skills to enable ethnic
women's organizations to obtain funding from foundations,
corporations, and community chests; development of programs that
cover needs in a wide range of areas, from housing and health' care
to employment And education; and procurement of government
program moneys. Training in ways to. utilize the media more
effectively-also should be included.
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, Can we isolote and study differences in leadership styles between
women in ethnic organizations and leaders of feminist groups? Is
feminism expressed differently in different ethnic groups? What is
the current relationship of ethnic women's organizations to the,
feminist ilkovement?

Specific suggestions for NIE in this area were formulated:

NIE shoUld solicit indepth studies that demonstrate how successful
'coalitions of women's ethnic organizations are formed,-how they
operate, v their effectiveness in various areas, the issues on. which
they focus, their organizational structure, Wow they affect their
community and city, and what happens to ;heir leaders in teems of
upward political mobility. ..

Equally useful would be &study of the dynamics of various types of
organizations involvini neighborhood women, such. as- the National
Congress' of NeighbOrhood Women, the South East Comniunity
Organization, and the Polish Women's Alliance. Who joins? How do
their core issues differ? What are the commonalities? How is
leadership developed? What Pare the different leadership styles?
How doss the organization perpetuate itself,. or is there an
organizational life cycle?

in some areas, attempts hove been mode to develop cooperation
among ethnic groups in contiguous neighborhoods. Such efforts,
which are not always successful, provide opportunities to learn from
failures as will as from successes. These attempts, therefore,
should be examined while those who have been involved in them ore
available to recount the experiences as they lived through them. An
applied research study analyzing several atternpti could include
efforts to draw .up specific guidelines that would -give future
community groups a better bhance for success.

ETHNIC WOMEN AND THE POLITICAL. PROCESS

Not the least important of the concerns discussid at the conference was
women's participation in the political process at every level. It was recommended
thot:

NIE-should request proposals from conimunity ethnic organizations
to obtain data on such participation, on the relationship of this to
ethnic group and to length of time in the United States or number of
generations between immigration and the present, and on
correlations between involvement in community organizations and
political participation.

NIE should foster educati, programs on civic participation: on the
legislative process, on ho government works, on the political
system, and on how citizens n become involved. Materials pre.
pared for these programs sho \4d be disseminated as widely as



possible: in public schOols, in the community, and in college and
evening schoorprograms. .

A directory of ethnic Y.andraWi
:,
ould be developed. Although

1;41 kitir ot

an enormous undertdcin'grthisiOutld aid organizations in establishing
and maintaining contact with each other. .

. Federal and State agencies responsible for planning and carrying out
. community changes . should assess the impact of such changes.

Although a wide range of methods for doing this are available, those
that involve public ,heorings, consultations with, community groups,
and surveys .accomplish the dual purpose of providing the necessary

, feedback to the agencies 'involved and opening the woy for individual
and group involvement in the process.

SUMMARY

Research and programs 'for education and training specifically designed to
hilP ethnic women obtain occupational mobility are few. Much information is
available, but researchers must be directed (i.e., funded) to begin the process of
collecting it. The data they uncover could serve as the foundation for programmat-
ic remedies. The papers presented at this NIE-sponsored conference provided a
historical background from which the deliberations of the academic group flowed.
Areas on which research efforts most fruitfully might- be focused have been dis-
cussed. Each of these has do action component.' The group felt that applied re`-
search, which would not only collect information but' also lead to program recom-
mendations, would be most useful.

We :commend NIE for bringing together this group of researchers and practi-
tioners, and hope that contacts established at the convocation will be continued.

The 'group felt strongly that, the problems of ethnic women were different
only in degree from those of minority women in general, and that a united approach
to seeking equality for all women in our society was the common goal.

off
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ETHNKhOMEN AND THE MEDIA*

Christine Naschese

INODUCTION .

This country has assumed that American society is one big melting pot. As
esult, ethnic values are typically ignored in the mass media. In the United States
there ore-70 million descendants of immigrants from Ireland, Italy, Spain, Greece,
Armenia, and the Slavic compries, which means that approximately 35 percent of
our Nation's 203 million citizens are of while ethnic immigrant descent. According
to the 1970 census,' at least half of these are . first- and second-generation
descendants. Even though census data indicate that New York City has more Jews
than Tel Aviv, more Irish therkPublin, and more Italians than Rome, and Chicago
has more Poles than any other city in the world, including Warsaw, until recently it
was rare to see anyone of obvious ethnicity in films or on television. When ethnics
have been shown, their valr,sf -toncerns, and lifestyles have been distorted,
romanticize", and stereotyped. Ethnic families have been portrayed as
psychopathic. Successful people of ethnic backgrounds have' been shown as
gangsters. Ethnic women havi been portrayed as victims, as passive, dependent,
narrow-minded; sick, or invisible.

Two areas of discrimination must be considered in discussing white ethnic
women.- Therefore, it is important to look-at how both women and ethnics are
treated 'by the media, what effects such treatment has on them, and how they can
change this treatment:

As long as newspapers _and magazines are controlled by men, every
woman upon them must write articles which are the reflections of men's
ideas. As long as that continues, women's ideas and deepest 'convictions
will never get before the public. (Susan 8: Anthony, 1900; cited in "The
Spirit of Houston")

THE IMAGE OF WOMEN 114 THE MEDIA.

The image of women projected by the communications media has long been a
matter of serious concern to feminists, consumerists, and social critics. It is
belibved- that the media are largely responsible for perpetuating and reinforckg
many negative images-of women. As a result, women growing up in our society gre
not only Nndered in their aspirations, but also robbed of their human dignity.

ti

*
EDITORIAL NOTE: The purpose of this paper is not to present research, but to
articulate a practitioner's .point of view as, a filmmaker and community arganiter.
This paper serves as support material for the media presentation given at the
conference. Although the,films themselves provided the focus for discussion, it
was felt that the compendium should contain written documentation of the
filmmaker's intent and concerns.

3.
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The media have enormous impact on the formation and reinforcement. of
attitudes. When women are constantly presented as passive, submissive, vain,
empty-headed sex objects, incapable of rational action and conscientious only about
their roles as wives and mothers, it is inevitable that they will suffer,psychic
damage. When these stereotypes are repeated often enough, they become
believable and people begin to act aft their socially prescribed roles.

PsychOlogists tell us that the kinds of experiences that have the greatest
effect on the formation of attitudes and behavior ate those that are experienced
earliest, most vividly, and repeatedly. These descriptions certainly apply to tele-

_ vision. By the time the child enters kindergarten, he or she has °heady
spent more hours learning about the world from television than will be spent in a
college classroom earning a B.A. degree. For this reason, the way he or she
initially viva women will leave a vivid, lasting impression. A 1175 study by Miller
and Reeves presented at the International Communication Association concluded
that children who are exposed to television program that portray women in
counterstereotypical occupations will perceive these occupations as more ap-
propriate in real life.. There is need, :hen, to portray women in a wide variety of
roles, so that the next generation will grow up free of sex role stereotyping.

A 1973 United Nations report, "Discrimination Against Women in Advertis-
ing," which was published by the Commission on the Status of Woman, concluded
that Most advertising degrades women, "that Cadvertisingl is the worst offender in
perpetuating the image of women as sex symbols and: inferior beings." This
document summarized the views of 28 governmental and 22 nongovernmental
organizations on the "14luence of mass communications onp new attitude toward
the role of women in 'Anent day society."

Though more than half of all Ameri.can women Are in the work force, ad-
vertising does not portray them in a wide variety of career roles. Advertisements
show them as unable to think for themselves, fearful of_losing masculine opprovol,
obsessive cleaners, sex objects, irrational, and indulgent. In addition, most of the
voiceovers irk television commercials.use male voices, even for women's products.

Television programing, too, should reform its portrayal of women. It is true
that network television shows hove changed since the beginning of the decade. In
the early 1970's, prime-time programing was primarily devoted to police and
detective stories, which . featured much violence and a male-oriented world.
Current television prograring reflects the change from action-packed, violent
shows, but sex has been substituted for violence. We see program about females
who work, but the emphasis is on sensationalism. The network brass coil these new
shows "jiggle shows

'
" referring to the women's' breasts. It is c phrase widely used

within the industry and is even reported in the trade press.

With regard to the portrayal of women in daily newspopers, one can
immediately point to the women's or family/style section to Illustrate the
ghettoization of women in newsprint. When a story about an achieving woman is
printed; she is often i,escribnd in terms of her looks, or mention is made of her
clothing. Neither approach is used when men's deeds are chronicled. _
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. . The problem of the image of women in the media is exacerbated by the fact
that only a small proportion of women are employed in decisionmaking media jobs.

. Though women hold 20 to 25 percent of all medio-reloted jobs, only 5 percent are in'.
influential policymaking positions. In addition, the women who do hold executive!
positions in the media are confined to "housekeeping " ;positions such as personnel.
and 'public relations. When the Journalism Council used EEOC (Equol Employment
Opportunity Commission) 1975 statistics to analyze the percentage of women in the
communications industry's "image ,making positions" (jobs concealed with the
medio's creative product), they found thot periodicals hod the highest percentoge
(37.SVercent) and that broadcasting had the lowelt (13.7 percent). A 1972 study by
the National Association of Radio and, Television News Directors revealed that
mine of the 286 local television stations surveyed had a woman as news director.

In recent years, Goiternrrient regulatory ogencies (Federal Communications
Commission, Federal Trade Commission), industry regulatory bodies (Notional
Association of Broadcasters, National Advertising Review Board), and Government
commissions (Civil ,Rights Commission, International Women's Year Commission)
have not only addressed themselves to the negative image of women in the mass
rnedio, but have also suggested ways to erodicote them.

ETHNICITY AND CLASS IN FILM

In studying ethnicity, social class is a factor which must be examined.lince
over 50 percent of all ethnics in this country are blue-collar workers,2cha cters

.......ki..\d themes in films should reflect the needs and concerns of this constituency.
.

.1-i
In Movies on TW., Steven Scheuei lists 7,000 movies. A review of this listing

reveals an insignificant number of films dealing with ethnics. Did the producers
and directors in the past, many of whom were ethnic themselves, forget about their
backgrounds? Did they feel there wos no market, or did they themselves become
victims of the melting pot ideology? Directors like Frank Capra, who wrote about
his own ethnicity in his autobiography, used WASP characters to make their points.
These men chose to 'deal with the American Dream and the WASP world in their
films, whether because of the market or their own self-denial. They did this even'
though they ,themselves, along with 50 percent of other Americans at practically
every stage of our history, were either immigrants or first-. or second-generation
descendants of immigrants.

I

In order to assess the impatt of the media on women, a survey was conducted?
The question was asked: "Is there ony choracter whom you remember in an
American film that portrayed a woman from your ethnic group?" Most of the
women interviewed thought of someone, no matter how insignificont her role, but
they dl. hesitated first and said, "I have to think about this one for o while." The
Irish thought obout what was broadcast on St. Patrick's Day. Of all the Poles and
Slays interviewed, only one could think of o film about her ethnic group. Most
Itolions of firstIlidld remember only Moflo movies cr foreign films.

Nearly all the movies and television programs of the past saw the Americon
family as "The Hordy Boys" or "Father Knows Best," where everyone worked prob-
lems out reasonably, was jovial, mentolly and physicolly heOlthy, and moral. But
'the ethhic American family was portrayed quite differently.
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For the. few films where the Irish were portrayed as hard-working, jovial
- people, there were more with a James Carey hoodlum and a mother wringing her

hands cis her son was led away after killing a number of people, saying, 'But officer,
he was always good to me. He was a good boy'."

Italian movies are almost synonymous with crime portrayed as a family
affair. The whole family is corrupt, but.the women in the family supposedly are
kept out of the arty stuff. They are not aware, or at least keep silent, about their
sans murdering each other. The Hollywood motto for these movies is "the family
nays together even if- it is in the cemetery." Only in movies are ethnic mothers
endowed with such a copacity for unconditional love that they will load the guns for
their sons. According to Hollywood, Mrs. Corleone doesn't care what's going on as
long as she can sit by the fire and make pasta.

in the last 5 years, 'a new sense of ethnicity has emerged. Hortense
Powdermaker states throughout her book Roll ood the Dream Factory that
movies are a reflection of what is happening cu tural y to the people who make
them. Directors with names like Cassavet , Coppola, and Scoriese started to
produce films with lead characters who were efinifely ethnic. Because of their
own experience, the movies they made were true to life. Working-class life was a
theme. The camera came to the streets. Many ethnic Americans were delighted to
see anyone resembling real ethnic people on the big silver screen. But after
viewingseveral more "ethnic" films, it became clear that something was missing.
A new stereotype was emerging. The characters now were mare complex and
sensitive, and their problems often had to do with society and class, but they were
still stereotypes. The themes surrounding the family all had to do with violence,
pathology, and sexuality. The relationships between men and women were often
poilrayed: as sexually repressive. The religious aspect of the ethnic family was
distorted. When asked in the survey what qualities they -you'd like to see in a
character portraying their ethnic group, many women 'aid ureligious, family
oriented, but open to new things."

In The Godfather all religious rituals were coverups fot murder. The family
baptism atth was a pretense for the murder of seven people. The lead
character in Mean Streets went to church to pray obout what to do with Ns life.
His decisions led-to violence ,and destruction. In Looking for Mr._,Goodbor. Diane
Keaton's choracter led a life of sexual promiscuity that was directly ated to her
Irish Catholic parents. They were portrayed as fanatics, the mother stuffing Bibles
into her daughter's pocketbook while the 'repressed father drank himself to death
rather than face the fact that his daughter might be havirig sex. In Saturday Night
Fever the mother's anly satisfaction in life was to have her oldest son become a.,-_,
priest. She could conceive of nothing else worthwhile. Her expectations clearly
resulted in his and the Travolta character's unhappiness with life. The Exorcist,
although not about ethnicity, does deal with Catholicism, and it also shows that the
young ethnic priest dies because he is a victim of his own guilt toward his mother.
Women in film are.not only guilt provokers and oppressors, but Tligious fonatics.

e plots of many movies revolve mostly around men's lives and.fantasized
/macho Muds, which are exaggerated. Most ethnic men lead convention' lives;

/ they work hord at a regular job and devote o lot of their time to their families and
work. They do not hang out in bdrs, ore not involved in organized crime, and are
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ETHNIC WOMEN IN TELEVISION

Clearly, women are often portrayed in a demeaning and mindless manner in
television commercials. White ethnic women, however, are presented in a par-
ticularly limited and stereotyped manner. Although women of Slavic and Medi-
terranean heritage form a sizable consumer bloc, they ore largely invisible in
television commerciols. When they do appear, they are either caricotured or
definftd in on extremely narrow way.

About 10 years ago, this situation was also true for black Americans. At that
time, Raymond League, o black commercial and television producer at J.. Walter
Thompson and one of the first blacks to be hired an an executive capacity in tele-
vision, conducted o private survey with the aid of his friends to document the
under-representation of blacks in television commercials. Their research confirmed
what they ht-pd suspected: on television, blacks were indeed invisible men and
women. League initiated a campoign to remedy that situation, as did other black
individuals and civjl rights groups. Over the years, they achieved a fair degree of
Successif the fact that blacks are portrayed no more inanely than the WASP
dominant culture can be termed a success.

Initially, the only blocks allowed to sell products were light skinned and
Caucasian featured. Today, this is ,no longer the case; blacks can be dark skinned
.and do not have to resemble Lena Home or Harry Belafonte to be acceptable. Even
Melba Tolliver, the block newscaster, is now allowed to wear her hair Afro style,
although there was an outcry among the network executives when she first stopped
straightening her hair.

Television commercials scrupulously preient blacks in wholesome nuclear
family structures in which they,advertise products like cold remedies, toilet tissue,
and soapsuds; never does a black advertise a Cadillac, hard liquor, or any product
that can be connected with a negative stereotype. Naturally, black performers who
wish to 'do television commercials are bound by the same limitations facing WASP
actors: inane materials and intense competition for jobs. Nevertheless,
commercials have become a possible source of income for them.

When Sacraments, a CAPS award-winning play by Jo Ann Tedesco that 'chron-
icles the life of a family of italion American sisters, was presented off-off Broad-
way last year, I spoke. with the .actresses who appeared in it. All of them had
extensive stage credits, yet all eioressed frustration because age* is would not
submit them for television commercial auditions. They had been re atedly told,
they- were too exotic, too offbeat looking, "too ethnic" to be believable spokes-
women for soopsuds and floor wax. To be young, gifted, and Italian may ISe greot'if
you% Robert. DeNiro, but to be Robert DeNirds kid sister will make you "too
ethnic"--a synonym for not usable.

It is true, of course, that Mediterranean and Jewish women are used in com-
mercials, but generally only to sell products whose specific appeal is their ethni-:
city: spaghetti sauce, frozen pizza, macaroni, and chicken soup. The function of
the actress is to vouch for the product's authenticity and thereby convince middle-
class Americans that they are buying the real thing.
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not street brow ers or thugs. Even so, the themes of happy family life can only be
seen in the WASP family. The Sound of Music does not come out of ethnic homes.

Besides being religious, the new stereotype shows ethnic families as basically
pathological, however sympathetic.. Ethnic working-clais men, more than movie
directors, lawyers, detectives, and politicians, beat their wives, gamble, brawl, and
despise their wives' sexuality. In Bloodbrothers, a movie thot is insulting to the
working -class ethnic family, the father beats his wife because he thinks that she is
sleeping with a neighbor. He never even questions her; he just starts swinging. He
is clearly seen as sick, like the men in The Godfather Mean Streets Woman Under
the Influence, and Looking for Mr. Goodbar.

.
Women in the new films are worse. If they are visible at all, they are gen-

erally crazier than ,the men. The wife/mother in Bloodbrothers is the arch-stereo-
type of some man's hostility toward women. n orisc she is screaming
hysterically, kneeling on the floor, holding a crucifix and pr ing because her son
won't eat. Thii of course frightens the little boy and makes hi so sick he lands in
the hospital. The new ethnic stereotype is an exaggerated dramatic version of
"What did I do to deserve this? The fact that she and her husband have no sex is
blamed on her repression. With all these melodramatics, what is confusing to the
audience about this new ethnic life is "that the director tries 'to make her
sympathetic (she loves hir son,, etc.). In any case, she, is not the Italian mother
holding together the family with strength and perseverance, but a woman who
destroys everything she loves.

!n Woman Under the Influence, considered one of the most artistic* films
about a working -class 'ethnic family, there is also pathology. The
woman/mother/wife in the film is too different, she is not happy with her role, a
little confused. Being articulate but confused, she ends up in the nearest mental
hospital. Her extended family looks and acts like something out of an R. D. Laing
book; they are unsupportive, hostile to change, and cold. What makes these films
so upsetting is that they hove redeenting qualities and in part hove accurate
descriptions of working -class life. Women never seem to control their own lives in
these movies, but are constantly portrayed as vice ms, passive and dependent on
male approval. They are not strong, lively, warm supports of the family anymore,'
nor are they independent, self-confident, or. inner motiyated in these new films. In
some cases they are invisible. The mother in Mean Streets is a prime example.
She is not seen throughout the whole movie; the only sign of presence is a tray.
of food she leaves in her son's bedroom.

The typical image presented in these commercials is of an excessively pro-
tective mother hovering over her embarraseci son while urging him to-eat. If its
spaghetti sauce they're advertising, the woman will be middle-aged, plump, and
flamboyantly emotional as she shouts "Mongial" to her indulged but obedient son. If
chicken soup is the product, the woman will be middle-aged, plump, and relentlessly
nagging as she shouts "Eat already!"

.,

A variation of this features the possessive mother-in-law's wary relotionship
with her son's bride. The mother-in-law has been invited to dinner, and her distrust
of her .on's wife is evident until she tastes the spaghetti sauce the young woman
has cooked. She is then reassured her son will not starve to death and expresses her

$
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beaming approval that the sauce is as good as homemade. Then she accepts the
daughter-in-law into the fold. The ethnid woman is repeatedly presented as a
nurturing person who respects family traditions, but is also reactionary, possessive,
and norrowminded.

If an actress is Italian or Jewish but not middle-aged, plump, or particularly
motherly looking, she is too young to be a mother of a grown son, too thin to
advertise food, and commercial ,agents will not know where to place her The
prototypical woman in daytime tomi-nercials is a pert, pretty, thin, glossily
groomed WASP with a lost name like Reynolds or Smith. She is in her early 30's,
and her throe major life problems are ring around- the collar, waxy buildup on
floors, and the paranoid fear that the brightener has been taken out of her rinse.
She is also mortified tó discover that her husband has,kept two secrets from her all
these years: he prefers stuffing to potatoes with his chicken, and he finds a certain
toilet tissue softer than the one she has been buying. She vows to rectify this
communications breakdown by buying the products her husband prefers.

In commercials -where the pretense of interviewing "real" people is employed,
the content is basically the same, but in this case the woman is not perfectly
groomed but quite average looking. Her hair and clothes are not in the latest
suburban fashion, she is not model thin but frequently overweight, and she does not
speak in a carefully modulated Eastern standard way. Here it is interesting that
the woman's name is not Reynolds or Smith but Baranciwski, and if Mrs.Reynolds is
dismayed to discover that her husbands shirt has _ring around the dollar,
Mrs. Baranowski verges on hysteria. in fact, she is about to organize a campaign
not for traffic lights to protect-her schoolchildren, Setter consumer information, or
community control in the schools, but to lament the fact that the brightener might
be taken out of Final Touch. If my little boy walks around with a yellowed under-
shirt, what are people going to say? What kind of mother am l?" The message is
clear: it is less important that the shirt is attractive for her son's sake than that
her peers see her as an adequate mother. Neither Mrs. Reynolds nor
Mrs. Baranowski lives in a neighborhood. They are never viewed in the context of a
larger life where the appeal of a household product is its efficiency, thereby
freeing the woman for more meaningful pursuits. Mrs. Reynolds is clearly the more
affluent of the Iwo, but both women define themselves entirely in terms of their
domestic responsibilities (although Mrs.13aranowski is for mbrq obsessive about this
than her Anglo-Saxon sister).

If ethnic women rarely sell soapsuds, they never sell beauty products. Either
their sexuality is considered too overt or they are perceived as lacking a sexual
dimension. Although the women selling these products may actually be of Polish or
Italian extraction, this ethnic identity is blurred to make them acceptcible.

In a society where upward mobility is desirable, the expensive glamour prod-
ucts are a way to achieve this, and the traditional WASP sex object is the medium
to convey that message. It seems that in television commercials as well as in
films, ethnicity is used not to portray real Americans, but to portray what real
Americans presumably want to be In fact, according to the Women's Bureau's
Handbook on Women Workers, women are misrepresented by television, both in
terms of ethnicity,and also in terms of the proportion of women in the labor force.
Many more American women work than television commercials would lead us to
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.believe. In 1974, 45 percent of all women_ worked. Women are 39 percent of the
total work forte of this country, and 43 percent are heads of households. Only 6.1
percent of these women make over $10,000 per year. ,

, .

CHANGING ROLES OF ETHNIC WOMEN AND THEIR REFLECTION IN THE

(I.MEDIA

'Most of us are aware of The differences between ethnic or traditional values
and. American values: fa nilial versus individualistic, present versus future, being
versus doing, subjugation to nature versus mastery over nature.` The new ethnic
films deal with this dichgtamy, but usually In a superficial way, as in relation to a
career objective that dhe family does not find acceptable. For example, the son in
Bloodbrothers wantsoto be a recreational therapist instead of a construction
worker, In The Godfather, the son is in conflict over whether to stay with the
foray or farm a conventional professional career. These strains and conflicts are
for more complex for the ethnic' woman, and none of these films, except "possibly
Work* Under The Influence, focuses on the .changing ethnic woman and her
problems and "ow*

In the survey mentioned earlier, many respondents spoke of the qualities they
would like to see in .women representing their etc group. Among the qualities
most frequently listed were: strength, openmindednere, perseverance, warmth,
versatility, and sense of humor. Thiy also would like to see-a woman who is
independent, cares for her children, enjoyi helping others, has religious feelings, is
honest and direct, speaks her mind, and is not dominated by men. Overwhelmingly,
the respondents' attitudes concurred with one woman who said, "I wont to see
someone who is like me, a woman who is growing, stands-on her own two feet, loves
her children and wants the best for Them, and can talk to her husband like an
equal ." . , .

These mswers clearly indicate that ethnic viomen"want to synthesize the best
of both worlds .and not discard one for the other': With few exceptions, this is not
the image of women or men in the new wave of ethnic filrns. To "make it" means
"to leave the family, the neighborhood, the culture, and the parents that are holding
one back. In" Saturday Night Fever and in Bloodbrothers, the younger chardcters
have to get out"I'll leave that neighborhood and MI make it.", Both films end with
the characters headed"toward Manhattan, the land of opportunity. Children might
have to explore new worlds to grow, but the film& message of why they have to do .

it is that ethnic families are oppressive and stupich young people 'cannot go into the
world with the self-confidence needed to succeed if they think that their families
are norrowminded, sick, and do not want them to succeed.

Women dealing with the fear of stepping out of The fold or succeeding have
the worst of all possible media images to follow; they fear not only failure, but also
success. Whether Their success comes from college, career, financial security, or
just being'special, they end up the sacrificial lambs in the new ethnic cinema. If
they go to college, like in Looking for Mr. Goodbar or Love Story, they can be
murdered or die of cancer. 11 they achieve financial security, like in The God-

Jfather they can find themselves like the sister: used and battered. If heave
tnold and act a little independently by telling off their mothers-in-law, they can
end up in a mental institution, like in'Woman Under the Influence. The message is
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clear: stay where you are even if you're not there. A look to the future offers
some hope, for a few women filmmakers have indeed tried to synthesize the past
and present into positive images.of ethnic women. Two examples are Hester Street
by Joan Silver and Girlfriends by Claudia Weill. Both women are strong but' not
plastic, and they respect what is old and beautiful in their cultures. In Hester
Street the woman preferred an orthodox scholar to-her assimilated husband; in

irlfriends, the picture the photographer most wanted in her exhibit was of a boy
at his bar mitzvah. Neither of -these women was closed minded or weak; they both
persevered through very different life struggles.

As a filmmaker, I have found that one of the most challenging aspects of my
work is to be real and positive and not romanticize ethnic women. In the first
videotape thqt I directed, Women of Northside Eight Back, a 27-minute
documentary, I wanted to change the myth and stereotype that ethnic women are
weak, male dominated, and politically apathetic, but it is important when breaking
down stereotypes not to overreact and romanticize. In my second work, Mary
Therese, an 8-minute, 16-millimeter dramatic film, I tried to deal with the,--_
ambivalence that three generations of Italian women have about men, marriage,
and the family. I tried to be as accurate as possible by inteviewing women in the
community, discussing the subject matter with Italian American women friends,
and analyzing my own experience. It turned out to be a comedy.

We need not cover up our faults or keep family secrets in the closet. We have
so much of value in our lives that it is easy to make something truthful and artistic
and still show our enormous strength, humor, and compassion. To help other ethnic
women see themselves positively, we must portioy our diversity and strength while
being emotionally honest about our own lives and families. Without a multifaceted
character we cannot identify, learn, grow, and decide what options are best for us.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Funds should be made available by Federal and State agencies for films and
other media created by women.

Funds to produce educcitional films, <videotapes, and slide shows portraying
ethnic women as positi4e and nonstereotyped role models should be disseminated in,
elementary schools, high schools, and colleges. These projects should deal with the
following:

.

The changing roles, aspirations, and needs of ethnic women

The impact of these changes on themselves, their families, and
society

Ethnic women historia'ally

The role of ethnic women in 20th-century radical movements in
the United States

Family systems of various ethnic groups

A study-should be-funded to deal with the proposition that commercial radio and
television stations-must devote a spicific amount of time to ethnic women's issues
as part of FCC regultions.
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COMMUNITY ACTION: THREE PERSPECTIVES

The role of the urban e)hi4p. woma.0.hai changed since the "social conscious
ness" days of `the I960's. Indy 1(16014 orOaritzations, and neighborhoods are more
mare of the need s of their communities.. Within this context, the role of the
ethnic woman has charged, radically in some instances. Old stereotypes of neigh-

- borhood women are dying as these women become involved in activities to maintain
and revitalize their ethnic communities. As this involvement continues, ethnic
women are learning skills and fulfilling roles they never thought poasible. This
paper, which is comprised of three sections by three individual women, is a de-
script ion of the learning process and a testimony through two case studies of the
growth of ethrlic women in their newfound role of power.
.-

_, The ._first section, "Organizing Neighborhood Women for Political and Social
Action," serves as a backdrop for the two case studies and eniphasiles that one of
the best opportunities for growth and education can be through community
organizing. This premise is borne out in. the case studies, one of the North End
Community Health Center in Boston ant: the other of the Museo ltalo American in
San Francisco. These-case studies, though very different in content, are similar in
process: a woman has perceived a need, committed herself to the project, and
worked unceasingly to bring the project to fruition. These women are examples to
us dl of what can be accomplished with meager resources and unswerving deter-
mination. . ,

a
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ORGANIZING,NEIGHBORHOOD WOMEN FOR
POLITICAL AND SOCIAL ACTION

I. Elaine Lowry.

INTRODUCTION

This per focuses on'organizing neighborhood women for political and social
action from the viewpoint of. G staff person working with groups on neighborhood
issues in southeast Baltimore. The organizational context is the South East
Community Organization (SECO). The paper describes the neighborhood and the
organization, discusses the involvement of neighborhood women in the orgonization,
analyzes the role of the staff organizer in developing women as leaders, and
recommends to the National Institute of Education the areas in which its leadership
and support are Vital for continuing the community efforts of working-class women
all over the country.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ORGANIZATION AND THE NEIGHBORHOOD

SECO is a mass-based community organization composed of approximately 70
member groups, which are ,block clubs, improvement associations, churches,
schools, PTA's, issue action groups, and unions. The community is a proud,
working -class conglomerate consisting of first- and second-generation Polish,
Greek, Italian, Ukrainian, German, Finnish, Irish, Czech, -black, Appalachian, and
Lumbee Indian immigronfs.___

The neighborhoods of SECO comprise the oldest sections of Baltimore City
and a section of the city centering on the harbor. The population is approximately
94,000, of which 10 percent -ore black and 1.6 percent are American Indians; the
majority are from wlite,ethnic groups. The median income in the community is
ess than $8,000, well _below the metropolitan average of $10,577. More than half

the southeast Baltimore residents have not gone beyond the ninth grade; only 3
cent have college degrees. Nearly one-fifth of the population is over 60 years

old, Half of the houses in, the community are owner occupied. The area is a
pat work guilt of neighborhoods that ore, in many ways,- urban villages wit!y their
own dItinct leadership, culture', and boundaries. The organizing activity of SECO
has baited on this neighborhood concept.

The gonization was formed in 1971, when community leaders recognized
that the a p had been written off by the city planners and politicians; a 10-lane
expressway * s going to replace the well-scrubbed, marble stepped rowhouses. In

iltresponseto t plans for this highway and a zoning ordinance that would encourage
more industry k the community, the leaders decided it was time for southeast
Baltimore to orize. And organize, it did. Successful organizing on the issues
created an unprgondented power base within the community.

Two important shaped the development of the organization. The
first assumption was ihat the purpose of the organization was to create a power
base from which the cd\s-nunity could work in confronting issues. Organizing for



political power rather than developing social service programs was a conscious
decision made by the leadership and staff. The second assumption was that the
organization should not only mobilize for political strength, but also increase its
leaders! awareness of group process. Because, of the impact of this second
assumption, the term "group process" should be clearly defined.

The concept of grouptrocen assumes that:

All adults can learn new skills if they so desire

The organizational effort is collaborative;not ipdivid al

'Reflection is as necessary as action if the group is tolearn from its
successes cud failures

These values were expressed by the staff person and readily adopted by the leader-
ship. The women in particular understood how important it 'was for the group to
get the job done as well as to -maintain the "glue" among members of the group and
among the various neighborhoods.

A great benefit of the group process approach was that as a result of con-
tinUal reflection, the leaders came to understand how the various elements of the
organization were functioning and interacting. Furthermore, when conflict arose,
the .organization could cope in ways that did not destroy the individuals or the
group. SECO hs endured through serious conflicts because of norms within the
organization that said, "We're going to sit down and hash this out until it is
resolved." This attitude has enabled SECO to survive conflicts that hove totally-
destroyed other organizations.

Today, 7 years later, SECO continues to be actively involved in neighborhood
issues, to provide human service programs to youth, senior citizens,-and families,
and to manage an economic development corporation.

114VOLVEMENT OF NEIGHBORHOOD WOMEN IN THE ORGANIZATION

WhY Womeii.Became Involved

Each person in the group has a contribution to make

. When SECO first started, it had only one staff person and no money to hire
more. Fifteen people, mostly women, volunteered to work IS hours a week for 3b
months to organize for the first community congress. Why was there raor4 of a
response from women?_ For the most part, these women had_Worked at home

-rearing children, -and the issues raised in the community were traditional "home
issues with which they could identify. Schools and heavy truck traffic affeCted the
education and safety of the children; decreasing real estate ,valioes offected the
fomily's major investment; and the expressway threatened the entire community.
In terms of economics, the women did the shopping and were aware of the bread-
and-butter issues in the community. They were the practical heads in the family
and saw the need for action. Another factor influencing the involvement of women
could be called their world view, a perception and awareness that was formed not
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only by the culture of the neighborhood, but also b the gazines the women read
and the television programs they watched. Thes tivities broadened their
knowlidge of national problems like desegregate the plight of cities'," and the
moral disintegration in politics4.

.. .
Not every neighborhood woman was concerned about these issues, but there

was a core `of. women who 'understood exactly what was needed once the staff
, person began talking to them about building an organization to deal with

neighborhood issues. With the support and encouragement of the group an he
staff person, the women became articulate spokespersons for the neighborhoa. in
comparison, the men inthe community held jobs in industry. that were tedious and
boring, and they spent what spare tie they hod watching ballgames, socializing at
political or fraternal clubs, or hanging on the corners.

N
- . .

The involvement of community women in'thil organization arose from their
ability to tc;,.e risks, to understand what was needed, and then to act on that under-
standing. Being involved with SECO meant taking the risk of being called a Com-
munist, being snubbed by longtime neighbors and friends, and 10ing thought a "bad
mother" because the children were left with babysitters or their fathers while
mothers engaged in-community activities. Often the children of these mothers
were verbally attacked in school by other children acting out their parents' hos-

.' tility. Risk taking is a function of Autonomy, and in working at home, the
community women were more autonomous than their husbands. They had not
experienced a threatening boss, inhumane work conditions, or demanding company
policies; and this may have made them more wilting to step into jhe front lines in
battles over community issues.

.. . Role of Women Within SECO
...

An important characteristic of the women's role in the organization was their
influence on the organizing staff, which was all male at the time. Being an
organizer is a very exciting experience, and it is-easy to be seduced by the strategy

i and tactics of fighting on on issue. When an organizer presented p strategy that did
not fit the norms of the neighborhood a the organization, it was usually the women
who objected to the strategy and encouraged the group to develop a more
appropriate one. Many times the women would,say, "It doesn't feel right," rot
knowing why exactly, but holding their ground until the group began to see their
viewpoint. After a particular action was over and the strategies used were
analyzed, the group generally agreed that the Initial strategy would not have
worked. This sense of values About tactics has continued and pas been one of the
orgahizatiods chief strengths. In addition, the male organizers acknowledge that
they have leaned from the women in the community and hove grown to respect the
women's sensitivity about strategies.

. .

As mentioned earlier the original. organizing group in SECO was comprised
mostly, of women. As the time grew near for the community congress, people were
recruited to run for office, and many people naturally looked to the group of 15.for
possible `Ondidates. Not one woman ran for an office that signified power. One
woman ran for secretary and, of course, won. Some tentative conclusions can be
drawn from this situation: the women were unwilling to assume highly visible
positions beciuse they lacked the self-confidence to do the job, were unsure of

t: L
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- their political capabili ties, and feared failure for success). The men, on the other
hand, had held office in their own organizations cr unions and were familiar with
organizational power and politics. As a result, the familiar pattern was repeated:
women played the supportive role, while the men held the positions of power.

Problems of Women Who Are Active in Community Organizations

. It is impossible to talk about the involvement of these neighborhood women
without reciting the many prbblems they experienced in their first attempt at
community organizing. For the women with children, childcare was a persistent
problem. Often there was not enough money to pay a bobysitter. Furthermore; as
the women spent mare time away\ from home, their husbands became less willing to
babysit the children. Community\ women talked about not spending enough time
with their children and felt guilty, learing that they were being neglectful. A few
women had mothers who lived close .by and could help. .

Marital discord was experienced by several of the women in the organization.
Very often the women faced arguments with their husbands when they came home
from an evening meeting. Part of the organization's socializing and str egy

, analysis took place at neighborhood bars after meetings or actions, and man
women were forbidden to attend these later meetings. One woman was
consistently lacked out of her house; she finally withdrew from the organization
after her husband to beat her. \

1

This problem of marital stability in the ,context of community organization
has not been given enough attention. Men often become so threatened when their
spouses begin to change aid grow that the marriage gradually deteriorates. To deal
with this problem, men need their own consciousness-raising groups so they too can
identif$, their wants and needs, but in working-class communities this is not
happening.

./' 'Ork

Women's Consciousness- Raising Group

4,

As SECO began tei grow, the staff increased but remained totally male. The
women begai discussing how they were being treated by the male staff and officers
of the corporation, and a meeting of (women in the organization was called. Several
women attended, and all sad the same thing: they felt the staff was not listening
to them; when they volunteered to work, they were given trivial office jobs. In
particular, the female office secretary felt she was being used as a janitor. This-
. meeting was followed by u meeting with the director and president of the
organization, who felt threatened when the women made their points clear. After
this meeting, some things changed and some did not.

7 .

At this point, nine 4 the women decided to meet every week to discuss their
experiences in the orgiinization and In their personal lives. The women in this
group were from several ethnic groups and ranged in age from 23 to 65. The group

,. met regularly for I year, during which time they covered every topic imaginoble.
After the year, the women emerged stronger and more °wore of the need for
solidarity among women.
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The group had one major accomplishment that affected the whole orgcinizo-
ton: they ran an all-woman slate of officers, with one exception--a male secre-,

tory. The slate won the election, and the organization had its first woman
president. , ,

R0 1-E,0 STAFFIN ORGANIZING THE NEIGHBORHOOD

Overcomina-Traditional'Sex Role Stereotypes

One of the chief influences in training women to organize for political action
is the staff organizer. Although more women are beginning to work as staff orga-
nizers, the majority are still. men, most of whom bring to their organizing work the
traditional assumption thit men are better than women. This attitude is starkly
delineated -when. the male organizer works with a feMale volunteer. The experience
of the community woman goes something like this: e makes a point at a meeting,
but not until the point has been raised by .a male the group ii it considered
Important; she volunteers to work on. an issue and g is stuck making coffee or
telephone calls; she says she feels something isn't going right in the meeting but is
ignored; the chair asks someone to take minutes of the Meeting and the men look at
a woman, 'expect:ng her to volunteer; she answers the office telephone and the
caller asks for the male-organizer because the caller has s)rnething important" to
relate. All of these spoken and unspoken messages tell !Ix neighborhood woman
that she is just not good enough for the job. If she has gott these messages all of
her life, she will probably believe them; she will walk way feeling, in same
undefined way, uncomfortable about herself. ..

This condeicension toward women'volunteers is an excellent example of self-
fulfilling prophecy: tell a woman often enough that she isn't competent, and she
will refuse challenging, responsible duties. But the reverse is also true. Ironically,
the male organizer constantly uses the positive side of this theory in working with
groups on neighborhood,iisues: -.he continually emphasizes the certainty of winning
an issue. All of the research, data gathering, and strategizing are geared to this
end. Why can't he transfer this same enthusiasm to developing female community
leaders? -

This raises two questions: How can we teach women to deal with this type of
trecttnent? How can we teach the male organizer to Open his eyes, to acknowledge
and use the talents of these women? The SECO women answered the first question
by forming a consciousness-raising group. The second question is much tougher
because it addresses the whole issue of men's consciousness; after years of

, struggling with this problem, I have concluded that it is men's responsibility. to raise
'their own consciousness, not the duty of the women around them.

Power Roles

A key feature of the role of the organizer in leadership development is the
issue of sigv Land_the-orgonizer's-understonAinya-Riillier power. In the volun-

-- teen staff relationship, the staff person wields a tremendous amount of power
because he/she is regarded as the only person with knowledge and experience in

. organizing for results. The relationship often resembles that of teacher/student or
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mentor/understudy. It is very easy for the staff person to become self-importont;
coupling this with the sexual dynamics that occur in any man/woman relationship,
it is clear that staff.persons must be sure of who they are, what they are doing, and
why. Staff training in this area must address the organizers' use of their power and
provide, an ongoing dialogue with the leaders they are developing in order to make
these leaders aware of their own power.

,As a female organizer,. I experienced a different set of problems. The
working-class men often regarded me as a sex object and therefore discounted
much of my leadership development efforts. If I was in a strategy meeting with a
male organizer, the men usually deferred to him. Also, the wives of the active men
sometimes viewed me. as competition; it was only after some long, hard work that
they realized I was not looking for a romantic or sexual liaison with their husbands.
Again, this' points to tIe need for the organizer to be focused in h = wor
accepting'what is and woiking with it.

A major part of organization development focuses on strategy, tactics, and
research. These tools are important, for they art' the backbone of effective organi-
zation, but more is tieededstaff organizers must also take time for self-
evaluation, to determile who they ore, what their role is, and what they should be
doing to fulfill that role. Therefore, in training organizers for a staff role, we must

" strike -a balance between ,self-awareness and the usual strategy-and-tactics
education.

TECHNIQUES .1N ORGANIZING

The following is an outline of the tasks and goals of community organizing,
.taken from- an crti le in The Christian Science Monitor (September 9, 1977) thatcrti4le

--included interviewstwith community organizers around the country.
i , .

.,
41) Knock On doef Select an area and, start by talking with the residents.

Find out the issues and problems that need tackling. Be prepared for lots of coffee
and fun around kitchen tables.

(2)1 Call a meeting: 'Involve as many people as possible. Focus on a goal
an abandoned building, potholes, or a dead tree. Be specific. Keep it simple at
'first.

-

(3)' Design an organization: Decide what type of organization is most
appropriate to isolve the problem. A block club, neighborhood association, or city-
wide coalition are some options. In the early stages especially, keep the'crganiza-
tion and the leOdership flexible.

(4) Train leaders: Match volunteers with what they do best. Some people
stuff env& eis better t. an they speak in public, and vice versa. Each is important.
Don't wait f the perfect leader. EXperience builds leaders. Organizing is heady
business, and eptati leadership prevents both fatigue and "ego trippint

(5) dadit the necessary homework: Community research is essential. At a
hearing, 30 re idepts have an impact. If 30 residents are armed with ocCurate
information, t eiri influence on the hearing can be multiplied fivefold.
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(6) Build a coalitioni Be willing to put down the personal agendas and join
hands withother organizations. In organizing support for a cause, the greatest
quantum leap is building from one group to, two..groups. From two to twenty is
simple by comparison.

(I) Takc action: Action can mean anything from a letter-writing campaign
to meetings with public officials to picketing. This is where numbers pay off.
When negotiating with those who hove the power to solve the problem, be specific
with the demands. Know the "bottom line," the minimum acceptable solution
beyond .which you will not budge. if you are given a promise, get it in writing.

) Take the offensive: Most community organizations are created to fight
against somelhie organization is only battling an enemy, when "peace
breaksiout" the organization will devour itself. Fight for something. Have a posi-
tive dternative to offer in place of what is'opposed.

(9)-' Raise funds: It is never too early to begin raising money. Expenses
mount quickly: postage, telephones, supplies, and.a professional staff.

(10) Process,' not product: The hardest part of community 'organizing is
learning that the end product is less important than the process of neighbors iden-
tifying issues, taking action together, and gaining strength:- Issues come and go.
Turning neighborhood residents into neighborhood activists is a never-ending proc-
ess. After one battle is won, the process begins all over again.

CONCLUSIONS

When neighborhood. women work in an area that is unfamiliar to them, they
need and want the support of others iri the group, particularly the staff organizer.

Effective community leadership does 'not just happen. It is a reflective,
thoughtful process in which the neighborhood women and the organizer work in a
supportive,,pushing waysupporting the women in their present roves and pushing
them to grov4nto bigger ones.

-.t

Neighborhood organizing is an educational experience for which no classroom'
can substitute. 'After women have been successful in learning and using new skills,
whether chairing a meeting, making a presentation before the city council, or
writing on article for the neighborhood nev4paper, their self-copfidence increases
and they find themselves With power and obi ities they never knew existed. Orice
neighborhood women see organizing as a m ans of perional growth, they are
motivated to continue their involvement.

This paper has described a model based on on= to-one tutoring or sharing, but
the some type of leadership development can-be struc ured in groups.

There is o'.iieed for those first-generation leaders t serve as role models for
the new women corning up in the organization. .Reflection a well as group sessions
are needed to discuss the methodology and practice of leader hip. If this happens,
there is less chance that the leaders will become staff dependent.



I . .

To carry out tit;-working-class woman's agenda, we need:

to recruit and train women organizers who are sensitive to the
feminist interpretation of neighborhood issues and who understand
the dynamics of the working -class community

to recruit and train neighborhood women to Work on neighborhood
issues, with a special emphasis on developing the women as leaders.

RECOMMENDATIONS :.
cs

The major point of this paper is that organizing women for political and social
action on the neighborhood level can itself be an educational experience.
Therefore, the National Institute of Education should support neighborhood organi-
zation efforts and, in particular, support the development and education of 4
community women in this context.

In using neighborhood community organizations, the National Institute of
Education should develop an experiential program in several cities that focuses on
the development of women as leaders and deals with the problems that women
experience as they be'come involved in the community.

Given the need for more women organizers, the National Instituteof Edolca-
tion should develop a training program for women organizers in working-class
communities. This program should use the group process approach of not only
concentrating on issues, but also developing organizations and leadership.

:
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DEVELOPING A NEIGHBORHOOD-BASED HEALTH FACILITY

Elaine Wilson

INTRODUCTION

the following remarks are divided into two sections. The first deals with my
involvement in the establishment of a community health center and some of the
issues related to that involvement. The second is an overview of broad health
policy issues and addresses the importance of the feminine perspective in policy
dexelopment.

/'
PERSONAL PERSPECTIVE /
The North End:' A Changing Ethnic Community

The North End is physically isolated from the rest of the city by the Boston
Harbor on three sides and the central artery on the fourth. As a result, thd
neighborhood has retained much of its Italian American heritage and Mediterrane
flavor. The North -End is also one of New Englond's most densely populate
communities: more than 14,000 people reside in less than 1 square mile. It is an
Italian American community that is relatively homogeneous and family oriented.
However, the population configuration of this community is changing. In 1970, the
population' was estimated to be approximately 11,000, 78 percent of Which was
Italian'American. The population has risen to 14,000, but it is now estimated that
only 68 percent is Italian American; This change is the-result of upper middle-class
residents moving into areas along the waterfront and an increasing number. of
transient college students and young "professionals who are moving into the often
reasonably priced small apartments in the North End that hove been vacated as
'elderly Italians die.

The median annual family income in the North End is $8,395, slightly below
the average for all Boston neighborhoods. Twelve percent of all families have
incomes below the poverty level, and 28 percent can be characterized as medically
indigent. Many of .these families are recent immigrants. Nine percent of all
families'receive public assistance, which may include Medicaid. The unemployment
level, in the North End is 80 percent higher than in the rest of Boston. M9re than
half of the North Ends working, population -is employed in the trades, in ,retail
businesses, a as unskilled labor. In the post, young people who had left school were
able to go into this type of employment. But as these opportunities hove decreased
with increasing technology and other changes, young people hove been less and less
able to follow in their parents' footsteps. r L

This is my community. It is where \I was born and yaised, where I was
Married, and where 1 decided to return. On after leaving was I able to resolve
personal and cultural conflict and return to the community. The North End is
where I will raise my children. It is here that I ill stay. This is my home.

7
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My Involvement in the Health Center-

,

Need for Action. My involvement in community action was precipitated by
thi fact that had an asthmatic son who was often forced to be absent from school.
The principal of his gramMer school told me about a community meeting being
called by the director of a settlement house in the North End and a representative
of the Department of Health and Hospitals. At this meeting were neighborhood
women who, like myself, were faced with immediate, crucial problems of poor
health core services for their families. Local doctors provided unsatisfactory
treatment. In addition, the outpatient department at the local hospital was costly
and inadequate. It wds located outside the neighborhood, thus entailing trans- \
portation costs; the 01,14 were high, particularly for those fqmilies not covered by I
hospital insurance; patients-often hod to wait for hours before seeing a doctor; and t,

they rarely sow the same doctor twice. The women attendirig this meeting were \
similar in background and needs. They were mothers and housewives; with ahigh 1

school education and no special training in health care, but they all recognized that 1

the health ecre services atonable to them and their families were not adequate to /
meet their needs. Above all, they felt a.strong sense of identity with their ethnic i
neighborhood; they were working-class people of similar cultural" backgrounds who i
knew their community and ifs needs, even though they did not know how to go
obout 'fulfilling those needs. Because Aide needs were so acutely and personally i
felt, they had the courage and stamina to take whatever action would be necessary. i

...

Developing the Health Center. This new group decided to meet regularly and
/i

asked me to chair the meetings. Although I had no experience in this, I relishedthe
opportunit$f and just did what seemed best to accomplish the tasks. We ,decided to
break up into subcommi ttees, with each -person taking a task, so that we coul
determine the best strategy for developing a procyam that would meet the healt
needs of our area. One:subcommittee was to meet with a lawyer to decide wheth?r
the group should incorporate as a nonprofit organization in order to receive fu
directly. "Another subcommittee was to conduct a 'neighborhood survey to
determine the extent of community concern about the laciFlof good health c re
resources and services. A third group was to meet with local agencies to tr to
develop a resource file so that we ,could determine, by pooling resources,/the
various areas of concern. We concluded that we needed a health center 'that
provided the community with a number of different services at a reasonable fee

'and at a place easily accessible to communityresiderits. A prime concern was the
language barrier, which kept many of our residents from obtaining services.

Throughout these early stages I was very unslre in my role as chairperson and
frightened about having to negotiate with inst tutions like the Mossochusetts
General Hospital. I also had to deal with city off cials both in the health area and
of city hail itself, and h9d to meet with Feder and Stake personnel from many
ogencies. -Fortunately, during these early negot'ations a young mon with expertise
in health care volunteered to help us for 4 onths. We quickly developed on
excellent working relationship and, began to learn the health care jargon and
politics. But something else began to happen that we probobly did not realize at
the time: our young volunteer was learning much from us about the way health
care should be delivered in our particular community as we learned from him about
health care delivery in general.
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This learning /teaching proceis did much to build my self-confidence. I recog-
nized thari I had something of value to contribute that would benefit my
community, bUt I also could lean on someone with greater technical competence
when necessary. By going thrbugh the process once with someone knowledgeable, I
could learn enough to go through it the next time on my own. It was the
integration of my felt need for health care, the support of a knowledgeable person,
and the realization that my own expertise was as valid as that of the 'so-called
professionals that allowed me to grow in my role.

After a year of many meetings and hard work, the group finally found money,
space, and,physicians to begin the North End Community Health Center. In April
1971, 15 months after our first meeting, we opened the doors of the center and
began to provide services. 1 continued as chairperson of the board of directors
during this time. A year after the center opened, the board of directors asked me
to quit my part-time job and assume the position of director of the North End
Community Health Center. Although This was a great honor, I hesitated to accept
because 1 feared that the community would suffer from my lack of training in
health* care. However, since I knew that 1 had grown in knowledge and competence,
I decided td'accept, but also decided that if my holding this position in any way
harmed the center or the community, I would relinquish the job. It was important
thut I remain as chairperson of the board as well as director of the health center so
that there would be liaison between the staff and the board, ensuring that
communication would rerhain open. Since the board of directors was legally,
morally, administratively, and financially responsible for the center, it was
important that they be kept abreast of the daily activities of the center. .We had
seen, through the experiences of other health _centers, the importance of
communication and interaction between the staff and the board. However, Federal
regulations made me relinquish my seat as chairperson of the board of directors. 1

did remain on the board as an honorary member because I wanted to maintain
continuity and liaison between The staff and the board. 1 wos able to continue as
liaison because of the growth of the board members aid their understanding.

Growth of the Center. The health center grew tremendously over the next
few yeart, both in scope of services and in number of patient visits. In 1978, 7
years'after-it opened, 47,000 patient visits were recorded, involving such services
as pediatrics, well-baby, adult medicine, obstetrics/gynecology, family planning,
allergy, dermatology, ophthalmology, lab services, podiatry, nutrition, dentistry,
mental health, and social' service. X-ray services were recently added, and
optometry services soon will be, These are some of the services That community
residents have asked us to bring into the center so that their needs can be met in a
place that is familiar band comfortable to them.

It is important that we meet the needs of our community in The way expected
of us. Since nearly 70 percent of the residents of the North End are of Italian,
heritage, their needs differ from those of residents of communities with different
ethnic compositions. The Italian cultike is a very sensitive one. Therefore, it is
important that" the people who make the decisions, such as the board of directors,
have a similar background or a deep understanding of community needs. In that
way they can deal with the very sensitive issues involved in-developing programs
for the center. One issue, for example, was developing family planning services for
Italian women. It is very difficult to establish services that will not offend the

#
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community at large or the individual participants Who may have strong religious or
ethnic feelings.

During my b years as director of the health center, I have dealt with a
number of professional people, including doctors?. lawyers, nurses, physician
assistants, mental health associates, psychiatrists, a?d dentists. This relationship
with professionals in the health area made me bonze my need for further

-education. Consequently, I entered college in Sept ber 1975. For the next 15
months,] studied, worked full time, and cared for my. husband, three children, and
home. In December 1976, I graduated with a B.A. in lic health. But It was not
without problems; my mental and physical health begark crumble because of the
tremendous strain on my time. Nevertheless, k am considering returning to school,
ala slower pace, to earn my master's degree.

During my involvement with the health center, ;l have received personal
honors: 7 was nominated as one of the four candidates ;for the John F. Kennedy
award of excellence, which is made 'to a University ofl Massachusetts - Boston
graduate; I have been homed a faculty member of the 5irrrnons _College School of
Nursing and a corporator of. the Massachusetts -General Hospital; and I am a
member of several committees within the Massachuletts General Hospital
representing the North End Community Health Center. I have been active in many
other organizations,, including home health care ancinuiritir programs, and I have
lectured at many universities about the role of the community in a neighborhood
health center.

There were two factors in this success. First, I hod an innate but hidden
talent for dealing with people and could be aggressive in obtaining things I felt
were needed by my community. Second, I had the opportunity to work with knowl-
edgeable people. I was able to lealln\ on a one-to-one basis within real-life sito-
'ations.

. I still am not self confident about lecturing, but I want to emphasize that
everyone can realize civic goals as long as they have the determination to succeed
and are willing to invest their time and energy. It doesn't take, a lot of education,
but it does take ingenuity and hard work to achieve goali. it is also essential to
have a good learning situation and a chance to succeed. If the 'environment is too
hostile, you can fail no,matter how hard you try. Don't pick a civic task because
it's easy, but pick one that offers at least on even chance of 1,succest, and then
invest your heart, talents, and time to your cause.

POLICY ISSUES

Role of Women in Policy Decisions

In my community, it is the women who handle most of the health care needs
of the family.. They are responsible for bringing childien to the outpatient depart-
ment or emergency room as well as dealing with the problems described in the first
part of this paper. Women also bear most of the burden of caring for a sick or
disabled parent. Consequently, the lack of good alternatives to nursing home care
falls heavily on them: In addition, women use the medical care system much more
frequently than men.

S
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Another factor- is finances. In my community, women must budget the family
income very carefully. Excessive medical costs put unreasonable demands on the
attempt to maintain a decent home. Spending too much on medical care means
spending too little on food, furniture, clothing, and other necessities.

For these reasons, o -woman's perspective on policy considerations is ,very
important. While i do not believe that only women should set policy, I do feel that
their views are critical in planning and implementation.

Policy Needs

One of the most important policy issues currently being debated in
Washington is national health insurance (NHI). This plan should begin 'with.
comprehensive benefits. There is debate about implementing a catastrophic-type
plan that would take effect after the family had spent about $2,000, which is 20
percent of most families' incomes. Thisis much too high and does not help women
who make repeated trips to the hospital. There is also debate about" incorporating a
deductible, but it would be easier to charge a small co-insurance payment (maybe"
$5 a visit), which would not prevent people from obtaining needed care but would
distribute costs.

Each community must be involved in providing health care. Neighborhood
----.. health centers must have a place in any NHI scheme, since they provide accessible

care with consumer control. Until NHI becomes a reality, policy should be set to
ensure the continuance of health centers. Centers Cannot succeed without grant
support, since most of their patients have no insurance coverage. The grants allow
centers to provide a kind of mini-NHI by subsidizing the costs for those who cannot
pay -and are an excellent mechanism for providing comprehensive-health care until
people can be covered by NHI.

The idea of the health maintenance organization (HMO) is a good one. Health.
centers lave a role in the HMO and should control it: Health centers are unique
community responses to community problems and should not be subsumed under
other organizational control merely for the sake of a new concept. Health centers
can thus wed two good concepts and come up with the best of both.

,
Monies should also be made available to train ethnic women in the field of

. health in order to increase the number of midlevel practitioners. This would serve
a twofold purpose: first, it would 'train women to do jobs for which they are most
competent; second, it would help patients by allowing them to be seen and cared
for by practitioners who understand their culture and longuage.

Since health care policy considerations will have a profound effect on women,
all of these policy considerations ,must be determined with strong female input. If
women can obtain jobs in these areas, then such input will be institutionalized.
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THE MUSEa ITALO AMERICAN& MY INVOLVEMENT WITH THE
ITALIAN AMERICAN COMMUNITY IN SAN FRANCISCO

Giuliano Nerd& liHaight with Rose Scherini

ITApAN AMERICAN COMMUNITIES IN SAN FRANCISCO

From the arrival of the first Italian immigrants ISO years ago, Italians have
played a vital role in the history of California. There are 350,000 Italian
Americans of foreign stock ,in California, 120,000 of -these in the greater San
Francisco Bay area: (Although this is a relatively small seftlement of Italians,
especially compared 'kith other metropolitan areas like New York or Chicago, this
ethnic group has had a significant impact on San Francisco in the areas of business,
poll and cul tore.

San Fronciscorsitblibn American community was at one time a fairly cohesive
group, both geographiJally and socially, but today it is dispersed and fragmented.
Population mobility during World War II and the postwar era precipitated a breakup
of Italian neighborhoOdp, and this disintegration has been exacerbated by the near -
disappearance of what were once Italian- neighborhoods in North Beach and the
outer Mission. In addition, the number of Italian immigrants coming into the area
is small-. Those that 'do come are more educated and more "modernized' than the
'earlier immigrants, and they tend to form a separate community or to move into
American social groups more quickly. Thus, continuing immigration, instead of
renewing the Italian community, helps to fragment it.

Other factors contributing to this divisiveness within the community are the
numerous clubs and associations. These organizations often appear to exist for
their own special purposes, rather than to encourage ethnic,cohesion, and there are
several rival subgroups dominated by a small number of leaders. ,Many attempts
have been made to open an Italian cultural center, but all failed, primarily because
of divisive forces based on regionalism, politics, status, and generations.2

THE MUSED ITALO AMERICANO

Background: The Ardlieoclubil'italia

My involvement with the Italian American community of Son Francisco,
which began 4, years ago, was motivated primarily by esthetics; I was struck by the
incredible spectrum of the city's architectural styles and by the strong Italian
influence. A further analysis. revealed that there are as many structures in the
ltalianate architectural style as in the Victorian. -

My investigation of the Italianate architecture of San Francisco culminated in
an article published in the Columbus magazine in 1976 and in a documentary for
eaucationat television (KQED), which was aired also in 1976. In researching this
subject, .1 interviewed many people from different walks of life and came to realize
that there-is a great misconception abOut Italian Americans as a group, as well as a
lack of appreciation among Italian Americans. tneinserves for their unique
contributions to American society.
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Many Italian immigrants and their descendants, even though they had little ar
no formal education, possessed remarkable skills that contributed to the building of
America. I began to feel there was a need fq replace negative images and
denigrating stereotypes tnrough cultural activities that would reinforce the sense
of identity of Italian Americans and increase "their kide in the Italian influence in
American life. This perception Idd met° volunteer ik the founding of the Archeo-

'club d'Italia in America (ACIA). ,This nonprofit organization is chapter of the
Archdoclub d'Italia in Italy, whose goals are to make\ the public aware of the

,....;_importancc or exploring, documenting, .and preserving its enormous priceless
heritage, a heritage that extends from prehistoric timei,tcrthe present and is a
vivid testimony to Italy's fundamental role in forming Western culture. The
function of the local Archeoclub d'Italia in America .s to shbre with the public the
experience of both discovery and preservation of this cultural heritage. Over the
past 2 years, ACIA has-presented a weekly lecture series on archeological' Italy, a
monthly archeological seminar'at the University of San Francis6;), and a weekly FM
radio program (on KALW) of interviews and excerpts from its piiblic lecture series
on achesiogy and cultural events in the bay area.,

Founding of the Museo
As ACIA's' mernbership grew and people began donating archeological

ortifa=ts, I began toream of a Museo ltalo American where we coi)kd disploy not
only archeological finds but also Italian and Italian American works, of art, and
where we could develop educational programs to foster appreciation for \Italian and
Italian American art, history, and culture. Aware of the divisive factors in the
community that had resulted in past failures to establish an Itc9an cultural center,
I decided to pursue this goal through She ACIA and to present th Italian
community with a fait accompli. Most of the expenses came from my own pocket',
and the remainder, approkimately $500, from donations and membership .fee. did
not want to ask for financial help until the Museo was established because the
Contributors would have argued over goals, place; when, who, etc., and the project,
like others inie past, would have fallen opart. I did receive help from individuals
like Dr. Mark Luca, crtist and educator, and Mr. Fronco Bruno, owner of MalviOs

Coffee House, in North Beach, who donated space for the Museo. After all, what
better place for o Museo Itato American than North Beach, a district of San
Francisco that was once the geogrophic and cultural center for Italians. Anothe'r
indiViduol who contributed ideas and expertise in plonning the Museo was Elio
Benvenuto, visual art director for the San Francisco Art Commission and member
of the advisory board of Cal-Expo, in Sacropento.

The Museo Halo Americano,, the first museum of its 'kind in the United States,
opened. on August 17, 1918, with en exhibit of paintings by Paolo Emilio
Bergamaschi, a prominent Italian artist, and sculptures by Beniamino Buten°, Elio
Benvenuto, and Peter Macchiarini, local artists. The turnout waf beyond our
expectations: close to 1,000 people attended. Among those present were Dr. Paolo
Emilio Mussa, Consul General of Italy, and prominent citizens of the city and state,
along with a cross-section of the bay area's Italian Americans and others interested
-in Itolian at and culture.

Goals of the Museo

Objectives of the Museo for the first yeor are:
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1

Exhibits of Italian and Italian American art and craftsmanship

"Showing of archeological finds from Italy -

Ethndgraphic and hiltosical displays pertaining to the history of
Italian Americans

Research on and outreach to other ethnic communities

Objectives within years include:
/

Joint exhibit ons with other ethnic groups
. .

Preparation of audiovisual programs with Italian and Italian
American themes

Field trips, uch as tours-sof buildings of the Italianate architec-
tural style in Son FranciscV

k.

We are committed Ito the conservation of historical and contemporary Italian
and Italian American art; as well as the preservation and exhibition of all materials
that farm a part of the 'story of Italian Americans. We also plan to reach out to

\ other ethnic groups to encourage their participation in the activities of the
museum, for we believe at our purpose is best served by sharing our heritage and

A

\ experience with other gr ps.

The Museo will, among other things, save Italian American materials-from
destruction and obscurityi and will work with other Italian organizations to ensure
that none of our rich herlage is lost. In addition, we want to promote the works of
contemporary Italian artists. A pending project will provide a. vehicle to combine
our various purposes and to promote a specialized interest in women artists.

A major recommendation arising out of this conference was flit the lives of
leading efhnic women aid their, contributions to society be researched and
chronicled. In this regard the Museo Halo American° plans to initiate a progran
ib (I) research the lives of major Italian American women artists and document
their various works; (2) exhibit works by these local artists; (3) arrange to bring
works of Italian women from Italy; and (4) coordinate traveling exhibits of local and
Italian women artists with, museums, throughout the United States and Daly'. This
program will culminate- in ',3 permanent "section in the Museo Nilo Americana for
Italian and Italian American women artists. Museo staff will research, collect,_and
prepare educational and cultural tools such as cassettes, bodks, and audiovisual
displays and will make these materials available for distribution. to other museums,
schools, and, colleges. The ;aim of -this project is to increase undrstanding of the
important foie played by: Italian American women and to correct traditional

roles for these women.
stereotypes; thereby establishing a positive identity that demonstrataltemative
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LEADERSHIP OF WOMEN WITHIN THE COMMUNITY

. Now we face the challenge of approaching the various. individuals and
organizations in the Italian community to make them part of the Museo halo
Americana. So far my experience as on Iftilian woman trying to give life to a
project in a traditionally paternalistic and divided community has been helped by
post and current phenomena within this community. Although the traditional role
of Italian American women has been that of mother, women have provided
leadership in the Italian American community from the beginning. The following
are examples of women leaders in the local community.

A distinguished- Italian American woman in the early 1900's was Dr. Mariana
Bertola, physician and daughter 9f immigrants. She was a founder of Vittoria
Colonna; a women's club that promotes both the arts and social services. Dr.
Bertola was also a leader in providing specialized medical services for mothers and'
children.

The first instructor in the Italian department at the University of California,
Berkeley, was Maria Tommosini Piccirillo, who spearheaded the establishment of
the chair of Italian culture at the university in 1928. In 1949, she and two other
women (Mrs. Dobbins d'Anneo and Countess Lillian Dandini) founded the Leonardo
da Vinci Society in order to promote a deeper understanding of,Italian contributions
to art, literature, and music.

Several women have ployed prominent roles in the Italian Welfare Agency,
the only sociol ogency for holians on the west coast. Women hove held the position
of executive director and have served on the boar of dire tors. The present
administrator is Sue Lesce. Cloire Giannini Hoffman, afar member, has also
been instrumental in developing a residence for older Italians in orth Beach..

'Another institution that wos inspired, by an Italian woman is the new
University of Califomio "Casa ltalictno," a center for the study of Italian language
and literature. The leader in this effOrt wos Cecilia Koss, instructor in the Italion
department at the universi-ty.

Mon>, Italion Americon women have been calve in ethnic orgonizotions in Son
Francisco. Three have been president of they annual Columbus Day celebration:
Dorothy Cosper, Rose Fanucchi (on attorney), and Grace Duhagon. The president
of the western regional chapter of the Americon Italian Historical Association is
Lucia Chiavola Birnbaum. . .

Finally, The Italians of San Francitco,1850-1930, the only published work on
the local Italian community, was written by Deama Pool' Gumina, a third-
generation Italian American woman.

CURRENT EFFORTS TO PRESERVE ETHNIC COMMUNITIES

Recently there has been a renaissance of interest in North Beach among
Italian Americon and an attempt to preserve the ethnic heritage and to unite all
Italion Americans. Evidence of this interest in Opreserving ethnic identity is the
refurbishing of Italian restourarits, the establishrtent of a North Beach historical
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museurri, and the planning of a retirement home for Italian Americans.
Concurrently, the 1975 founding of the National Italian American Foundation, Inc.
(NIAF), as cn independent, nonprofit, nonpolitical, nonreligious organize n ith
its main office in Washington, D.C., marks the first attempt of Italian Am s
to make their presence felt in the Nation's Capital by serving as an advocat of
Italian American interests.

I hove recently met with Edward Galletti, director of the board of NIAF, and .

with two other board members, James Scatena and William Armanino. These rethr
are community leaders and the "renaissance men" iifthe Italian community of San
Francisco, and they have been active in uniting the Italian American organizations
and in renovatingNorth Peach. These-men, plus a number of other local Italian
Americans, are contributing time, energy, and money to establishpa retirement
home forolder Italians in San Francisco. The site is only.one block from the Museo
and faces on Washington Square and. Ss. Peter and Paul's Church, an Italian
"national" church and historical center of Italian activity in North Beach. The
Museo plans to developprogr.crns especially for these older Italians. Currently, we
are working closely with tht ienior centertat Ss. Peter and Paul's.

.0
Messrs. Collett', Scatena, and Armanino are enthusiastic about the Museo

halo Americana and have promised their full support and collaboration in making
the Musecr a vital part of San Francisco. The Museo itself is playing a unifying role
in reviving a culture that has been such an.integral force in Western civilization.

It seems that ethnicity, an intensified self-consciousness about origins, has
arrived among Italian Americans, and th6se historical/social changes should heap
the Museo to play a vital role in the community. Response to the Museo from the
community has been very encouraging, as shown by excerpts from an article by
columnist and historian Kevin Storr that appeared in the San Francisco Examiner on
September 12, 1978:

The Museum should in its own quiet, effective way help interested San
Franciscans not backward, but forward to cr sense of this city's neo-
Mediterranean roots. The values of that founding culturehumanism, a
taste for public existence, a passion for The City as an imaginative
idealmust be repossessed if San Francisco is to develop into anything
more than a mecca for affluent consumerists intent, not upon life in all
its dazzling, bewildering variety, its heights of apprehension and
sensation, its, sloughs of 'despondency, its upward ascents of courageous
renewal,, but .upon discrete movements of prepackaged sensations,
known sometimes as (ugh') lifestyle.

Let the Museo ltdo Americana remind San Franciscans of certain
immemorial thingsthat art is long and life is brief; that ThckCity is a
work of art and.a moral institution as well as a political battleground;

.
that to live well in a public manner is the sine auanon of civilization.

CHANGING ROLES OF WOMEN: A PERSONAL PERSPECTIVE

On a personal level, this experience has been unique. In my interaction with
the Italian community and the community -at- large, I became aware that I was
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involved in both a personal and a social process. Developing the museum has been a
continuous, lively process of self- discovery. From a historical !point of vie*, the
condition of women has improved., The feminist movement taking place throughout
the world, with all its variety of ideologies and cultural contributions, is actually
responsible for many of the social. changes.

The feminist movement in Italy is considered the strongest in the world
today, yet there is a general lack of interest among Italian,American women in the
movement. One bay area scholar interviewed said:

The Italian American woman was brought up to be a wife and a mother.
Because woman's place was in the home, they hod to fight their families
to pursue further studies and careers. It was all right for their brothers'
to become a doctor, a lawyer, an architect, but they, could only aspire
to became a teacher! 3

, That Itolian AMerican women no longer support this traditional femcqe role
model was reflected in papers presented at the 1977 American Itolian Historical
Association Conference.? "The Italian Immigrant Woman in North America," held in
Toronto, Canada. Far The first time, Italian American women scholars met. to
share and discuss their reseci,ch on a topic that is beginning to be socially
recognized.

This year, the Archeoclub in America sponsored a panel exploring *he
role of Italian women through the ages in celebration of the tercentenary of the
doctorate of Elena Coranro Psicopia, the first woman to ever receive this degree.
This, too, was a first. Meanwhile, over 40 institutions and organizations throughout
theUnited States ore planning Psicopia tercentenary events.

Finally, in trying to define my own role in the 'Italian community, I have
encountered a number of Italian American .women who, though highly educated,
have not been able to fulfill their occtitional needs in the usual ways. Because of
either the tight job market a- unfulfilling jobs, they have sought to find their place
through ethnic organizational work. By contributing to the preservation of their
ethnic heritage, they seem to be working out both their personal and occupational
identities.

. In summary, the challenges presented brthe change in women's status and the
need to preserve ethnic heritage require new institutions to NMIl new purposes.
My hope is, that San Francisco's Museo Halo Americana will be a catalyst in this
process.

4

RECOMMENDATIONS

There should be a focus on action, research, i.e., demonstration programs
concerned with the occupational aspirations of wbite ethnic women and with-their
interest in preserving their cultural heritages. Our society should provide more
paid joliS in community organizations, ethnic Studies programs, ethnic museums,
and other such endeavors. Some specific topics in both action and basic research
include:
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(Comparative study of feminist movements i Italy and /In the
United States, emphasizing the participation of Italian A erican.
women \

Generational studies of traditional and contemporary/
,
roles of

white.ethnic women vis-a-vis farn5y, education, and careers
I-.

Studies of modern Italian American women, dealing with tradi-
tional roles, portrayal by media, and self-identity,

Occupational. aspirations versus occupational oppirtunities for
i

white ethnic women

Evaluation of training ana educational programs in relation to
educational aspirations of white ethnic women
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NOTES

. U.S.- Bureau of the Census, Census of Population 1970. California: General
Social and Economic Characteristics, Washington, D.C., Government Printing
Office, 1970. Note that the census term "toreign stock" refers to the first and

coed generations, i.e., the immigrants and the - native-born children.
rveys of ethnic origin suggest that twice as many people consider themselves

of Italian descent compared with foreign stock. {See Census Bureau, Current
Population Reports, Characteristics of Population by Ethnic Origin.)

2. This description of the Italian American community is derived from Rose-
Scherini, "The Italian Americcn Community of San Francisca ADescriptive
Study," Ph.D. dissertation, University of California, Berkeley, 1976. Rose
Scherini is on the Museo Halo Americana's advisory council and has
collaborated on this paper.

3. Scherini, op. cit.
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THE STATUS OF EAST EUROPEAN WOMEN IN THE 'FAMILY:

TRADITION AND CHANGE

Mary Ann Krickus

INTRODUCTION
1

Outside forces encroaching on the family 'roles and lifestyles of today's
women are fairly universal (the economic crunch, the women's movement, higher
levels of education, the decline of the extended family as a functional unit), but the
notion that these forces have affected all women equally is mistaken. It is also
fallacious tcy assume that women regard either their' own lives or these outside
phenomena in the same light no matter what_ their backgrounds. At first glance,
this would seem tomrticulate the obvious, but in fact the literature and research on
women, as on the family, are virtually one dimensional. Despite' numerous books on
both in recent years, we remain largely unenlightened about the lives of countless
women and their families. This ignorance is roTed in the tendency of scholars,
family specialists, leaders of the women's movement, and policymakers to speak of
"the family" in terms of a nonexistent, or norm ally existent, unit; the "modal"
American family. is Protestant and middle class, lias two children and two cars, and
is Upwardly mobile. Similarly, there has been a tendency to view women as a
monolithic group and assume that the term "women's changing roles" is applicable
to all women in essentially the same way. What information is available on
"nonmodal" women typically deals -with "poor" and,. synonymously, "minority"
women, with "minority" being primarily defined as black, sometimes Hispanic, and
least often Native American.

Women who differ from the accepted norm by virtue of ethnic background are
usually ignored by the general public and in the literature by and about women.
This is a critical-oversight, since the way women regard their role in the family and
their response to changing that role is influenced by their ethnic background.
Giordano Q97-3) -tells us, "The search for identity is a basic psychological need and
ethnicity is a powerful and subtle influence in determining its shape and form."

-Isaacs (1964) believes that ethnicity tronscends the need for a unique identity and is
"fundamental to an individual's sense of belon in ness and to the level of his self-
esteem " while Gordon (1964) sees it, as_ avin to do with a sense of peoTre:woe

The relationship between ethnicity and family roles is of particular interest.
According to McCready (1974), "... family styles differ from one culture to
another._ The-oppropriate behmilor toward one's most intimate relai;ons is specified
and encoded in the cultural definition of the family. Basic identity and basic values
are formed in the family at an 'early oge."

In viewing ethnicity as a determinant in self-perception and interaction with
others, this paper will present a survey of literature dealing with the traditional
status of East European women in the family and how that status is changing. Two
cautionary notes are in order regarding the term "East European." First; the lock
of data has led to treating the various East European groups collectively even
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though they should be considered separately. When one group is singled out, it is
usually the Poles, the largest East European group in the United States, while
Czechs, Slovaks, Croats, Serbs, Ukrainians, and other groups are gathered under the
all-inclusiVe 'term "Slavic." Also, it is often implied that all East Europeans ore
Slays, although this is true of neither Hungarians aor Lithuanians. This paper
includes information on Polish and other Slavic categories,' although not always to
the some extent; it focuses disproportionately on Poles because of the availability
of data. Second, those who refer to East Europeans often fail "to differentiate
between those who are part of the pre-World War I "second-wove" subculture and
those who belong to the more highly educated and professional political emigre
influx of the post-World War Il period. This paper deals primarily with those who
compri; and are descended from the earlier immigrant groups./

Before attempting to make statements or hypotheses about the status of East
European women in contemporary U.S. families, however, it is necessaryto turn
briefly to another time and place., We cannot assess the current picture of these
women without having some sense a their history, for it is this history which has
helped define them, and only with this perspective is their present status..
meaningful.

WOMEN IN THE OLD COUNTRY

There is little information on the lives of East European women. Clearly, it
was hard, often with a living eked out at the subsistence level. The following
thumbnail sketch of an immigrant"Slovenion woman around 1910 reflects the harsh
conditions in the old country:

In Allegheny a settlement friend went to see a neighbor and found her
at nine o'clock barefoot in the yard hanging out clothes. She had borne
a child at midnight, after which she had arisen and got breakfast for the
men of her family and then done the washing. (Balch, 1910)

The picture of women's life in rural Poland, as opposed to East Europe
generally, is somewhat more detailed. Lopata (1976) asserts that "girls never
inherited property unless there were no sons to take it over and then the arrange-
ment involved an 'adoption' of a son- in-law into the bride's family." 2 Therefore, the
women's power in the family was low to begin with but increased with the birth of a
son, since it was assumed that someday he would marry, younger women would be

_ introduced into the family unit (Polish village society was potrilocal), and she would
be relieved of most physical tasks and elevated to a "managerial" position.

Sokolowska (1977) makes a distinction between women in rural and urban
settings. The picture she presents of 19th-century village families corresponds to
Lopata's portrayal: "The main feature of such a traditional family within Q
backward rural economy was a subordination of its members to the interests of the
family as a whole. ,The economic and social functions of a peasant family Were
supervised by the fat\er, while the other members enjoyed only a narrow scope of
independence." However, she describes urban women as departing radically from
this pattern:
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In a working-class family,- there was much more individualism and
egalitarianism.... As an economic unit, it belonged to a different type
toot the husband-father was not the manager of a family enterprise,
and the household as a unit of consumption was administered by the
Wife-mother. The man was usually .the only official source of the
family's Income, but as unemployment increased women frequently
supported the whole household.

Family structure 'and custom undoubtedly varied by area and, within villages,
by socioeconomic status. Whatever leverage the wife brought with her, it seems
clear that for rural war en the subsistence village economy, the fundamental
importance of the family and its land, and, the wife's central position in this struc-
ture gave her considerable power, just as earning ability gave power to urban
women. In addition, Sokolowska (1977) tells us:

For over 120 years prior to the end af World War I, Poland did not exist
on the map of Europe. During this period the family remained the main
national Institution. and the "fortress" of the national spirit....
Oppression and hostility toward the oppressors model for a strong family
bond.... The guiding spirit {luring all this timQ was the women. Even
though their formal scope within the patriarchal pattern was limited to
the _household, their actual tasks and functions were of particular
importance under the specific conditions prevailing in Poland.

, Thus, although 'the traditional Polish family carefully circumscribed women's
activities and social-relations, within the home the role of the Polish wife seems to
have carried with it power that was not only extended but solidified after immigra-
tion. In village society, an additional element of women's power. appears to have
derived from the critical nature of. their participation in "status competition."

An extremely significant factor in the lifestyle, values, and status of Polish
women was the all-pervasive .social importance of family status. The crucial
nature' of one's family status in comparison with other families generated a
complex competition that was the hallmark of village life. "All life Doi the
village] was flavored by the status competition. Marriage was o matter of love
but an arrangement guaranteeing the best status and economic position for the new.
unit" (Lopata, 1976).

.

Status was measured primarily by two things: material holdings (mostly land)
and- traditional roles. Thus, the wife's central role in tilling and maintaining the

, family land (and, in some cases, bringing additional lond at marriage), as well as her
strict observance of the traditional role prescribed for Polish women were essential
to sustaining her family's status.

It was an explicit.responsibility of every member of the family to contribute
to this status: "To the extent that each member was locked into the village and

. could not 'make it on his own,r and to the extent to which daily life and exceptional
events were very public, family solidarity, found to be a bask characteristic of the
peasant social system, was a vita/ necessity" (Lopata, 1976). Everyone in the
family had to earn his or her membership and continue earning it throughout life.
This has caused a number of observers to conclude that the Polish family was as
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much concerned with economic status, stability, and "face" as with love or
emotional support. Women, therefore, had good reason to see themselves as being
as much "portner in a public venture" as "nurturer," the role to which Italian
women, far example, were largely limited.

IMMIGRANT WOMEN

Balch (1910) felt that even though Slavic women suffered sharper pangs of
homeskkness than did the men, they nevertheless improved their status in
America. She was told, "In Croatia wives warn their husbands that in America
things will be different, for women have more power there," which expresses a
"widespread and wonderful legend" about the position of women in America. Balch
maintained that in America men did Indeed show more respect for women and
acquired "gentler manners." They also, adopted the American working-class
husband's custom of allowing the wife to manage the family finances.

Lopata (1976) depicts Polish women as gaining power' in the family after
immigration for a number of reasons:

Even if they themselves did not emigrate, the departure of their
menfolk made them heads of households.

Once in Artierica, the same situation occurred when men left for
better jobs in other cities.

In America, the jobs that the men could get usolly required long
hourg of work, 6 and even 7 days a week, so the children had very
little contact with their fathers.

Probably most important, the potrflocal living arrangements in
Poland had required the wife to leave her family and move into or
near her husband's home: The grueling trip to America was costly,
but offered her perhaps unexpected 'compensation: she was freed
from in-laws and could immediately establish and supervise her
own home.

Whether the East European women, enlarged their horizons outside the home
is debatable. Lopata (1976) adheres to the view that "young Polish girls were
supposed to stay home, help their mothers take care of younger children, and do
housekeeping rather than 'wasting' their time in any but primary parochial educa-
tion." For the young women, married and unmarried, who migrated during this
period, the preferred occupations were those that kept them near their homes or
their countrymen. Married ?omen could run boardinghouses or help their husbands
manage the family business, since this allowed them to contribute to the family's
income.and still be home with children. Taking in boarders was porticularly popular
among all the Slavic-immigrant groups, and the boarder population was constantly
replenished, by new immigrants. Unmarried girls frequently went into domestic
service; it was a safe occupation, and Poles fefisthat these girls would be chosen as
wives over girls who had worked in a factory because 'they presumably would be
better housewives. in 1910, the census showed that, among Slavic .vomen whose
parents were fiom Austria, Bohemia, Hungary, Poland, and_Russia, 145,292 were
employed, 36,000 as servants and waitresses (Balch, 1910).
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Lopata (1976) states that the sex role definitions of traditional\ Po Ionia
"rejected the idea of worhen leaving home and community social control for
education or work experience even at the cost of decreasing the economic
contribution they could make to the family." It was acceptable for Slavic women
to work as servant girls and "boarding bbsses," but they were "infinitely more
important as homemaker(s), helping 'to set the family standard of living" (Balch,
1910).

p

This might have been the Polish ideal, but Kerickus (1976) says that in practice
it was often necessary for Polish women (the wife and older daughters) to seek
outside employment. "While wages in the United States were higher than in
Europe, few men enjoyed stable job situations or -earned sufficient money to take
care of the family's needs." Therefore, the immigrant Polish women were a "vital
economic asset's and, even where tradition militated against it, if they could not
supplement the family coffers by doing "home work" (taking in boarders, for
instance), they went to work outside. In fact, it was often the- pase that after
immigration everyone except small children and the very old worked; it was
economically necessary. It was not unusual to see'entire families fabbring together
in packihghouses or loaded on wagons destined for farms and orchards during the
picking season (Garrett, 1904).

.Golab (unpublished paper, no date) asserts that most Polish women worked
and that the decision of where the immigrant family would live was based on the
availability of jobs for both sexes. Philadelphia, for example, was not an especially
attractive city for Polish immigrants because even though women could find
employment in the needle trades there, Polish men disdained this "women's work,"
and there were few opportunities for the unskilled physical labor they sought
(Golab, 1977).

The critical nature of the peasant wife's contribution to the household and the
fact that many urban women in Poland had had to seek emPloyment indicates that
immigrant women were prepared to work and that there was no contradiction
between work and family. Immigrant women were not seeking -self- actualization;
they worked because it irriproved-thelarnilyss standard of living.

This emphasis on family obligations undoubtedly reflected an acceptance or
the "woman's place," but it also' reflected. the significance that East Europeans
attoched to homeownership and, by extension, to the homemoker. "In spite of the
recency of their arrival and the presence of a large number of persons who did not
even speak 'English ... Dhe0 ropidly acquired home ownership...." (Lopata,
1976% Balch (1910) described the Slavic desire to own a home as "widespread and
intense"; this perception is shared by Copek (1920)-and by Pipic (197 I), who quotes
.an old Croatian saying, "Moja Kucica, moja siobodica," which is the rough
equivalent of "My home is my castle." He attributes this feeling partly to the fact
that "their homes are in effect transplanted miniatures of their homeland." Wrobel
(1973) writes of his childhood home as being "a place for the nuclear family, a kind
of private place that deserved to be kept spotlessly dean and tidy.... I mention
the cleanliness of the home only because it seems to be an important element of
Polish-American culture. The home is like a shrine and disorder and uncleanliness
are seen as disrespectful." 1.
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This value and love of home provided East European women with considerable

power, for they became the highest authority on all domestic matters. Indeed,
Elena Bardunas, ink interviews with Lithuanian immigrant and second-generation
wives of Pennsylvania miners, found that even though the husbands may have been
domineering, committed to, extremely sex-segregated marital roles, and even
physically aggressive, the wives managed the money and had unquestioned power in
making even the most critical family economic decisions.

Similar patterns were found among Polish Americans in a Homtramck, Mich.,
study in the 1950's (Wood, 1955; Lopata, 1976). In the case of Polish women, there
may hatie been another dimension, that of status competition. Since status was
synonymous with owning a home as the evidence of "achievement," the Polish

. woman as homemaker, the person who could maximize the status of the home or
bring shame on the family, had an added degree of power.

PRESENT STATUS OF EAST EUROPEAN WOMEN

Determining the present status of East European women is difficult because
, of the lack of data. It has already been noted that those who Write-about women or

the American family tend to perceive a universal, all-purpose, and, by definition,
nonethnic model for each Looking for specific-information on ethnic women yields
depressingly little. However, by using data on women per se and by extrapolating

t
from data on East Europeans, it is possible to construct a profile of East European

4

women.

Factors That Reinforce the Traditional Role -

Education. Most observers agree that Poles traditionally left intellectual
matters to the intelligentsia and the nobility, not the ordinary working people.3
This sanction, deeply embedded in the Polish psyche, applied even more strictly to
women than men. 'Furthermore, since Poles (and other East Europeans) usually
needed the income of as many members of the family as possible, schooling was
regarded as an economic liability. Education was also feared as a source of inter-
generational differences that could lead the younger, more educated members away
from "their own."

Consequently,-even with the increased opportunity for schooling in America,
"few Polish-Americans of the 'second wave' even finished high school, let alone
entered ccilege, the women being even less encouraged ... than the men" (Lopata,
197.6). What education there was took place exclusively in parochial schools, partly
because of religious convictions and partly because of the nuns' strict discipline.
Polish Americans in Buffalo, N.Y., in the 1960's were still firmly convinced, that
parish schools provided a better education than public schools (Obidinski, 1968;

- Lopata, 1976).

As for higher education, Greeley (197k) reported that "among the English-
speaking white Gentiles, the Polish Ewer the ledst likely to have gone to college
(15%), followed by the Slavic group' (16%), and the Italians (I 7%)." Young Poles
and Slays in their 20,1s fared much better than older generations. They were slightly
above the mean educational level in the country. However, the recorded mean was
only 10.9 years of schooling.
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By 1977, when Greeley's findings about the academic direction of Poles and
Slays included data on their mobility as well as their- absolute achievement, the
picture was brighter. They were definitely upward bound. Polish and Italian groups
(with 49 and 45 percent, respectively) had surpassed the national, average (43
percent) in collige attendance, and Slays (with 42 percent) were just below. These
advances, which have accelerated sharply since 1940, indicate that Poles and other
Slays are emphasizing education more, a theory with which Lopata (1976) concurs.
However, this does not necessarily mean a quick or general movement into the
ranks,.of college-educated professionals, particularly for women.

The Buffalo study of the 1960's revealed that, for many Poles, "negotive
attitudes attached to education for girls (were) still dominant . . among the lower
class membeis ... and not absent among those he identified as of the upper class"
(Obidinski,,-1948; Lopata,. 1976). Wrobel (1975) found similar "they'll just get
,married" views In Detroit as tote as the.mid-I 970's.

Moreover, Greeley's data on the upward educational mobility of Poles and
...other Slays do not indicate whether these young men or women attended 2-year
community colleges or enrolled in B.A. programs, or 'whether they completed their
degrees. Sandberg (1974) notes that "despite the upward educational mobility ...

. of Polish- Americans generotionally, the great majority have a limited education."
Fie contends that 70.2 percent have not received a college degree.

Finally, Lopata (1976) hypothesizes that apparent improvements in
educational achievement statistics have been "assisted by'the new emigrants (DP's)
who, unlike most other immigrants to America, came with a higher and more
diversified socioeconomic background." In a more _positive vein, however, she
suggests that their influence may prod other young people in their ethnic groups to
seek out education as a means of upward mobility. The overall picture warrants
caution abdut the-extent or speed of increased education, particularly for women.
But higher education for East European groups is definitely on the rise, and this will
ultimately affect the goals, self-perceptions, and attitudes of both rhen and women.

.

Occupation. Incomes for East Europeans are rising at a faster rate than for
many groups;. Poles and Slays earn more than do -other Americans with the same

ational background (Greeley, I3.77). However, they still are predominantly
skilled, or craftworkers, and their incomes are below the national average for
owners, managers, or professionals. On a national average, Poles over 40 years old
eorn 10 percent less than northern white urban males in white-collar jobs; those --
under 40 earn 2 percent less. This is an improvement, but indicates that East
Europeans are still largely blue-Collar workers. .1.

Based on 1971 census data, the percentage of Polish American women aged'16
and over in the labor-force is lowdr (37.9 percent) ihari the national figure for all
women (44 percent). Polish American workingwomen presently reflect a lock of
formal education: 16 percent are in service occupations, 36 percent are in clerical
jobs, 19 percent work as operatives, and 13 percent are in professional occupations
(Lopata, 1970. For American workingwomen as a whole, 80 percent are cr
pink-collar workers, while 20 percent are in the white-collar ranks. These figures
suggest that in mony families women continue to derive satisfaction and respect
from being homemakers, even if they must work for economic reasons, and that
there is a preponderance of such women in the East European subculture.
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Role of Women in the Family. Many students of Slavic Culture have depicted

the,faiifFsticture as male dominated;--On a personality measure developed by
the Notional Instituteof il Health, Slavic Catholics5 scored high on authority
and valued scifpline, control, obedience, and good manners-far their children more

..._L..than...o - Catholic groups and more than most Protestants (Greeley, 1977).
Lopat (1976) cites "the traditional authority of the mole parent as a recorded
part of .Polonion family culture.... Children were always expected to obey
wit t question and to continually contribute to the family welfare."

McCready (1974) agrees, basing the power of the father as 'patriarch on his
ility to provide economically for his family. Even in cases where immigration
ticeably lessened economic leverage, McCready contends that many fathers

managed to maintain control by claiming that they needed family concern because
immigration had dealt them the harshest blow. Elaborating on the extent to which
the family was, aid' is, father centered, McCready found in the 197Q's that Polish

. children in -his sample, especially daughters, received their values from their
fathers-rather than 'their mothers. They rated themselves high on domestic skills
and sex appeal and' felt. they were attractive, competent women because their
fathers told them, so' , .

1

.

On 'the other hand, Wrobel (1975) discerned a 'heavy emphasis on strict
discipline among the working-class Poles he studied in Detroit, but perceived it as a
joint parental effort rather than as emanating from the father alone. He concluded
thot this emphasis stems from a concern far "the children's future" and a deiire to
make certain that a life where "men and women exist not as individuals . .. but as
mothers and fathers Whose primary responsibility is sacrificing for the sake of their
children" is worth It. Even 4n cases where the father is the excessively strict
disciplinarian pictured by Lopata, Wrobel contends that he "lacks clout if the
mother challenges this discipline." One teenage boy told him, "Pa listens to Ma
or, else he'll be the one who's in trouble."

,

The' authority of the mother in the home extends to the parish and
community, where she is seen as "representing the family in matters concerning the
children" (Wrobel, t975). As a teacher in the parish school, Wrobel unfailingly
talked to the mother even if he requested the father: "Talk to the old lady, the
kids don't listen to me anyhow.... My job is to bring home the bacon--she takes
care of the rest." Wrobel saw the authority of the mother as stemming my
part from the men's negative self-image.

The men be, studied viewed-themselves, as "unintelligent factory workers
unworthy of. respect and incapable of accomplishing _anything worthwhile except
supporting a familyi through. hard work and

by
ability to sacrifice." their

dissatisfaction with themselves was indicated by their lack of interest in discussing
their jobs: "Me?... I just work in a factory......N.othing special." The- feeling that

iother people do not respett them is transmitted to their children, and their sans
"ultimately lose respect for them for failing to rise above work they despise and
begin to turn to their mother for advice and emotional support, feeling she is the
stranger of the. two" Oirobel,,1975); /

i /
- Whether the Lopata/McCready or the Wrobel school is closer to the mark

- regarding' the exact leverage enjoyed by women, the overriding importance of
,.
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home, family, and motherhood is not disputed. Home is seen as "a world of our
own.... After all, just how important are other people? it's family that counts"
(Wrobel, 1975). In describing the qualities a wife should possess, Wrobel's
interviewees invariably stressed the importance of choosing a wife who was
"interested in family life and capable of being a good mother." As one man put it,
"You gotta like the girl, but the real question is what she's like at home.... She
should come from a decent family.... If her mother was a complainer, she'll be a
complainer. If her mother mistreated the kids, she'll mistreat the kids."

On the other hand, the women looked for a husband who would be a good
provider. "Give me a guy who loves to work and everything else will take care of
itself" (Wrobel, 1975). Thus, they implicitly cosigned themselves the home role,
and visiting was kept to a'miniFnitm:. ,

We're too busy to waste our time on useless chit-chat when we hove
dishes to wash, floors to wax, and meols to prepare. ... This t eeping
to oneself) is the ry, it should be, because we all have families and
taking care of our families is a 24-hour job ... we talk when we meet
but we're careful to not interrupt one another's housework or be bother-
some: (Wrobel, 1975) .,

This:attitude not only reflects pride, bit illustrates a reluctance to defy the
culturally defined norms about how d woman should spend her time. The fear of
inviting criticism or gossip. that Wrobel detected among his sample supports
Lopata's contention that status competition still abounds in Polonia. it is so much a
port of life with the Detroit respondents that it has kept the women from becoming
close friends even in cases where they have voiced the desire to do so. It's just too
risky.

The available evidence indicates that the combination of inner values, outside
sanctions and rewards, as -well as low educational_ and occupational credential's
minimizes the incentive of most East European women to climb aboard the fiber*,
tion bandwagon. MoVedver, many know all too well that at the end of the workday,

\ their husbands often f4el, as Congresswoman Barbara Mikulski once put it, "as used
os the machines they operate," an insight 111 designed to nourish envy.
. . .

\ In the home women have power and status.
i
Although women with a different

world view might define this as inherently nonpowerful and nonstatus granting,
these women do not. A housewife frord Brooklyn said, "1 like domestic life.-1 work
Only to add to my community. I'm more of a professional at, home than in the
Arking world- -I'm a psychologist, a teacher, a counselor, a nurse, even a referee.
Being a wife and mother covers a variety of professions even if you don't have the
degree (Bohan, 1978).-' 1

It is not only older women who have this traditional orientation; the emphasis
of later generations on home ownership (Krause, 1978) and maintenance (Wrobel,
1975) has not appreciably abated. 'A questionnaire distributed by the National
Congress of Neighborhood Women on attitudes toward housework, childcare, and
othek aspects of domesticity demOnstraies change, but not radical departure.
Although members of the youngest generation proclaim that they are not "married
to a house," they add -that they try %o consider their hue-Ands' jobs, which often

I
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involve shifts and overtime, when asking for help around the house (Noschese,
1978). But though these younger East Europeans are predomindntly working
clasiand tend to adopt traditional lifestyles, they are beginning "to reevaluote and
change their roles.

. "

Factors Thcit Encourage Change

Fertility Rates and Church ,AttAlance. Although fertility rates have deQ.
. .

dined, ref ng general trends, Lopata (1976) stated that in 1%9, the rate for 1

Polish women was well below the average. Greeley (19707) puts it close (2.3) to the
national (2.4) andfound that other Slavic groups were barely over the average
(2.5): The' lower Polish birth rate would seem to agree with Sandberg's (1974)
contention that 'Polish identity with the Catholic Churdh has also declined; for
those who do identify with the Church, it appears to be parochial education for the
children more than other aspects which remain important. /

/ ,.

In 43 study three generations of Italian, Jewish,. and Slavic6 women in /, .

Pittsburgh, Krause found declining birth rates: the aver* number of children for
the grandmothers was 4.1; for the mothers, 3.2; and for the daughters, 1.9 (Krauf,
1978). However, while the birth rote hod.declined for all three ethnic groups, t e
Slavic women approved of birth control somewhat 'less than Italians or Jews. re
bitth rote for the youngest Slavic women had dropped slightly Jess than for the
others, which may be related to the fact that the Slavic women also had the highest
chUrch attendance of this generation. Most, of the Slavic and Italian women
disapproved of abortion, but tempered this judgment with qualifications: "I
wouldn't have Cin qbortion, but it's up to the Individual" (Krause, 1978).

-

Educational. and Occupational Mobility. As we have seen, educational and
occupational opportunities are increasing for the youngest generation. Krause
found that attitudes are changing. "A definite change over generations of all three
groups studied froiri traditional to more feminist attitudes, is demonstrated"
(Krause, 1978). Fewer Slavic than Italian or even Jewish women felt that "women
do best as wives and mothers." Very few Slavic participants considered women too
emotional for some jobs; their score was far closer to that of the Jewish than the
Italian women. . 1

In the Krause study, an overwhelming majority (91.7 percent said that men
and women should have equal job opportunities. The entire sample demonstrafed

positions, working for a woman, and the idea of a woman Prei
increasing approval over the generations for careers for wonititivomen in high

-of the United
States. Krause also noted the significance of an increasing number of women who
mentioned their own achievement as a source of personal satistadikin.

Krause cautions against generalizing too much from her sarn le of Pittsburgh
women. However, since t
groups, and since many of-?fi gr
findings of rising expectations may
situations..

women represent mobile segment's of their ethnic
e ughters had attended or were in college, her

y to-other EastEuropeon ;warned in similar

12
ri e. ising expectations are not limited to

to eml ist movement and greater equality for
Rising Ex

jobs. According
tations from M
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women in American society have contributed to dramatic change in attitudes
toward male/female role';." Not one of the third-generation Slavic women, for
example, felt that husbands should do no housework. Bennett (1976) also found
feniale interviewees who pointed out that there are often

major differences between men and women among their own ethnic
- south Slavic group in their attitudes toward the role of women in the

Eome and in the society ... the men tend to be more traditional in this
respect than the women . making it all the more difficult for women

- with professional careers who would perhaps like to marry within their
own ethnic group.,

The women Bennett studied are of the st-World War ii subculture, which is
not technically the subject of this paper, but her findings on upwardly mobile young
Slciviy women are pertinent.

As the upwardly mobile women of the youngest East European generation
expand their horizons, they mai'begin to question some of the fundamental
elements of marriages companionship, 'Sharing, and communication. Blood and
Wolfe (1960) found that 48 percent of the middle-class Detroit wives they studied
"chose companionship in +doing things together with their husbands as the most
valuable aspect of inaeriage. In fact, they found that recreation ranked second as
a source of marital disagreement. This view or marriage is likely to became
increasingly important to young Slavic_ wives, especially those who have jobs and
therefore enjoy an 'added topit of conversation:

1.6

Sexual relationships may also undergo changes. Nye and Berard° (1973) assert
that 1'86% of middle-class wives expressed a positive feeling toward marital
intercourse compared with 69% for the upper-lower class and 46% for the lower -
lower...." They also contend that "the proportion of women, who achieve orgasm
-during intercourse increases with each increase in education level of the wife. .
Likewise, wives from white-collar homel are more likely to experience orgasm than
those from laboring occupations." They also note that in Kinsey's rdevout Catholie
sample, a smaller' proportion of wives at all' ages reached drgasrn (probably to some
degree because they feared getting pregnant). The youngest generation of East

' European women, while still more religious than scrtie /other grnups, exhibit
decreasing church attendance and increasing use of birth control; tais, together
with broader educational and occupational horizons, will likely "offect their sexual
attitudes and demands.

Greater expectations from marriage among East European women will
undoubtedly produce some stronger, more equitable relationships, but they may also
lead to a higher divorce rate. At present, Lopata (1976) reports d lower divorce
rote for Poles than for the population as a whole (about one-third of all marriages
end in divorce).. She offers a number Of reasons for this: adherence to Polish
Cattiolicisir; emphasis on the family as a controlling mechanism (in agreement with
Wrobel's 1975 findings); and status competition, which views divorce as bringing
shame on self and family. . . '

This last reason poses an interesting question. What will happen as young
Polish women continue acquiring the means. to succeed outside the home? Will they
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be willing; for examp to test the status "competition structure by adding
"professioal excellence" as an acceptable way to augment family and personal
status ?, .4r will they c front this structure by seeking a divorce when their
expectations from marriage are not met? Will the framework of status
competition be able to accommodate such change, or will it begin to break down?

... Lopata's theories abcjut the low Polish divorce rate are supported by Wrobel's
-Detroit sample (1975) of Polish Americans, who general') viewed marriage as
something you are "in foe' life."- These theories are interesting in the context of
Alba's (1978) view that i"attitudes toward divorce and ce,ntraceptiOn vary by

Iethnicity." _

IMPLICATIONS FOR TH FUTURE

Eat European women still have a strong sense of ethnic identity. They cook
ethnic foods, celebrate holidays in the traditional ways, choose husbands of the
same cultural background, though less often than formerly (Abramson, 1973), and
choose friends of the same background. Even as they move more and more into the
mainstream of American society, Polish -American ficifien are seen by Lopata
(1976) as retaining vestiges of Polish folk culture and immigrant background.
Krause (1978) feels that for all - ethnic womenutthe influence of ethnicity in early
experiences, as well as old ethnic values and mares, affects their perceptions of
marriage, childbirth, menstruation, motherhood, and all other aspects of their lives.

.
Nevertheless,' any discussion of the ethnically related features of East

European women's lives must center.on their continued commitment to the family,
for this commitment is deeply-embedded.° They stress the family as a unit rather

.1 than a collection of individual needs. This involves. mutual love and trust, but it
transcends that: it 11 a bond incorporating reciprocal caring and responsibility,
appreciation, and respect. It is perceived as a fact of life, part and parcel of their

- ,
existence.'

. The following are some comments, offered by women of Slavic heritage who
attended a 1978 Conference on Cultural Diversity Among American Families,9that
describe the strengths of families from their ethnic backgrounds: "the cohesiveness
and influence of the family"; "the value of the family as a unit"; "the allegiance to
and support of family members"; the reliability and loyalty of the family." The
conference women also attested to differences between other American families
and their own in: "the value placed on a tightknit extended family"; "the roles

signed to and consequent expectations of family members"; "adaptation to
changes occurring in family structure" (Conference on Cultural Diversity Among
American Families, 1978).

Continued family centeredness provides certain obvious benefits: a sense of
self and of heritage; a known place in the scheme of things; and a set values.
But family commitment, coupled with the need or desire for a job or other outside
pursuits, leads women almost inevitably into conflict, either within themselves or
with other family members. The strength of family commitment among even the
youngest East European women in Krause's upwardly mobile sample suggests that
her young women and "ethers like them, tfadition oriented but upwardly mobile, may
face trouble as they try to balance farritily with expanding horizons, growing self-
expectations) and stronger feminism: /

.
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. Like most women, they would prefer not to e forced to choose; but in answer
to the que7stion, }'Which do you believe is more i portant, marriage or a career ?,"
Krause's ism:vie (conclusively chose marriage. Among the youngest women, 80
percent /thought 1 marriage more important. lignificantly, women in all three
generations disapproved of mothers working whirl they have young children at

category, Slavic (and Italian) women were les, tho half as likely to opproverove as
home; even among the youngest generation, only 1 .5 percent approved. In this

Jewish women. \ ..

Somewhat surprisingly, among those who uncon itionally approved careers,
S'avic women in all three generations had the highest p portion (Krause, 1978). It
Auld appear that women are becoming more wi plig to choose career over

marriage, but that roe having chosen morriage they remain firmly committed to
the importance of home and family and their r4 in it.

An important 'consequence of the centrality of the f mily for East European
women is That it ofIert causes a turning inward to solve pr
groups may seek professional help. In the case:of marital di ficulties, for instance,

!ems for which other

Wrobel (1975) found, "the general belief is that it is b4t to suffer through
traumatic marital experiences] rather than seek professioTial help." Men and

7 women alike describ4d marriage as "hard work." - One woma told him; "Be ready
for anything. That's *hat makes a successful marriage." '

/ 1

emotional problems or seek mental health care. She poses the question of whether
In Krause's sample, the Slavic women were the leott likely to' reporti

s

they experience less psychological distress than other women or\ whether they deny
the existence of emotional difficult:es. In the case of her Poiish women at least,
the importance of fomily status, which would preclude "airing one's problems,"
suggests. khe latter. . 11

East Europeans generally klo not confide their problem's to "outsiders."
Resr.ortdents to the family diversity conference questionnaire attested to
differences bet weerl their families and others in "methods of hand ing crises in the
family" and in "utilization of available community resources" (Conference on
Cultural Diversity Among American Families, 1978). ..

..-;)

The Gioiaanos,.9_77)-tite Mostwin's list of reservations thai t various East
t

European groups typically exhibit in this situation:
.-,

1

CZECHOSLOVAKiANS- -STRANGERS ADMITTED 1 WITH
RESERVATION. The family Will ask for services; hOwever, a
standardized approach will be found offensive.

ESTONIANSSTRANGERS ADMITTED WITH 1 GREAT
RESERVATION. Asking for help will be delayed. A mental health
problem is viewed as degrading. Prefer worker should know the
language and facts about Estonia.

HUNGARIANS -LPREFER NOT TO ADMIT STRANGERS. The
family prefers to solve problems at home. If they perciive care
to be definitely needed, it will be requested. The worker should be
sensitive to the cultural differences. t

S
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POLISHRELUCTANT TO EXPOSE OWN' WEAKNESS TO
STRANGERS. The family will not seek help on their own
initiative except in an emergency and then ;rekidtaritly., The
worker should be respectful, should be introduced by a trustworthy
person, and be clear about services.

,UKRAINIANSDO NOT TRUST STRANGERS.. The family would
rather "starve' than seek' help. If in needs they will first consult
the priest or a person of Ukrainian background.' Prefer that
worker speak the language, be- of Slavic babkground and be very
formal, using Mrs., Miss, and Mr. rather than first names.

LITHUANIAN5izEeAR AND MISTRUST OF STRANGERS. The,
will not ask fOr help. They.. feet it is shameful toaccept. charity
and insulting tO-be 'offered advice. Lithuanians have strong ties,
and outsiders are not, admitted to this closed circle.

t
They also note Fandetti's finding that workinj-class Italians and Poles prefer

to rely on traditional structures (the family, the Church, and, to a lesser xtent,
voluntary organizations) in dealing with childcare, care of the aged, financipl aid,
and personal problems. Indeed, white ethnic respondents in their study failed to
identify tie' ntal health specialists as potential sources of help.

The tendency not to seek outside help places considerable stress on 'the
mother. When the family itself tries to help members who may have problems such
as physical or emotional disorders, behavior problems, alcohol or drug addiction, or
learning disabilities, it is the mother who usually must deal with the problem. This
responsibility creates a physical and emotional drain on the mother. It is especially

, .frustrating Because the mother has no specie training in these areas.

The issue of the, extended family is a Pandora's box: There are those who
argue that the extended-far:0y is not declining: it never existed (Bane.1976). It
may not have existed in this country to the some degree as in European .peasant
society, but even in the absence of the physical Sharing of a hOrne, the extended
family as a source of support and camaraderie is a strong cultural value. The,
question properly centers more on the state of the extended 'family today: how
much ,t has declined; what that means; and whether the extended family is still
viable.

Wrobel (1975) suggests' that answers to these questions depend on the
immigrant generation, the family's stage of development, and general accessibility.
The post-World War 11 group in his Detroit sample (which he considered sepatately,
and which has not been cited previously in this paper) remains intimate. Ties are
stronger in young second- or third-generation families with preschool children than
in families with ',Icier children, and these ties tend to remain closer over the years
if the generations am all in the same parish.

C axing and responsibility among daughters, mothers, and grc..K:mothers
characterized Krause's (1978) respondents. There was frequent and regular visiting,
especially among the Slays and Italians. Their relationships were not without
conflict, but they were vital and active, reflecting both love and mutual
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obligation. Krause, .like Wrobel, cautions that there is a built-in bias for closeness
_ since the interviewing 'required physical proximity among the generations.

Nevertheless, it is worth noting that when physical proximity allows, Krause's
sample takes advantage of it for frequent interaction despite growing differences
in `e)qierience and attitudes.. . , . ..

e

dbidinArs work also suggests that "the ties_that bind" can survive differences
, in world view and lifestyle; they will not be unscathed, but they should not be

lightly written off as merely an influence in the lives of East Europeans. The
Polish American community-in Buffalo that he' studied contained ,upwardly mobile
second, third, and later generations who exhibited continued, religious and family
interaction'.bridging class differences (Obidinski, 1968; see also Lopata, 1976).
Greeley (1974, 197.) also has found that interaction and visiting persist despite
changes in class, income, education, or distance. Nonetheless, there are,vdeniable
factors that make extended family ties increasingly difficult to maintgia, including
the geographical distance associoted with occupational mobility' and/or the '16re of
suburbia, and the decreasing amount of time available to those Who become
progressively involved in nonfamily pursuits. -t. . .

. f . .

For the youngest generation, there is often not only increasing distance but
decreasing free time as many balance families and jobs.. This presents a twofold

- 'problem: as they interact less with older generations, they may experience a sense
of pain 'and guilt; at the same time, they are denied family services such* as
childcare, and old emotional supports fade. Roles such as counselor or mentor are
no longer so easily performed It mothers, grandroothers,"sistecs, aunts, and cousins.
This. is one reason given for the greater demands made on middle=class husbands
(and wives) to fulfill this "stroking" function. ,

V 1.
Unfortunately, it is the women of the middle generation who are most

affected by the erosion of the extended family as a functional, reciprocal unit. Not
only are they the primary sources of support for their parents, but they feel a

.----..------. responsibility for continuing to meet esmany of their daughters' needs aspossible.
. This is true whatever the status of the extended family, but these obligotions are

cleorly made more lifficult .when increasing distance, and decreasing time are
added dimensions.. Failure to meet their obligations undoubtedly causes anxiety for
the mGjority of East European women of this generation. For Polish women in
particular, because of the status competition in the community, it could be quite
demeaning to "fail the family."

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Pfihlic policies and programs must become much more attuned to diversity
amongfAmerican women and more sensitive to the numerous family systems this
diversity has generated.

The Women's Movement

The current women's liberation movement is one of the molt significant
phenomena of this century, on a par with the civil rights movement of the 1960's
and the labor movement of th ere is no doubt that it has touched
virtually-every woman in the c
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Since it has been defined by women from a relative' ty_privileged and even
elitist world that has given them little understanding of other milieus, there
developed a wide gap between them and many of the women for whom they
presumed to speak With their education, leisure time, and affluence, it is
understandable that the movement should have evolved through their efforts. It
enabled them to take positions generally regarded not too long ago as "eccentric."
Although our egalitarian society did not protect early movement leaders from
disapproval by virtue of class, it did provide them the opportunity to gather in
selective colleges and universities to identify and confront male oppression
(Riesman, 1978). An unfortunate consequence of this rather,exclusive arena was a
new kind of conformity. "Any woman so square and old-fashioned 12$ to admit
publicly that she would like to be married, have children, and have oc asional jobs
rather than a career was likely tobe scorned, if not ostracized" (Riesman, 1978).

Rhetoric of this threatening and demeaning nature has subsided over the
years, but the attitude persists. This attitude holds the "housewife mentality" in
low esteem despite formal and public endorsement of "the family" as an ideological
construct and thereby denies troditional women; like those discussed here, their
fair share of benefit from the movement, while simultaneously denying the energy
and creativity of irony potential supporters...

The fact that this lack of consensus revolves around the issue of family is
noteworthy because it is women's role in the family that symbolizes to movement
leaders all the troditional restraints that have kept .womenback; The suspicion
created by this difference in world views is felt most by the Older generations of
East European (and other ethrik) women. -Yet for younger ones still living in blue-
collar environments, it still remains an issue. Even those young women who have
moved ,beijoid the old roles understand and volue domestic roles and, more
importantly, tradition itself. These bonds put them at loggerheads with those who
would carelessly denigrate such ideals. Education and the ability to succeed
outside the family by no means mitigate feelings that one's grOup is not viewed
favorably or fairly.

./ff

The women's movement has for too long assumed a homogeneity among
women, at least in terms of their goals, which simply does not exist. Its leaders
have too often assumed that granting any legitimacy to traditional views or to the :
very_ real conflict between traditions and rising expectations is tantamount to
shunting all women back to the kitchen. Both economics and heightened feminist
consciousness have obliterated a world where women shuttle unquestioningly
between kitchen, bedroom, and nursery. This is not, however, the same as saying
there are no longer any women who prefer, and are better equipped for, working in
their homes, It is crucial that movement leaders review their philosophy, as well as
their agenda, to reconsider where they are going in the future and with whom.
Justice for the many women they have excluded demands it; the viability of their
fight .for, a fairer society requires it; and the fact that they are seen by countless
public and private officials and policymakers as speaking for all women makes it
incumbent upon them.

Social Services

Social services is another area where those involved must,becoMe more aware
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of how diversity affects whether people use available services; how these services
must be tailored to fit different groups; and the potential problems that might
require seeking such services.

As discussed above, East Europeans are loath to seek outside help. They are
so reluctant, in fact, that Krause warns, when a Slavic woman calls, listen, because
the problem has reached serious proportions. Those _who deal with these women
must always bear in mind their hesitancy to share personal problems with nonfamily
members and the loss of status and self-esteem., they suffer from what they
perceive as cin inability to cope with their traumas.

.

In addition to being insensitive; agencies often do not offer services
approptiate to much of the target group, nor are these services attractive enough
to offset the group'i reluctance to use them. Krause (1978), for example, found
that her sample of elderly- -Slavic women exhibited an inordinate attachment to

, 'their own home. This Is in agreement with wiat other students of East Europeans
report about extreme pride in the home. -

Given this attitude, homes or apartments for senior citizens would likely be
anathema to Slavic wernenr-On -the other hand, programs such as visiting nurses,
traveling. libraries, homemaking and meals projects, or escort services, in
neighborhoods where crime is ,high might, if prOperly presented, evoke interest.

-

Slovak Americon emphasis on fighting rother than succumbing to illness
(Stein, 1973, 1976; Giordano and Giordano, 1977) also indicates extraordinary
antipathy to nursing home.S. If one does become necessary, the nursing home staff
must be extremely sensitive to the pain that the woman feels in leaving her- own
home.

-
Ideally, social services should be odministerecl by members of the ethnic

group; barring this, agency personnel must be careful to work through proper
channels. Mostwin (1966) odvises social workers to be introduced by a trusted
person rather than trying to penetrate the inner circles of the community (see dlso
Giordano and Giordano, 1977). . .

Even though there is no definitive evidence of the ill effects of working
mothers on small children, many women go off to work every day with nagging
doubts. It may be that they are the victims of "brainwashing," as contended by
those who remind us that the "ideal, stay-at-home" mother has existed only rarely
in reality.* But . such mothers _have no sure

is
for their own indivtdual

situations, and the result of this uncertainty is anxiety.. Feld (1963) has found that
"employed mothers show more self-acceptance and fewer physical .symptoms of
distress; but . . . more frequent doubts concerning their adequacy as mothers" and
wives.

Because even the best educated and most upwardly mobile East European
women have internalized traditional values, they may experience anxiety and
internal conflict as .their need for achievemerft confronts their commitment to
their children. Moreover, when couples disagree about the ";sroper" role of the wife
and mother, marital. strife often becomes the order of the day and, as women's
economic and psychological leverage grows, so does the feasibility of divorce as a
solution.

I
.il
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Social service agencies may have to treat an increasing number of women
from this subculture who have emotional difficulties. The women may be troubled
by inner conflict, 'marital, strM, or divorce precipitated by career mobility or the
need to enter the labor force. Agency perionnel must be attuned to the reluctance
with which these women are likely to seek' pkofessional help and to their severe
sense of "failure" for not coping, a sense that may be even more poignant than for

. other women. They must also remember that antipathy to outside help often will
preclude these women from seeking help at all.

An ongoing effort to anticipate family and parental problems in the
," community should be underpinned by a close, efficient working relationship with

schools, scouts, and other children's organizations. Very often a child who is
recognized as having emotional, learning,"7or other difficulties is living in an
environment where parental' problems are pronounced and family counseling is
imperative. 0.

.

Generational conflicts, at work in any family, may be mole significant in East
European ones, where the .persistence of traditional views among older , members
makes understanding of modern values particularly difficult: These special
circumstances should be remembered wheb counsel is sought or recommended to
alleviate the anger, guilt, and frustration felt by all family members.

. .

Grassroots social service programs, like those described in other papers of
this volume, which are designed, based, and implemented in and by the community,
offer an. exciting option for women who are loathe to turn to "strangers";'who, as
the -primary consumers of such services, know best what is needed in their
neighborhoods; and who view working for their communities as a logical extension
of working for their families. . \

. Alternative Work Arrangements

The need for flexible working arrangements is hardly limited to East Euro-
pean women, but the continued impqrtance of family to their sense of well-being is
likely to make such" options especially attractive to them. s,

,,
..

On-the-job childcare has not always proved successful (few experiments
I consistently do), and it is the target of numerous "it is economically unfeasible for

employers" arguments. However, such objections are very often theoretical
because this option has not been tested enough for valid judgments to be made. It
will not work in every setting; program designers, employers offering childcare, and
those utilizing it will vary widely, and all work sites where it is offered will need to
be flexible. Nevertheless, the paucity of any childcare, much less affordable,
quality childcare, as well as the logistical and psychological advantages of having
one's children.nearby while at work render it worthy of further consideration and
experimentation.

. ,
.

Job sharing is another promising but largely untried alternative; it offers an
innovative yet eminectly practical solution to the persistent dilemma of working
mothers (Krickus, 1975). Two'people share one full-time position so that each has
equal responsibility for the total- job (as with teachers or libt arians) or split it so
that full-time coverage is provided but each person is responsible for a specific

-
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share of the work (social workers or school counselors, for example). Both vorkers
are paid on the basis of a full-time /wage scale and are eligible for the same
(prorated) fringe benefits offered to full-time employees. Where it is ecpnomically
feasible fit is not for women who need, a full-time paycheck because the$, are heads
of households or because the total /family budget requires it), it Offers clear
financial and psychological benefits: it allows a mother to augment family income,
yet spares her the guilt of being away, from, er children all day.

-..

Part-time jobs are basic to an alternative agenda for working mothers, but
despite the best efforts of those interested in the plight of women, these jobs are
limited in "availability and concentrated in low-paying fields of work. Whereas job
sharing vastly expands the pool of jabs available to working mothers, part-time jobsfmust be amenable to non-full-tim participation. The job7sharing approach offers
much more comprehensive possibi ities because the workers are part time but the
job remains full time. It is not a panacea, but it has worked successfully in enough
varied settings to warrant far mo:e support than it has received.

Finally, flexible hours should be stondard for all working mothers--in fact, for
all workers. But this alternative still presupposes a full-time ,job,, so flexibility is,
in reality; limited.

because bath the psychological and the absolute advantages of options such as
these encourage high motivation and productivity and low absenteeism and
turnover, employers should recognize these advantages and explore them. But
because few hove acknowledged or acted on these possibilities, a push for such
options must emanate from the women's movement and from others interested in
the welfare (or the vote) of women. - v

i

Educational Opportunities

East European and other ethnic women from warking-class or lower middle-
class families need the opportunity to pursue education in their own communities.
Many of the younger ones cannot afford to go away to school; some do not wish to
leave the security of the family; others have parents reluctant to subsidi'e their
education because "they just get married and have kids, so all that learnina is a
waste of time and rnoney"(Wrobel, 1975).

For women who are married end have children, this opportunity is equally
mandatory. Many, especiallx _those in their Ws and older, are married to men who

mreject working wives; even men who have resigned thernSelves to it for financial
reasons do so against their ingrained values. These men will probably find a
"college wife" even more threatening and her goals even less useful. For all these
women, education must be inexpensive and easily accessible. in the case of the
older women, counseling for both them and their families can help ease the process,
again if it is offered in .., way that is not culturally offensive. Credit for work
experience is imftrative, as ore courses geared to these women's needs and
aptitudes.

Community colleges can fill a real void in this area, but another fascinating
way of meeting this need has been demonstrated by the National Congress of
Neighborhood Women in Brooklyn, N.Y. This organization has developed a program
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which the women 'themselves administer. Taught in neighborhood facilities by
prtifessors sensitive to the varied cultural backgrounds of the students, the program
culminates in an associate of arts degree from LaGuardia Community College.
This piogramrequires a.relatively sophisticated women's organization, but it holds
exciting promise for those who can replicate it.

Need for Research .

...The.oierriding policy implication arising out of a paper such as this is the
tremendous need for. More research, not only on East European women bul also on
those of other ethnic -subcultures,' in order to determine the impact of their
ethnicity on all aspects of their lives. The previously noted bias which postulates a
single "American" family-and a typical "American" woman, both reflecting white,
Protestant, middle-class values, bears repeatirlg. Even when scholars have

, recognized distinctive white ethnic familie3, they have until recently tended to
write themoff as rapidly assimilating or to view them as deviant.

. . . ,

This distorted perception has begun to be Challenged in the 1970's (e.g.,
Glazer and, Moynihan in a new edition of Beyond the MeltinPot; Krickus's Purtuin
the American Dream; Gambino's Blood of IfiNy Blood; and the more quantitative y
oriented social scientists such, as Greeley, Ethnicity:in the United States, and
Mindel and Habensteki, Ethnic Families in America). They ant many scholars have
demonstrated that white ethnics not only retain distinct family styles, but place
greater emphasis on fanny life -than do other white Americans, even those of the
some social class.

From this we can deduce the continued importance of, and respect for,
women's central role in ethnic families. Yet, despite the burgeoning ethnic
literature of the ,I970's, a negligible portion of that work deals with-ethnic women.
Consequently, there is a need for,much more empirical research, autobiography,
fiction, oral history, and other literature. Ethnic graduate students, for example,
should be encouraged to treat thesis .and dissertation topics that will shed more
light on the impact of ethnicity on various ospects of women's lives.

Policymakers cannot continue to address women's needs while laboring under
the mistaken notion that all women- have undergone reciiit social change in the
some ways and to the same- degree, or, 'that they were all equally prepared for the
new roles.open to,them. In the East European subculture, where women have been
taught that the mother's place is in tie home, the evergrowing possibility that they
will become working mothers has significant, largely unexplored; consequences for
them, their husbands, and their children. How they and, other ethnic women strike
q IA:dance between old family_ values realities in contemporarylife has
implications not only for them and their f 'lies, but for society.

In this connection, questions such as the following must be addressed:

What happens'-to the self -image of the East European woman if
she feels she is peirforming two, roles but, because of time
constraints, Is excelling in neither?

How dies she try to meld a new set of values appropribte to her
dual role?
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What philosophy and values will she pass on to her daughters yis-a-
vls having a career or children or both?

..

Are the rewards and penalties of the domestic and outside work
Toles different for professional and nonprofessional women or for
women of different generations within each of these categories?

if so, and it is likely that they are, what do East European women
of varying ages and job skills view as the positive and negative
'features of working? of homemaking? of, childrearing? What do
they perceive as trends that could alleviate some of the
ambivalence they feel?

. i .
Along with more comprehensive research, the need for a data clearinghouse is

abundantly dear. An ethnic resource center, providing data on white ethnic women
(as well as women of other ethnic categories) would be an undertaking of supreme
value for ethnic research. Moreover, ethnic women's, studies should be included in
existing systems, such as the Women's Equity Action League Clearinghouse of the
Educational Research lnformction Center.

Neighborhood organirations should be enabled to develop resource centers
that taw on indigenous material, provide.larger systems with such data, and utilize
the resources of the larger system as needed in the community.

As a preliminary effort toward this overall goal, the National Institute of
Education should conduct ... survey of existing information and information sources
on ethnic and neighborhood women, cross-referencing to cover women's groups and
community organizations.

., .

Finally",-pressure should be applied to emphasize ethnid studies as an integral
part of college.and university curriculums. These efforts will create a gestalt
effect by providing impetus for further research. Matirial dealing with ethnic
families should be treated in family courses in psychology and sociology. Final,*
the burgeoning women's studies on campuses across the country must develop
courses that address white ethnic as well as other minority women.

...

4
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NOTES

I. Where possible, the ethnic groups included under any reference to "Slavic" are
delineated.. &

Apparently this was true for those Poles living under the Austrian legal
system; other Poles adhered to other laws and customs depending upon where
they were located.

3: Sokolowska (1977) takes issue with this. She states that education has been
regarded in Poland as the nose important factor of soiociol advancement, and
that this attitude is associated with high esteem for ntellectual and artistic
creation. She also says that in the-19th century obtaining an education was
regarded as the most honorable service one could render one's country.

4. Greeley does not specify the exact East European groups_he includes under
"Slavic." .. .

S. In this study, Slavic appears to include Polish.

6. Krause's Slavic population was comprised 9f Polish, Slovak, Croatian, Serbian,
Slovenian, Russian, and Bulgarian women. *

7. These figures are for the three ethnic groups Combined.

8. It is worth noting in this connection that recent literature as ores Os that the
survival of the family among Americans in general is in less j s srdy than we
have feared. Figures show that only 5.4 percent of married w en in 1976
expected.to be childless,-just slightly more than In 1960, when the figure was
4 percent (Census Bureau, .1978). Despite the vicissitudes of that beleaguered
institution, "it is now recognized that .. . the fanny. is not changing rapidly
in its functions, roles, and volues",(Nye and Berart;a, 1973). Even in the face
of swirling, social change, there is a. burgeoning school of thought taking the
.position that public policy should sustain the traditional family (Freiberg,
Bane, asch, and Keniston, reviewed by Glazer, 1978).

9. This conference. (Fcbruar/ l9713) was sponsored by the National Italian
American Foundation and the Italian Historical Society and funded by the
National Endowment _for the Humanities.. The Slavic groups were not
specified.

10. It should be noted that this situation is_tore because It has not often been
economically feasible. This is not to argue that it is in fact the "ideal"
situation, only to point out that the frequency or inrrequency afa situation is
not necessarily an accurate measure of its being inherently "good" or "bad."
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THE ROLE OF LEARNING IN THE LIVES OF FINNISH AND OTt-IER ETHNIC WOMEN
AND A PROPOSAL FOR SELF-EDUCATION

Si rick° Tuomi Lee

BACKGROUND

Women its F inland

The Finnish women who immigrated to the United States during the beginning
decades of this-century came equipped with the tools of learning. They were not
only able to read and write and to vote, but they had maintained an independence
that came from growing up in a land where women were respected for their talents.

Histdrically and traditionally, Finnish ,women had complete control of their
homes. This custom began centuries ago, when vibmen had the authority to control
supplies for the farmhouse; select furniture, ufensils, and other necessities; and
organize meals. A farmer's wife hired household help, made decisions about her
children's education, nd frequently taught Them to read and write. If a farmer's
wife was widowed, ;he continued with her own responsibilities as well as supervised
the management of the rest of the farm. Unlike women in the United States and
England, upon her husband's death she, not a male relative, kept the property.
Peasant women also, even though they had no property to speak of, mointained the
household, although on a much smaller scale.

The" beneficiaries of an era of developing nationalism and pride in written
literature, Finnish women were the most literate in the world. Yet, as immigrants
they were compelled to leave behind a culture which allowed them to have control
over their homes and their children's education.

Historical Perspective

In order to understand the combination of factors that characterized immi-
grant Finnish women, it is necessary to review briefly some of Finland's history. In
1100 A.D., the Swedes conquered Finland, forcibly converting' the Finns to
Christianity and then imposing the Swedish language on4hern. Thus, Swedish
became the Official tongue of Finland. It was spoken by Tie educated classes, by
merchants .and government officials and, of course, by those in educational
institutions; Finnish was the tongue of the peasants only. In 1811, the Russians
cracked Finland from the Swedes, and although the government came under the
Czar, the Finnish-born Swedes still controlled educational institutions, and their
language continued as the official tongue. .

By the beginning of the 1830's, however, a Finnish nationolist movement
developed, spearheaded by the discovery and subsequent publication by Professor
Elias Lonnrot of an epic poem recited by Finnish peasants called the Kalevala. it
was a mythical history of Finland and of its heroes, who sang their enemies into the
earth old bravely combated evil. It was not a mythology of gods, but of men and
women .endowed with superior ability to perform feats inspired by the almighty
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force. Recognition of the Ka lewd(' led to recognition of the Finnish language.
Scholars from universities fo-1137.ied Professor Lonnrot in scouring the countryside
for peasants who sang or chanted the Kalevold;ithey recorded thousands of verses
and, as the professor did throughout his life, edited and compiled them into a huge
collection. The significance of the Kalevala is threefold: through it, the Firma
language became recognized, written, used; it was the vanguard for/ a
nationalist movement and gave the Finnish people a pride in their own heritage; and
it was a unique work in that women as well as men were the singers, as they had
been for centuries.

Now that the Finnish language was accepted, writers and playwrights wrote in
Finnish. A new element was introduced by Aleksis Kivi, the notion's most famous
playwright, who not only wrote his ploys in Finnish but also based them on ordinary
people. During this period Minna Conth, one of the finest Finnish playwrights,gave
leadership to women through the themes of her ploys; her heroines engaged in
struggles' for their rights as human beings and, most important, the men became
aware of the heroine's worth as a person as well as a woman. She wrote of hopes
for o more just society where men and women hod truly equal opportunities to
achieve their goals. She was the only woman playwright in the 19th century who

, was famous in her own country.

However, the women of Finland would not have known their own history if
they hod not learned to read. The high literacy rote in Finland was inspired by the
LUtheran Church, the official state church, which taught that to- be a good
Christian one must read the Bible. As a result, Finland hod the highest literacy
rote in the world. Traveling schoolmistresses and schoolmasters taught peasant
children the rudiments of reading. Couples contemplating matrimony hod to pass a.
literacy test before they could be monied so that they, in turn, could teach their
children.

With reading came books and literature of all kindsreligious, historical,
romantic, and political. There was much socialist thought in Finland during the
latter part of the 19th century, as there was in Europe. Militancy developed
against the Czar, who closed the Finnish Parliament during 0 dispute over the right
of suffrage for non-landholders. In 1905 the Finns staged a general strike, which
lasted for I week. As a result of the strike,. the Czar capitulated and gave the
Finns universal suffrage. Thus Finnish women gained the right to vote. the only
other countries with womansuffrage at this time were Australia and New Zealand.

This, then, was the background of Finnish women: they had authority in the
ihome and in the education of their children; they could read and write; they were

aware of their heritage; and they had struggled together with men fax suffrage and
won. They were no different from other immigrant women in what they sought: a
livelihood and a better life. Finland was a small, poor country, and there were no
opportunities for women even though they could vote. They heard that Americo
was a paradise for women because they could find work there, so to Americo they
came, mostly as single women.
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FINNISH WOMEN IN AMERICA

Occupational History

Fimistr women for the most part did not find work in the factories, partly
because there were so few of them compared with women from other nationality
groups who had already established themselves in this work. Instead, the Finnish
women became domestics, as had the German and Irish. Frequently they were day-.

'
workers but until World War H many middle-class families could afford to hire a
servant to "sleep in." The Finnish women called these homes "piika paikkoija," or
maid's places.

Life was very difficult. They would get every Thursday afternoon off and in
some instances every other Sunday afternoon, depending on the family's generosity
and the customs of the period. Edna Ferber's short story "Every Other Thursday"
gives an excellent description of a maid's life. The hours were long, frequently
from 6:00 o.m. to 9:00 p.m., sometimes with a half hour in the afternoon for a
short nap. It was a hard life, unaided by dishwashers and other electric appliances.
A typical day was to get up at about 6 a.m., prepare breakfast for the family
(which meant squeezing orange Juice by hand, baking rolls, and cooking), set the
table, serve the meal, ,wash dishes, clean the house, shake rugs, sweep carpets, do
the laundry (which meant scrubbing it by hand and boiling it, and later on using
washhig machines with wringers), hong the clothes oh outside lines, and cook and
serve lunch, sometimes for guests. At least once a week-the silver was polished,
which in some households was an enormous task. Ironing and starching was an all-
day task. The master of the house usually changed his shirt every day, which meant
that the maid had to iron at least seven shirts a week; if there were other men in
the family, that was an additional seven for each." Dinner sometimes meant
preparing for 12 to 16 people, with just the cook and one maid to serve. All food
was cooked from scratch, and that was the era of formal dining, with serving
plates, finger bowls, and numerous glasses of wines for afferent courses. 1. recall
helping my mother, a cook, prepare dinners for 12. The total number of dishes used
for a five-course meal was usually abotit .168; after the dinner there was only my
mother and myself to wash, dry, and put away these ashes.

Fimish women told many stories about the places where they worked. Most
of their employers treated them well, but some were mean and vicious. There were
occasionally mistresses who put locks on iceboxes or refrigerators so the maid
could not get anything to eat. Some mistresses would buy just enough meat for
their families, giving the servants leftover scraps. Then, too, there are stories of
maids telling their mistresses what they thought and quitting.

However, in the process of working for a middle-class or wealthy family, the
Finnish women were exposed to a new way of living and became more sophisticated
as they learned the customs of. aristocratic people. They 'learned English faster
than, the Finnish women who stayed at home after they married. Their mistresses
taught them about antiques and how to care for old furniture, silver, and _crystal.
They also discovered that some Middle-class families favored women's suffrage and
some did not. My mother once worked for one of the latter. One day in about 1916
she was washing the Itinch dishes in a hurry before going out to distribute leaflets
for a suffrage rally. The leaflets were on a chair, and the madam came in and
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picked one up. She was furious and tossed the whole pile of leaflets on the floor,
shouting to my mother that women are the servants of men and were put on this
earth to give men children. Finally, she left the kitchen; my mother finished the
dishes, picked up the leaflets, and went out to join the other women who were going
door to door with them, carefully avqiding the block where she worked.

The Finnish women who came to the United States were prZictically all single;
they sought work in private homes. After they got married and began raising their
own families, many of them continued as dayworkers to supplement the family
income. However, their husbands, who worked in heavy industries and were
involved in fighting for the 8-hour day or the right of labor to organize, were often
out of work. There,were strikes and blacklistings, and often the women would then
go baCk to The piika paikka,and see their own families once or twice a week. Their
children were taught to keep house, and often the husband, who was sometimes
temporarily out of work, would share in cooking and cleaning. Of course, ri.)t every
husband did this, for male chauvinism is as present among the Finns as among men
of any othernationality..

. .

When grown, the daughters of the immigrant Finnish women would often work
with their mothers and learn the trade of the domestic. Most Finnish immigrants
came to this country before 1916, and consequently their children were growing up
during the Depression, When work was difficult, if not impossible, to find. The
wealthy could hire servants and domestics cheaply, and many daughters of Finnish
women had toleave high school and go to work in a piika paildca, thus becoming the
second generation to do this type of work. But a great many did finish high school
and became secretaries or teachers.

There was en element of luck in getting higher education; some fomilies were
able to put money aside. For others, however, especially if the father was involved
in labor organizing and likely to be fired, money for higher education was an
impossibility. One result of the Depression was that women were told thot the man
is the breadwinner and gets precedence over women in jobs 'and salaries. Even if a
woman was divorced (although few people could afford a divorce in those days) or a
widow, she still was not considered a breadwinner. Women would get married, it
was said, so they didn't need higher education --they could just be secretaries.

Community Life and Education 4

An' important element in the lives of Finnish women and men was the hall, an
institution created not to serve as a form of segregation, although it inadvertently
did so, but as a haven, a place where they could share their common heritage, ,
language, and culture. Even if there were only a few Finns in a town, they
immediately got together and either built or rented a hall. This hall usually
consisted of a stage, dressing rooms, auditorium (with a good floor for dancing),
cafeteria and kitchen, restrooms, cloakrooms, and sometimes a small meeting
room.

The Finns had a keen interest in literature and theater and would _present
plays at least twice a month. There were choruses, orchestras, bands, poetry
groups, and political groups. The Finns held political discussions and let anyone use
the halls to organize unions; they fed the hunger-marchers on their way to
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Washington, D.C. They also loved gymnastics, calisthenics, and track and field, and
every Finnish hall hod an athletic group; later an as the immigrant's children grew
up, basketball teams were organized. When my mother came to this country, she
'knew Kow to read Finnish, though very poorly since she had just 6 weeks of school
at the church in her village. The Finnish hall was a blessing to her because she
became involved in theater and gymnastic activities and, in turn, got an excellent
education. How _these people were able to engage in so many activities besides
going to work arid raising their families is beyond a modem-day person's
comprehension. ,

.........

The women were as involved as The men in community activities and alio had
another task: they were responsible for educating their children, as they had been
in Finland. Children went to summer school, where women taught them to read and
write Finnish; they also learned social and political history, sympathetic, of course,
to the working class. They participated, as the adults did, in plays, programs, and
music.

The .newspapers were also an important part of the Finns' lives, and 'many
women were correspondents for their communities, sending in articles several
times a' month. The Finnish women's newspaper, which was enjoyed by the men as
well, was very popular. This newspaper was originally begun to help women adjust
to fife in America and con many "how to" articles. Later, its'thrust was to
educate the women national Issues and encourage them to fight along with
men for their rig s laboring people. /

Socialization
.

Education for those who sought to become.citizens was available through the
naturalization class, what is now called the AmeriCanization. class. Before World
War 1,_ the DAR, and similar groups gave special diplomas to those who became,
American citizens. There was o fervor, olmost a hysteria,. among middle-class
Americans at That time to make all immigrants citizens as quickly as possible. This
Americanization procedure was ostensibly encouraged so that the immigrants could
share in The joys-of being American, but in reality the purpose was to remove the
stigma of being foreign born and also to remove any radical views that ethnics may
have hod about the rights of loborers to organize. Since many of the foreign born

. held beliefs prominent in Europe and also in America at the turn of the century,
beliefs of socialism, anarchism, and general questioning of the laissez faire system,
they were considered a threat by the industrial tycoons, who made special efforts
to encourage the ethnics to forget about their post life and consider themselves
conservative Americans.

Newly naturalized citizens were urged to speak only English and drop their
mother tongue. A frightening example is given by John Highann in his book
Strangers in the Lond. Henry,Ford had a compulsory English school for his workers,
and the first tRing they were taught to say !tics "I am a good American." To quote
Mr. Higharni

Later the students acted out a pantomime which admirably sym-
bolized the spirit of the enterprise. In this performance a great melting
pot (labeled as.such) occupied the middle of the stage. A long column
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of immigrant students deiicended into the pot from backstage, clad in
outlandish garb and flaunting signs proclaiming their fatherlands.
Simultaneously from either sid, of the pot another stream of men
emerged, each prosperously dressed in identical suits of clothes and
each carrying !little- American flag. ' -

. Going 16 school was often unpleasant for The children of immigrants because
children can be cruel, reflecting the prejudices of their paients. Finnish children
were called ''Finnbiscuit," referring to the coffeebread that all Finns ate; they were
oleo called "Squareheads." Finns, of course, were not singled out for derisive name
calling. Every nationality group hod to endure this insult. Unfortunately, even the

. ethnics would call each other by derogatory names once they began going to school.
Although The-teachers', prejudice against children of the foreign born was usually
more subtle, it could always be sensed. Those teachers who were genuinely
understanding and not patronizing were well remembered. Other
subtle ways to identify ethnics. My mother-in-law "mould introduce me rsaytng,
"And This is my little Finnish daughter-in-law". a teacher might say, "I have a very
smart student who is a little Italian girl." Such

;
was subconsciously used to

emphasize, that the ethnic individual was "little" and therefore insignificant and
harmless.

I recently met a young Finnish woman and asked her if she intended to stay in
the United States and perhaps become a citizen. She had arrived in the United
States about 10 year! previously and hod attended grade school, where the students,
even those of minority groups, made fun of "her accent. She said she would not
become an American ,citizen because she hod never been mode to feel welcome
here. I was shocked, since I assumed that attitudes were different in schools now.
Other recent immigrants have also said that sometimes they encounter actual
hostility; even when they ask directions on the street, they are answered with blank
stares.

,14. Television has' encouraged this habit of name calling. The series "All in the
Tarr.ily" has made it cute and popular to call people by ethnic slurs. "Polish jokes"
are laughed at by many unthinking people, unfortunately sometimes even by the
Poles themselves. There is humor among ethnics that is based on making fun of
dialicts langune resulting in comic misunderstandings, but only sick humor
claims that certaIiI people are dirty and stupid.

ETHNIC NEIGHBORHOODS TODAY , o

Class Differences

European immigrants today are very different from those of earlier years.
They are, for the most part, better educated, even professionals, and they shun
work ip factories or mines. Some of them look with contempt on the immigrants of
earlieti times, in large part because those immigrants still live in working-class
areas. There is a snobbishness on the part of some of- the new arrivals; although
they bond together as an ethnic group, they disassociate themselves from the
earlier snivels, mostly because af -political differences. For instance, some of the
displaced people who come to the United States after World War II, mostly
Estonians, Lithuanians, and Ukrainians, established ethnic communities but refused

.
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to associate with and even intimidated the older heal-us-Ellie older oriet
were too radical. This is a pity, for because of this intimidation by the new arrivals
and the persecutions and threats of deportation dt,Ting the McCarthy period, the
history of those .early arrivals is gone since they were afraid to talk about it. Their
history-is Arhericaa history as well: ,

In spite of all the talk about ethnics and their contributions to American life,
in spite of all the,ethnic festivals find the books, magazines, and pamphlets, in spite
of efforts of people to seek their roots, there is still an attitude of contempt, cr at
best cortdescension, toward the foreigri born. There is too little recognition of the
contributions, of ethnics to this couritay's gra/nth and history. Simply pointing out
that a famous person is ethnic means r othing. Not until recently has the part that
the Finnish people played in organizing unions and 'cooperatives throughout the
Midwest become known. ,Schoolchildien may learn about the famous labor leaders,
but they do not learn about Finns andthe other nationality groups who went
through hell to improve the lot of the workers in this country, who fought for
unemployment insurance, for social security, and for safety conditions, which ire
still appallingly poor in many workplaces. No mention is mode of the contributions.
of the foreign borri to their communities., Since most ethnic people hove been
working-class people, they have lived in working-class areas, and urban histories
of ten ignore these areas and the ordinary people who live there. IS mention is made
of the fact that certain famous ethnics were born in a wokking-clasd area, it is to
point out that even though they started out in lowly circumstances, they did great
things with their lives --they climbed to the tap of the financial ,ladder and escaped
their old environment. Lately, however, Oressure by ethnics for r 'Man has
chcriged this attitude, and ethnic and worIting-class areas are being l" ed .on as

mquaint" and interesting.

Education

A few decades ago, children of immigrants usually "reflected the attitudes of
,their parents toward the highly educated; they regarded intellectuals or acad-
gemicians with suspicion and even dislike. Someone who appreciated classical
music or even used correct grammar was mocked. As a young girtiattended a
dramatic school at the Peabody Conservatory of .Music. 1 told no one but, my
parents about this for 3 years, because I would have been laughed out of school by
my classmates had they known. When I told the secretaries in the admissions office
at the Peabody that 1 was from Highlandtown, they looked 'politely surprised. My
teacher was very pleased that I was studying draniatics and encouraged me, but
that was also a way of saying that I was rising above -my environment and bettering
myself. That attitude made me uncomfortable.

Many ethnic people have been torn between the culture in which they were
brought up and the goals emphasized in school, goals which would, if followed,
remove them from their cultural base. But this need not be so; white-collar
workers can still regard themselves as part of the working-class community, even
as they acquire more education. Education is now regarded in many working-class
areas as a way to.better one's economic life, but earlier, more radical immigrants
had a different attitude.

During the early part, of This century, there was a great deal of socialist
thought among the workers; they felt that a working-class person had a
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responsibility to prove to himself and to those around him that he was capable of
thought, of culture, and of understanding economic forces. To reinforce this, they
felt he should /know his awn heritage. Those ethnics who were aware of their
background and who were proud to be workers become mare knowledgeoble about
their own, culture. it was not uncommon for trash collectors to whistle and sing
arias from Verdi operas or for people of different nationalities to discuss Jack
London's books about Alaska, books written about and for working-class people.
Unfortunately, there was some racism in London's books; in one he called the Finns
barbarians. But the Finns still translated his books because they could just ignore
that part and enjoy the story.

Although the literature of that day now seems unsophistic ed and outdated,
it was literature about ordinary people, about workers and their f ilies, and about
ethnics. The books of Theodore Dreiser and Upton Sincloir reflected ordinary
people's.lives and gave them hope and a feeling of dignity. These books counteract
the literature -that portrays ethniC workers, like Stanley Kowalski in Streetcar
Named Desire, as crude, insensitive, and brutal.

During the _past 50 years there has been a brain drain in working-class and
ethnic neighborhood. The children of immigrant Finns in the Hit:ohlandtown section
of Baltimore have left the city for the suburbs. This migration is typical, of
children from working -class neighborhoods: they graduate from high school, go to
college, enter a professional field, and thin leave the old homestead. They move to
the suburbs root because of transportation problems or for any other practical
reason, but to gain and maintain the status of their new friends and coworkers who
are, equally educated. They are afraid that if. they stay in the old _neighborhood
they will e perceived as uneducated and low class. This situation becomes
compounded by the influx of younger, uneducated people into the area Rarely do
professionals continue to live in the working-class area-where They were brought
up.

School curriculums are different in working-class, ethnic neighborhoods than
in middle -class areas. Girls are encouraged to bedome secretaries and boys to
become carpenters on the assumption that this 4 the only realistic goal for them.
Occasionally ethnic children are urged by teochers to go to college to rise above
their environment, and the pattern is repeated: they go to college, graduate, and
tnen move out of the area, taking their education with them.

Thii 'double standard of education can also be found in night schools. Night
schbols in my area of Baltimore have courses on bookkeeping, arithmetic, wood-
working, English, shorthand, end typing. When I inquired about other courses, I was
told this is all that was available, that the people in this area were not interested in
anything else. So I went to night classes at a college in Baltimore County it
offered creative writing and discovered-that half the class was made up of people
who lived iri the city! Local merchants, too, follow this double standard by offering
lower prided, lower quality merchandLe in branches located in working -class areas:
They assume that the resklents do not want, or cannot afford, good clothes. They
apparently do not realize that people in working-class areas will shop at stores
catering to the middle-claw-in-order-to-buy-qualitygoods: Supermarkets, toordfien
stock their suburban stores with better quality produce and meats.
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Community Organizations

NLately, thanks to community organizations and institutions such as the
Nationl Center of Urban Ethnic Affairs, working -class communities are being
organized aid are developing.themselves. Another community organization is the

ti". Southeast Community Organization (SECO) in Baltimore.
. .

SECO Is an .umbrella community organization comprised of various gaups,
each with special interests; through SEC() the groups share those interests and help
each other. The members of SECO learned by doing: they fought against a
highway that would have destroyed vast neighborhoods; against dangerous pollution;

inst heavy truck. traffic; for better medical facilitieq and for better education
f their -children. in every case a was the women, ethnic and nonethnic, whO led

. ese struggles. SECO 'also obtained a grant to do local histories of senior
citizens. This activity not only proved to older people that they do hove something
of value to offer their neighborhoods, but it also gave young peopl# an awareness of
their own heritage. . .

Eventually, however., the Catch-22 factor entered: as this* women learned
about issues and how to change the neighborhood for the better, as they became
vocal and knowledgeable, they were offered __good jobs and promptly left the
neighborhood for the suburbs. Working -class and ethnic areas must find a way to
keep these people so that they can teach others in the nei,ghborhoods how to fight
-for change. . .

.

..., .

In the Highlandtown area of BoltimOre, young people are coming back to
hOniesteading. They buy-a dilapidated house from the city .for a dollar, and then

. they have It gutted and rebuilt. This costs about $30,000, a high price, but much
lower than the cost of a new house. By coming into this area, young people are
learning about ethnics and their backgrounds, and they are fascinated by the
richness of ethnic heritage. Some of these young people are grandchildren of
ethnics, and they want to seek out old neighborhoods about which they have heard.
The irony of the situation is that some young people with education are coming Into
working-class areas, while the ones who were bom, raised, and educated there are
leaving. .

. .

As one step toward resolving the problem of educated people leaving working -
class neighboi;loods, the public education system should examine the curriculums
used in schools in those areas. Courses of study should be designed that will foster
pride in the community and also emphasize that education is not only.a way to a
better economic life, but also a tool to help entire communities. With this
approach in the public schools, young people might choose, to stay where they
obtained their education, to_ raise their families in that locality and encourage the
residents to organize and improve their neighborhoods.

. .

Community organizing is also an educational tool. It can make people aware
of who they are and why they are as important to the development of their city as
other groups. Once ethnic and working-class people are accepted as being intel-
ligent and creative, with the ability to better their surroundings and build their

-society, then they can join residents in other communities to develop entire cities.
By joining, they can compare problems, solutions, and goals.
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SECO is an example of how rmich an effective community-orgonization can
accomplish. After SEGO was organized, Baltimore's working -class area was finally
recognized. But this success cane from individuals who initially organized to fight
for a specific cause; it did not come from the educational system or from the
political system.

Effective.oemtnunity organization takes much time and hard work, which is a
serious problem for women activists who. are housewives and have demanding
schedules at home. Not only do they take care of their families, but frequently
their husbands work shifts, which means constantly juggling schedules. Therefore,
the women arrange their schedules so they can go to meetings, and as a result they
become exhausted. This problem is even more acute for workkngwomen with
families, for they must ask their husbands and children to do chores while they
attend community meetings. The members of SECO learned through an organizer
how to effectively protest, and every night We' were organizing, strategizing, or
meeting with the oppropriate people. We learned, we become educated, and we
become exhausted.

RECOMMENDATIONS ,

The National Institute of Education should look in o th'"--i4light of the working-
class and ethnic neighborhoods. Leadership should con from education, and there
should be a coalition, not a division, between the educa oars, and the working-class
and ethnic people, As SECO has shown, unity between th se two groups can greatly
benefit working -class communi -

Ethriic groups, both singly and together, can make suable contributions to
American society. In looking at the various ethnic groups we should acknowledge
differences in backgrounds, culture, and custom but al , acknowledge the many
similarities. This-applies to a unity between the ethnics 'and the intellectuals as

groups have something to offer the others.

Because working-class ethnics hove been made to feet' that they are inferior
to other Americans, that their background does not cou4t, that they are not edu-
cated enotigh to be accepted into this society, and thot they hale nothing to, offer,
it isimportont that they have the opporturOty to learn about themielves and to find
their own identity. I remember a Polish schoolmate who changed her name ke she
could get a job after graduation. Although she wasn't ashamed to be Polish, she

. felt that to be accepted in American society she should drop her "past." In fact,
she knew nothing about her parents' life in the old country, since she never asked
them ..and they never volunteered their stories, probably feeling that no one wanted
to know. Those whose parents described their lives before coming to the United
States and talked of their families and culture were indeed fortunate.

The special needs of ethnic women should olso be addressed. Women have
been consigned to kitchens all their lives; even Finnish women, who seemed to have
everything going far them in terms of their background in Finland, since they were
literate and could vote, have fared no better than wemen of other ethnic groups, in
discussing this problem, Ralph Jolkanen, president of Suomi College in Hancock,
Mich., said at a symposium 10 years ago:
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Finally we may learn of still another. kind of equality from this
heritage, that of equal' political suffrage. Historically, women in
Finland gained political stiffrage before those in America. However,
political equality and equality before the low must be followed by
equality of opportunity. ...

One of the gravest losses In our society has been a lock of concern
for the education of women. Equality of opportunity requires that

. females, as, well as ma/is, be encouraged t,o strive for individual
a:canape* in 01 its formsovhether in political life, in education, or in

------iblastry. NN -.
.

In summary, it appears that there exists a need in American
society for the preservation f the. best concepts and ideals of ethnic
heritages. However, the preservation of the best of any given heritage
can be accemplished only insofar as it fructifies the new culture-from
within.

.

A

There is a widespread lack of ,ppPOrtunity for women, both ethnic and
American born, to get really meaningful jobs. Coupled with this is the fact that
the best opportunities, for women and men alike, are open only to those with
college degrees. Many women have gone to night school and have learned through

. experience how to perform certain jobs, yetemployers still reject them because
* there are no initials 'offer their names. They are shut out of the job market

because their families had no money for higher education.

There is a moving story wriben by a Finnish woman viho came to this country
in 1958. She had a good education in Finland Nit no opportunities. When she came
to the United States sior credentials from Finland were ignored. She started at th#
bottom and now is G traffic manager for tin international corporation. She tells her.
story of the prejudice against women in the book Finnish' American Horizons
selection of stories by immigrants and their children t t was the
Finnish American Bicentennial Committee. She writes that a friend hod t d her,
"There are only three ways a woman. can make it in the business world in A erica.
She must have money. She must have a 'sponsor' or she must be twice as rt and
work twice as hard as a man reaching for the some position." She finallyobtained
her,goal and says:

.
After eighteen long, hard years, we seemingly have it made. We

have realized the "American dream"----a house in the suburbs, childrer. in
college, two cars.,In the garage and two chickens in a pot. There have
been many rewards. I have reached an executive position in a large in
ternatFonal company. I have also-Viared the fate of many immigrants--
being a stranger in a No-Man's Land. My roots are in Finland, my home
is in America. I keep on living with divided heart, without knowing
where I really belong.

Her story is a touching example of the dilemmas faced by all women; ethnic
and native born alike.

/
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As one step toivird helpingethnic women, the National Institute of Education
should set up a pilot woject in two or three cities that would allow ethnics to learn
about themselves. This project could consist of an evening course, lasting for 8 or
10 weeks, that would give a history of the vorious ethnic groups within the selected
lomlities. Included in this history could be the background, culture, and customs of
people in the old country. This would enable the ethnic paiticipants to learn more
aboutthemselves, since many ethnics know only about the villages from which they
came. Not only the immigrants themselves, bi.it also their children and
grondchildren could learn about where they come from and what they have
contributed to America. They would'be given self-identity.

There should also be courses for native-born' Americans, like those from
Appalachia, who have also been victims of prejudice. Such courses could be offered
in a regional school and be designed specificolly for the ethnic or cUlturol groups
within that community.'

Such courses should also be available to teochers, educators, Intellectuals,
Kith-generation Americans, and all those with, curiosity and eagerness to learn.
The problems of ethnic men, too, could be inciuded in ethnic history courses,
although the emphasis should be on the experiences of ethnic women.

A board should be set up through the Women's Research Group of NIE by .

contacting the ethnics of various communities. This board should not be led,as is
,too often the case with ethnic commissions, by "community Jeaders"politicians,

merchants, businessmen, and professionals. Commissions of this sort tend to be
composed of people who are not interested in the group they are supposed to repre-
sent, and they are often politically conservative. Therefore, board members should'
be recruited from among the neighborh people, perhaps through local churches,
community organizations, women's groups, omen's auxiliaries of fraternal organ's-
zations, or schools. The ethnic member .of the board should hove a strong
commitment to this project, for it would take 41 enormous amount of work.

Since the heads of ethnic groups are usually men, it would be important to
look for worpen and to address their interests. The- board need not be
cumbersomely large, and every ethnic group in the community need not be"
represented arbitrarily. The important point is that the people who serve on it
should have an* overall interest in this educational venture as welras-onnterest in
the ethnic community and its future.

The bpard could also have as members educators who are interested in
working .with .grassroots organizations, and who understand various ethnic and
cultural groups. Although. educatori from all types of institutions, private and
public, community colleges and universities, could be included, those from
community colleges might be more interested in grassroots activities since
community colleges are specifically designed to serve the community.

The board could select its own chairperson and also have a director or general
coordinator, along with a staff of students, offices, and equipment. Once
organized, the staff could hove a workshop to learn about the community as a
whole and about the ethnic women specifically. This could include a study of
educational and occupational opportunities for women. After the workshop, the
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programs and courses to be offered could be developed and offered to the
community.

The cur riculum should focus on the past, present, and future of ethnic women,
stressing their place in and contributions to American society. It is essential that
the curriculum not create a division among ethnic groups, but emphasize the bonds
that unite all groups, both ethnic and native born. It should also address the
occupational and educational needs of ethniC women, and might involve business
and labor groups to make them aware of these needs.

Courses could address individual aspects of various cultures: folk songs,
literature, music, theater, and history. There should be a theme of unity to show
how all peoples . have endeavored-To improve their lives and, in doing so, have
learned from each other.

At the end of the course, there could be a social occasion celebrating the
community, to which the general public could be Invited. There should also be a

*concluding workshop to determine what was accomplished,"whe er goals were met,
and whether it would be feasible to have thit type of a cour in other cities or
communities. The results could be published and given to all .educational

"-
institutiorhs as guideline for instituting other community projects.

Theresults of this pilot program'could be compared among cities \to evaluate
their relative success and pinpoint problems. Certainly public and private schools
and universities could learn from this as. they develop or change their own
curriculums; industry, business, and other organizations could also galn fr such
projects. The objective should be to teach the ordinary people's history, n tl-se
history of famous immigrants who have already had their day in the sun. All of he
people involved, including educotors, will learn from each other.

An area such as southeast Baltimore would be an excellent location for such
an activity, because there is a mix of many ethnic groups and Appalachians. In
addition, there has been strong community organizing within the past 7 or 8 years.
It would be diffiCult to select an area, with-ethnic people that has never been orga-
nized and in which the groups are completely isolated. The decision about where
to hold these courses is an important one, for it should be in a central location
available-to everyone in the community.

Such a course could be a. joy as well as an educational, venture, and there
could be.many-positive raniifications from this learning experience.

Yr.
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CHANGING NEEDS OF ETHNIC WOMEN IN HIGHER EDUCATION

Laura Polla Scanlon

BACKGROUND

Ethnicity. has become an issue of increasing interest; nevertheless, ethnic
.women in America have been the subject of relatively little study or analysis.
Therefore, the factors that affect the achievement of ethnic women must be
clearly studied if they ore to realize their aspirations.

Firs UiRi is clear that I whatever her or station in life, woman's educa-
tional need have changed as her definition of herself has changed. Statistics
indicate th'at women are advancing educationally. In 1970, women represented 44.7
percent of the freshman class in institutions of higher learning; in 1973, the figure
was up to 48.1 percent. Women, earned 45_ percent of the bachelor's degrees in
-1973-14:NeviftWeis-s, it should be noted that over half of these were in the
traditionally female fields of home economics, library science, foreign languages,

..1:kbealth:professionsrand-education-(Astin:elal.,-1-976-

We know that women have not yet achieved full equality with men in many
.educational- areas. For women in general, the level of educational achievement
seems to .be an the rise, but these figures for advanced degrees are not to be mis-
interpreted. There are still areas of discrimination, which have .been documented
and need to be brought to public attention.

Some of- the problems of inequality begin in the home, with different aspira-
tionsencouraged for boys and girls. For exam le, a 1970 study by the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare, Trends in ost-Secondary Education, indicated
that 47 percent of boys but only 3r percent of girls reported that their fathers
definitely desired college for them; mothers couraged college for 49 percent of

. boys and 37 percent of girls. C.) the other hand, institutional sexism is another
.factor. A nationwide survey of college sophomores in 1%9-70 showed that the
average amount of financial aid was $1,000 for men and $786 for women. The
overage institutionally administered grant. or scholarship was $671 for men and
$515 for women (Haven and Horch, 1972).

Employment of women in higher - 'education is another area of inequality.
Statistics cited in To Form a More Perfect Union indicated that in 1975, 25 percent
of all public college and university faculty members and only 10 percent of full
professors were women.

Although few comparable' data about eiliniC women are aVailable, some
figures indicate-that- etitnicr-womendcrlag-behind ethnic men in college achieve-
ment. Censis data for 1970 show numbers of individuals of foreign extraction over
.25 years old and their level of eduCational achievement, by ethnic group and sex.
Although the data are for first and second generations only, they do suggest a
pattern. Among thate of Polish ancestry, 25,027 of a total population of 94,698
males had 4 or more years of college education, while only 14,129 of a total female
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population of 105,340 had reached that level. The 1970 census figures for Italians
are: males, 24,21?It of a total population of 290.222; females,. 10,654 out of
309,615. For Grip s he figures are: males, 2,256 out of 10,761; females, 1,299
out of 11,525.

In the General Social Survey conducted by the Center far the Study of
-.-American Pluralism, National' Opinion Research Center,. University of Chicago

(1977), it was found among Czechs, 7 percent of all women in the sample were
college graduates; for Greeks, the comparable figure was 7.7 percent; for Poles, 3.8
percent; and for Italians, 6.2 percent. Yet other figures from the survey indicate.
that before World War U the numbers of both men and women of these ethnic
groups attending college were extremely low. Because there is no breakdown by
age, these figures do not give us a completely accurate picture of the current

\- situation. Nevertheless, these figures do indicate that the proportion of ethnic
women who graduate from college is lower than their proportion in the total U.S.
population.

Looking at the picture another way, in a study of 225 women in the Pittsburgh
area equally divided among three generations of three major ethnic groups, Krause
(1978) shows considerable progress from generation to generation in level of

_ education..- Krause,- pointing out that this was an upwardly mobile group, shows that
while the grandmothers had an average of 7.5 years of formal education, the
mothers (average age, S2 years) had achieved 13.6 average years of formal
education and the daughters (average age, 25) had achieved 15.4 years. As might
be expected, Krause did find some education value differences among the three
ethnic groups, but these occurred mostly in the first generation; by the third
generation, Italian and Jewish women averaged 15.7 and 15.8 years, respectively,
and Slavic women averaged 14.8 years.

Another factor to consider when ,vieWing ethnic women in relation to higher
education is their socioeconomic levee while specific data on white ethnic
women are sparse, Nancy Seifer's Absent fro the Ma'orit : Working Class Women
in America provides much relevant materia ut t e situation or wor ng-c oss
women, mony of whom are from white ethnic groups:

Compared to students from families with higher incomes, a relatively
small proportion of working class boys and girls stay in school beyond
high'school even today.' In 1970, when 70 percent of the sons and
daughters of families with incomes over,$15,000 a year were attending
college, over 60 percent of the children of families with incomes
between $5,000 and $10,000 were not. (Seifer", 1973; p. 52)

Selfer goes on to show that many children from white ethnic groups took
advantage of the open admissions.progrom.instituted by the_City University of New
York in 1970. A number of changes have occurred since the publication of Seifer's
book, but these have not been in a positive direction.. Significantly, while open
admissions still exists in the City University of New York, free tuition does not.
Figures are not yet available on how this affects the white ethnic population, but
the absence of free tuition, plus rising inflation and unemployment, suggests that
college for blue-collar ethnic students, and thus ethnic women= moy become even
less accessible, at least in New York.



.........

Although there are almost no data on the numbers of ethnic women who
achieve advanced academic degrees and enter professorial ranks, the statistics
indicate that there are generally fewer women faculty than men. Therefore, the
number of ethnic women is likely to be proportionately smaller. A study of Italian
Amtricons ih the City University of New York found that although Italian
Americans constituted n significant proportion of the student population, they did
not constitute a comparable proportion of the faculty, and the number of Italian
Americans in upper level administrative positions was extremely low (Mitchell,
1978).

SPECIAL NEEDS OF ETHNIC WOMEN: BEYOND ACCESS

Alienation

Once members of the white ethnic populotion enter traditional institutions, it
is clear that, whatever- their specific ethnic group, they experience a sense of
alienation that is probably commensurate with their degree of ethnic identification.
Such alienation is only beginning to be documented as the rising interest in
ethnicity increases general awareness. Again, the alienation that ethnic students,
many of whom are also working class, experience has been amply described by
Kriegal (1972), Novak (1973), and Sennett and Cobb (1972).

. :

That such alienation exists is further proven by what Greek and Greek
s Americon students do* to combat it. In research for the National Congress of
Neighborhood Women's resource center, Francine Maccio diedavered thig the Greek
community in New York has a Greek Students' Club in every college in New York;
the members take it upon themselves not only to provide companionshipvto
newcomers, but also ti, orient them to the woys of the institution.

t.

Because of the lack of specific dota, we can only speculate on ethnic women's
special needs from some of the work done separately on women and on ethnic
populations. What happens when o young ethnic womon, perhaps of first-, second-,
or even third-generatiori Italian, Slavic, or Greek ancestry, enters a traditional
college environment as a full-time student? The initial impact is likely to be an
awareness of herself as "other," if not in relation to other students, at least in
relation to those who are in power positions in the university, from professors up to
the chief administrators. The ethnic woman will not find many role models, The
sense of otherneis that many ethnic students experience in the academic
environment must be intensified for women because they are engoged in what
might be conflict-indubing change in two areas of identity, astethnic and as female.

Sense of Identity
.. ,

Every ethnic person experiences a kind of identity crisis as she or he begins
college. This is often the first step toword assimilation into the larger society.
Becoming educated means going from a particularistic (ethnic) to a universalistic
(assimilated} frame of reference. Going through this process is painful. It means
giving up something. Once you decide to go to college, you make a commitment to
the other side. The structures of Western urban culture are rationalistic in the way
that bureaucracies are rationalistic: everything must fit together in a certain way
and be generalizable. An ethnic person who makes the decision to go to college



must became part of this world ew. The actual pain of the individual who
undergoes this transition is a kind of culture shock that colleges. are not equipped to
soften. Ethnic women, being much more rooted in their cultut es, must experience
this profound dislocation even more keenly than ethnic men. Ethnic mothers are
often aware of this no-win situation.

,
In a 1975 study conducted by Professors Vincent A. Fucil lu and Jerome Krase

of .1talion- American -students -at Brooklyn College, students were asked how they
felt about their academic and social sense of "belonging" of Brooklyn College.
What emerged from the study' is the pmfile of a bewildered, alienated student,
whether male or female. Accustomed to a close, nurturing family life, the student,
who may need help with specific academic or personal problems, does not use
existing counseling services, partly because it is against his or her background to
ask strangers for help and partly because such help is frequently available only in a
depersonalized, bureaucratic way.

The Identity issue is even more complicated for ethnic women. , Like most
American women, ethnic women have been acculturated to derive thkir primary
identity from their roles as wives and mothers. Thus, as feminist women in general

. hove sought to solve the problems of sexist attitudes from external societal sources
while at the same time resolving their own role conflicts, ethnic women, it would
seem, have an additional layer of conflict. For an ethnic woman to breakak out of
the pattern of high school - job - marriage - children requires a commitment to
equality with men that might be ". . . based on an intellectual acceptance of a
certain path in life which goes Against internalized childhOod values'! -(Kid use, 1978,
p. 55).

With the emergence of women's studies programs, the female student will
study and learn obout her identity. Women's studies departments -Ind coupes have
grown since the Feminist Press, in '1970, published The First Guide to Current
Female Studies, which listed some 110-courses. Just 5 years later there were more
than 4,490 women's studies courses. nevertheless, the woman will not learn
very much In her formal course work about herself as a member of a particular
ethnic group. While an ethnic woman may, encounter some ethnic studies coNmses
or, perhaps, courses so structured that she can explore her cultural heritage, there
is little focus on ethnic women. There eremare courses in the history of labor and
immigration which tell the story of- whits ethnic people, and there are a few
courses in ethnic art, music, and literature, but it is unlikely that she will find
ethnically oriented women's studies or women-oriented ethnic studies courses.

In her 1975 survey of college programs in I I States selected for their high
ethnic populations, Rebecca Sive- Tomashefsky. investigated two issues related to

theritroble-m: the degree to which workingzclass ethnic- women were served by
these progroms,'and the extent to which--the programs took account of cultural and
class differences. The survey reflects 120 responses to the 700 questionnaires sent
to college-affiliated women-oriented departments, programs, and centers. The
report states that the programs surveyed would like to serve working-class ethnic
women, but find that they do not attend. '-

Two noteworthy exceptiorit were-successful technical' assistance workshops
held in a housing project by Northern Michigan University (Marquette) and the

.:,.
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womer -sfudies program at Jersey City State College (New Jersey). The latter
provided a women's studies major for a student body of , working-class ethnic
women. Courses were organized thematically, across disciplines, and utilized
action projects .in learning. The program was run by a collective of faculty,
students, and college administrators and was connected to a service center directed
toward working -class ethnic women.

Materials with which ethnic women can identify are needed. In their books on
working'women in America, arbor() Wertheimer and Roz Baxendall do incorporate
ethnic women's experiences. Such recent material, which is being used both in
general labor and istory courses and in women's studies courses, should inspire
morkscholorly woriyhthet teaches ethnic women about their history. Literature and
film '_carses -should be developed that not, -only include ethnic writers and
filmmakers,lut-olio focus on strong, positive ethnic characters, not on women as
victims.

Related to curriculum. is the general style of most academic work. Here
again the ethnic woman; whose world view -.has been primarily subjective, Is an
outsider, and the must change that world view. She must also put aside emotional-
ism and passion for coolness and reason. If the ethnic woman attends or, urban
college or university and lives in one of the "urban villages" still lift-(as she is quite
likely to do), she must become agile at shifting styles of thinking and emoting_ to
suit The context, the college or the neighborhood. While feminist influence
made being personal Mire acceptable in the classroom, it if not )...16 one of the
primary modes of academic exploration.

Aspirations

Another minefield for the ethnic woman student is the problem of success or
failure. Women in general have tended not to set their goals too high, perhaps
because they tend to take failure personally. According to researchers at the
National, Opinion Research Center, white ethnics, male and female, do not lag
behind other Americans in terms of educational achievement, but they do fall
behind in terms of high-prestige or managerial positions. Since ethnic women
frequently suffer from vocational tracking, they must be allowed space to fail; to
try out various areas of learning. Too often ethnic women are placed in narrow
career-oriented programs instead of In broader liberal arts courses.

ROLE OF THE COMMUNITN? COLLEGE

Barbara Mikuiski pinpointed ethnic women as the ". .. European Catholic
women who represent a population of about 20 million women residing primarily in
the urban areas of the Northfrom Boston to Baltimore, New York to Milwaukee
and other major Industrial cities." Because cities are where ethnic women live, the
role of the urban community college must be considered at length.

The community college is often the ethnic woman's entry into higher educa-
tion because it a less greatening, more accessible institution: At present,

'literature indicates that community Colleges play a significant role in higher educa-
tion. A 1976 report compiled by the Office of Institutional Research, State Uhiyer-
sity of New York, reported that of the total undergraduate enrollment, slightly less
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than one-half (49.5 percent) attended community colleges. The study found thot a
high percentage of these tend to be older, part-time students. Community colleges
would appeal to such students in terms of both convenience of location and
programmatic structure.

It is fair to assume that many of those who are enrolled in public community
.colleges are women and, although there are no hard data available, that many of ..

these are white ethnic women. A study done of community colleges generally is of
Interest here. In a fall 1974 survey prepared by Donald Nichols and mailed to deans
of students of all public community colleges, 88 percent responded to various
questions about women's programs at their institutions: Results indicated that
slightly over 50 percent offer special programs for women students. Usually these
are in the form of specialized credit courses in academic areas and a wide array of
noncredit offerings specifically designed for women, such as personal awareness,
identity search, problem solving for women, consciousness raising, and women in
the work force. These latter are speeal conferences and seminars. Only 12
pertent of the institutions hod women's resource centers, and a full 50 percent of
the deans expressed "moderate concern," while only 27.2 percent had "high

. concern," for the needs of women. The report concludes that "public community
colleges are well on their way to meeting the special needs of women students."

- .
.

There is still much to be done for ethnic women. Like any innovation in
highei education, future expansion of women's programs will depend on' funds
available, the commitment of administrative leadership, and the efficacy of women
students and faculty in articulating their needs. Although not ideal, the
community college does provide the entry into higher education and, in many cases,
attracts the woman who is returning) to school after having married and raised a
fami ly. i-

-- Sandra Adickes and Elizabeth Worthman (1976), writing of their. experience in-..,
Staten Island Community College, disc-uss the changing needs of working-class
ethnic women. -They present a profile of students who are the new generation of
college students, mat-of them second-generation American- women. who were
encouraged by the womenli movement to enter college. They came from strorQ
family traditions that stressed the womon's home and family life, their ages ranged
from mid-20's lo mid-40's, they were married, .w.l.th children either at home or
grown, and. ame from Irish, Italian, or Polish CathollebockgEounds. In most cases ._... IIP

tilt women followed' the traditional pattern for women of therr-class_and ethnic 1

groups they graduated from high school, worked, married, and gave birth. __

-
This research indicates that the community colleges in general are still not

addressing the needs of women who fill multiple roles as wives, mothers, and
students, women who must be undergoing enormous role conflicts as they enter
education and therefore the larger culture. The authors also indicate that the
students were enrolled primarily in traditional female fields such as childcare and
nursing, while current employment projections do not warrant such choices.
Counseling that could open new career doors to such women wos not available.

THE '!RETURNING WOMAN"

Whether the mature ethnic woman, after having followed the traditional path
of marriage and a family, returns to a community college or a 4-year school, she is
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part of a growing student population with special needs for which existing
institutions are ill prepared. The student who is also wife, mother, and, in many
cases, worker has personal barriers to academic success. In interviews with
members of the National Congress of Neighborhood Women (NCNW), a largely
white ethnic women's organization, regarding their feelings about resuming their
education, the lack of a "sense of entitlement" to higher education and thus, to
possible jab advancement emerged as a clear theme. Even though the women were
perfectly aware of the specific circumstances that interrupted their education
(economic realities, marriage, pregnancy, other family obligations), they blamed
themselves for what they ,perceived as failure to seize the educational
opportunities at hand. In addition, they regarded their age as a handicap and had
strong reservations about their ability to succeed as.students, seeing themselves as
dull or ill prepared to "do college work."

Guilt about neglecting husbands'and children for their studies was another
recurrent theme, even though many of the .women reasoned that they were "going
to school to better their families' lives." Such guilt was frequently compounded by
conflicting feelings about breaking away from the trwm of the group, fear of
"striking out" or of being thought a "bad daughter" or "bad mother."

- .

Another difficulty confronting ethnic women returning to school is the
reaction of their husbands and children- to their new aspiration. Adickes and
Worthman (1976) indicote that the husbands of the students they studied were
generally not supportive. My findings at NCNW revealed,a wide range of responses,
although this might be because of the community orientation of the_ specific
program. The hilsband's willingness to support his wife's new aspirations appears to
be related to his willingness to share in the housework and childcare, additional-
burdens that may fall upon him as his wife becomes involved with her studies.
Generalizations in this area are, as yet, difficult to make, since men appear to be
caught between their own cultural conditioning and their desire to see their
families advance educationally and economically.

In considering the problems of working women, which surely apply to ethnic
women, Borbara Wertheimer and Ann Nelson (1977) discuss the challenge that adult
education poses for the mature woman wage earner, analyzing the institutional and
economic barriers as well the psychological ibarriers indicated above. Clearly, the
part-time student in .traditional institutions faces many obstocles. Wertheimer and
Nelson point out the hurdles that the institution places in he way, citing the facts
that most institutions are oriented toward tradftidnal, full-time students and that
all phases of the educational process, from registration to scheduling of courses,
make school difficult for th adult learner:

FINANCIAL CONSIDERA PNS

Finances are an important consideration for white ethnic women when they
go to college. Again, although there are no hard data on the relationship between
economics and education for such students, it is clear that rising college and
university costs will affect the availability of college for these women.

N Ethnic populations frequently are the blue - collar urban populations. Since
urban areas are hard-pressed financially, secondary education tends to be inferior,

,
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and ,ethnic women in these areas may not be getting adequate preparation for
competitive scholarship examinations. The City University of New York no longer
has free tuition. Many blue - collar families, while not affluent enough to afford
college for their children, are too affluent to be eligible for State and Federal
financial aid. Pending Federal legislation, moreover, seems to favor the solidly
middle class and the extremely poor; therefore, working-class ethnic families may
have an even harder time in the future. Although student loons are available,
cultural patterns cause many ethnic families to shun this ultvnative. In addition,
port-time students are severely hampered because most financial aid is offered
only to full-time students. Ethnic women with small children have on additional
difficulty since most subsidized daycare operates along financial guidelines that
exclude all but the very poor from receiving assistance.

It is clear that cost of college will require the families of ethnic women to
make sacrifices in many areas. Many ethnic families pay; tuition to send their
children to parochial schools; frequently choices must be mode as to who will be
educated. Will education for women, under these circumstances, have the some
priority as education for' men? Will ethriic women who are married and have
children be able to secure on education for themselves in the light of the rising
costs of educating their children?

RECOMMENDATIONS

The following changes will help remedy some of the problems that have been
identified.

Overall, the problem of culture shock for the white ethnic student who goei
to college is usually viewed as the student's problem; it is the student who must
adjust. A new approach is needed. Rather than try, to ease the 'student's adjust-
ment, why not make the culture she is entering less shocking to her? She comes to
the institution from on essentially humanistic environment and, with a world view
and heritage that are rich and full of positive perional and social values. Must she
deposit these at the college door? Feminism teaches one to value personal
knowledge, instincts, and feelings; to this end, college must become a place where
Ake-ethnic, women is at home. Institutionsl'even the bureaucratic institutions that
most of colleges have become, ore, after all, mode up of people, and one way
individuals, feel at home in a strange place is by seeing people like themselves.
Ethnic women' should be encouraged to participate fully in all levels of academic
life.

In addition, academic institutions should be structured into smaller, more
human units. Each aspect of student experience, from registration on, should be.
mode more personal and less bureaucratic. A simple way to do this is to allow
small groups. or "classes" to stay together, thus providing structures for personal
relationships atoll levels of learning.

An awareness of the special personal needs and conflicts of white ethnic
women should be developed in counselors, teachers, and administrators so that
humon personal needs are placed above bureaucratic functional requirements. To
do this, counselors must .learn more about the cultural backgrounds of their
students and be sensitive to their special problems and conflicts as they progress in
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bollege. Perhaps, as. Adickes and "Worthman suggest, counselors should become
advocates between the institution and the student and, in the case of career
counseling, between students and corporations and/or industry.

As a short-term goal, there should be career development for ethnic women
that exposes them to larger occupational options and aspirations. Long-range
studies should explore the relationship between a woman's ethnicity and her voct-
tional aspirations.

Curriculum, reforin is necessary so that courses and methodology are relevant
to ethnic women and enhance rather than stifle their sense of cultural identity. To .
this end, women's studies should be broadened to include, in all areas, the contri-
butions of ethnic women. Moreover, such courses should be connected to women's
centers instead of being merely elective courses. This approach would provide
space where women from all racial and ethnic backgrounds could.come together for

I 'support and enrichment. Where women's centers exist,,the format of
con lowness raising should be abstracted from. Its political ontektthus 'removing
the anti-mole bias with which the popular ,press has tai led itso that ethnic
women will be attracted to this method of mutual suppbrt

I 4
- In addition, 6ecause many ethnic women enter college from urban high-

schools where they received poor training in basic skills, the entire area of skills
development should, be reformed and destiginatized so that women students are
comfortable availing themselves of tutorial and remedial services.

In the area of financial aid, exieing programs should be reformed so that
working-class families, many of whom are White ethnic, are not excluded:"/ from
participation in tuition assistance plans. Related to financial aid are- gilt &lines
that restrict. the use of childcare facilities to either the very poor or those who can
afford it. .

e

.

The mature woman student who is also white ethnic has special needs beyond
those enumerated above. Perhaps most important, she needs counseling to help her

bdeal with rale conflicts, s well as family counseling to reconcile the family of the
-"returning woman" fo ha. changing aspirations. There shbuld also be programs that
bring family members into the institution so that they co) share in the enrichment
that college brings to the woman's life.

.
.4 In their study, Barbara Wertheimer and Anne Nelson suggest a number of 4

ways that colleges can be more responsive to adult working women, many of whom
are white ethnic women:

Registration hours should be scheduled to meet the needs of
working women._ Adult learners may need help in assembling transcripts
from a number of institutions where courses may 'have been taken years'
in the past. Admission requirements also need to be revamped for
adults. Measures that evaluate the adult students' learning potential
must be used, not extra-curricular high school activities or examination
scores based on what 18-year-olds, fresh -from their_ studies, are ek-
pected to know. The assumption should be that adults come to learn:
every effort should be made to help them do so, including remedial

(
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assistance where needed. Requited courses in specific fields should be
offered evenings and Weekends as well as during the day. Preferential

----corifiiiiidiyiTSSIon for full-time students needs to be re- examined.

Services of the institutionfrom libraries and counseling, to
availability of teachers for conferences and of student lounges for
conversation --all should take into consideration the evening student.
Teaching standards 'should be the some as for the daytime student, but
additionally those who teach adults may need professional development
to familiarize them with the special abilities, concerns, and problems of
working adults.

Little financial help is available to the part-time student, whether
male or female. This should be examined and scholarship and other
assistance 'opened to the part; timer, with avenues of help such as
employer-funded tuition aid investigated (see New York State SONY
study, 1976, p..35). (Wertheimer and Nelson, 1977)

INNOVATIVE APPROACHES

To adequately meet the needs of white ethnic women, some nontraditional
appioaches are already proving effective.

Pro ect Chance

This project, which has been financed by the Fund for the Development of
Post-Secondary Education, is a reentr/ program that provides basic skills and
counseling services for adult women to help them reenter either higher education
or the work force. The program combines skills enhancement and counseling, and
goes into the community to work with small groups of neighborhood women. This,
in lerms.of language skills, appears to be more effective than comparable services
offered in the larger institutions. The women who took the course commented on
the value of small -group discussions for sharing their concerns.

Trade Union Women's Studies

Now in its 3d year, this program is conducted through the Metropolitan (New
York City? Office of Cornell's School of Industrial and Labor Relations, a contract
college of the State of New York. Although approximately two-thirds of the
students are black or Hispanic, the content* and -format of the program make it
appropriate for white ethnic women. As Wertheimer and Nelson (1970 state, "Its
threefold aim is to Increase the selfconfidence of union women, to encourage their
progression up the union leadership ladder through skills development, and to help
them realize their individual educational goals." The program is carefully
structured so that workingwomen may attend. Counseling approaches, teaching
methodology, course materials, and faculty are selected for sensitivity and
relevance to adult women's need. As more white ethnic women enter the work
force, they will need the skills such as those developed.In this program. In addition,
the courses being developed by the Co 11 staff are particularly relevant to white
ethnic women =1 will have some impact an more traditional institutions.
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yThe National Congress of Neighborhood Women's College
.

1 Now.,in its 4th year, the NCNW College vogrom is currently operating three
_

2-year associate in arts programs in Brooklyn, in conjunction with La Guardia
Community College of the City University of New York. The program attempts to
meet the needs of adult ethnic women in several very specific ways.

\ine Each college site is located ho the neighborhood where the students live. Not
on does this provide convenience for the students, many of whom are workers as
we as wives and mothers, but it also-allows the students to retain a sense of

unity as they pursue their education. In addition, course work is
int sciplinary, and neighborhood and personal mate provide the feces for the
curri turn. Using the neighborhood as a learning laboratory provides strength and
conti ity, because many of the students are community leaders whose practiCal
knowle is frequently the basis for theoretical exploration, particularly in the
social ences. Thus the curriculum builds -ori areas of strength and increases self-
confi

Conn unity is important in the NCNW College, for neighbors going to college
naturally ome support groups. The neighborhood-based approach also succeeds
because it tes women to resume their...educations within the community, which
they often ceiver as on extension of the family. Thus college attendance
becomes an ac vity that follows naturally from_ , rather than runs counter, to, their
identities as family- oriented women.

In an unpuble proposal, Terry L. I-faywoode elaborates on the other special
feature of the N College:

NCNW LaGuardia Community College- have evolved an
administrative s ucture called co-sponsorship, which allows for joint
decision making about curriculum, faculty and other important
matters. . .. Wit in this framework, there is a constant effort to
articulate goals cl ly in order to see.how they may be integrated into
the structure of the ogram.

it has been our e erience that both faculty people_and adminis-
trators need some intr ction to the concept of community based
education, as being hing -quite-different than a mere outreach
program.... The type of ucational program_ offered by NCNW is not
only in the community, it is or the community and it offers the college
program as a community res rce. ... This type of program enhances
the individual student's senSe\ of belonging to her community, rather
than becoming alienated from it ...-----

A third and extremely impqtant element of the NCNW College
program is a type of counseling which we have named advocacy
counseling. In this approach, the__counselor develops a three-sided
relationship with the student and-the teacher. Teachers and counselors
communicate regularly.: .. Student _are expected to see counselors
regularly, not just in eases where there may be a problem. Most
importantly, the counselor knows that\ there are problems inherent in
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the situation of mature adult students returning to school and that
conflicts between the demands of various roles will arise and present
difficulties which may seem insurmountable. Counselors consider
themselves a port of the support network whose function it is to help
students to overcome obstacles and remain in school. (HayvIpode, 1978)

White NCNW has been fortunate in having Fern Kahn, a person committed to
excellent innovative programs, as LaGtvrdia's liaitcm between community and
school, it is also evident that the model orks because LaGuardia has an unusual
interest in being a commvnity college, in the true sense of the term.

co LUSION

Research indicates that the educational neek of white ethnic women are
changing as rapidly as the society is changing. Ho ver, little attention has been
paid, eithsr by the women's movement or the ethnic movement, to this group.
Perhaps tills conference will signal the beginning of a period of much-needed study

( . .
and analysis. 4
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THE ECONOMIC STRUGGLES OF FEMALE FACTORY WORKERS:
A COMPARISON OF FRENCH, POLISH, AND PORTUGUESE IMMIGRANTS

Louise Lamphere, with Ewa Hauser, Dee
Rubin, Sonya Michel, and Christina Simmons

'INTRODUCTION

The story of immigrant women and factory work begins with the second wave
of "new immigrante_who_came_to.the-United-States-in the period-between-I 870-and-
.1920. The category "European ethnic. women" derives from the historical nature of
immigration that saw an influx of French Canadian and of Southern and Eastern
European men, Women, and fmilies_to the Uni+PdStates-in,the.late-49.th-and-eorly----

t.. 20th centuries. .T.heir daughters and granddaughters make up the large numbers of
contemporary working -doss women---of---French Canadian, Polish, Italian, and
Portuguese descent. _Therels-also a "third wave" of immigrants, consisting of those
who have_enteredlhe country since the immigration law was changed in 1965. On
the-Ed-stem seaboard, these immigrants are women from Portugal, Latin America,

,----7,77and parts of Asia, while in the Southwest and. West there are substantial numbers
. from Mexico, the Philippines, Korea, and other Asian countries.'

This paper explores the situations of .,these immigrant women as they entered
unskilled and semiskilled work in factories.' In order to understand the experiences
of women at "work,' we must explore the development of and changes in the
_industries that have employed women. The focus here is on the *textile, apparel,
and electronics industries, but similar conditions also exist in jewelry
manufacturing and food processing. The labor- intensive and low-wage character of
these industries has established the conditions under which immigrant women have
worked.3

Because there are variations among regions, industries, and ethnic groups, it
is important to examine the economic niches into which women- of different
cultures come, either through migration or through being brought up in a blue-
collar industrial area. Different ethnic populations have immigrated to a variety of
urban centers and have had different work experiences. This paper focuses Mainly
on women's work in New England, but it can be argued that the general problems of
European ethnic women, and of blue-collar women workers in general, are the same
in other areas, though there may be differences in the kinds of jobs women have
taken a' in their overall rate of participation in the paid_labor force.

The economic struggles of women from three- different ethnic populations,
French Canadian, Polish, and Portuguese, are discussed. This paper argues that
there are differences among the three populations in terms of cultural values and
the family roles of women, but that these women have faced the same problems as
workers in factories and mills. Women from European ethnic backgrounds are
viewed as strategizing, as actively making decisions and changing their environ-
ment, rather than passively accepting the status quo. However, there are
important structural constraints on their strategies which are ultimately economic
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in nature. By analyzing these constraints, we can better understand the kinds of
policies necessary for meeting the educational and occupational needs of these
women.

Descriptions of women's work in textile mills in the early 20th century and of
current women's employment in the apparel and electronics industries show that
the early conditions of women's employment still exist and that, despite tech-,
nological, change and the increased numbers of working women and working
mothers, women are still faced with low-paid jobs in a sexually strctified labor
force. These twin characteristics of women's factory work have a long history, and
only forceful ond energetic policy changes will eliminate_them. =

-------- ;

WOMEN'S WORK IN THE TEXTILE MILLS: HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
1,

iirAt-t he-turn-of-the-centoryrcrgreVer proportion of immigrants or daughters
of immigrants than native-born women were in the paid labor force. 4 Many were
employed in the industrial sector of the economy, in'mining and in manufacturing,
but the industry that hired the greatest proportion of women was textiles. There-
fore, textile mill work is one of the best examples of women's work, especially in
New England towns and cities.5 This paper uses data from research in Rhode island
to give a glimpse of the lives of immigrant women, particularly those of French
Canadian arid Polish background.

Cottony wool, and silk textiles were produced in New England, but cotton
dominated between 1900 and 1922. The cotton ,textile industry, which shaped the
economy of cities like Fall River, New Bedford, and Pawtucket and of mill towns
througut" New England, established the nature af women's work in factories.

-!

First, the cotton industry was characterized by low wages. Workers in 1916
averaged 18 cents per hour; even in 1920, at the peak of the industry, the average
hourly wage was only 48 cents. The average earnings for cotton mill workers were,
at all times between 1900 and 1926; lower than the averages for workers in all
manufacturing industries (Lahne, 1944).

1 - . ,

Second, since wages for men were not high enough to support a family, textile
monufacturers were oble to treat the whole family as a potential source of lobor:

In the rth\ toward the end of the first decade of-the present-centuryIthe typic I cotton mill family secured only 54 percent of its income
from the abar af the husband, while 29 percent come from the children,
.7 percent fr

ceom
the wife, and 8 percent from boarders and the rest fromiv 1

\
.other sou s. (L 'ahne 1944, p- 129) . ...

1 it ,

Third, oc upational segregation of jobs within the mill meant that the more
highly paid jobs went,to men, while women and teenagers were relegated to the less
skilled and low r paying Jobs. For example, male Ioomfixrs were moking $0.275
per hour in Rh e Island in 1914 and female weavers were making $0.181 per hour.
At one cotton ill in !Rhode Island in 1915, loomfixers were Making $16 to $18 per
week, while ma e and ,,female weavers were moking $10 to $12 per week. Twisters,
mainly women, rought home about $10 per week, and spinners, also mostly_ women,1

earned between $6 and $8 per week. The lowest paid young boys earned '$7 or $8
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per week for doffing and $5.50 per week for sweeping. Entry-level jobs for girls,
like quilling and winding, paid $5 to $7 per week, though an experienced quiller on
piecework could make up to $13. The male overseers made about $30 per week,
ond second hands made between $16 and $20 per week; section hands (responsible
for fixing machines and third in the chain of command) received between $11 and
$13 per week.°

-,

Most women who worked in textile mills in 1915 were yoirng and unmarried.
They tended the machines that transformed carded. cotton into spun yorn, while
older women tin their.20's.and 30's) became-trained in the more skilled jobs.

i

Employees in a typical cotton textile or thread mill before World War I were
a mixture-of men and women of differencLeihnic_backgroundsliowever,..there-was,
a distinct age, sex, and ethnic hierarchy. In Rhode Island, the overseers, section
hands, and loomfixers were mostly Yonkee, English, Irish, or. Scottish men. In the
weave room, there was a mix of men and women, but most were English and
Yankees, with some French Canadians and Poles. The jobs involved in the early
parts of the weaving process, and the lower paid jobs In each room were filled
mostly by Italians, Portuguese, and Poles. In the spinning room, there was again a
mixture. For example, one group of spinners might be entirely composed of
Portugdese and Italian girls and onother group dominated by Yankees and Frer ch
Canadians, both girls ond boys. The doffers (boys who removed and replaced the
full bobbins) were mainly a group of five or six English boys, with an occasional
Italian worker. 7

This description of a typical New England cotton mill shows the context in
which, women factory workers functioned in the beginning decades of this century
and provides the setting for discussing specific groups of women in industrial occu-
pations.

4

O.

EARLY IMMIGRANTS: FRENCH CANADIAN AND POLISH WOMEN IN THE
FACTORIES

!n Rhode Island, women millworkers come from many ethnic backgrounds,
including Itolian, Portuguese, Irish, Yankee, French Canadian, ond Polish. Women
worked 54 hours per week, from 6:45 o.m. to 6 p.m., with on hour off at midday for

---dinner.-Howe_ver,_millwork wos not the same for all immigrant women. There were
importont voriations in the-way work ond fomily life meshed, depending on patterns
of ittimigration and how the local economic structure pushed members of eoch
population into different occupational niches. We con, see this most vividly by
comparing French Conadion and Polish workingwomen in 1915 in a textile mill city
in Rhode Island.

Data from the 1915 Rhode Island State census on a somple of 120 Polish
households and 108 French Canadian households show differences in howehold
structure, men's occupations, and women's work, both at home and in the paid labor
force. Each sample was token from a neighborhood that was predominantly French
or Polish; eoch neighborhood was near parish churches, voluntary associotions,
stores; and schools, which gave it on ethnic choracter ond provided a center for
community life.8
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Both the French Canadians and Poles were recruited to New England to fill
the labor needs of the expanding textile industry (Rubin, 1977; Hauser, 1978). Both
populations came from rural peasant backgrounds; they had Jived on small farms
that could not support large families or provide land for descendants. The crucial
difference between the....t.wa_populations-was--the timing of 'their arrival in Rhode

-Iiiard7TAich either permitted or closed off certain residential areas and job
possibilities. By 1915, some of the differences between French Canadians and
Poles in the two somple_neighborhoods .were - due- to-contrasts- between a "mature"
migrant population (one whose adults already had fully developed families born in
the United States) and a "young" migrant population that was in the process of

. creating U.S.-born families. Many of these differences_have-been-eliminated-as-the-
-more-recent-plipiikitiah-b-icomes established and experiences the same cycles of

. expansion and unemployment in textiles that other working-class ethnic groups are
experiencing.

French Canadian Women'
-

>

Family Patterns. The French Canadian migration began in the early 1800's
and peaked in Rhode Island largely before 1890, though migrants still arrived until
1924. Before 1900, migration tended to be. seasonal. Whole families and single
individuals arrived in the late fall to seek work . the factories and returned to
their farms in the summer (Rubin, 1978). Young unmarried men with carpentry
skills would remain on the farms in the winter and migrate to New England in the
summer to do construction work, saving money to pay the family's debts on the
farm. Both patterns were compatible with retaining the family land in Quebec.
Eventually families.itayed in New England, perhaps moving to several towns in
search of work before settling in Rhode Island. .

4)
In the early years of immigration, individual men or young families may have

boarded, but by 1915, in the wmple neighborhood, most French Canadians were
living in nuclear families in the three- and four-decker houses that had been built
by French CanodioneBy 1915, most males and females under 24 years old had
been born in the United States,- while their parents had been born in Canada.
French Canadian men had access to a wider range, of occupations than did Polish
men. They tended to be carpenters, painters, machinists, weavers, and loomfixers,
often working in the more highly paid mill positions or craft jobs. Some family men
did odd join in construction or in, the mills, so that not every French Canadian
family benefited from a higher male wage.'

Sons and daughters in these families almost always entered the mills at 14
years of age. The girls worked as spoolers' or occasionally became spinners,
winders, inspectors, warp tenders, or doffers. The boys became doffers, cleaners,
yarn carriers, or spinners. Some were laborers in the local glassworks or were
machinists or laborers in the shops that produced machines for the textile industry.
These were all entry-level, low-paid jobs; teenagers earned $7 to $8 per 54-hour
week, turning most of it over to their families.

Work Outside the Home. Young French Canadian women worked to support
their (=flies out of necessity. They usually married between the ages of 20 and
25, then quit work in. the paid labor force, moved out of, their fannies' flots, and
established their own households. At this stage, couples in their late 20's and early
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30'st often with yOung children, were entirely dependent on the wages of the
husband, who may have worked as a machinist, a carpenter, or perhaps a weaver.
In the sample' neighborhood, 85 percent of the single women were working in the
paid labor force, while only 8 percent of wives and mothers were doing so. There
were, of course, exceptions, since some women returned to work to supplement
family Income or to support their families after they were widowed.

--- .,Polish Women

FornilyPatterns. The patterns of rili_gration farrililatioa,..and.meris.and
women's-mirk were much different for Uarnilies in the Polish neighborhood studied.
Whereas the French had arrived in the late 19th century, when the city was
expanding and houses were being built, the Poles came just before World War I.
Most Poles migrated when they were teenagers or in their early 20's. Many
(Including -young women) came alone, perhaps first living with distant relatives, but
more likely boarding with already established families. Compared with the French
Canadians, there was less migration. of families and more separation among kin. In
other families, only one or two children came, leaving parents or a remarried
father in Poland. Some returned, especially after World War I when Poland became
an independent nation. Most immigrants in the neighborhood came from the same
area and often from the same village. Most importantly, they met their spouses
andestablished'their families in the United States. .

The Poles settled in a neighborhood that had been vacated by Protestant
millowners and overseers. This neighborhood, close to the mills, had been
convenient in the 1870's and 1890's, but by 1900 it was more suited for a crowded
ethnic ghetto. The mills still needed labor, but the supervisory and skilled jobs in
cotton manufacturing were dominated by the Yankees, Irish, English, and French
Canadians. Since machine shops were far from the neighborhood and there was no
local construction, Polish men -wored predominantly in, textiles and often in the
less skilled jobi in the carding room. . _.

Both Polish men and women becam e weavers in the expanding silk mills. The
-... preparation and weaving of silk broad fabrics took more labor than did cotton, since

there, were more threads to the inch, and the warping and drawing-in processes
were more complex. Because of the tedious and dexterous nature of the Nork, more
women were employed in silk, even in the weave rooms." Though the silk Industry
was centered in New Jersey and Pennsylvania, during World Wor I and the 1920's
silk production (particularly mixed cotton and silk goods) expanded in Rhode Island
and filled the gap'left by the dying cotton industry. . ..

In 1915, while most French Canadians were living in single-family households
in three-decker houses, over 80 percent of the Poles were either boarding or taking
in-boarders. Women supplied the labor force for supporting these boarders; they
prepared breakfast and a meal at the close of the daily shift, cleaned, and washed
the- sheets.

Work Outside the Home. Labor force participation was greater .among the
Polish than the French Canadian women: 44 percent of the Polish women worked
for wages, while only 37 percent of the French Canadian women did so. More
important, 30 percent of married Polish women, including those with children, were
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working in the mills, compared with the 8 percent labor force participation of the
French Canadian women and the 7 percent national rate. Most of these Polish
working wives were boarding with other Polish families whose women cared for the

- boarders' needs. While French anadian women contributed to'iamily support
: through their household labor, P fish women were more likely to do so through

taking in boarders, adding to their household duties in return for increased income.
_

Young Polisb_girls-also-had-entry-levellobs -in-therriiWs-.kiiirribir of them
continued to work after they married and while their children were young. Others
dropped out of the paid labor force for a few years, only to return in the 1920's and
1930's when their children were in school.

Comparisons of the Work Experiences of French Canadian and Polish Women

It can be seen that there were differences in the work experiences of French
Canadian and Polish women within one industrial city at one point in history.
French Canadian women in 1915 started work in the textile mills not as young,
recent_ immigrant boarders, but as daughters in large households where other sib-
lings worked in the building trades, machine shops, and textile. mills. They worked
in entry-levet jobs and turned their wages over to their parents. They dropped out
of the work force when they married, though they often took jobs to help out with
household expenses, to provide family income during the Depression, or to support
their children after the death of a husband.

The Poles, who migrated later, were originally confined to an older, more
crowded neighborhood and to the lower paying jobs in cotton and silk mills. At a
consequence, Polish women were more likely to have .lived as boarders while
working at their first jobs in the mills. After marriage, they were more likely to
take in boarders themselves or to continue working.

By -1935, the differences in women's work in these two ethnic neighborhoods
began to disappear. Textile employment remained dominant in both populations,
but a larger proportion of married French Canadian women were working. Both
Poles and French Canadians were feeling the effects of the Depression: unemploy-
ment, temporary layoffs, and part-time work. Many cotton mills had dosed, but a
cotton thread mill and several silk mills continued to be important employers.

.

The majority of both populations were now native-born men and women,
although ethnic parishes, credit associations, and schools continued to flot rise, as
did the ethnically oriented shopping areas.

Job opportunities for French Canadian men had shrunk, since the building
boom that had employed so many carpenters, painters, and laborershad stopped and
some of the. textile - depends t machine shops' had closed. Boarding had almost
disappeared, since families ha bought houses in Small suburban working -class areas
before the Depression.

However, young women still went to work after leaving school at 15 or 16;
the French Canadian women were largely employed as winders at the "thread mill,
and Polish women worked as silk weavers. Married women were trying to find jobs,
even though they had young children, since unemployment rates were high and
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many mills were running short hours. Some women started dressmaking at home or
took in home work (e.g., stringing tags) from a nearby factory to we,lp the family
through difficult tifries.12

It it important to see that women's work is part of a family survival strategy..
Given the low wages and long hours of the textile industry, women had to able a

_.L.choice-between their productive and reproductive roles (Sofa, 1978): they hadk)
either keep working to support their families or invest in bearing 'children who
would become future tworkers. In the early part of the 20th century, French
Canadian women cho0 to have large families in order to ensure multiple incomes
through children's wages. Polish women combined both strategies: they tended to
keep working to supplement the family income or took in boarders. Other. Polish
women returned to work when their children were young, having, on average, fewer
children than the French Canadian mothers. However, during the 1920's and 19301s,
many Polish children went to work when they reached IS or 16:

There are cOltural difference's between the two groups, but some are cleorly
related to when the population immigrated and to the structure of the local
Industry and residential area into which immigrants cane. This in turn generated
differences in the way women's work fit, into family roles. It is also important to
stress the similar conditions that all women workers in textiles faced: long hours,
low wages, and no fringe benefits. Although Conditions in industrial workplaces
have changed since 1915, many of the characteristjcs,of blue - collar' women's work
ore still with us, but in a more modernized form.

"RECENT IMMIGRANTS: PORTUGUESE, WOMEN IN INDUSTRY

Immigration Potterns

workers in the Tectile industry in New England werefirgely from
immigrant backgrounds; they came from families,:mha represented the "second
waves! of European immigration, which ended with the establishment of
immigration quotas in 1924. However, when the Immigration Act of 1-965 lifted
these restrictive quotas, the way was paved for a "third wave"_of new immigrants,
who five come from Asia, India, andlatin America as well as -frorri Europe. This
paper focuses on recent immigrants from Portugal, particularly the hores Islands,
who have come to the cities and towns of the Eastern seaboard, and compares these
new. working-class families with the children and. grandchildren of the "second
wave" who" still work in blue-collar jobs.

the:Role of the Portuguese in the Local Economy

; Like the Polish, French Canadian, and early Portuguese immigrants who,came
to New Englarkl during the lote 19th and early 20th centuries, recent Portuguese
immigrants come largely from rural smallholder backgrounds where land shortages
make immigration to the United States a practical family strategy. Most ate from
the Azores' Islands, though there are significant numbers from the Cape Verde
Islands and from continental Portugal. Azoreon men have been agricultural day
laborers or perhaps worked their own small plots of land. The women usually have
had'no-previous experience in the paid labor force, though some may have worked
as domestic servants, in the fields, or in one of the few factories on the islands.
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Even those who have never held paid jobs have worked very hard in their homes
caring kr children, growing food, washing clothes by hand, tending animals, or
helping with the harvesting orprocessing of food. . ,

.,.... ..

Between 1.960 and 1970, 75,000 Azoreans immigrated to North America, 54
percent to the United -States and 43 percent to Canada. In each year, one-half to
three fourths of the immigronts were from Sao Miguel, the largest island and the
one with the most unequal distribution of land, where many families had to rent or
make do with land insufficient to support a family. Portuguese immigrant families
entered New England the late 1960's, a time of economic expansion when
unskilled and semiskilled workers were badly needed. In Rhode Island, although the
textile induitry hat declined since the 1920's, there are still several small firms
specialising in narrow fabrics, braiding, and synthetic fabrics. The number of
jewelry firms and wire and cable_insulating_plants has increased. In addition, other
1FghTTrxVstries of more recent origin (toys, candy, and aerosol spray PadgIging)
have moved into old mills abandoned by the larger textile companies.

- 'The Portuguese hove a good i'ePutation among employIrs. The president of a
small 'webbing company said that if there had not been on influx of Portuguese 7
years ago, the company probably would have dosed and gone to the South. He said
that nobody wants to do weaving except the Portuguese, and if they could get more

\i. .. weavers, they would expand production and start a third shift. At another webbing
company,.the general manager said that they would love to have more Portuguese
employees. "They are hard workers," he commented.

,

91.

WOMEN IN INDUSTRIAL OCCUPATIONS TODAY ,

As in_examining_women's work_in the textile mills, it is important to examine
the Characteristics of file contemporary industries that employ women in semi-
skilled' and unskilled blue-collar jobs. The work experiences of women in two
modern industries, apparel and electronics, are discussed.

Both pflhese industries have high percentages of women workers. Therefoie,.
they have much In common with the Cotton andlilMilli of the-tiarly1Oth century;
First,. 'apparel and electronics are relatively labor-intensive industries. Second,--
they pay low wages. Third, within each plant there is occupational segregation,
with men in the more skilled, higher ppying jobs:3A final similarity with the textile
industry is the tendency of these labor-in,tensive firms to relocate in areas of
cheaper labor. In textiles, this' took the form of liquidating mills in. the North

mg 19201-and-titeexiYarlding le-the South During-the -1960's-and 1970's, the
same phenomenon is occurring in apparel and electronics. Apparel shops are
moving to the South, the U.S./Mexican border areas, the Caribbean, and Asia.
Electronics plants first relocated .in the Southwest during the 1960's and now are
moving to Puerto Rico, Mexico, and the Pacific. .

THE APPAREL INDUSTRY

The apparel industry' has always highly competitive. It uses little
automation, and shops are small. The sewi machine is still the center of the

' industry, and manual labor is required to oper to even the sophisticated machines
that can sew 'on buttons, make buttonholes, and perform other operations. This
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means that it still takes relatively little capital to, set up a shop .in the needles
trades and that the industry has remained relatively labor 'intensive.;'

The industry has long been characterized by a division between "inside shoos,"
or manufacturers (who perform all the steps of the process, i.e., designing, pur-
chasing fabric, cutting, sewing, and selling), and "outside shops," or contractors wha
get .precut garments from a jobber and only sew them, returning the finished
.garments to the jobber to be sold. These have often been called sweatshops since
they ore small, unregulated shops that usually pay low wages and require their
employees (sometimes female relatives of the contractor) to work long hours (see
Zaretz, 1934, ch. 2, for a history of the' sweating system).

The highly competitive, labor-intensive nature of the industry again is corre-
lated with the employment of large numbers of women. More than 80 percent of
all garment workers are women, and 56 percent of these support families NACLA,
March 1977). The industry was historically located in New York City, where the
labor force was largely Jewish and Italian. Before and during the 1950's, some
sectors of the apparel industry moved to less unionized, lower wage areas adjacent
...to New York City and in New England. A number of shops in Fall River and New
Bedford have been established, filling 'the gap left by the textile industry and
employing increasing numbers of Portuguese women.

During the 1960's and 1970's there has been an unprecedented move or the
garment industry to the South and on increase in imports from areas like Taiwan,
Hong Kong, Korea, Latin America, and the Caribbean (NACLA, March 1977). The
garment industry In the Northeast suffered a 40 percent decline in jobs during the
1961:670 decade, a loss that continued at the rate of 12,000 jobs per year through
1973 (Bureau of LabW-Stiitigties;1975).

EliVIOYMent is highly seasonal, and there are frequent Icrioffs: Workers in
the industry average only 40 weeks of work per year (NACLA, March 1977). Most
sewing is paid on the piece -rate system, and women earn low wages, about $3.00
per hour, in 1974 when the average_for all industrial work was $4.40 (NACLA, March
1977) 7iVilijcbs-iiithin the garment Industry are largely confined to mechanics.and
cutters, both highly paid jobs compared with the piece-rate wages earned by women
sewers.

The competitive nature of the industry, with its small shops and ability to
send out work to contractors, has made it difficult to organize. The gains made by
th-e-two-principal-unionsAhave-been-seriously_eroded by the movement to the South
and the Caribbean. While sectors of the garment industry in ITw EfIgkind and the
Mid-Atlantic States are 75 to 93 percent organized; workers in the Southeast may
be only 29 percent organized, or as little as 5 percent organized in a State like

. Georgia or in cities like Dallas and Miami (NACLA, March 1977). To give a clearer
picture of the work lives of contemporary working -c10.;c ethnic women, two
garment shops, one in New Jersey and one in Rhode Island, are described.

Helen Safa's recent study of a garment'shop in New Jersey demonstrates how
theie industrywide conditions. are affecting women from European ethnic
backgrounds: The bulk of the plant's labor force licomposed of older women, moly
of whom were hired in the 1940's and 1950's and have stayed."'
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Most of These are women who live in 11.4 local working class neighbor-
hood or nearby and who are the daughters of Italian, Polish and other
East Europeahorkers who immigrated..to New Jersey in the early part-
of the centuryTheir husbands are also factory workers as are their
brothers and sisters '(Sofa, 1978, p. 9)

This shop typifies what hiaens as a large company begins to move its pro-
duction to areas of cheaper labor. ince the 1950's the plant has not hired many
Workers, and production has been moving first to West Virginia, then to Puerto Rico
fn the 19SO's,.and:most,iecently to the Dominican Republic.

The women at the New Jersey plant ore aware that jobs are being lost
and fear for the security of their own employment, even though the
plant is unionized. One of the chief complaints is that workers are
constantly being switched from one Job to another (to replace lost
personnel) which slows down their piecework rate, and hence their
wage. One of the brdnches cf the factory often closes one day a week
*for lack of .work, and of course the women are not paid a full wacie
(Sofa, 978, p' 10)

as a whole.In this plant wages are low, as they are in the garment industry
Eveh though wages can he increased through piecework, almost 40 percent of the
women sampled in Sofa's study earned between $100 and $139 per week, while the
highest weekly salaries were only about $160 (or approximately $4.00 per hour)
(Safe, 1978).

Sofa argues that these women. have coted to use a strategy very, different
from that used by their mothers, who, like many of the French Canadian women in
the Rhode island study, had work:ed before marriage but later stayed at home to
raise families of five to seven children. These older garment workers, like many
Poles in the -Rhode Island study, had smaller ramifies of two or three children, many
of whom graduated from high school'and/or entered college. '7 These women re-
mained in.the paid labor force or returned to wck, using their own labor to provide
for their children in a strategy of emphasizing productive rather than reproductive
functions in providing for family support and mobility.

CAnnent Workers Jr:Rhode Island: A Case Stu&

Personal experience as a trainee sewer for an apparel firm In Rhode Island
shows how the' conditions within the garment industry affect the attitudes and
-behavior' of women workers on thev,shop floor." The production Are much
the same as in the New Jersey plant studied by Safe. Most workers e women,
mainly sewers, but also pressers, pinners, inspectors, and packers; mos , are paid on
a piece -rote system and earn low wages. The plant was established in Rhode Island
during the 1930's, although the main offiCes are located in New York. The company
had a reputation for being a sweatshop, especially in the 1930's,, when sewiirs were
paid $3.50 per week until the NRA mandated weekly salaries of )13," Mane
Polish worker said: a

. Oh, yes that was a sweat shop. I was underpaid. You had to put out a
lot of garments to make your ratethat was on piecework, you know.
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They mdce money like that, the companythey Kok* millions. They
could've paid us better. Specially, I worked there so lo* You think
they'd give me somethin' for workin' there so longnothi not even a
good watch rafter her retirement in 1977 after 29 years of work for the
compana.r

t f

. The pldnt was unionized in 1951. The-union protects jobs (si ce laid-off union
employees are the first to be recalled), gives workers seniority on their specific
jobs, and provides smolt pensions and a medical care program.

-

. In the past 10 years, there have been two important changes in the company.
First, as ,the paternalistic owner reached retirement age, he sold out to a large
conglomerate. The company was (Ikea* expanding, but the conglomerate further
imreased the productive capacity of the company by 50 percent. Managers
transferred hom other divisions of the conglomerate have taken the place of
managers from the original company. Workers and the union business agent
mention the hi:personal nature of the new management and how new policies have
adversely affected wages and job security.

Second, as more of the older workers etired, the m ent was able to
replace them with recent POrtuguese and Latin American immi ts. The sewing
departments-. Were characterized by the personnel manager as "predominantly
Portuguese." "They are' the backbone of our sewing operation," commented.
The relationship in this particular plant heiween women workers fr second-wave
immigrant groups and the new Portuguese-workers gives insight I to hcw blue-
collar ethnic women are dealing today with the problems inherent in f tory work.

W. 's Strat 'es. in a Famil Contexts New and' Old Immi ants i the Rhode

The lobo( force in the Rhode Island shop contained many " old g; Is," women
had workid for the company for 10 to 35 years as sewers or pinners and who

ere of Polish, French Canadian, Irish, English, or Italian background. The floor
les (or supervisors), many of whom held their positions for years, &fleeted, a

imilar ethnic distribution. The "hew girls" included many more ese, blith
tinental and Azorean, plus women of other ethnic badcgroun , pecially

olombian, Puerto Rican, and Polish. There were several young, po t-hi h school-
aged women of Irish, English, and French background who spoke only Engli

The women in this shop were of varying ages and in different stage's, of the
family cycle. Some girls were only 16 and still-living at home, contributing to'
household support. Others were living with their boyfriends or new husbands. Still
others were about to have their first child or were young mothers. Many ,men
hod preschool and school-age children. Some were divorced or widowed, supporting
themselves on their wages, and some had grown children and grandchildren.

The older women had worked most of their adult lives, and the younger ones,
regardless of ethnic background, will probably coitinue-to work, though they may
quit while their children are very young. The increased percentage of married
women and mothers in the labor force :hakes this sewing shop different from the
textile mills at the turn of the century. However, there is

lut
a crucial similarity: all
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of these women are secondary wage earners. They earn less than their fathers,
boyfriends, husbands, and sons. Many do not earn enough to support themselves in
an Independent lifestyle (which would allow them to pay rent for an opartment, own
a car, and invest in a wardrobe). Nor do mothers have money for daycare centers
for their children: The issue of ability to earn a family wage, so prevalent in
textile areas in the early 20th century, is still surviving in today's industrial cities.

On the Shop Floor: Fighting the Piece-Rote System

As described aboire;the work force in the Rhode Island shop was divided along
age and ethnic lines. L'Iguistic as well as cultural differences created barriers to
communication. Though some women were relotively. isolated, most formed
ihformal groups of two to five coworkers for break's and lunch hour. There was
relatively little crossing of ethnic lines in these informal convessation groups. A
few young bilingual Portuguese women farmed friendships across ethnic boundaries,
and many of the English-speaicing women were part of informal groups that were
ethnically heterogeneous. In general, hoilever, Portuguese women tended to stick
together, sometimes forming groups that were completely continental or Azorean.

However, all workers, both Portuguese and non-Portuguese, faced the same
work conditions and developed very similar responses. in apparel, where tech-
nological change has been limited, changes have taken place mainly in the
organization of production. From a craft skill, where tailors and dressmakers made
an entire garment, production has been divided and redivided, so that more and
more discrete. tasks are peiformed by different sewers, and workers have beeri
induced to work faster "and faster through the piece-rote system.

of4 *etc
411

Despite this "deskilling," sewing is still job that involves considerable ex-
pertise. Although sewers are classed by census takers as "semiskilled operatives,"
being able to make $3.00 an hour in a sewing job involves a great deol of hand/eye
Coordination, dexterity, attention, and, above all, speed. On the one hand, the
piece-rote system forces the sewer to work as rapidly as Possible without making
mistakes. On the other hand,, because- of the way in which the management
enforces this system, women's work is under constant ilieat of being further
undeipaid (by dropping the rates on equivalent wm*) or even eliminated (through

. substituting a simpler process or by eliminating detarit. Women workers know that
their work is skilled, requiring much time and practice for proficiency, and they are
0130 aware that they are being paid low wages.

Women deal with the piece-rate system in several ways. They keep careful
track of how many dozen pieces they have sewn each day and keep a sharp eye out
for rates that are too low for the degree of difficulty of the style. They are
careful that cutting-room mistakes are not blamed on individuals, and they see that
individuals are treated fairly by the floor lady or the training instructor. In some
instances, women cover up the mistakes of others or let the'work ga through so
that women will not lose wages by having to do the work over. The unian helps
women workers to deal steth these issues by arbitrating disputes regarding
pietework, by guaranteeing seniority and job security, and by negotiating pay
raises.
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-Both Portuguese and non-Portuguese...women in the Rhode' Is lond shop were
conscious of the skilled nature of their work. Consequently, they complained obout
low pay and various company policies thot had the effect of lowering wages.
Although few Portuguese women are active in the union. 'leadership, both
Portuguese and non-Portuguese women seem equally supportive 'of the union. In

t some i aspects, however, the attitudes and behavior of Portuguese immigrants are
slightly different from those of coworkers who come from groups with a longer
history in New. England. Portuguese women's responses to work are influenced by
the strang'contradictory forces resulting from their run:Ili-smallholder background
and the socializing pressures of the workplace itself. Employers hire the
Portuguese becouse of their reputation as hard workers, but some workers see

. Portuguese women as working too hard, sometimes cutting corners to keep their
wages up or engaging in "rate busting." ."She never misses a penny," one woman
commented about an Azorean womari.- A coworker commented that the same
womon "ruined that job for everyone" by working so fast that the piece rate on the
job was lowered and the workers hod to increase their. output to make the same
pay. "And she Makes more than anyone on the floor" was the final commentary.

. .
For.their part, Portuguese workers often feel discriminated against, and they

say that American workers do not work hard enough. Non-Portuguese workers, who
have their own prejudices, may accept preferential treatment by employers or act
in other wayi to segregate themselves from 'Portuguese workers. However, there
are other, informal institutions that cut across ethnic lines and bring workers
together. Some of these are the wedding and baby showers and the retirement
parties that are organized along deportment lines. They express solidarity and good
feeling among workers. Anger critical institution is the informal set of work
rulet that develops to ensure that work is equally shared and that rate busting is
kept at a minimum. These rules are enforced by Portuguese and non-Portuguese
workers. New immigrants and oth newcomers. are socialized to accept them.
These informal rules have acted as. a socializing pressure on Portuguese women
who, as a result of their economic situation and background of long, hard work,
initially tend to be rate busters. In the course of time, Portuguese women learn to
be less deferential to the bosses and to be wary of management decisions.

These studies of New Jersey and Rhode Island shops show twat European
ethnic Women in the apparel industry (as well as block and Spanish-speaking
workers) are disadvantaged in similar ways to women in the New England textile
industry during the early part of the century. As women, they work for low wages
and are secondary wage earners in a local economy where men's wages alone are
too low to support a family.. In addition, their jobs are threatened by the tendency
of shops to "run away" to lower wage areas. These characteristics are Shared by
the electronics industry, which has expanded in the post-World War ll period.

THE ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY 21

- As in textiles and apparel, the structure of the electronics industry accounts
for the large proportion of women workers (42 percent). Firms in this industry
produce a wide range of products, including consumer goods (such as radios, TV's,

. and calculators), computers, radar equipment, and the tiny components that make
up more complex electronic products.
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The largest firms (General Electric, RCA, Westinghouse, and Bell Telephone)
dominatea the industry before World War II, but in the recent electronics boom,
new firms have entered the field and prosper2d.

Despite the ants, the industry is extremely Competitive, partly because of
the central role of research and development, which places a premium on highly
skilled technicians and inventors and on a company's obility to innovate quickly and
outprice a competitor. It -takes considerably more capital to enter electronics than
the apparel industry (NACLA, April 1977), but less than for other industries. In the

geriod of expansion during the 1960's, entry promised success.

However, like apparel, the electronics industry requires a high proportion of
manual labor. Highly trained engineers design the products, but semiskilled work is
required to produce electronic products. Labor costs are 45 percent in components
production (and'20 percent in radio and TV assembly). Automation has been slow
because of rapid innovations and changes in production and because manpower is
cheaper than machines. As a female Hong Kong assembly worker put it, "We girls
are cheaper than machines because a machine costs $2,000 and would replace two
of us; in addition, a machine tender, whose wages are $120 a month, would have to
be hired! (NACLA, Aprili1977).

In apparel, competiti in combination with a lack of technological chonge
has k the industry labor tensive; in electronics, the rapidity and importance of
fechno ical change has d the same effect and encouraged employers to seek
female labor.

Women workeri are extensively used as d way to keep the overall wage
rote law. Employers who argue that women are Innately better at the
intricate, monotonous eye-straining work typical of electronics
production know that they will be able to hire women-at a lower wage
rate than men since mart job markets are Closed to the former. In
1975, 41 percent of all electronics workers were women, a total of
4,628,000. The overwhelming majority were in low-skilled low-pay jobs.
(NACLkApril 1977, pp. 8-9)

The competitive nature .of the industry, exacerbated by the fact that scien-
tists move fiom firm to firm and make it difficult for a 'few firms to get a monop-
oly on technology and the market, means that firms cannot be assured of getting
higher prices .and hence higher profits from their products. Therefore, they must
cut costs, which has meant decreasing labor costs by moving to Mexico, Europe,
and Asig. This has been possible particularly in the semiconductor industry because
components have a high value relative to their weight and can be easily shipped.
The high-technology work can be done in the UniteeStates, and the labor - intensive
work of assembly can be done abroad. Components and assembled circuits can then
be shipped bock into the United States wiihourtariff. This movement abroad began
in the 1960% and has continued into the 1970's, threatening many, jobs held by
women working in the ,electrenics industry.
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Portuguese Women in Electronics

In its early years, the electronics industry expanded in the Boston area. Like
the Santa Clara valley in California, Boston is .near -universities and in "a high-
quality economic and technological milieu. The decline in the textile and leather '
goods industries (particularly in the recession of 1947-49) in Massachusetts assured
an available labor force. Thus the electronics industry helped fill the gap left by
textiles, anci it now employs 20 percent of the industrial workers in the Boston
area. Massachusetts is considered off-center from routes needed to transport bulk-
ier consumer, products, such as TV's and radios, and therefore has attracted
component plants. One major, reason has been wages. An 1959, wages in the'
manufacturing of components were significantly lower in New England and the
South than in New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania, for example. In addition,
since the female labor force participation rates were higher in New England than in
the Nation_ as a whole, components manufacturers located there on the assumption
that there would be on adequate supply of cheap female labor (Bookman, 1974).
However, in recent years, wages in Boston have become higher than those in more
rural parts of New England, the South, and particularly Mexico, Korea, and Taiwan,
thus threatening the future of the industry in' New England.

Ann Bookman' study (1977) of Digitex, an'electronics plant in the Boston area,
not only explores the nature of women's work Inthe plant, but also documents the
process of unionization and the role of Portuguese women in union activity. Like
the apparel plant in Rhode Island, Digitex is characterized by a multiethnic work
force with a high proportion of Portuguese workers. In 1974, the company
employed 400 production workers, 55 percent of whom were women and one-third
of whom were Portuguese imt:nigrants. Forty percent of the women workers were
Portuguese; most lived in the two nearby Portuguese communities, often with
relatives who worked at the same plant.

Women's work in electronics, like in apparel, tends to be repetitive but never-
theless requires speed and accurate hand/eye coordinotion. In the plont Bookman
studied, jobs were paid on an hourly basis, ranging from $3.00 to $7.00 per hour.
The higher paying jobs were held by men, and most women's work was paid on a
piece-rate system, with a guaranteed base rate of $1.95, $2.10, or $2.25 per hour
(Bookman, 1977). However, the division between hourly and piece-rate jobs cut
across some women's departments, making the higher paid hourly work at re
desirable and the target of competition omong workers. There were fo r
departments where piecework jobs were numerous, including the coils departmen \
where Bookman worked. Women's jobs in this department included: (I) making '
collars from small fiberglass circles, (2) fixing the collars to ceramic coils, (3)
winding a copper wire around Ahe coil, and (4) finishing the coil by tinning them
with solder. Finishing was the most interesting, highest prestige, and highest
paying job. Collars ranked second in prestige, and winding was the lowest paid and
least prestigious. Elsewhere in the plant, there was also a special coils section
where all parts of the process were completed on small orders and where women
were paid hourly wages, dividing them from the lower paid pieceworkers in the
coils department (Bookman, 1977).

I
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At the beginning 1 f Bookmanis study, the plant was characterized by pater-
nalism and clear differences between Portuguese and non-Fortuguese workers.
Portuguese women were concentrated in the lowest paid jobs, and the distinction
between piedeworkers and hourly workers carried over into informal conversation
groups, so that at breaks and lunch hours, workers were segregated by sex,
ethnicity, and job prestige. The management used the hourly jobs as a "carrot" to
elicit good behavior (Ind hard work. Favoritism, in the form of doling out jobs with
higher piece rates or moving workers to hourly jobs, was a frequent tactic of the
supervisors. As Bookman says:

Although the dominant ideology about social life in the factory is that
Digitex is one big happy "family" where the members interact on the
Ives of "friendly and informal relations," the social reality is quite the
opposite. The factory is based on a number 43f. divisions, some based in
production, some not. On one level there is a class division between
production workers of all kinds, and management:... On another level
thereare social divisions among production workers. These are
divisions based mainly on sexual and ethnic differences and represent a
'secondary contradiction in factory life and culture that is of a different
nature than that between workers and management because workers of
bath sexes and all nationalities bear a similar if not the some
relationship to the production process., (Bookman, 1977, p. 158)

The union drive, which took place over a period of 9 months, was marked by
strong anti-union tactics, including intimidation and harassment, on the part of
management and by well-organized efforts on the part of the union organizers and
the rank and file workers within the plant to encourage workers to sign cards.
These latter tactics included home visits, production of an in-plant newsletter, and
rallies and meetings outside work. The union won the election 204 to 162 and
negotiated their first contract.22

Although initial contacts and success in gaining union membership were in
predominantly male departments, there was greater union support among women,
particularly Portuguese women, in the final card-signing process. In analyzing the
department where she worked, Bookman shows that as unlactivity increased,
informal break groups began to restructure themselves, not according to-
Portuguese/non-Portuguese or hourly workers/pieceworkers, kut according to
whether women were pro= or anti-union. The management was successful in
recruiting several workers, including one Portuguese woMan, to 'discourage others
from joining the union., But as the campaign progressed, more and more women,
including many Portuguese pieceworkers, signed union cards.

By, the end of the campaign, 65 percent of all women workers and 64.6
percent of all Male workers, .. become union members. Thus, women workers
were as receptive to unioniz. ion as their male counterparts. Similarly, 73.5
percent of all Portuguese wor ers became union ,members, while only 61.4 percent
of .011 non-Portuguese work rs did . In the case of Digitex, then, immigrant
workers were actually more'receptwe to unionization than American-born workers'
(Bookman, 1977). This was particularly clear for Portuguese women, whoserate of
card signing wus statistically more , significant than that of Portuguese men
(Bookman, 1977).
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Using data from both her own department and the plant as a whole, Bookman
argues that a person's place in the production process is more important in

i determining willingness to join a union than sex or ethnicity per se. She shows thot
"high production Norkers,"1.e., those who have been with the company -for a long
time, are paid on an hourly basis, and/or have a high rate of pay, are less likely to
be pro-union than "low production workers," i.e., those who hove been with the firm
less than .2 years, are pieceworkers, and have a 1.-* rate of pay. Bookman also
shows that workers whose jobs involve a "high -...ee of technidol division. of
labor," i.e., those who are highly dependent a. other workers in the actual
manufacture of products, are more likely to join the union than those who complete
a number of phases of production by themselves, hove high mobility during working
hours, and have little supervision over their work (Bookman, 1977).

.` Portuguese women are likely to be "low production workers," and their work
is likely to involve a "high degree of technical division of labor." In other words,
they tend -to be poorly paid pieceworkers. .Their willingness to become union
members may- be an outgrowth of their position in the work force. Among non-

- Portuguese women, production seem to be a determinate factor. Those with "low
production jobs" are also likely to join the union (Bookman, 1977).

.. _.

Bookman's portraits of individual women in her department and of o
_ _Portuguese woman active in the union drive show .that despite the conservative'

mores of husbands and boyfriends and the anti-union atmosphere of Portugal under
Salazar, Portuguese women, through their job experiences, came to understand the "
source of their class situation and collectively worked to bring about change.

Os

CONCLUSIONS

The historical material on white ethnic *omen in the New England textile
industry' -demonstrates that in the early decades of this cei*ury, most women
employed outside the home were young and unmarried. However, we must qualify
this picture in two ways. First,- married women worked within the home to provide
needed services and care for their families while supplementing family income by
taking in boarders. In the Rhode Island study of French Canadians and Poles,. taking
in boarders was particularly characteristic of Polish wives and mothers, but also of
some French Canadian women. Second, women"from some ethnic groups (in our
study, primarily Polish women) continued working after marriage and motherhood
in higher proportions than for the general population.

The historical data also indicate that although there may be Important ethnic
differences in women's work experiences, many of these differences are a resOlt, of
the time of immigration-and the characteristics of the local ec comic niche into
which a group was pushed. The high percentage of boarding and wornen's labor
force participation among Poles could -hove been largely a result of the young
population in 1915; the lack of housing in the neighborhood available to them, and
the low wages that Polish men earned in the textile mills. Though there may have
been cultural values that- encouraged French women to leave poid. work at
marriage, it is also true that French husbands had access to a wider and better
range of jobs, which may have enabled French women to follow a strategy of having
larger families and thus, eventually, more wage earners.

------------,.-.-.... ,
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. ,
Therefore, we should not focus on ethnic differences only, but on the

economic factors thot create similarities ,among working -doss women of different
ethnic backgrounds. More recent studies have provided voluable informotion obout
work situations on the shop floor. We now have data on women workers who are
descended from earlier immigrants as well as on recent immigrants. Although
there are now divisions omong .workers between "older" and "newer" iminjgronts,
there are strong sociolizing pressures that help incorporote new immigrants into
the industriol system and make them aware of differences between mahogers ond
workers. These pressUres olso minimize individualistic behovior such as rate
bus,ing. Furthermore, new immigronls like the Portuguese seem to support
unionizotion in specific circumstonces. A womon's relationship to the production
process seems more importont ttan her ethnic affiliotion when it comes to issues
like joining a union.

Both the historical and the current data on women's work in textiles, apparel,
ond electronics firms demonstrote that European ethnic women have olwoys worked
in industries thot are labor intensive and low paying. These firms hove tended to
locate in oreas where there are sources of cheop lobar (for example; in areas where
mole wages are fow),'enccur .Jging wives or children to work os well., Furthermore,
in- the period before 1924 ond between 1965 ond the present, these industries hove
capitolized on immigrants as o pool of laborers who will work for lower pay.
Women work because their income is badly needed for 'Family survival, but the
industries thot hire women in large numbers do so because they know women need
to work and will be secondary wage earners.

These. studies of European ethnic women in foctories and mills leod to the
conclusion that rather than addressing ethnic differences, we should focus on
policies thot will be relevant to the occupationol ond educationol situotion of these
working -class women.

RECOMMENDATIONS

We need policies that will counter the low wages in industries where women
work and that will reverse trends to continuolly divide ond deskill women's work. In
this regard, it is necessary to support efforts to change the tariff 'regulotions in
order to reduce the volume of volue-odded goods thot are now being imported under
Toriff 806.00 and 807.00. Policies thot encourage low-wage industries to move
production abroad seem only to force the historical pottern of women's work on
women in Toiwan, Korea, Mexico, and the, Dominkon Republic. The decline of
textile* apporel, and electronics firms. in Ntlie United Stotes will force European
ethnid women into service jobs thot probably will not better their poi or working_
conditions.

We need policies thot will attack the sex-segregoted nature of industriol
production. This is slowly beginning to happen through offirmotive oction programs
in male jobs such as welders, mochinists, ond electricions, but there seem to be no
trends in the opposite direction of making "women's jobs" ottroctive to men (which'
would, of course, meon higher woges ond better conditions).

Since mony women industriol workers are morried ond have children, we need
,better policies to fit the dual:workerlomily situation. Most rriarried women ore
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coping with their two roles by: (0 working a different shift than their husbands so
the husbands take over some childcare and household responsibilities t (2) using
relatives or members of their, own ethnic group as paid babysitters, or (3) doing the
\domestic work themselves and essentially holding two full -time jobs. There are
programs that would alleviate some of the strains on dual-worker wives and
mothers. One is a nationwide daycare program, which would provide inexpensive
daycare and be geared to the needs of ethnic women (i.e., provide the kind- of
cultural -and linguistic setting that a woman of the same ethnic group can provide,
as well as a low child/caretaker ratio so .that women will feel their children are
being well cared for). The community care centers proposed in the conference
recommendations would be a beginning, but they would have to be implemented on
a wide basis to reach large numbers of ethnic women. Doycare must be close to
home or work, inexpensive, and of high quality for working-class women to use it

Many recent immigrant women would like to learn English and acquire
additional education, and job skills, but this is virtually impossible for a working
mother because of her obligations to children and husband after work and in the
evening. Programs must reach women within their farriiliestbecome available to
them when laid off, and suppleinent their family income during training. Programs'
through churches and ethnic community organizations may have some success in
reaching these hard- pressed women.

Conference recommendations concerning the workplace suggested that future
research proposals address the issues of providing access for European ethnic
women- to training for jobs that will not be eliminated by technological changes and
plant shutdowns and to programs that will provide information on job laws, the role
of labor unions and how to participate in them, and women's growing involvement in,
the permanent work force. Such programs may help a few of the European ethnic
women described in this paper, but they will not attack the central issue: low
wages in jobs that are becoming deskiiled, a problem that is exacerbrited by the
continued sex segregation of the work force. Retraining of women now in
industrial jobs for work in the expanding white-collar and service segments of the
economy will only force women to face the same situation in new contexts. Women
who work as keypunchers or typists are also in low-paying jobs that are in danger
of becoming deskilled and more automated. Funds spent for transferring women
from the latter kinds of jobs to the former could be better used to raise wages and
provide support services such as childcare.

These recommendations are not confined to European ethnic women alone.
Asian American, block, Spanish-speaking, and Southern white women who work 'in
apparel, textiles, and electronics industries face The same work conditions.
Therefore, they have many of the same needs. Clearly, there are Important
cultural differences-among Portuguese, Polish, ond French Canadian women in New
England and Among these women and black and Spanish-speaking women in New
England ond elsewhere. These differences (in language, religious institutions,
cultural values, patterns of cooking, etc.) con be preserved and ethnic associations
can be used to implement new programs, especially those touching on family life.
The pivotal issue is not the ethnicity of women in industrial jobs, but the noture of
these jobs and the ways in which they con be upgraded and improved. These ore the
issues that demand attention.
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NOTES

I. Since the 1965 Immigration Act, approximately 400,000 immigrants have tieen
admitted to the U.S. each year, 170,000 from the Eastern Hemisphere and
120,000 from Western countries. Mexicans, Philippinos, and Koreans are the
three largest groups, but since the end of the Vietnam War there have also
been substantial numbers of Vietnamese, Laotians, and Cambodians. Mexico
has provided between 601000 and 70,000 legal immigrants a year, mainly to
Southwestern States and California. The Philippino immigrants have been
more scattered, though many are concentrated in California (Pilo, "1977).
There are now perhaps 100,000 Koreans in the U.S., with 10,000 in l.os
Angeles alone (Bonacich et al., 1977). Increasingly, Chinese immigrants (from
Hong Kong, Taiwan,. and numerous overseas Chinese communities) have been
centering in California, though large numbers are migrating to New York City
(Sung, 1977). In New York, there are large numbers of Latin American
immigrants as well. Chaney (1977) estimates that 150,000 to 250,000
Colombians have immigrated to New York City since 1960, and there are also
many migrants from the Caribbeon and Central American countries. These
groups have also spread into New England cities, as have the 40,000-50,000
Portuguese immigrants who have settled primarily in southern Massachusetts
and Rhode Island.

2. Research for this paper was supported by National Institute of Mental Health
grant R01-MH27363 for a project entitled "Women, Work and Ethnicity in an
Urban Setting," funded through the Center for Metropolitan Studies, New
York.

-
:3: Recruitment of women to these industries is the result of the complex

interaction of. capitalism and male domination whereby women have been
excluded from higher paying industrial jobs through occupational segregation,
and have become a reserve labor force (Aronowitz, 1973). This stems partly
from their position in the. family as wives and daughters who can be regarded
as secondary wage earners by employers. Women are paid lower wages and,
as a result, are encouraged to marry and become dependent on men wha can
earn more. Historically, male domination in agriculture and_craft production
as well as in politics and religion was well established in preindustrial state
societies. Industrial capitalists built on this structure, so that men were able
to obtain and keep the more skilled jobs as industrialization proceeded; as a
result, women became more dependent on men as production moved out of-
the home to the factory. Women workers are held in a vicious circle: they
are secondary wage earners because of their historically subordinate position
within the family, and they remain subordinate within the family partly
because of the sex-segregated nature of the lobor force, which restricts them
to low-paying jobs (see Hartmann,- 1976, for o historical analysis of this
process).

4. In 1900, 25.4 percent of second-generation immigrant women and 19.1
percent of foreign-born women worked, while only 14.6 percent of native-
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born *omen did so-(Bureau of the Census, 1910). Of young women 16 to 20
years old, 66.1.percent of the foreign-born women and 54.1 percent of the
second-generation women worked. In textile States like Rhode Island and
Massachusetts, the proportion of immigrant young women (16 to 20 years old)
reached 77.6 percent And 74.4 percent, respectively (Bureau of the Census,
1940). In other words, three-fourths of young women immigrants had some
work experience outside of the home.

5. In 1900, occupations within textiles constituted the second-largest group of
female occupatio, after, servants and waitresses (Bureau of the Census,
1910). in the textile industry itself, 42.5 percent of the workers were women
(Bureau of the Censui, '1910).

These generalizations based on wage records from a Rhode Island cotton
mill in 1915, available at the Rhode Island Historical Society Library,
Providence.-

7. Data from wage records of a Rhode Island cotton textile mill in 1915,
available at the Rhode Island Historical Society Library, Providence.

-
8. Dee Rubin, graduate student in anthropology at Johns Hopkins University,

collected the data on the French neighborhood. Most of the data on Poles
were gathered by Christina Simmons, graduate student in American
civilization, at Brown University, with assistance from Sonya Michel, also a
graduate student-in- American civilization at Brown University. Research of
this type is difficult, timeliNiUrhiiig, and tedious, and without the help of
these three researchers, thii'material could not hove been gathered.

9. This section is based on Dee Rubin, "French Canadian Working Families;
Labor Participation in a New England Textile Center" (1978), and on oral
history tapes that are part of the University of Rhode Island oral history

.archives.

10. Only 12 percent of the 108 households contained boarders, a much lower
proportion than in the Polish 'neighborhood. Boarding farnilies tended to be
born in. French Canada, as did their host fomilies, indicating that boarding

'was a pattern associated with recent immigration. It was a family phase
adopted until the couple or single person became better established in the,
new country, decided -to remain, and encouraged the spouse and children to
come as well in order to set up a new household.

11. By 1919, 54.3 oerceot of the silk workers were .women 16 years or over, as
compared with '40 percent in cotton.mills. Female spinners, winders, warpers,
and -twisters-in filled 67.1 percent of these jobs, and 53.6 percent of the
weavers were women (U.S. Tariff Commissio,,, 1926).

IL The importance of homework is clear from Susan Benson's onalysis of raw
interview schedules from the Women's Bureau Report no. 131, Industrial
Homework in Rhode-Island.
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13. Like the textile mills, these are labor-intensive, low-Wage, sex-segregated
industries that can capitalize ori women as reserve laborers who have his-
torically been excluded from higher paying jobs through the mechanism of
occupational segregation and who, because of their presumed lower position
in the family, can be treated as secondary wage earners.

14. In 1974, it was estimated by NACLA that only $50,000 was needed to set up a
shop. Small' shops still persist, and roughly half of the plants in the industry
employ fewer than 20 workers.

15. The major unions are the International Ladies Garment Workers Union
(ILGWU) and the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America (ACWA). In
June 1976, the ACWA merged with the ,Textile Workers Union of Amelia: to
form the Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers Union (ACTWU)..

16. Eighty percent of the plant's labor force is over 40 years of age; more than
half are married, and 71 percent have worked in the plant for 20 years or
more.

17. Fifty-five percent of the sons and 70 percent of the daughters had whiki-
collar jobs (Safa, 1978). 1

18. During 1977 1 worked for 6 months as a trainee sewer for an apparel firm in
Rhode Island.

19. Interview with LM., September 13, 1975, University of Rhode Island, oral
history project.

20. Oral history interview with Mrs. 0" June 17, 1978, conducted by Ewa Hauser,
Johns Hopkins University.

21. This section is based on two sources: Ann Bookman, "Social Relations of
Production in an Electronics Factory: An Exploratory Study." 1974; and
NACLA, "Electronics: The Global Industry," April 1977.'

22. In negotiating for a contract reopener, the company remained as anti-union as
ever and the workers voted for a strike. The long, bitter strike was eventu-
ally lost as the company moved some production elsewhere and as many
workers found other jobs. After a back-to-work movement; the company led
a decertification campaign that resulted in the deunionizcition of the plant.

t
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IRISH, ITALIAN, AND JEWISH WOMEN AT THE GRASSROOTS LEVEL:
A HISTORICAL. AND SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE

Kathleen McCamt

The 1970V-have witnessed some exciting changes in the focus of academic
scholarship.. A new attention to the lives of ordinary men and women in America's
cities is reflected in the growing literature on the family, work; and community
experieniies of 19th-century immigrants or aril today's working class. Urban his-
tories:, :sometimes joined by women's historians, are creating a wealth of new
studies on earlx ethnic communities in such cities os Pittsburgh, Buffalo,
Milwaukee, and Jersey -City (Conzen, 1976; Kleinberg, In3; Shaw, 1977; Vans-
McLaughlin, J977). At the same time, sociologists focusing ..:Avornen, famine",
ethnic groups,' and urban communities have begun to enrich our understanding of
how these communities'have developed °ye? time (1<ornblum, 1974tMcCourt: 1977;
Rubir" 1976; Sennett and Cobb, 1972; Suttless:1968)..

Many new scholars-in these areas arifiloy a feminist and/or radical pirspec-
Hy., looking especially at how the social institutions 9f a capitalist and patriarchal
America have defined in the past, and continue to-define today, the parameters
within which piople live and function. New information on ordinary people's lives,
however, also makes it possible to understand the-extent to which women and men
of the working class have been able to shape their own Nei, preserve _their own
families and traditions, and build their own communities despite the strictures of
the wider society.

This new scholarship is not respectful-of. established discipline bounda-ies;
many researchers draw from two or even several traditional areas. Feminist his-
torians and sociologists find themselves benefiting enormously from each other's
skills and knowledge as they confront a comriion dilemma: the. fact that little
attention has been paid to the role of women in-urban communities, either today or
In the. past. The existing literature has been largely limited to women in their
family or employee roley...such information is frequently statistical in nature,
giving little feel for the texture of Mir life. Women's community activities,
friendship patterns, and neiOhborhOod involvement have been largely ignored; as a
result, we have hod only a sketchy picture of what_ women did, thought, or
discussed. The new scholarship shows signs of_closing this gap.

Since the various threads of intellectual and political thought come together
to both form and react to curient-,idecis, it should perhaps be no surprise that an
academic emphasis on the everyday life of urban dwellers of the pgst (the immi-
grants) and of the present (the working class) coincides with a popular attention to
the reemergence of. ethnicity and the preservation of urban communi ties, which are
the topics.of tigs paper.; .

First, this paper develops a framework for examining the experiences of
ethnic wornercin-their,communities. Then, using available dota, the experiences oft
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Irish, Italian, and Jewish warren as they moved from the status of immigrants to
that of second- or third-generation American citizens are discussed. Such
information is fragmentary, for many historical studies of ethnic groups pay little
attention to women. In the second part of the paper, the focus is on contemporary
urban communities in general and women's behaviors in them specifically. Urban
working-class women of today, of course, are only some of the descendants of
immigrant families; others, benefiting from upward mobility, have become part of
the professional and managerial class and usually live in suburban areas. This paper
discusses only the former group, concluding with some comments on the relevance
of ettiticity in the 1970's and brief suggestions for policy directions.

makes generalizations,
beginning; it draw\

ons, and is often speculative. One assumption, however, .rsi
This work -is son available bits and pieces of Liczilvtgie,

to be irrefutably valid: just as the indusrialization and urbanization of America's
19th century shaped immigrant women's daily lives, today's urban problems are
shaping the lives of working-class women iri.their communities.

THE ETHNIC EXPERIENCE IN AMERICA
. \

Ethnic groups are the creation of a pluralist society. Before emigrating, most
of those who came to the United States did not view themselves as members of an
ethnic group.' If all those in one's experiential world are Italian, then being Sicilian
or Calabrian may be important, but being Italian\ii taken for granted and Is seldom
a problem.2 In the United States, ethnic groups were formed as people found
themselves suddenly set apart because of their religious beliefs, cultUral traditions,
and language.

Social scientists have used different models to interpret the ethnic
experience, in America. Virginia Vans-McLaughlin (1977) summarizes these in the
introduction to her fascinating book on the Italian American community in Buffalo.
The first, and for years the prevailing, view was that of historian Oscar Handl3n and
his students. These men argued that the transition from the Old World to the new

I was a. trauma for the pe..sant immigrants, a trauma that eventually devastated
their social institutions and cultural traditions. The family disintegrated, sex roles
became confused, religious beliefs weakened, and the generations lived in tension;
personal deviance and social dioorganization were the prices paid for entry into the
society and a chance at the American Dream. .

1 . .

The more recent cultural-continuity perspective argues that ethnic cultures
were not destroyed by the process of migration, despite the harsh treatment of
immigrants. Social and cultural institutions survived intact, and today's society can
best be viewed as an ethnic mosaic, reflecting those different cultural traditions.

.

A third, functional perspective has been argued by such . sociologists as
Talcott Parsons. This view claims,that new social forms (for example, the nuclear
family) replaced cultural patterns that were outmoded and dysfunctional for urban,
industrialized America (for example, the extended family). Assimilation into the
prevailing social institutions, while not necessarily traumatic, was inevitable.

. Vans-McLaughlin herself argues for a fourth perspective, one that is neither
dichotomous nor linear,' but dialectical. This perspective acknowledges the ways in
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which the social organizations of 0[0* groups we
themselves to the new count at the same t me recognizes how the groups

- managed to preserve traditional forms of those or anizations that were especially
important to them. Genove3e (1976, p. 658) discusses the slave experience of
blacks in similar terms when he speaks of the dialectic of accommodation and
resistance "by which the slaves accepted what could not be avoided and simul-
taneously fought individually and as a people for moral as well as physical survival."
For example, married Italian women abandoned an important norm if they entered
the labor force, but in many families it was necessary to have more than one wage
earner. Yet Italian women, whenever possible, worked as part of a collective unit,
one made up of the immediate family, other kin, or neiRhborhood women. Thus,
Italians accommodated themselves to the demands of the, industrial economy but
preserved what was to them most important: mothers beind,near their children and
women not working unprotected in a threatening environment\

It is.this dialectical perspective that is adopted here. T4 immigrants, out of
necessity and often painfully, adjusted to the newly industrializing America.
Herbert Gutman (1976, Ch. 1) tells the moving story of how the pressures of the
factory syiterni the time-clock, and the dawn-to-dark workday threatened to
destroy ethnic subcultures that had a different rhythm. On the 8th day after the
birth of a son, Orthodox Jew., in Eastern -Europe had a festival; in the United
States, if that day was a workday the celebration hdd to be postponed, a violation
of religious tradition. In Pennsylvania mining and mill towns, wedding celebrations-
followed the Polish peasant tradition and continued for 3 to 5 days, until employees
de creed otherwise. Greek Catholics and Roman Catholics shared the same jobs,
but had different holy days, "'an annoyance to many employers' " (Gutman, 1976, p.
24). In the face of relentless attempts to break down indigenous culture, the
immigrants adjusted, but not all the unique components of the subcultures were
destroyed. Indeed, it is astonishing that so much family and cultural tradition was
maintained in the new environment of the factory system. Much of that
preservation was due to incredible efforts by women, but the values and traditions
chosen for preservation were not always the same for each group. Irish, Italian,
and Jewish women came to this country under different circumstances and entered
urban communities with different existing structures and resources. Each -group
adapted to America in its own unique way, preserving traditions, behaviors, and
values of the subculture that persist to this day.

(\forced to modify and adapt

THE IMMIGRANT EXPERIENCE: IRISH, ITALIAN, AND JEWISH WOMEN

Migration Patterns

Te peak of Irish migration was in the 19th century, especially from 1840 to
1890, When about 4 million Irish arrived. in the United States.' The major immi-
gration of Italians, overwhelmingly from the south of Italy and Sicily, was in the
late 19th and early 20th centuries; in the years from 1881 to 1930, more than 4
million Italians arrived.' Jewish immigration came in two major waves. About
250,000 Jews from Germany immigrated in the last half of the 19th century, co-
inciding with the arrival of the Irish. They were primarily city dwellers, many the
children of artisans and shopkeepers. The later and larger wave of Jewish
immigration occurred around the turn of the century: between 1881 and 1914,
close to 2 million Jews arrved in the United States, almost exclusively from
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Eastern Europe. These immigrants were poorer and had fewer skills than the
earlier immigrants from Germany; it is the women from this latter group that are
discussed here.

It is impbrtant to keep in mind the different times of arrival for the ethnic
groups. The earlier arrival of the Irish in some ways made life especially difficult
for them. As the first large group of ,poor, foreign-born Catholics to settle in the
cities of the East, they were vulnerable to all the prejudices of the Yankee settlers.
Nativism, anti-Catholicism, xenophobia, and fear of the "disorderly poor" were all
directed first against the Irish. In urban centers, where large numbers of Irish were,
concentrated, as many as half of the native-born citizens might belong to the
virulently nativist Know Nothing Party (Shaw, 1977). At the same time, however,
their early presence in the cities and the fact that they spoke English gave the Irish
some distinct advantages over /the later immigrants, as shown by their early
capturing of leadership positions in the urban political machines and the trade
unions.

Immigrants from each of/ the three groups were trying to escape from dif-
ferent situations, but all shared the condition of being miserably poor in the old
country. Each group lived under an economic and political system that at best-
offered them little opportunity for improving their lot and at worst persecuted
them. Each of these immigrant groups also came from a culture in which women
were subordinated.

Attitudes Toward Women

Ray, and t e Eastern European countries, females were considered
an economic liability. Each country had a dowry system, so the bride's family could
marry her off, only at some cost, While Jewish women in Eastern Europe and
unmarried women in Ireland might work, Italian women almost never entered the
labor forcein Sicily,- "it was almost a crime, for women to work" (Yans7
McLaughlin, 1977, p. 42)--ond so they were a further liability. In Italy, a girl's
childhood ended early; "From the age of 7. girls were apprenticed in learning
household skills, developing the qualities of womanhood under constant superVision"
(Femminella and Quadagno, 197G, p. 67). Italian women married young, frequently
in their teenage, years, were expected to bear many children, and were unable to

. divorce their husbands.

In 19th-ceAmy Ifeland, 'females were viewed as distinctly inferior to males.
There were vivid reminders of that inferiority: females walked behind males, and
women did not eat their meals until all the men in the family had had their fill.
This latter custom presumably contributed to the high rates of poor nutrition, early
aging, and early de h among 19th:century women in Ireland. Women were also
expected to help men with wprk in the fields, but got no reciprocal help with the
heavy domestic choeis; indeed, men would' be ridiculed for doing women's work
(Kennedy, 1973). F ale cpildren in Ireland were favored neither by mother nor
fathers, while sons re g ven preferential treatment, a custom that has corn
over to the present in risk American homes.

In 19th-century as, ern European Jewish homes, boys were also treated much
more favorably than gifis. As in the other countries, the birth of a male called

A
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forth celebration; the birth of a female, stoic acceptance.. A female 'would
eventually need a dowry, while "a male child would not only ultimately assume all
the religious responsibilities of Judaism ... he might even bring renown to his
family as a scholar" (Baum et al. 1977, p. 10). Little wonder the Talmud warned,
"Woe-to the father whose children are girls." Jewish boys were encouraged to
study, and "no sacrifice was too great for their families to make for their educa-

i tion" (Baum et al., 1977, p. 6I). Mothers pampered their sons, but expected their
. daughters to share in the housework and watch the younger children.

As in Italian culture, there was no place in the Jewish community for
unmarried w t en. To t-e an old maid was a disaster for a young woman and a
source of for her tamily. Unlike women in Italy, however, Jewish women in
the old count often assumed heavy economic responsibilities for the family.- They

'frequently relieved their hosbands.of this obligation entirely so that the men might
devote themselves to religious observations and study.

)
Different notions of sexuality, and especially of female sexuality, are evident

itr the original cultures of the three ethnic groups. The Irish hod a remarkable
rapacity for denying'human sexual drives altogether. Ireland had and still has the
highest rate of postponed marriage and permanent celibacy in Western EuroOe
(although, paradoxically, Irish married women have the highest fertility rate).
While this is often attributed to the influence of the Catholic Church, one student
of the culture argues the reverse. Sociologist Robert Kennedy 0973) claims that
Ireland's traditional stem family, wheYe one son inherited the family farm,
necessitated the postponement of marriage, since fathers were usuqlly approaching
old age before the land was turned over The Church, he argues, developed a set of
normative restrictions to support a social institution that fostered late marriages.
In any case, there are strong traditional barriers between the sexes in Ireland both
before and after marriage, and same-sex companionship is the norm.

Italians, at least nominally of the same Catholic religion, did not deny their
sexuality at all, but`were preoccupied with the need to shield women from the lust
of an men. This carried over into the New World, where Italian women were
expected to stay at home, socialize only with other women and, if forced to work,
work only under the watchful eye of "paesani."

.
Jewish culture showed yet another pattern. The Jews always recognized

women's sexual nature. Indeed; the 16th-century c e of Jewish law holds a, hus-
band responsible for his wife's sexual satisfaction ,d stipulates the number of
times per week a husband should have intercourse, with hts wife (Baum et al., 1977).
It varied by the man's occupation; the scholar was expect d to satisfy his wife only
half as frequently as the laborer.

Jewish culture placed less emphasis on protecting women tom men than on
protecting men from the sexual wiles of women. Womeh were ('awed as tempt-
resses "who could entrap even the mast pious man'and lead him c*fqy from God"
(Baum et al., 1977, p. 8). Women were expected to hide their atfroctieness;
married women, for example, frequently cut off their hair. . NN
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Immigration Patterns of Women

Female immigration, patterns also showed differences among the three
cultures. The Irish rarely migrated as families; only 5 percent of this immigrant
group were children under the age of 14 (Glanz, I976). Those who chose to migrate
were primarily single men and women who had no chance of inheriting the 4amily
farm and therefore hod no married. Single women appear to have emigrated at
least as frequently as men; census data show that in some years women comprised
more than 50 percent of the immigronts (Groneman, 1978). Worrier t hoseirrieave
Ireland beciuse prospects for marriage were slim, since only one son in a family
would in 'herit the small plot of land and be able to support a wife and children. The
alternative for the unmarried female in Ireland was to remain with her parents and
brother as an unpaid servant. Even, with marriage, she faced little more thon a
subsistence existence. Given the sex ratio of Irish emigrotion and the very strong
tendency for immigrants to be endogamous, women leoving the\ old country were in
no way assuring themselves of future marriage partners. The women appeared to
be emigrating for other reasons, including the opportunity to be independent and to
improve their standard of living.

Italian women, on the 'then hand, virtually never left their native land alone,
unless they were to directly join their husbands who had already settled in the new
country. Italian men frequently emigrated alone, but after a few years, wives and
children joined them. Italian women, then, who immigrated arrived as wives,
frequently as mothers, and were subject to many of the same role restrictions as in
the . Id country.

Jewish migration tended to be in family units. There were, of course, ex-
ceptions; a number of Jewish women emigrated by themselves; usually to join o
brother, cousin, or aunt already, here. But Jewish immigration has been char-
acterized as the most family oriented of all (Howe, 1976). One study showed thot
25 percent of Jews arriving in this country were children under the age of 14
(Glanz, 1976).

Attitdes toward unmarried women and married women's rolesdiffered among
the three cultures. For the Irish, both in Ireland and the United States, being
unmarried was not the stigma it was for Italians and Jews. The celibate state was.
considered quite respectable and, although not the most desirable according to
Church teaching, it was without the taint of suspicion found in the other cultures.
Even in very recent years, celibacy has been viewed by Irish Catholics as a vocation
from God. Furthermore, while married Irish women were expected to stay at home
and not work, there was no sanction ,against single women working. So it was
without cultural disapproval that a single Irish girl emigrated alone in order to work
and Support herself. .

All three cultures believed that it was undesirable for married women to work
outside the home,.although the strength of this belief varied. Among the Italians,
as mentioned, it was almost a crime for women to work; among the Irish, it was a
Church teaching that women not work after marriage; among Eastern European
Jews, it was desirable for married women to be at home, but sometimes acceptable
for them to work. In any case, the ideal turned out to be unrealizable for large
numbers from each culture.
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Occupotions,

Irish, Itolians, ond Jews did not opt for the countryside and formiond, despite
the fact that the Irish ond Italian immigrants were peasants who usuolly come
directly from a forming environment. The opportunities for work were in the
growing industrial cities of the Northeast and Midwest, and this is where the
immigrants settled. Those opportunities and thenature of availoble jobs varied a
good deal horn city to city. The heavy steel industries of Pittsburgh, for example,
perm. w 'ob o ortunities for women, while the varied manufacturing estab-

---N, lishments in New or c ity providedTathylealTenr-191-7,7-1n-all-tifies,-women,
then as now, got the lowest paying jobs. Within the restricted jobs avoiloble to
women, horever, different-ethnic groups mode different occupational choices.

Irish Women worked in foctories arid mills but, most frequently, beanie
domestic servants in the homes of the weolthier closses. "Servont girls rose at 5
a.m. and faced a workday of 16 to, 18 hOurs in order to earn $1.50 a week" (Horidlin,
1941). The Sisters of Mercy. in New York taught girls the necessary skills, and
between 1849 and 1854 they found jobs for over 8,000 girls (Dolan, .1975). Other
religious orders provided similar services, so clearly this line of work was
encouraged by the Church and the community.

Domestic service usuolly ollowed young women to save enough money thot
they could bring other family members over from Ireland. One British observer
notes how importont this was for the young women, on "imperative duty which, they
do not and cannot think of disobeying..... One by one, she has brought then all
across the ocean, to become members of a new community" (J. F.-Moguire, quoted
in Feldstein and Costello, 1974, p. 59-62). Between 1848 ond 1900, the money sent
home by settlers in Americo paid for at least three-fourths of all Irish emigration
(Kennedy, 1973). ,

Domestic service also brought the future mothers of second- ond third-gen-
eration Americans into intimote contact with middle-class American homelife,4-
which allowed them to acquire facility with the language and to pick up American
attitudes and values. This undoubtedly mode them better able than the more
isolated Ration women to prepare their children for American society.

Holism women typically were much more isolated from the wider society. If
possible, they did not work outside the home at all. They never accepted work as
domestics; for an Italian woman to work under another man's roof would bring
shame on her family. Economic constraints, however, frequently forced the women
into factory or connery work. Unemployment among mole laborers was high, and
even a 48-hour week only poid $7 to $12 in the yeors between 1890 ond 1916 (Voris-
McLaughlin, 1977). Typically, when women 'entered the lobor. force they were
"recruited, lived and worked Os family members under the close scrutiny of other
ltolian Americans. The Italion immigrants transformed the-canning factories into
communities where Old World social attitudes and behaviors could continue,
maintained by kinship ties" (Yans-McLaughlin, 1977, P. 27).

The Itolian wife played down her own paid work, not reporting it to the census
takers or dismissing it os merely seosonal, ond thus reinforcing the importance of
the male a:, provider. Work wos done with the family and for the family. Often it
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was done at home, and-cihildren. shared in the labor. In some families, a son
replaced the mother as the second wage earner as soon as be was old enough.

. School was considered far less important than each family member doing his or her
share for the unit. ,It was only in the 1930's and 1940's, as compulsory education
was enforced and fewer unskilled jobs were available, that Italian children began
staying in school (Cohen, 1977)

Although Italian. women suffered the,miserable conditions of all factory
workers, they did not readily join labO4 unions or even come to meetings. The
meetings were held at night, and for an Italian woman to go out alone at night
among strangers would have,been a serious transgression of the community's moral
standards. Husbonds strongly resisted their wives getting involved in any activities
outside the home, and many women concurred. Some, of course, did join unions and
even organized strikes, but such actions were not taken lightly. Becoming active in
unions meant. admitting that they Were a part of the labor force, and Italian women
were often reluctant to do this.

Jewish .women worked most frequently in the garMent trades, often in small
factories and sweatshops. As in the old cbtintry, young men were often spared the
workplace so that they might go to school, while their sisters were sent out to
work. Monied Jewish woollen continued the tradition of sharing with their husbands
the burden of supporting the family. One "elderly woman, recounting her earlier
life; tells a story of how her husband, "a wonderful man, a scholar, not a
businessman," was going to be fired from ,his jolfas,an insurance salesman because
he had not madcany sales. His wife, hearing this, took it upon herself to comb the
community selling life insurance policies. She did a magnificent, job and turned the
sales over to her husband, who was then able. to keep his job (Krause, 1978): This
raises the question of whether she succeeded simply be6ause she was a better
businessperson than her husband or because she knew the community and her
neighbors.

7

1 in the factories where they worked? many Jewish women practiced the social-
ist politics they had brought with them from Europe by joining and frequently
Organizing unions. The revolutionary political Movements and socialist philosophy
of the old country made many of these women far more conscious of Their class
oppression and far more 'Itceptive to efforts fo change than were women from
other cultures. Jewish women union organizers complained about the Italian and
Polish women's lack of enthusiasm for ,unioris and frequently expressed sentiments
of distrust toward the women of other. cultures (Kessler-Harris, 1977): This
atmosphere -of distrust, among ethnic groups was .-'exacerbated by language
differences and consciously fostered by industrial owners and bosses (Kornblum,
1976), certainly as much with women workers as with men, although there is Jess
documentation. In addition, the bdckgropnd of the less literate: less politically
experienced women certainly contributed to the uneven political development of
working-class women in factories.

Not all women went outside the home to,wark; married women in all three
ethnic groups frequently took in boarders. Single men, for obvious reasons, pre-
ferred to rent a room and live among their own people until they could marry or
bring their families over from the old country.' Caring for boarders allowed women

, to contribute to the family income without neglecting their children or leaving,
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their communities. Often this meant less income than the women could earn
outside the home, but the sacrifice was made to preserve family stability.
Boarders added necessary money to the family income. In fact, the ,absence of a
boarder Was frequently taken.as a sign that the family was "doing all right." But
taking in boarders entailed crowded home conditions and lack of privacy. A 1911
article in the American Journal of Sociology notes the cased a West Side Chicago
family of fivetTiving in four rooms, who had taken in seven boarders. This was not
atypical Frequently, adding numbers to such small spaces added tensions to family
relations as well,- The husband-wife-boarder triangle was a popular theme of
Yiddish plays, novels, and stories of the 19th century (Baum et al., 1977).

Apparently many ethnic women, married and single
t

were unable to meet
'financial needs through any combination of their own and other family members'
-employment. Prostitution became common In the immigrant communities, just as
it .did in the communities of the Old West, where few men had wives, and just as it
hos now in 'poor neighborhoods, where few women have the skills to support
themselves otherwise. °Each community regarded prostitution as morally unaccept-
able and a cause for despair, but the prostitutes themselves often came to be
accepted by many of the residents. They were, after all, women of their own
ethnic group who usually lived in their own neighborhood. Jewish novelists depict a

" kind -Of matter-of-fact, though reluctant, acceptance of prostitutes (Baum et al.,
1977). .

Many women appear to have deliberately moved in and out of prostitution as
economic necessity dictated. One study of a New York community in 1855, which
found or many as one-third of the 2,800. interviewed prostitutes to be Irish born,
also found that most had been prostitutes for less than a year, and many were
mothers (Gronemon,.1978).

Dangerous jobs in mills; mines, and factories led to th ) untimely deaths of
thousands of immigrant men, leaving widows to support eriemselves and their
children by whatever means possible. The alternative was having-their children
placed by the State in an. asylum or orphcinage (Kleinberg, 1973).

For common reasons but in varied wayi, immigrant women helped to earn the
money necessary for family survival. Of course, not all women were employed,. and
same who were not were severely isolated from the wider society. Language and
social barriers limited their contacts, and "same women literally never left their
blocks. Nevertheless, they had their own community.

COMMUNITY, CHURCH, AND POLITICS

Community

A generation or two ago, residential communities were not as separated from
other spheres of people's lives as they typically ore todoy. Frequently, the
factories or shops in which the men and women worked were not located far from
home. Furthermore, certain work patterns overlapped with family activities.
Caring for boarders, stitching, finishing work, fiowermoking, or running a small
family store were all jobs done at home and shared by women, children, and men.
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iither family members tended to live nearby, so the geographical separation of the
generations-was not what it is today. Yans-McLaughlin poi)nts an appealing picture
of female Fulturi in the Italian immigrant community:

Grandmothers sitting on front stoops, gossiping, knit ing, praying, and
scalding and minding grandchildren olong with genetal neighborhood
business were'a common feature of Little Italy's landscape. If they did
not share their daughter's homes, many lived nearby. (177, p 66)

.
k

Ethnic women of an earlier generation were tied to their Limediatc neigh-
borhoods for a number of reasons, perhaps most importantly be5ause they had little
leiiure time and even less disposable income far recreational octivities and
voluntary associations. Many women's associations were firmed in the 19th
century, but these were largely limited to middle: - class and tipper middle-class
women. For middle-class women,. activity in Ihese associationsrralleledthe'new
leisure time made possible by the introduction of labor-savi devices into the
horile; Working-class women, whose homes ladced running water, refrigeration, and
electricity until the 20th century, had no such leisure (Kleinberg, 1973)
(Obviously, the immigrant women who became domestic servants ' ,further freed the
middle-class womenfrom housework.)

,. r
In later years, of course, Catholic and Jewish women; liket the men, were

systematically excluded from many gioups and voluntarily excluded themselves
from others. Catholics growing up even a, generation ago felt that they could not:
join the YWCA without jeopardizing their faith.

Nevertheless, the immigrants did join some organizations; ethni associations,
labor union locals, and most especially church groups were an impc:rtant part of
their lives sand often served as major acculturating agencies. For many women,
however, an occasional church picnic was the extent of their social activities; Irish
and Italian women, in particular, frequently had no organizational We outside'the
Church. '

.Formal agencies, such as libraries and settlement houses, reachld very few
immigrant women, although their children eventually made use of thiin. There
apparently waestrong resistance by husbands to some of the "American" ideas
characteristic of those who staffed the'agencies: , .. 1

i
%

. .

The attempts 'on the part of the settlements to individualize wa'nen
conflicted strongly .with the Italian- male's concept of femininity.
Italian men simply did not view women as leaders. Most of them dis-
approved both of emancipated women and of the democratization of the
family. They felt threatened by the influence of female settlement
workers upon their wives and daughters. (Vans-McLaughlin, 1977, kp.
147) ,

Church

Catholicism continued to be as central to Irish American liie as it had been in
the rurol . villages of Ireland. The Church was the first priority; once it was

\
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estdblished, -it became the heart of the community (Greeley, 1977). Irish priests
were available from the very beginning to serve their parishioners, and Irish orders

_of.ouns were .available to teach Jhe children. Parochial schools were built as
quickly al possible and often at great' financial sacrifice. The Protestant Bible
societies had dose ties with the public school systems in some eastern cities, and
one historian claims that Irish Catholics were not exaggerating when they viewed
the schools as an extension of the Protestant community (Shaw, )977). The parish
church and school were, and still are, the center of community life in Irish Catholic
neighborhoods, and there is little distinction in Irish families between church
activities and community activities.

t.
Religion continues to play a central-rd teirrthe-tiveroftoday'S-Irish-Gatbolie

women as shown by recent figures indicating that 60 to 75 percent of adult Irish
Catholic women in Chicago have been through the Catholic school system (McCourt
et 019 1978; mention of the author's research refers to data collected under this
grant). Even higher numbers are giving their own children a parochial school edu-
cation.

Despite the liberalizing forces of recent. years, the teachings of the Church
continue to be taken very seriously. Irish Catholic women are more orthodox in
their views on papal infallibility and abortion than are many other Catholic women.
This stfong allegiance to traditional teachings must be understood- as. part of a

'belief system that did not disappear with Vatican II. Similarly, an understanding of
the important role that parochial schools played in protecting the faith of the Irish
in an otherwise hostile environment con help explain ,tlieircontinued importance-
today.

Italian Catholics followed a different model. Since Rob; was a one-religion
country, "its religion and culture stood in easier and more relaxed relationship with
one another" (Greeley, 1977), and this more relaxed stance continued in Arritrica.
Church, priests, and parochial schools were less important than feast days and
festivals. Of course, the Irish domination of the American Catholic Church by the
time the Italians arrived did not make Italians particularly comfortable with the
institution.

Today, festivals and other celebrations of Italian heritage are more popular
than ever in some cities. In the Italian community of St. Louis, for example, they
are now major fundraising events. Receipts allow the local community, group to
buy and rehabilitate property in the area, and, as a result, young married couples

- are returning to the community and residents have a new pride in their ethnic
,identitY. (O'Learyand Schoenberg;1976).

Italians have persisted, in being less orthodox in their religious beliefs than the
Irish and less committed to parochial education. Fewer Italian women are
convinced of papal infallibility, dnd only between 20 and 45 percent of Chicago's
Italian women have had a parochial school education; about half are sending their
own children to parochial schools. Even though this is a notable increase in the
'number. of Italian Catholic children being educated in parochial schools, it is still
far short of the, number of Irish (possibly reflecting the fact that the American
Church continues to be dominated by the Irish). 5.
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Italians may have had less need for the Church because they had less need to
create a community; family relationships fulfilled most of their needs. According
to some scholars, Italians were so accustomed to depending on the single social unit
of the family that they neglectid to develop strong communitywide institutions.
Even in recent years, they seem to have neglected the development of local organi-
zations that can, reach successfully outside the community and negotiate with the
wider world. Sociologists who have studied the Italian community in Boston claim
that this is one reason why Italian residents of the West End were unable, as late as
the 1950's, to mobilike themselves- against urban renewal's destruction of their
homes.(Granovetter, 1973; Gans, l%2). True or not, it does seem noteworthy that
Italian communities, ai_Og_vAth_kisig15Crnunitiessinte..1*.en frequent targets of
such demolition (Gans, 19b2; Suttles, 1968; see also St Lids Terkel's interview with
Florence Scola in Division-Street America).

The Jewish 'community generally developed a more extensive network of
organizations than did the Catholic groups.The-earlier immigrants from Germany
had successfully. established themselves as part of middle-class America by the
time the Eastern Europeans arrived. These middle-class women, like others in
America, founded women's _associations around the turn of the century; the
National Council of Jewish Women was storted in 1893, Hadosicih in 1912.
Although these local organizations were coordinated at the notional level, their
programs have served Jewish women atihe community level.

The already established German Jewish community feared that the arrival of
their co-religionists who were poor and uneducated might precipitate an increase in
anti-Semitism and thus make life more difficult for them. Nonetheless, they
assumed a good deal of responsibility for moking the settlement process less painful
for the new immigrants.

The immigrant Jewish girl traveling alone and the immigrant Jewish
woman with her worldly possessions tied Into bundles and her young
children in tow often had their first contact with the women of the
American Jewish community as they stepped off the boat. (Baum et al.,
1977; p. 165)-

The older, established Jewish women offered assistance in dealing with the
bureaucracies, finding housing, and locating relatives. Nevertheless, "no matter
the noble sentiments that moy have motivated her activityand these, too, were
suspectthe uptown lady was an intruder, sometimes welcome but more often not,
in the lives of the immigrant women" (Baum et al., 1977, p. 179).

Politics,

The Irish, as is well known, moved quickly into urban politics. Jews and
Italians were slower in gaining political power, but they too are now visible in city
councils, statehouses, and Congress. A recent study by the National Center for
Urban Ethnic Affairs found continued overrepresentation of Protestant members in
Congress: more than 25 percent of Representatives and Senators were either
Episcopalians or Presbyterians, denominations that comprise about 3 percent of the
population (Littlewood, 1970. However, Irish Catholics were also heavily
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repres\ented, and Jews and Italians had more representation than most other ethnic
groups.

But The politicians have been almost exclusively men. Ethnic women in the
19th century had no vote and therefore no direct political power. Even today,
ethnic representatives inClude very few women. A recently published study traces
the status of women in one 20th-century urban political organization, the -Daley
machine in Chicngo, and comes to the conclusion that women "hove no status,
never have had status, and will not attain status" (Porter and Motasor, 1974).

Howeveri- even though women have not held formel potions -within the
_paliticaPs tem they have been involved in political behavior. Behavior directed
toward redistri frif-r)ower and resources or changing public policy is -political
behavior, although it May not be defined as political even by the participants
themselves.° The historical and continuing efforts on the part of \larking-class
women to solve me problems of --unsafe job conditions and tow wages is political
behavior. names of some women active in such workplace organizing
activities have come down to us, but nUrnerou§ others have been lost to history.'
Community issues, too, have involved countless numbers of unknown women
political struggle. Indeed, distinctions are sometimes difficult to make between
workplace and community activism in the 19th century because the two realms of
life were so closely integrated.

. Examples from history, although spotty, suggest that when women felt their
families and communities to be in jeopardy, they stepped out of traditional rages
and took whatever action, was necessary for communal survival. In 1902, a mass
demonstration against meat prices on the Lower East Side of New York was led by
Jewish women. "The nation's financial metropolis sow angry immigrant women\
engage in seemingly archaic traditional protest," says Gutman (1976). "Outsiders
could not understand its internal logic. and order. These women did not k

they punished. Custom and tradition that reached for back in historical
time gave o'coherence to their rage." Tenants associations were formed, and rent
strikes were carried out by Irish, Italian, and Jewish women (Seller, 1976). In 1910,
Buffalo's Dalian women, supporting their striking husbands, led protest delegations
to the offices of the mayor and the chief of police. "The women's goal was bread,
not power,'... The political goal of the strike, a closed shop, did .not concern
them; their children did" (Yons-McLoughlin, 1977, p. 250).

More recently, the prominent role of women in the Chicago stockyards strike
of 1921 and the housing riots after World War II hos been examined (Hirsch and
Pocygo, 1977). In the 1921 strike, they battled the police in the streets of their
neighborhood and were blamed as the instigators, of violence. On Chicago's South
and West Sides after World ,War II, ethnic women played a major role in ottpcking
the. block families who were the first to integrate the public housing projects.
Housing officials who believed they would circumvent resistance by moving the
black families in during the day when the men were at work were token by surprise
by. the women's behavior.

There is, then, evidence that ethnic women haiie on numerous occasions been
political activists. Their activism, like men's, has taken different political
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directions, sometimes espousing progressive causes, sometimes reactionary. How-
ever, examples ore not easy to, come by. Two Chicago historians suggest that
history has recorded so little of ethnic women's community activism precisely
because those actions were taken in defense of neighborhoods and families. Since
these were communal rather than individualistic actions, participants were not
especially visible (Hirsch and Pocifga, 19.77).

.

CHANGING ROLES: THE CONTEMPORARY ETHNIC WOMAN IN HER
.ENVIRONMENT

Urban Communities Today

\ Urban communities of the 1P70's are not like those of 100 or 50 years ago, ond
in many respects that is for thei better. Although communities of the past ore
frequently romanticized as havens, of warmth and security, the harsh realities of
daily life must certainly.have left" limited space for nurturing the spirit. Even some
of the 'apparent' strengths of those,earlier communities were not without their dark
ide. Certainly there ,was a communalcode of expectations for behavior and adult

roles that spared residents some of the postindustrial anxieties of making life
decisions, but at what cost to they' freedom of individuals, especially femoles? Ho*
many young people of the second or third generations hpd to leave the narrow
confines of the home and roMmunity in order to pursue a way of life more suited to
their individuol needs-and.wishe0 The new urban communities of high rises and
coiparhiniums, although charactelized by many as olienating anti-neighborhoods,
appear to be precisely the kind of 1environment in which some individuols feel most

4 able
\
to pursye their own lives in 1eir own ways.

\Howeve\r, the increasing attractiveness of workingtclass neighborhoods in
m_arty4Ag cities suggests that large numbers of people, working class and middle
Flak, ore finding the-Old ethnic-neighborhoods to be just what they want. Some of
the attractiveness, of course, deri4es from the possibility of obtaining solid housing
at reasonable prices, but these communities may be desirable to some for another
reason as well: they represent the romance and the reality of "a real neigh-

,
1

, borhood."

In the first -decades of this century, sociologists from the University of
Chicago designated ethnic enclavei

P
"along with slums, red-light districts, and upper

class neighborhoods, as "natural areas" (Zorbaugh; 1929). They used this term to
designate the finol products of the uncontrolled ecological processes of expansion,
competition invasion, arid succession. The inability of the poor to compete for the
choicest land would relegate them to the oldest, least desirable areas of the city,
and people of similat class, race, and ethnicity would congregote, eventually
creating homogeneous communities., These neighborhoods would often be separated
from adjacent natural areas by such, boundaries as- rivers, railroad tracks, ond major
thoroughfares. i i

1

. ;
, .

4,

Today, of course,, it is widelit admowleaged that_ the_.development of such
areas in the pait was not altogether "natural." Neighborhoods segregated by race
arid class were formed then as they are today, as the result of discrimi tion,
Government policies, and decisions, made by the private sector with respec to
home construction, real estate spetulation, and money-lending practices. A a
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result of just such decisions made by Government officials and capitalists of the
19th and early 20th centuries, urban neighborhoods that today have some stability
and resources are strugglit to survive.

The movement of the white middle class either to the suburbs or to the bunk
for funds to convert old dwellings into expensive townhouses hurts the tax base of
the city in the first, instance as it laysoclaim to scarce solid housing in the second.
At the same time, there are.still racially closed housing markets in the suburbs,
deterioiating. housing in the central city, and little construction of moderate-
income replacement haueng. This perpetuates the familiar liattern of white
working-class neighborhoods forced to respond to the pressures exerted upon them
by both the actions of the upper middle class and the desperation of 'poor and
working-class blacks. In some cases, That response has become politically and
tactically sophisticated, targeted on the institutions that are the true culprits in
urban, depay. In too many other cases, the response has been shortsighted and,
motivated by racial fedrs and the panic of potential loss, has resulted in attacks on
those who cre victims and should be allies. White ethnic neighborhoods, like black
neighborhoods, are being hurt by high unemployment) air pollution, dwindling city
services, and skyrocketing increases in the rate of taxes and the cost of necessities.

< Despite the fact that ethnic communities and urban slums did not spontane-
ously generate themselves, thete was an element of naturalness about those earlier
communities that is absent from many urban neighborhoods today. Residents in
earlier times probably were not very self-conscious -about their neighborhoods.
They lived where they had to or where others like them lived. The neighborhood
had its good and its bad qualities. Some fathilies di 4 aspire to move out, but for
most the neighborhood was just home, the place wheire they assumed they would
live out their lives.

In contrast, many people in urban communities today are quite self-conscious
about their neighborhoods. The real estate and banking institutions have mode
residents painfully aware of "trendy" neighborhoods, appreciating housing areas,
and poor-investment locales. In addition, urban residents themselves are aware of
how very fragile neighborhoods often are; increasingly they realize the active and
defensive postures 'that they must maintain to, ensure the continued viability of
thiir neighborhoods (Settles, 1972). There is nothing "natural" about either
neighborhood survival or neighborhood demise; the fate of the community is in the
bands of relevant actors. The vast amount of citizen effort that goes into
organizing block- clubs, neighborhood councils, safety campaigns, housing
rehabilitation, block parties, and neighborhood cleanup clays attests to the extent to
which the urban neighborhood today is a self-conscious sociatvIstruct.

One aftermath of Watergate and Vietnam was the plummeting rate of citizen
trust in the Governmenfs.willingnew to do good or ability to do well (Nie et al.,
1976; see also any of several public opinion polls): As trust declined, people
increasingly felt that if they wanted something done, they would have to mobilize
their own resources old collective will to do it. It. was once the position of the
political right thot people were better off doing for themselves. But the political
center and left hove also moved away from trust in Government programs as a
panapea, both because the Federal Government in recent .years has not been
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perceived as one that gives priority to the interests of ordinary people and because,
regardless of the party in power, community control and local accountability have
become preferable to reliance on distant, frequently cumbersome, and narrowly
rational bureaucracies.

in any case, the movement for neighborhood action, like so my_ch on -the
political scene today, defies simple politital labels. There are real, and)potential
dangers when a community moves toward local control and self-interest; there are
possibilities of vigilante tactics,_ tax campaigns that prnise simple solutions,
restrictive housing covenants, and behavior on the part of nonelected individuals
who we accountable to.no one. One of the mojor tasks confronting community
organizers sand leaders today is to yoke the activist politicssof grassroots people to
a vision that transcends a narrowly defined self-interest and looks to the good of
the wider political body.

With these reservations in minlirtlib- neighborhood or-community-action
movement is an important and fundamentally positive development. As members
of community groups, some citizens have at least had a voice in political decision-
making, an experience many had feared was lost in a system they felt was no longer
democratic. Barbara Mikulski (1972' refers to cftizen action groups as "one of the
bright hopes of the country."

In Chicago, community groups have been instrumental in making utility
companies Oct more responsibly, in keeping urban renewal projects'from ckstroying
neighborhoods of solid housing, in exposing some of the more flagrant abuses by
insurance companies, and in reversing the process df urban disinvestment by lending
institutions. Similar efforts are being waged by community groups ,in other Cities.
In all of them, women are central and crucial actors; they are the fighters, the ones
who really care about the community (McCourt, 1977; Brightman, 1978)

There are also signs that women in ethnic coThimunities are beginning to
express their concern about their own lives "ond their" personal needs for more
education, information about job possibilities, better and more affordable health
care, and the individual therapy, family counseling, and emergency shelter care
that are sometimes needed. Examples of viable groups established explicitly to
address the needs of neighborhood women are few, but their very existence
suggests exciting possibilities.°

Not only are today's urban residents far more conscious of the efforts needed
to ensure the survival of their urban neighborhoods, but they also realize the 'limi-
tations of their communities and what they offer. Urban communities of today
have been characterized-as "communities of limited liability" (Janowitz, 1967),
residentiol centers that fill certain delimited needs. For many people, attachment
to the community is not so strong that they are not willing to pick up and move
when other needs (career, education, li'gger house) become more pressing.

Much of what we know about ighborhoods and,their residents, however,
suggests that. the "community of limited liabilityn'is more typical of the middle
class than -the working class and probably more characteristic of men than women.
Several sociological studies point to the severe emotional trauma that working-
class women experienced when they left neighborhoods that had for many years
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been home. Mqrc Fried (1963), studying
i

a group of Italians in Boston' who were
forced to relocate when urbon renewal destroyed their homes, found their reactions
comparable to the grief caused, by the death of a loved one. Many women, as well
as men, experienced feelings of helplessness, anger, depression, and a range of so-
matic disorders. The strength of the grief reaction was found to be a function of
prior commitment to the area; women who liked the area very much, knew the area
well, and had dose friends living in the community experienced the most severe
reactions. Moreover, the feelings lasted; 2 years ofter leaving, over one-quarter of
the wqmen still fly very sad or depressed.

Irving Tallman (1969) found similar distress signals among working-cias an
women (of unreported ethnicity) who moved from the city to the suburbs. Fee gs
of isolation, a sense that there was no one to turn to in time of crisis, and tension
with their husbands all increased after the move. Women have expressed the wish

that they might die before having to move from the neighborhood in which they hod
lived for so long. Working -class women, especially those who are employed, have
more problems and get less help with those problems than working-class men or
middle-class women. What help they do get comes from relatives or neighbors;
they seldom seek help from professionals such as doctors or counselors (Warren,
1975)." Little wonder the loss of bommunity is a source of distress.

1

Of course, not all women are so attached to their neighborhoods. As in the
old days, there ore families .that aspire\ to move out and "better" themselves.
However, often surprising to middle-class observers, there ore families who, though
they hove the usual wishes to increase their income, have no wish to leave their
neighborhoods.

Ethnicity in the 1970's

The above discussion of working -class communities today did not deal with
the ethnicity, of the women who live in those communities, for information on the
ethnic makeup of individuals in communities is not easy to find. Census data ore
available only to the Second generation; beyond that, information on ethnicity is
omitted, and information on religious affiliation is locking altogether. Perhaps
Information on such aszriptive criteria is no longer relevant. Perhaps the
Government's collection of such data would harbor more negative than positive
potential. The absence of such data, however, makes it difficult to either disprove
the relevance of ethnicity or suggest its importance.

.:(Urban community history has often been synonymous with the istory of
ethnic groups, but there are questions about such parallels today. Most 1 rge urban
centers, reflecting a dual housing market, hove neighborhoods that ore sof *block

_ or Hispanic. For the residents of these neighborhoods, to be sure, the urban
experience remains on ethnic one. Their families are constantly in contact with
people of their own race and cultural background, and they are most often treated
by the wider society mkt at individuals but as members of an inferior ethnic group.
This is no longer the case in white neighborhoods. Historians contend that urban
neighborhoods were seldom homogeneous; they certainly ore not today, for
descendants of Irish, Italian, Lithuanian, Polish, and German settlers share
neighborhoods with each other and with more recently arrived Greeks, Koreans, and
Russians. Indeed, statistics show that a sizable number of white urban dwellers
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share neighbo with black families as well.' And, of course, the wider society
does not usually respond to white Anglos in t ms of their ethnicity. n such cir,=.

ticumstanc
c

how important is-ethnicity for e Americansho live in cities? '/
/

I one sense it is not very important at all. There is no evidence that a
majority of the white, non-Hispanic individuals beyond the second generation
interpret much jot! their daily experience in ethnic terms (although they oftt use
racial terms inlinterpretin§ those experiences). Although there are times 3h the
life cycle when deep ethnic traditions may emerge (at marriage, birth,/ and death,
for instance), the experiences of most white ethnic Americans would probably lead
them to :deny th9t ethnicity persists as the culturol prism through which they
interpret. reality. i However, in other ways the ethnic experience has been and
continues to be both real and important.

.- I.First, Americans are products of particular ethnic histories, and here is a
good deal of evidence suggesting that residuals of those histories contin e to shape
individualbehavior today. Why, for examp e, do the Irish get involved n electoral
politics more thari other groups? Why hay Jews maintained a special emphasis on
the intellectual development of their y ung? Why .do Irish, Italioin, and Jews
respond differently to illness and pain? Why do Eastern Europearis seem most
reluctant to leave a neighborhood when /itit goes through racial ch9nge? Why do
family ties appear to be more important t Catholics, and Jews than lo Protestants?
Much, if not most, of this residual ethni impact does not operate at the conscious
level as an ethnicf phenomenon, but an et nic influence still persists

/
/

Second, et icity is a salient gr characteristic in some situations for some
groups. As several sociologists have oted,.people sharing an ethnic identity are
able to come togfther as a concrete s ecial-interest group under certain conditions -
and make demands (Glazer and Moyni an, 1975; Yancey et al., 1976). When J9ws
throughout the country organized t stop the march of the Nazis through the
village of Skoki4 or when Italians ormed their own antidef ation league to
protest the negative stereotypes app aring in the media, they w re acting in such a
way. These are also examples of the mobilization of ethnic cq munities that are
not residential .communities. Individuals who share an ethnic background share a
set of concerns 'despite the fact that at they do not share a neighborhood. The
interpretations of selected events in ethnic terms is a persis ing reality, a part. of
the American experience.

- ---/
Third, the ihnic experience is eing reproduced today ,for other, more recent

immigrants, not fist Mexicans and Pue to Rican migrants to /the mainland, but als0
Greeks, Syrians, Pakistanis, Vietnames , and West Indians. 'Ethnicity as a variable
that orders the American experience, hen, has not disaepearod, although it has
become far less important for many of European heritage./ The parallels between

/ the experiences of earlier immigrant g ups and those of today's immigrants are
often striking, despite the possing of a entury. As an ample, a Korean friend
tells me that you Korean women working in factories i i Chicago are subject to
sexual cbuse and exploitation, of which they seldom complain for fear of losing
their jobs. The diaries and letters of y ung immigrant women working in the
factories of the n4wly industrialized (9th entury America are filled with similar
tales (Bularzik, 19?8). In the garment dist let of Los Aigeles today, illegal home
work and sweats s proliferate, and over 90 percent of the labor force, largely

I
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'Mexican Women, is unorganized (Schlein, 1978). This ethnic, class, and sexual
exploitation is comparable to that experienced almost 100 years ago by Jewish and
Italian women on New York's Lower East Side.

ally, the ethnic experience is this country's working-class history, the
history o the struggles of today's grandparents and great-grandparents as they
survived t transition from the old country to the new, organized '-ibor unions, and
established c mmunities. Ethnic history remains working-class history, although
some from those ethnic groups have become professionals and corporate execu-
tives. A sociology that focuses on the relationships between the dominant and the
subordinate racial or ethnic groups is a'sociology that examines relationships of
clasi and power: A scholarship that looks at ethnic women is a scholarship that
looks at working-class women. Such a perspective, combined with mere empirical
and historical work, should make clear which experiences have been peculiar krone
cultural group and which have been the shared experiences of people who together
occupy a subordinate social status. As Colin Greer (1974) has said, ethnic
categories, while not synonymous with class, are .an American variant of class; they
reflect our unique history, one without feudalism .or aristocracy and one where the
process of indOstrialization was totally dependent on the massive immigration of an
unskilled labor force..

This review is a beginning. It has attempted to pull together some of the
studies, ideas, and data from sociologists and historians that tell us something
about the present and past everyday lives of America's ethnic women. Many, many
details of that rich history and its legacy remain hidden. As a friend once put it,
we have studies of "street corner society" for men, but no comparable studies of
"front stoop society" for women. Not yet. But 1 think they're coming.

RECOMMENDATIONS

There are two areas requiring recommendations. The first is in the bcadeic
realm, addressing the gaps in the present state of our knowledge. The seconds in
the realm of .policy, suggesting programs, directions, or strategies that, given the
knowledge we do have, seem necessary.

Academic
i

There were several points in this paper where further anoiysis was stymied by
the sheer absence of information. There is no comprehensive sociology of women
and organizational behavior.. Working-class women have belonged to unions,
churches,:ni,ighborhood groups, and PTA's; middle-class women have joined civic
organizations, professional associations, churches, and PTA's. Group memberships
have varied by ethnicity as well as class. What are women's reasons for joining
different kinds at associations? What are the mechanisms by which women get
involve*. At what point do women begin to focus attention on concems,that go
beyond the neighborhood? ArV there differences; as we would suspect, in the
number and kinds of organizations that .Jewish and Catholic women .join? Why?
AM the differences reducible to ethnicity? And a fasciriiiting question: What have
been the relationships among women in organizations, not only among members, but
also :among the women who volunteer and the women who are assisted?
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The absence of data to answer d'second question is obvious throughout this
paper. What happened to the descendant of ethnic groups when they moved out of
the cities and into the suburbs, when, for want of a better term, they became
middle Class? In what ways does ethnicity persist as a meaningful dimension in
their lives? Up the Irish continue to use the parochial schools because of a
continued sense of separate identity? Certainly the women active in the Council of
Jewish Women continue to identify a strong ethnic base for their activism, although
their concerns have ,shifted to gun control, The environment, and the Equal Rights
Amendment. Italian students living in middle-class suburbs are active in ethnic
youth -groups; as th4y grow older their affiliation shifts to ethnic lodges and
women's clubs. Why haven't these associations withered away by the third or fourth
generation? What is the nature of the relationship between the working-class
ethnics in the city and their middle-class cousins in the suburbs? Whot religious,
organizational, or cultural threads tie them to one another?

Policy and Programs

Two kinds of community groups involving ethnic worn have been mentioned:
groups that are organized to deal with neighborhood or community issues, and
groups that have been organized around concerns that w en share as women. The
problems that urban women are dealing with in the ,former are frequently
substantial, affecting the survival of neighborhoods and tithe quality of community
life. Since the roots of these problems are usually not local, a purely local solution
is inadequate. Declining capital invettment in central cities, high rotes of
unemployment, runaway shops in the Northeast and Midwest regions of the country,
and inadequate housing are not problems that women in communities can solve by
themselves.

Urban women should become a lobbying force for changing nationol budget
priorities. The consequences of Vietnam and the continued exorbitant defense
budget contribute substantially to the current economic crisis in this coontry. The
remarkable lobbying efforts of women in Washington to gaiti an extension for the
Equal Rights Amendment resolution shows the impact of an organized lobby. The
National People's Action Cdalition has also been effective in regularly lobbying
Capitol I-1111. Until the relationship between _personal troubles and public issues is
made clear and becomes a part of the agenda (to borrow an idea from C. Wright
Mills), individualized solutions, inadequate to deal with the scope of the problems,
will continue to fail.

There are few examples of groups organized specifically by and for ethnic
women. In fact, there are so few examples of local groups that have suc....dssfully
addressed the needs of ethnic women that some attention should be paid to the
success stories. The successful organizations, like the National Congress of
Neighborhood Women in Brooklyn and the Southwest Women Working Together in
Chicago, should become models for other groups. Facilities, organizers, and funds
could be, made available to enable women to share their experiences with novices
and train others in the skills they have developed. Lobbying, fundraising,
organizing, and recruiting skills are partly learned on the jobs but they can also be
taught by those with practice and a record of success.
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There ore many creative ideas in the neighborhoods. Women Working To-
gether,. in addition to its regular vocational and academic counseling for women,
runs such diverse activities as a policemen's wives group and discussion groups for
elderly mothers and their middle-aged daughters. This last is certoinly a female
relationship to which very little attention has been paid, although most of us will
eventually experience it from both sides. Any odditional mechanisms for sharing
experiences, ideas,, and successful programs among groups would certainly be
welcomed.

The fundamentol need to help women become economically independent.
remains paramount. The number of femole-based fomilies increases every year,
and almost 'all .such families live in or near poverty. At least some additional
women could escape homes where they and their children are abused if they hod the
resources to support themselves. Therefore, there is a need for training and-skills
development of the local level and for group supports ond preparation for such new
encounters as job interviews; there is a need to help women develop feelings of
self -worth and self-respect. This can be done indirectly by helping women who are
active in neighborhood groups to cultivate such new skills as speaking, research,
and writing. in our study, we found many women who were thrust into unfomillar
situations by the urgency of their personal or neighborhood problems and rose to
the occasion magnificently, emerging with a new sense of their abilities (see paper
by Lowry, Wilson, and Nardellt-Hoight). However, jobs are not plentiful now, and no
amount of troining or preparation at the local level will change that. Again,
personal, individualized solutions must be coupled with more for-reoching political
campaigns.

Janice Bernstein (cited in Seifer, 1976) tells of the particularly difficult
situation of urban elderly people when a neighborhood goes through substantial
changes, racial or otherwise. it is similar in other cities: the elderly, who are
mostly women, do not hove the resources or will, and sometimes do not- have the
necessary fomily or friends, to moke a move. Moreover, such a chatige is often
psychologically devastating to the elderly. Many simply do not want to move. In
Chicogo, elderly porents are moving bock to the old city neighborhood after an
-unhappy attempt to live with their children in the suburbs. Their independence and
their familiar church and stores turn out to be more important. The elderly are
probobly the most ignored ethnic women of oil. What do they need and want? How
are they to be reached?

. There is evidence that social networks are still strong in urban ethnic neigh-
borhoods; they can be used for recruiting and communication purposes. We found
that middle-class women joined community organizotions because they felt 'it was
proper civic behavior ond went to meetings after seeing public announcements,
while working-class women joined community organizations because they had a
concrete problem to resolve and they went to meetings when a friend, neighbor, or
relative informed them and, frequently,, brought them. Time after time we met
women who said the reoson they never went to a meeting or joined a group was
because rsobody ever asked therm The goofs ond programs of community groups and
women's groups are a more soostantial concern than the mechanisms for building
those groups, but without the numbers, the programs flounder. How can the
networks be most effectively utilized?
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. ,
It is extremely important that Government representatives, organizers, or

consultants working with such community groups be sensitized to the reality of
ethnic differences. One neighborhood woman told me recently that a Government
official, representing an agency from which she sought funds, was shocked at her
suggestion that families from different ethnic groups raised their children in
different ways. He accused her of making a racist comment; she Claimed to be. stating whdt was obvious from her experiences with Polish, Italian, Lithuanian, and
Irish families.

0I..........

,

The' 1980's, it is said, will be the decode of the family. Certainly there are
signs of new attention to and renewed feelings of warmth for that social instittN
tion. Irish, Italian, and Jewish women, like other ethnic women, have never lost
their loyalty to the family. Perhaps the 1980's will be their decade too.
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NOTES

I . The process by which immigrants from one society become ethnic groups in
another society has been referred. to as "ethnicization." See discussion in
Greeley (1974; pp. 3Q1-302).

2. Jews in Eastern Europe may constitute an exception to this generalization.
They viewed themselves as distinct from the majorities in terms of religion,
but were frequently viewed by the dominant groups as Separate nationalities
as well.

'Figures on the numbers of immigrants are from Dinerstein and Reimers
(1975, appendix I).

O

4. Conzen (1976) makes this point with respect to German women who worked
as domestic servants.

5. In 1970, when 17 percent of the Catholic population in the United States was
Irish, 34 percent of the priests and half of the bishops were Irish (Greeley,
1977, p. 159).

6. For example: the early strikes among Lowell' millworkers in 1834 and 1836;
the Chicago garment workers' strike of 1910; the Lawrence textile strike of
1912; and today's attempts to organize the textile workers of J. P. Stevens
Co. / .

.

7. See Sive-Tomashevsky (1978) for one example: the young Jewish woman who
led the walkout of Chicago garment workers in 1910 waklostlo history for 60
years. Only in 1976, months before her death, was she identified and her
story recorded.

. ; ...-

8. In' addition to the National Congress of Neighborhood Women in Brooklyn,
Southwest Womenlkorking Together in Chicago appears to be such a group.

9. One study shows that only 2' percent of native Protestants live in racially
mixed neighborhoods, but that between 40 and 28 percent of ethnic group
members live in such neighborhoods (Greeley, 1974).
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FAMILY ROLES AND IDENTITIES OF
SCANDINAVIAN AND. GERMAN WOMEN

Carol Woehrer
,

THEMES OF THE PAPER

givei-a-brief-overview of the immigration of Germans and
United Stotes and then discusses the status of women in these

ies. As background for a description of the characteristics that
of these groups find most outstanding, the socialization of children in
d Scandinavian families is conipared. -

9

Intergenerational and extended family relationships are ?hen analyzed in the
context of childhood socialization and the salient characteristics of the cultural,

oups. As will be seen, certain and themes influence German and,
andinavian Americans throughout 'their lives. Following the anolysis:faritended

Scarmily relationships is a discussion of the participation of German and **an
meriean women in the wider society, for example, in organizations and occUpa-

t'

The next section discusses the relationship of family patterns and values to
soc al issues and problemi such as the employment of women, long-term health
car and the ial integration of older Americans. Finally, the need for research
on German arc# Scandinavian.American_famiRes as well as on other ethnic families
is di ussed.

FAMI CULTURE AND WORK

derstanding the educational_and occupational aspirations and participation
of as well as of men, requires insights into the family:

Neither the business world nor the family world exists in .a vacuum.
'Eah is situated within a social and cultural context that contains the
other, and,, for a fuller understanding, each should be examined in
relian to its total context.... Since both busineis and the family
pla so largefa part in the life of most individuals, studying the way
each influences and interacts .with the other is ,especially important,
(Rodman and Safilios-Rothschild, 1968, p. 313)

1

The number of women working outside the home has ihcreased since the
1940's: by 1975, only 34 percent of American families had a working husband and a
homemaker wife, compared with 56 percent in 1950 (Hayghe, 1976). In 1970, one-
third ofall !lathers with preschoolers were employed (WaiteL1976).
, .

; - Role Strain

, Although more wives and mothers are employed outside the home, studies
indicate that husbands and fathers are not significantly mare involved in childcare

.

# .
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and housework (Bs:6r, 1974; Walker, 1970; Mortimer, 1977). Rapoport and Rapaport
(1976) note that employment at Women is not constrained only by lack of equal
opportunity in the workplace; these opportunities also require a redistribution of
household and childrearng responsibilities.

The changes fo identity and responsibilities of husband and wife are especially
apparent in the dull - carter family Pioneering a lifestyle that runs counter to
traditional family an cultural patterns. In dual-career families,

Ergot only are both husband.and wife employed, but both are engaged in
occupotibns having a number of qualities which dist' guish them from
"jobs." These distinguishable elements include: e investment of time
arid Osychological energy beyond the confines of he work environment;
extensive education; preparation, and updating of knowledge and skills;

p.13)and emphasis on advancement. (Portner, 19

When both husband and wife have careers, th encounter several sources of
strain: work and role overload, identity anxiet that accompany giving up
traditional.' responsibilities and taking' on new s coordination of career
advancethent with family planning, limitations in time to interact with friends and
relatives, and criticism from society and extended family members for not carrying
out traditional family roles1(Fogarty et al.,,s4971)---

Ethnic Influence on oOcupational Choice

Most research on work and the family has examined the impact of work on the
family; few studies ticim looked,ot the impact of the family on work patterns.
Andrew Greeley's studies of ethnic groups indicate that Jews and Irish Catholics are
highest in education, occupation, and income of American ethnic groups, followed by
British Protestants. Blacks and Spanish - speaking groups have the lowest family
income, c*id the third lowest family income is that of Irish Protestants. Italian and
Polish Catholics, Who are primarily blue-collar workers, rank lust behind British
Protestants in average family inCame and ahead of all other Protestant groups.
Greeley also found that Irish Catholic meti-ore three times as likely as the national
average to choose the legal profession. Jews are more than three times as likely to
choose medicine, and they also overchoose the social sciences. German's, both
Catholics and Protestants, and Polish Catholics overchoose engineering. Jews and
Irish Catholics are overrepresented in the biological sciences, but drastically
underrepresented in engineering (Greeley, l97.4), Thus, it IS. clear that cultural
background transmitted through the influVnces education and occupational
choice.

-

f -A6
Ethnic diversity in the United States offers a unique opportunity to Study the

influence of family patterns on social and occupational participation. I Unfor-
tunately, an immense amount of valuable data is lost because the Unite'd States
papulatibn census does not indicate ethnic background. Greeley's survey r4carch at
the Notional Opinion Research ter, xarni ed the occupational participation of
ethnic men, but there IA little omparable research on et is women. One could
guess that the occupational par icipation of women would arto be greatly influenced
by. cultural patterns traismitt through the family. As an example of the ways in
which ethnic values and f patterns vary and influence women's participation in
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the wider society, this paper will examine the values, family roles, and self-
identities of German and Scandinavian women.

The German and Scandinavian American Family

USually unmentioned in studies of ethnicity, German and Scandinavian
Americans nevertheless have unique cultural heritages which have influenced their
participation in American life. For many ethnic groups, the ways in which
traditional identities and values influence contemporary life in the United States
five been explored; to some extent for German and Scandinavian Amt.' 'zons, this
exploration has not even started. Though German was the most often mentioned
ethnic identity in the 1969 census (Billigmeier, 1974), perhaps less is known about
contemporary German Americans than about people of any other ethnic background.

This paper, therefore, connbt take the straightforward approach of reporting
research findings on one or more aspects of the lives of German and Scandinavian
American women. instead, it relates the themes arising in descriptions and-research
on German and ,Saandinavion cultures and families in their European context to the
sparse research, findings of studies that have included German. and Scandinavian
Americans. These comparisons rely mainly on the survey research of Andrew
Greeley at the Notional Opinion Research Center: Reference is also occasionally
mode to the three-generation study of German and Irish CbItholic women that the
author is currently undertaking in the Twin Cities. Though the data from this study-
hove not yet been analyzed, examples from -,the interviews complement other
observations and research. To supplement the research findings, personal
observations and those of other people regarding German and Scandinavian American
families and characteristics are included.

Though German and Scandinavian Americans differ in many ways, in contrast
to Americans of other ethnic backgrounds (for example, Irish, Italian, Mexican,
Japanese, Polish, and black Americans), they are quite similar. Therefore, th4
discussion of German and Scandinovicin Americans 41 be placed in the context of
the broader range of cultural pattern; found in American society.

s
IMMIGRATION

I Germans have immigrated- to America since colonial times,, but by far the
gr test number arrived in the 19th century. Between 1830 and 1930, .6 million

rmans immigrated, 5 million. before the turn of the century (Hueliner, 1962).
rom 1830 to 1890, Germans occobnted for over 20 percent of the total immigrants;

in the 1850's and 1860's, they constituted 35 percent (Hawgood, I540). As of 1910,
there were 18,500,000 German Americans who were either foreign born or born of
German parents, comprising 27.5 percent of the population at that time (Riapley,
1970).

The German migration was probably the most diverse, including Protestants,
Catholics, ,and Jews as well as people ,3f varied occupational backgrounds and
different nations of origin. The early 19th-century migration consisted mainly of
farmers. and artisans, but after the Revolution of 1848, the immigrants included
many scholors, artists, and humanists.

z
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Among the Germans with a strong sense of group identity ore the German
Russians, wha migrated from the German settlements near the Black Sea to
Dickenson, NotthADakota, and other communities in the Midwest (Billigmeier,
1974). Though' many Germans have A sense of thek ethnic identity through a

.German Catholic, German Lutheran,/ or Mennonite Church, most do not have o
strong sense of being German. Following the world wars, younger German
Americans" feeling of kinship with things German was undermired if not
extinguished (Gleason, 1968). From 11917, the teaching of German was forbidden id
many private as well as public sc oafs, and many States prohibited the use of
German in public. Joshua Fishman (1966) regard; the linguistic assimilation of
German Americans as "the most striking event' of its kind in modern histpry."
Though many German Americans do not have a strong sense of ethnic identity,'
many values, charocteristics, and family relationships continue to be passed on
from one generation to the next regardless of whether or not German Americans
recognize them as lied of their ethnic heritage.

The Scandinavian migration from Sweden, Norway, Finland, and Denmark
peaked somewhat' later than the German migration. Many Scandinavian Americans
still have contact with cousins abroad, and their identity as Swedish or Norwegian
Alhericans is important both to them and to relatives in their country of origin. As
of 1970, 5.2 percent of the.foreign stock in the United States was Scandinavian,
mainly Swedish and Norwegian (Lonaeus, 1973). As of 19E0, 3 Million Scandinavians
had immigrated to the United States. As with the German migration. 1882 was a
peak year, with 65,000 Swedes, 30,000 Norwegians, and 12,000 Danes arriving. As of
1900, the United States had one-fifth as many Danes as Denmark, one-third os many

-Swedes os, Sweden; and one-half os many Norwegians as Norway. Two-fifths of the
population of Minnesota was Scandinavian of the time (Nelson, 1969); Chisogd and
Isanti counties in eastern Minnesota are the most heavily Swedish regions in the

r United States (carlssen, 1974).

Wniie the cultures and family lifestyle.i of the Scandinavian countries vary
-somewhat, the language, fa.nily life, and political and economic systems of
Deniiiark. Sweden, ond Norway ore similar. Finland, however, is .quite different,
both culturally and linguistically. Only 8 percent of the Finnish population belongs
to the Scandinavian linguistic group' (Svalostoga and Carlsson, 1961). The Finnish
language is related to the Finno-Ugric languages,. which include Hungarian and
Estonian (1-iaavio-Manila, 196?). .Research on Scandinavian Americans usually,does
not distinguish between the national groups and refers mainly to Norwegians,
Swedes, and Danes.

THE STATUS OF WOMEN IN THE NUCLEAR FAMILY

Neither the German nor the Scandinavian family hos been closely studied in
the United States. However, studies of German and Scandinavian families in their
native lands reveal interesting differences between them us well as chonges h.
family structure which probably parallel changes in German ond Scandinavian
American families.

laWamily Structore and Women's Status

Farnily relationships can be anuiyied from a number of vantage points. Per-
haps the most important aspect is whether key relationships ore lineal or collateral.

.
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Closely related to ,this is the relative status of husbanq and wife in the -family.
American families, vary 'rmously in the ways in which they are put together, in
the roles filled by/father mothers, and children.

. In-lineal families, 1he key relationship is that betvftep parent and child, and
. ,.

position in the family is determined by age aid sex. This kind, of family structure is
most appareht in Japanedel Italian, and Mexican Amer can families (Lyman, 1973;
°sok° 1976; Gambino, 1975; Femminella and Quadagno, 1976; Alvirez and Bean,
1976). In the JaponeseL:merican family, the prides leadership and
authority. When he is no 1 ger able to carry out his roe as head of the family, his
eldest sari' becomes its leader (Yanagisako, 1975).: Alt gh their families were not
quite so stri.Ictured as Japanese American families, mpst olde ,as well as many
younger, Americans have grown up in lineal families, inlvehich pa ents are expected
to be models for their children rather than their pquoils. In fapilies of Central,
Southern, and Eastern European backgrounds, the father'was traditionally considered
to be the source of authority, and the mother was the ienter of t family (Lopata,
1976; Staples, 1971; MontieMI973; Stein, 1973; Kourvet ris, 1976).

1
i

In contrast to the lineal family, the keyi.relotioriship in collateral families is
that between equals. In the Irish American family, for example, the sibling relation-
ship ii .especially important (Greeley,-1972). An 'analysis of Irish Arrierican fiction
suggests that the ideal relationship between father Oa son is a comra ly one On
furlough from the armed services, for instance, both Pete in Hamill's vel The Gift
(i173) and Timmy in Gilroy's story "The Subject Was Roses" (1965) fin it essffita
o get to know their fathers and establish a comradely relationship with them. Irish

American women arsa sometimes mention the importance of gaining their father's
approval and the new relationship that develops after they leave home and are

ssuccessful on their own. 1

.. . . I 1

. The woman in the lineal family, though often loss respected, is ecessarily
lot AS the center of the family= the wife and mother often has a it deal of
authority in running the household, managing finances,. and making decisions
regarding the family. However, as family member's become Influenced y educa-
tional, occupational, recreational, and social institutions outside the fa ily, the

qualified to offer guidance and support. As her children bssome more independent
of wife and mother becomes one of lest authority; she is no Anger as

of her through involvement in activities outside the:family she feels a need to gain
'ta new sense of status and identity through participati&I in the wider Isociety.
Whereas German and Scandinavian families were lineal both in their native cpuntries
and in the United States, both have been becoming more collateral, Scandinavian
families more so than German. :

The High FamilyStatus of Scandinavian Women

Though the father was the head of the family in traditional Scand navian
families (Pihiblad, 1932), observers of 19th- and 20th-century Scandinavian f miliei
point consistently to the high statusiof women. As Barton explains

i
Feminism in Scandinavia came about not so much because of the

.., oppression and kielplessness of women there as from their strength and
the relative freedom and respect they already enjoyed. (1974, p. 37)

4.
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I In comparing Norwegian and Italian families in 1957, Gronsith found that
Norwegian children saw their parents as mate equal than did Italian children (1964).
Eliot and Hillman (1960) note that in the mid-19th century, though Norwegian
women were under _their husband's authority, they had high status- in the family.
Because large numbers of women remained single due to the emigration of men
(Kolvesten, 1955; Svalostoga, 1954; Janson, 1974), foreigners visiting Norway in the
19th and early 20th centuries were quick to note the strength and influence of
Norwegian women, .both single and married:

We.

The first among women of Eurdpeao nations to secure" her "vote" and. -

her seat in Parliament, the recognized authority-in all social movements
directly affecting home life, , and the unafraid champion of her-

. undoubted right to have a look in wherever the privileges of her sex pre'
likely to be endangered, the Norwegian -woman merits some special

- degree of attention... . She willadmit with full-eyed candour that for
her he tr_l_irgl towards motherhood and the home is the very essence of
her being; yet, failing the attainment of those ends, she ,will make the
best use of her many accomplishments to shift, for herself. s I;
(Daniels, 1911, pp. 39-40)

Rodnick notes the high equality of Scandinavian women in the mid-20th
r. century. Men didirt object to working under the direction of women; at both rural

and urban social gatherings, men and women participated in the same social groups.
"Vie never heard members of either sex criticize the ability of women to compete
With men on equal terms" (Rodnick, 1955, p. 51). Comparing modern Finnish and
Swedish families, Hoovio-Mannila notes that Finnish women have the highest level
of education, the highest labor force participation, and the 'highest -proportion in
parliament among the Scandinavian countries. However, Finnish families are more
traditional than Swedish in the division of household tasks (1969). "The Swedish
family' looks like a happy companionship family" (Haavio-Mannila, 197Z. p. 536).

While the status of women hos been Wei; !n. Sodndinovion fomilies, the struc-
ture of authority and responsibility in Scandinavian American families has not been
studied. The emigration of men from Scandinavian countries left 20 percent of
-Scandinavian women single, but it is not clear what long-term effect this imbalance
in the sex ratio had on the role of women in Scandinavian society. It is quite
possible that women who immigrated to the United States may have had a
somewhat more traditional lifestyle than their sisters who remained in ScandinoviJ.

The Influence of Traditional Roles on German Americar. Women

Though researchers= agree that there has been a rapid change in the German
family toward an egalitarian model (Devereux, 1972; Schelsky. 1954), it is clear
that German women, both traditionally and currently, have not enjoyed the high
status of Scandinavian women.

The majotty-of the families in Germany is still characterized by a more
or less intense predominance of the husband. However, there is a little
resemblance to the former authoritarian position occupied by the father
in the older bourgeois and patriarchal type of family prevailing in the
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last 'centuries. The trend' is to an equolitarian partnership-type of
`family in which the family life it no longer centered around the figure
of.the father. (Baumert, 1960, p. 203)

... . - .

Most-German immigration occurred at a time when the father was still a
strong outhority figure in the fomily. As in Germany, the German American family
is undergoing change. In the current study of German and Irish Cotholic families in
the Twin Cities; many German grandmothers recoil the outhority of their fothers,
whose word was final. Although, as ditcussed in the, next section, German and

. German.Americon fothers hove o strong leadership role in the family, their word is
no longer olways finol, ond their authority is occompanied by reason and discussion.

. .

Tasks, however, probably- continue to be divided with the wife and mother,
who is responsible for the homes laundry, ond cooking. While the German American
woman is no longer restricted to "Kinder, Kirche, and Ktiche," the kitchen is still en
important domain for many German American women, and the role of cook is
central to their identity. The extent to which the kitchen was the almost exclusive
-domain of women is revealed by German American grondmothers' responses ifi the
'above-mentioned study. To a question about what kind of odrice parents gave
regording married life, more than one German grondmother responded thot her
mother odvised her to aiwoys hove dinner cooking when her husband come home
from work. if she should happen to come home late, she should put on o covered
pat of .water to boil so that it would look as though she were cooking. Had men
participated of all in the offairs of the kitchen, they could not have been so easily
fooled. .

, While the kitchen ond household may not be os central in Germon American
womenvs lives, cooking probobly is still more important to them thon to women of
many other ethnic backgrounds. When our German family moved from Milwaukee
to a non-Germon neighborhood in Minneapolis in the late 1950's, we immediately
noticed the little, time and attention mothers gove to preparing meals.

Though, research findings on contemporary families are not availoble, other
examples from my own ond other Germon American fomiliet also show striking
similarity to observers' accounts of 19tb-century German families. An English
observer at the turn of the century noted that German housewives of means
supervised their servants so closely thot the German rnoids could not compare with
English ones in self-reliance ond initiotive. "They mostly expect to be told from
hour to hour what to do, ond very often to lend a hand to the ladies of the
household rather thon to do the things for themselves" (Sidgwick, 1908, p. 133).
This pattern of -working along with help, was followed by my Germon Americon
mother, who olmost always worked right along with her cleaning lady and pointed
the trim while the hired painter did ceilings and walls.

At .the turn of sthe century in Germany, this Englishwcman also observed the
German housewife's attention to &toils. "Every housewife has dainty little hol4ers
for the hondles of soucepans when they ore hot. You see them, all different shapes
and sizes" (Sidgwick, 1908, p. 133). Such ottention to patholders would hardly
surprise a fourth-generation German , American who learned to walk by being
enticed to fetch brightly colored hotpads in the shapes of pigs and cows ond
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bonnet% Such meticulous housekeeping would also not surprise an Anglo-Protestant
friend, married, to -a German American, who has commented on feeling uneasy

'sihenever her in-laws come to visit because her housekeeping is not as careful as
theirs. Like the turn-of-the-century observer, she has other ways she prefers to'
spend her time.

SOCIALIZATION OF THE YOUNGER GENERATION

Patterns and variations in the socialization of children in GerMan and Scandi-
navian faMilies are related to the overall roles of parsents. Studies of German and
Scandinavian American families as well as of many other ethnic families are r( ..e.
However, Andrew Greeley's comparisons of ethnic groups indicates that the
socialization patterns discussed here are at least to some extent characteristic of
German and Scandinavian American families.

Reason and Reserve: The Scandinavian Mother as Disciplinarian

Studies comparing the socialization of children uniformly show that Scandi
navian children and teenagers are not as closely controlled by their parents as
German ycmg people. The big differences in socialization in the two cultural
traditions ore a greater emphasis on reason in Scandinavian than in German
families, nonacceptance of anger on the part of parents children, especially in
Norway, and the relative role of each parent in discipline and childrearing.
Observers uniform!), agree that the mother is much more impoltarit in disCipline
and childrearing in Scandinavian countries, whereas the father plays a central role
in German families.

In line with their higher status in the family, Scandinavian mothers discipline
their children while fathers are an the periphery. In a comparison of Norwegian
and Italian ;amilies, for example; Italian boys saw the mother as a buffer between
Ether and son, whereas Norwegians saw-her as the disciplinarian and norm seater
(Gronseth, 1964). Rodnick (1955) also found that Norwegian fathers considered
bringing up' children to be the mother's job, with the father backing lip her
authority. .

Norwegian children ore taught to guide their conduct more by objective rules
than by personal authority (Gronseth, 1964). 1n-comparisons of ethnic groups in the
United States, -Greeley (1972) also found Scandinavians to be among the lowest
groups in authoritarianism. Consistency in disciplining children is ensurecrby the
refusal to accept anger. Norwegian parents' feel that children should not be
physically punished, but what is wrong should be explained. Calmness and reason
are central to childrearing.

If a child does something bad, the mother should not hit it, but remain
calm and explain what is wrong. 1 ttink it is bad for parents to lase
'their tempers. (Rodnick, 1955, p. 29)

Ireaccord with this emphasis on reason rather than obedience is Greeley's finding
that Scandinavian Americans were lowest of the white ethnic groups studied in
emphasizing the importance Of obedience from thildren.. 4
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Although Norwegian .children are gently corrected and scolded, they are
seldom praised.

You mustn't give a child too much praise or it will bbcome conceited. I
am absolutely convinced that it is better to criticize a child than to
praise it tocemuch. By criticism you help,to change its behavior. When

'you praise too much, the child assumes it doesn't need to change in any
way. (Rodnick, 1955, p. 29)'

This causes a Certain shyness in young children, some anxiety as they become
adolescents (Rodhick, 1955), and self-depreciation in adulthood. Greeley (1972)
fourid Scandinavian American highest in self-depreciation of white ethnic groups.

The Scandinavian emphasis on reason ;other than obedience contributes to the
independence that researchers and observers have nc ticed in Scondinavians and
Scandinavian American& Greeley (1972) found that Sccndirksvian Americans
value self - reliance -and independence. As children grow older, they participate
more in family discussions and decisions and become more free to determine their ,
own activities and-future. In a stmly_comparing adolescents in Denmark and the
United States, Kande! and Lesser found that American parents most frequently had
an, authoritarian pattern of decisioninaking, whereas Danish families had a more
democratic model. Perhaps because Scandinavian parents do so much explaining
throughout childhood, Danish parents had far fewer rules for adolescents than aid
American parents (Kcindel and Lesser, I969)., As ,3 consequence,` Danish adolescents
felt much more independent; they felt that their parents treated them like adults .

and gave them sufficient freedom (Kende! and Lesser, (972)

Joint Pareriting: Sueeri AffeLcjtion and Control in the German Familz

Autharitarionism, or the tendency, for parents to make rules without full
discussion and input from their children, is relative. While American parents _are
generally more authoritarian than Danish parents, they are less so than .German
parents. Cemparing Cermon and American chiseren, wevereux notes, "Clearly
German children at the age of eleven or twelve are subjected to a great deal more
affection and control by their parents than are their American peer's" (1972, pp, 99-
124). In another comparisen,of the two families, Becker remarks:

Facing it baldly, I am prepared to say that Gerinan family life seems to
me a kind in which parents have more control of children, through
persuasion as well'as command, than appears in the United States today.
(Pe51, p. 18)

Paralleling these findings, Greeley's comparisons of white ethnic groups show
German Catholics and German Protestants to be the two groups highest in
emphasizing obedience from children 0972).,.

The German father's authority is not nearly as strong as it used to be due to
the increasing participation of women in the work force during and after World
War 11 (Lupri, 1969; Taylor, 1969; Baumert, 1960). However, German parents
continue to. have greater control over their children than American parents,
perhaps largely because both parents are active in the childrearing process.
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. .
A. . In the area of parental role differentiation, our data showed the German

.

father to be playing a. significantly more active role in the childrearing
process than his 'American counterpart, an especially so in the realm of
discipline. (Devereux, 1972, p. OM ,

Rainwater-(1962) notes that German men are generally more intensely involved
- with their families than American men and do not have the tendency to temper this

involvement that Americar o \men exhibit. \
.N .A.4

. Andrew Greeley's comparison of German and Irish Catholics reveals similar
patterns in German American families. German Catholic families tend to be rnore,-

authoritarian and to give their children less independence than Irish Catholic
families. At the same time, German Catholic children receive \more affection and
support from their fathers, whereas in the Irish Catholic family,\ the mother is the
main source o affection as well as social repport and encouragement for
achievement '(Greeley, 1974). Though data from the study of bran and Irish .
Catholic women in the Twin Cities hove not yet been analyzed, theinterviewers'
comments parallel.. Greeley's findings. Several interviewers noted that German
fathers seem to have a very important role in the family, whereas Irish fathers
more often seem on the periphery. - \

While In the Scandinavian family one part, the mother, tends to be tile
disciplinarian, the German child tends to- have two disciplinarians, mother \and
father. In contrast to the emphasis on explanation and a calm response to rnis-

. behavior-in-:the Scandinavian family, the German family has traditionally placed
less emphasis on reasoning and, though not edvoceting anger, has not inhibited its
expressioi. As .0 .later discussion of the extended family will show, both
Scandinavim and German cultures emphasize independence fbr adults. The greater
Scdndinavirxi constraints an emotional expression and emphasis on reason result in a
More independent character for Scandinavian adolescents and adults.

CHARACTERISTICS OF GERMAN AMERICAN., AND SCANDINAVIAN AMERICANS
: .

A visitor to a *Store like Minneso ta; which has a4ttarge number of ly:41)
Scondinavlons and Gentians, would have a hard time distinguishing between them,

,t especially at first,glance. Independence, hard work, straightforward honesty, and
self - reliance have been emphasized in- both cultural groups. German and
Scandinavian neighborhoods ore not as stable as Polish and Eastern European
neighborhoods. Germans and Scandinavians -aee not as outgoing and witty as the
Irish; both tend to be somewhat reserved, rather unlikely to take up a conversation
with a stranger. their families are not as closely knit as Jewish, Italian, and Polish

. families. Reserved; hardworking, independent, they do not "seem particularly
exciting or intriguing. A German getting to know a Scandinavionor a Scandinaviana
German, however, may notice riIost peculiar behavior, completely unaware that the
behavior is not at ail peculiar, but common to millions with the same ethnic...
backryound.

The Germar. Joy of Wark
.. ..- . . .

How often have my friends of Scandinavian backgrOund commented, "You
. either work all the time or you entertain add don't work. You don't seem to do both

,, .

1
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at the some time." As any good German Americon realizes, "Work is work and play
is play." Ask a German American grandmother whot importont things she learned
fram her parents, ond omong them you're likely to find, "You don't mix work and
play; you get your work &vile first and then play." As DuBois and Schweppe (1936)
explain, the German ideal of thb worthwhile life includes being obie to enjoy mony
different kinds of things, to ploy hard and joyously, to work hard and live thriftily.

Rippley (1970, p. 228) has noted the mony German proverbs related to the
theme of work:

Die Arbeit macht dos Leben suss.
Work makes life sweet.

Sich regen bringt Segen.
To get a move on brings blessiags.

Ohne Fleiss, kein Preis.
Without industriousness, there is no reward.

Erst die Last, dann die Rost.
First the burden, thena rest.

O'Connor (1968) notes the persistence of the Germans, a persistence surely
passed on in our fomily by a moternol grandmother whose fovorite saying was
"Can't meansPm too lazy." Greeley's research shows German Catholics to be
highest of 611 white ethnic groups in emphasizing the intrinsic aspects of labor such
as opportunity to use skills, interesting work, freedom on the job, and ability to
help others (Greeley, 1972)...

Scandinavian and German Communication

Both Germans and Scondlnavians rank low hl verbal communication.
o. Listening _is importortt to both groups, and both tolerote silence.

German folic wisdom is expressed in the following proverb:

Viel bedenke, wenig sage;
Deine Noth nicht jedem Kiev;
More viel, Thu nichts Antworten;
Sei Behutsani oiler Orkin;
Dich in jedes Kreuz wohl schicke;
So machest du ein Meisterstucke.

Think much, say little; -

Don't complakof thy trouble to everyone;
Hear much, give little answer;
Be on thy guard everywhere;
In every difficulty carry thyself discreetly;

-Sa makest thou a masterpiece. (Howitt, 1842, p. 63)

This old German proverb bears a remorkable similarity to the odvice a German
father in St. Paul gave his san when he started working: "I told him to listen ond to
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watch carefully what others were doing, not to talk too much, not to be a wise guy
or show off."

-Like the Germans, the Scandinavians tend to place little emphasis on talk.
Rodnidc (1955) notes that Norwegian culture does not encourage articulation or the
free flow of ideas. Norwegian adolescents do not speak up in class {Rolnick, 1955),
andodults ore reluctant to ask questions at public lectures (Eliot, 1953). The some
hesitation to ask questiohs and make comments is common in the Scandinavian
-areas of Minnesota; people from other parts of the country who go to Moorhead
State University to teach have found it difficult to stimulate doss discussion.

Scandinavian Independence

The Scandinavian reluctance to speak up is accompanied by a reserve that
may take even o quiet .German by surprise. Scandinavians ore perhaps the most
independent of American cultural groups, private and reluctant to ask for help, or
even to offer without being asked. Independence and a love of freedom were
included os Scandinavian" traits .both in the United. States and abroad (Skordol,
1974). Emotional' identification with other people is not a choracteristic of
Scandinavian culture (Rodnick, 1955). At o recent workshop on sociology of aging
in Fergus Polls and Moorhead, the local ministers and employees in agencies and
centers for .older Minnesotans commented that it was difficult to serve' the aging in
rural areas of Minnesota because older Scandinavians did not express their needs
and won't&

Rolnick cores that in Norway, young people do not often seek guidance from
parents or teachers, but rather ask the advice of older friends or on adult' who is
not in o position of authority. Workers likewise ore more likely to accept the
suggestions of immediate supervisors, who are not in a position to discharge or
reprimand them, than of those higher up. Describing the logging comps in
tvlinnesato in the tote 19th and early 20th centuries, Ryan comments on the
independence and pride of workmanship of the lumberjacks, who were mostly
Scandinavian immigrants;

Supervision in the lumber camps wus carefully kept at a minimum, as
workers resented too much supervision. Each mon hod his job to do and
took great pride in doing it well without a foreman standing over him.
(1975, p. 44)

THE EXTENDED FAMILY'

ne same independence that characterizes Scandinavians also influences
intergenerationai and kinship relationships of Scandinavians both in Euilirpe and in
the United States. In Older People in Three Industrial Societies', Sharon and
Townsend (1%8) coricludelder people in Denmark live more independently of
their children than do those in England or the Unites States. The number of
parents living with their children as well as the frequency of help exchanged was
lower for Denmark than for the other two countries.

This same independence of the generations is also found in Sweden and
Norway. Norwegian farms, for example, ore thought of as the home of one nuclear
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family, and grandparents still living on the farm constitute a problem since they
have no clear role in the family.

If the surviving grandparent is living with the family, his presence is
thought of as strictly temporary-and unimportant, since he wii coon die.
On the farih, the nucleus of parents and unmarried children is thus the
furictionIng family.... Where the parents are still strong and active,
the married son must seek temporary employment outside and live in a.
separate household, preferably at _some other- place. The farm is
thought of as the home of one nuclear family. (Eliot and Hillman,I960,
p. 89)

Studies comparing the aged in industrial countries of Western Europe show
Sweden's aged to be the most isolated of oil, for they feceive the least number of
visits from children and friends (Fardmound,"1973).

... the isolation of the aged Swede seems somehow to be in keeping
with the spirit of an almost totalitarian Independence that charac-
terizes the 'Swedish people. (Bozzetti, 1.977)

-
This ti,rtter. independence of kin is also apparent in the 1967 National Opinion

Research Center (NORC) study of urban neighborhoods,, which found that -fewer
Scandinavian Americans 'visit parents, siblings, and in-laws weekly than'any other
ethnic group. Scandinmiion Americans were also one of the ethnic groups with the
lowest percentage (14 percent). of . espondents living in the same neighborhood as
parents (Greeley, 1971). Only German Americans lived in the same neighborhood as
kin less frequently than did the Scandinavians. German Americans, while not quite
as independent as- the Scandinavians, tend to be more independent than most
groups. While 79 percent of Italian Americans, 65 percent of Polish Americans, and
61 percent of,, French Americans reported visiting parents weekly in the NORC
sample, 48 prcent of the German Catholics and 44 percent of the German.
Protestants visited parents weekly. German Protestants, then, ranked almost es
low it Scandinavians, 39 percent of whom visited parents weekly (Greeley, 1971).

A comparison of data on the number of parents living with children and the
frequency of visiCni-; in Scandinavian countries. and Germany also shows similar
figures. A survey of peicsoni 65 years of age and over in West Germany in 1958
showed that 30 percent were living With children (Baumetrt, 1960), and data
collected in Denmark in 1%2 showed that 27 percent of Danish older people lived
with theW children (Shams and Townsend, I968). A comparison of studies of
intergenerational 'visiting patterns of Swedes and Germans also reveals similarities:
59 percent of Swedes over '67 saw a child weekly in atate-1950% study (Carlsson,
1961), while 55 percent of German respondents sow a child weekly in a 1958 study
(Baumert, 1960).
t
' Nevertheless, observers dQ not comment on the independence of the genera-
tions in the German - family as they do for the Scandinavian family. As shown in the
next see 'ion,' hatli Scandinavian and German Americans participate fairly.
extensively in activities outside the family, and this balance in, activities internal
and external to the, family may account for the relatively similar frequency of
intergenerational visiting...
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What is particularly important but has been studied much less is the help
exchanged between kin. The cross - national study of older' people in Denmark,
England, and the United States shOws striking differences between Denmark and
the United States in help exchanged between the generations. Over twice as many
Americans as Danes'gave help to children; about four times as many Americans as
Danes gave help to grandchildren; and almost six times as many American as
Danish children gave occasional gifts of money to their parents (Shams and
Townsend, I968). The lack of obligations between nuclear families is also apparent
in NorwaY:,

/ ,
The special relations with kinfolk do not extend into the economic
sphere; -there is no patterned lending of equipment or help, not even
betwembrothers. (Eliot and Hilln.rn, I960, pp. 89-90) .,

While studies have not compared 'the patterns of help exchanged between kin in
various ethnic groups, a MinnesOta Swede once commented on how difficult it was
for hersister to get used to lending tools to her in -laws after her marriage to o
Polish American.

. While nuclear units are expected to be independent of one another in German
, families, they probably exchange a great deal more services- and goods than do'
- Scandinavian families. A German father in St. Paul, for example, commented, "I

told my-sons when they got married not to bring their problems home; I had enough
of my own." However, this father, a talented craftsMon, spent mony hours helping
his sons repair and remodel their homes. Bdumert (1960) notes that aged parents in
contemparairGerman families play an essential role in families that are trying fore
higher social status. Grandmothers often run the household and care for chIlOren so
that the mother can seek gainftil employment.

In both Scandinavian and German families, The generqrsons Are expected to
make decisions, Independently of-one another. The visiting patterns of kin suggest
the lineal structure of Scandinavian and German American 'families; in both groups
in the NORC study Of urban neighborhoods, more respondents visited parents thon
siblings weekly. The generations are probably somewhat closer in,Gerrnan

relate mainly to people within the family and do not depend on people or orgonr-

family is related to family structure. People from cultures i which relationships

American than in Scandinavian American families due to somewhat more frequent

zations outside the faMily for clOse social and emotional relationships. In other
cultures,,families are more open; family-members participate extensively in organi-

,emo-
tional

and friendships outside the family and, depend on them for social and mo-
tional support.

FORMAL AND INFORMAL RELATIONSHIPS OUTSIDE THE FAMILY

family. In some cultures, for example, families are more closes; family members

contact and the probability 'that
Scandinavian'G AMerican kin.

Berman Amutican kin depend on one another for
help to a greater extent

Family members participate in the wider_sooiety within -the context of
members

The participation_of .family members in friendships and activities putside the
n

t 1931

.
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tend to lie collateral or lineal, but in which nucle units are. relatively in-
, dependent, tend to participate snore extensively in friendships and iktivities out-

side the family than do people who come from cultures in*hich family relation-
ships.are lineal and nuclear families are highly interdependent.

The Interdependent. Lineal Family

Those from cultures in which the family is lineal and relationships between
parents /and 'their adult children ace close, Italian jand Polish AmeriCans, for ex-
ample, 'tend tp hate fewer friends, to value frieras less than kin, and 10 belong' to
fewer organiiptions. Richard Gambino (1975) explgins that Italians choose friends
with great care- and that they are acknifted into family relationships as peer
intimates and godparents. These relationships, however, are never considered equal

a mto blood retation. Writing of tie descendants of Southern and Eastern
European immigrants, Michael Novak similarly comments: . r

)

Ethnics spend most of their hours of free time with their families.
Many visit their parents at least once a week. htfrflost always, relatives
are best friends.. Their greatest celebrations e family get togethers.
(1971, pp. 26-27)

__

. . \
In describing his Polish Amirican family an

also notes that his family did not enter/0in Often*
usually relatives. The 1967 NORC study of urban nekgh

Polishobservations: about two-thirds of Italian and Polish
organizations (Greeley, 19714. .

*,
eighboi iWoebel
d when it did, (jests re

rhoods corr orates hese
ericans belonged to no

-,,i . - ...

A \..
The Collateral Family .

.

In contrast to Polish and Italion Americans, the c011alterol family structure of
Irish Americans is more open. In Greeley's study of white ethnic groups, the Iris()
had the highest percentage of people ranking high cn the socializing scalegind the
highest percentage meeting new people of Catholic ethnic groups. WhirZas 11'11
ideal Italian. relationship is a lineal one of cciiiipteinentary resporrsibilit wrbwtivezn
parent kind child, the ideal Irish relationship is an *egalitarian one o friendship
based an congeniality and common interests. Greeley, notes the intense oyalfy oft
the Irish Ameritien to fri^nde: "Of course you stanci by ,a friend, no matter what he
does, and the Irishman is astonished when other ethnic groups seem to disagree"
(Greeley, 1972, p. 116). Friendship does` not replace kinship for Irish -Americans,
but kin are evaluated by how They act' as friends. A central theme in Irish
.Americart, novels is the efforts of father and son to establish a comradely
relationship and their delight at doing so, or their sense. of loss at having failed
(Hamill, 1973; Gilroy, 1965; Farrell, 1972; Oreill,197k; O'Connor, 1961).

e .
The Open. Lineal Family . .....,./a

; ,- .
-

As mentioned above, Scandina(fian and German American families tend to be
lin r:d in structure, but nuclear units are expected to be relatively independent,
more so for Scandinavian than for German families. As a result, bol5 Sca ?dinavian
and German families tend to be more. open than Italian and Polish families, and
German and Scandinavian Americans widely participate in formal orgcnizations and..
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friendships'outside the fornily. A closer look, however,. reveals_fascinating
differences between them. German Americans probably tend to be more hame
centered, and the4ocus afheir involvement outside the family is friendship.
Scondinavion Americans, on the other hand, are much more involved in organiza-
tions. Greeley's comparisons of white ethnic groups show Scandinavian Americans
to have the highest percentage of respondents belonging to arganizotions. Not
surpnsirly, the study ,also showed that a high percentage of Scandinavians meet
new people (Greeley, 1971.

(The high Percentage of Scandinavianshelonging to organizations has alio been
noted in other countries:

The Swedish speaking people in Helsinkibelong more often to organi-
zations than the Finnish speaking. (-laavio-Mannilo, 1967,'p. 576)

Although Finland is a Scandinavian countcy, as noted earlier; the Finnish' people
have a different cultural background than Norwegians, Panes, and Swedes.

Greeley's comparisons of the political participation of white ethnic groups
illustrates the high Scandinavian involvement in community activities most dra-
matically. With region and social class held constant, 'SCandinavian Americans
partici aced in: political campaigns and contacted Government 'representatives
outside he locol community far more frequent1r than did German Americans. In
member ip in civic ond community organizations, Scandinovians were ahead of all
other ethnic groups, including Irish Cotholics (Greeley, 1974). .

In spite of their high level of organizational membership, however, Scandi-
navians rate themselves lower on sociability than members. of any' other white
ethnic group. This could be expected, given observer's accounts of Scandinavian
reserve. Rodnick estimate; that 90. percent of his acquaintances it Norway were
shy:

Although they tend to be emotionally honest in interpersonal relotion-
.

ships, it is our, impression thot most Norweigians feel restrained by
those around them. Few ever seem reloxed except when among inti-
mate friends oe, pe.haps, close relatives. (1955, p. 1)

In contrast to 1escriptions of the st.-.7.ndinavian family, those of the German
family note the emptlasis on infosnal sociol relationsnipz and the lock of portici-
pation in organizotions:

In the United States, the wife's self-assertiveness and role in the outside
world is perhaps more formalized in her participofion in voluntary
associations, while in Germany, it seems to hdye more to do with
informol friendship relations ond intellectual interests. (Roinwoter,
1962, p. 16)

A cross-notional study of., retired schoolteachers ond steelworkers the
United States, Germcny, Austria Poland, Italy, find the Netherlands found retired
German men to be second highest in the role of friend, second only to retired men

we
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in 11e United States (havighurst, I970). In her study of widowhood, Lopata (1973)
also noted the importance of friendship to German widows in Chicago.

The emphasis on informal friendships, in contrast to participation in organi-.
zations, is related to the home-centered lifestyle noted by many observers of
German family life. In the !960's, Scheuch found that-most Germons spent leisure
time inside the home, either pursuing solitary activities or interacting with family
members. "Outside activities are much rarer, and they too are predominantly
feoilial in character" (Scheuch, 1960, p. 40). Both Rainwater's study of men in
Gell.qany and Greeley's comparisons of white ethnic groups reveal that German
men, especially German Catholic men, tend to be highly involved. with their
families:

As for overall differences between German and American men in the
family area, it seems from these data that the German men reflect a
more emotional involverrient with their families at all levels: they seem
more derncinding of their wives and of their children; they seem to want
more intense attachments among -family members. (Rainwater, 1962, p.
17)

1Since parents and children are e ipected to be independent, though available
for help when needed, German men anq women are able to engage in frtendships
outside the family to a greater extent than Polish and Italian Americana, whose
close attenti to extended family members, and especially to intergenerational
relationshiO,',is required. The German nuclear family, however, is home centered,
to a greater Txtent hard the ,Scanciinavian or Irish family. Informal friendships fit
in more easilt with the German family, since they can more readily be coordinated
with and inc(10ded within the family than can participation in formal organizations.

The ideal Italian relationship is that of complementary responsibii.iy between
parent and chid, a lineal relationship that continues nto adulthood. The ideal Irish
relationship is a collateral one of friendship ed on common, interests and
affiliations. The ideal German relationship is a rsonal one of 5ommitment to

...-
- indivic!uals, a friendship characterized I*, mutual he . It is often lineal within the

family;but collateral in outside friendships. The id 1 Scandinaviah relationship is
one where indgfiduals participate in common goals and activities, often far the
good of the community, but remain independent of on. 'onother.

$

Women and Work

While data collected at the National Opinion Research Center show that
ethnic background correlates strongly with occupational choice for men, this rela-
tionship for wome,nTemains unknown.

$

The importance of employment for women was emphasized in tie
Scandinavian countries much earlier than in Germany. As early as the 1860's in
Sweden, Fredrika Bremer fought for the ,liberation of women with the motto, "Work
'is the essence of life; work' is the blessing of life" (Larsen, 1913, p. 14).. To free the
latent talents, o' Swedish women and to ease the burden of the nation's
breadwinners, the Fredrika Bremer League was organized in 1884, 19 years after
her death, and, not surprisingly, 2 years after the 1-.'gh point of Scandinavian
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4mmigratiolito theL United States, which included a disproportionate number of
men. To encourage airorrlifi- entry into--fhe labor force in the 1960's, the
Government revised the tax structure so that a two-i-ncome family would not he
penalized, created a social insurance plan that covers both fathers and mothers who
wish to stay home, and made.female unemployment as important a problem as male
unemployment (Herman, 1974

Descriptions of the status of the West German women are generally not as
favorable. Merkl notes that the lack. of nurseries and kindergartens in West
Germany makes it difficult for married women to acquire training that would
qualify them for better emplpyment. However, while benefits are better for
women in Sweden, women in both countries tend to drift into the lower status jobs:
sales, clerical, secretarial,-or factory work (Herm-an, p. 77; Merkl, p. 68).

Variations in. ethniC'women's patterns of participation in work hole not been
extensively studied. However, data from a recent survey of girls in Catholic high
.schools in the Archdiocese of St. Paul included questions on mothers' occupation
and ethnic. backgrounds. The sample included 889 German, 633 Irish, and 271
Scandinavian mothers. Less than 10 percellt of motheh in any of these ethnic
groups were in professional occupations. Of !these professional mothers, most were
registered nurses and teachers. Chi-square tests showed that there were no signifi-
cant differences between Irish and German tvornen, between Irish and Scandinavian
women, and between Scandinavian and German women in the number engaged in
professional Occupations.

Comparisons of the number of women working and of the number of women
working in lower-level -positions. showed no significant differences between ,the
German and the Scandinavian women. However, there were significant differences
between the German and the Irish as well es between the Scandinavian and the
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Irish. Sign Roan tly fewer Irish women worked, and of those who did work,,fewer
worked in skilled positions (see diagram on next page).

A higher percentage of German andllai-iif4:3-V kin women worked in the fol-
lowing lower-level positions: soles clerk, waitress, clerical worker, switchboard
operator, nurse's Aide, dietary aide, teacher's aide, and factory worker. Irish wo-
men. more frequently worked in intermediate -level positions such as secretary,
dietician, writer, and manager. While the high percentage of Scandinavian and
German American women in unskilled occupations parallels women's occupational
participation in Scandinavia and Germany, it should be noted that the findings
regarding Scandinavian Mothers of Catholic high school girls may not be typical of
Scandinavian mothers ingeneral, since few Scandinavians are Catholic.

THE IMPUCATIONS OF CULTURAL DIVERSITY FOR SOCIAL ISSUES

Because of the highly varied family structures and cultural values of Ameri-
can people, the ways in which they pqrticipate in education, employment, health
care systems, and ,neighborhoods differ. Thot women have been influenced by
emphasis on equal educational and occupational opportunities cannot be doubted,
yet one would expect That an Italian or German woman would be influenced in quite
different ways than a Scandinavian or Irish woman. Moreover, the impact of any
changes in the woman herself on other family members such as parents, parents-in-
losvt or husband would vory depending on cultural background.

Changes in Women's Roles and Identities

There is no doubt that family life is quite different for many middle-aged
women than it was for their mothers, and young women may find their lives chang-
ing even more. A number.of forces have contributed to these changes, and perhaps
the most important is the tremendoui expansion of the economy that began with
World War II. Because of this expansion, many men who grew up during the
Depression were able to advance quite rapidly in their occupations (Elder, 1974,
1975). Individuals who are now in. their 40's

... belong to the small cohorts born in the Great DepreSilon years,
persons who finished their education and entered adulthood in an era of -s
economic expansion. Because they were relatiVely few in number, and
because they faced a. society in which career opportunities were
plentiful, their work careers ,were accelerated.... (Neugarten and
Hagestad, 1976, p. 45)

With occupational mobility went geographical mobility, often from one State
to another, but perhaps just as important, to a new community in the suburbs. Ten
miles may not seem like much, but it is enough to take one away from family,
friends, church, and neighborhood. It is still possible to keep in touch, but not
iverrday or everr-everrveekr-4-lome-was_bound to begin to mean something
different. Women in middle age today are-not as confined to the home as were
their mothers, and many Irish and German women in thecurrent study of three-
generation families remark that they are glad they did not hove to work as hard as

° "heir mothers. Loss in family and neighborhood cohesiveness, however, made the
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home a place where one was alone, and many middle-aged women began to devote
more time to work, community organizations, or social events. It would be
intetesting to compare distance from close relatives with the amount of time
women spend in activities away from home to see whether there is a positive
correlation. ,-,

For many women .today, home is not the center it used to be, not only because
relatives and longtime neighbors may not be close by, but also because of children's
outside activities. Practicing and competing in sports have become central in many
young women's lives, and it is virtually impossible for many mothers to arrange a
family supper together. An old-fashioned question in The three-generation study of
Irish and German (canines, "How often is your father away at supper time,"
frequently, got a modem answer from high school girls: "Our family doesn't eat
together because our schedules are all different." .. .

It is not surprising, then, for mothers to, look for work, volunteer activities;
and social activities outside the home, not just for added income, but for added
meaning and contact with others. Once outside the home testing and discovering
their abilities, women will naturally become interested in meaningful and rewarding

'jobs and careers and tune into the women's movement's demand for equality.
However, for the woman whose life remains primarily family centered in close
proximity to relatives and in a neighborhood with longtime friends, the women's
movement may have little significance because the meaning of her life is rooted in
the home, and she has no need for equal occupational opportunities. Asking her
husband to help with housework is also not relevant because that is her work; he is
doing his outside The home.

Ethnic Variations in The Impact of Change on Women's Roles and Identities

Since women start with different identities depending on their cultural back-
grounds, changes in the society will probably affect them differently. The prob-
lems that arise with change need to be documented and studied. One might guess
that women who come from cultural backgrounds in which the family is more open,
for example, Scandinavian and Irish, would be more open to change. Yet, because
these women are 'already quite independent, the impact of change may be
considerably less for them than for women who come from families That have had a
more closed family structure, such as Italian or Polish.

Women whose center of identity is the home may be influenced very little by
issues of equality of women. Since they are not as active politically and occu-
pationally, they find the meaning of, their life in interaction with kin. However; if
they'are influenced, the Impact maybe much greater because their new roles and
identities may be in conflict with traditional expectations of husbands and family,
members. In addition; they may not have the knowledge and skills needed to
manage home, family, and career. In general, the higher the occupational status of
women, the more likely it is that they are single. This may be partially due to the
lack of congruence, between high occupational status -and the traditional role of
women. However, research indicates that most people experience role strains when
both spouses are involved in highly demanding careers. It may be that women from
home-centered families find it psychologically easier to remain single than either

ts.0 1.
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ii'6coordinate the demands of a career with their own traditiona: ekpectations and
the expectations of parents and husbands or to change these expectat:ons and their
own identifies.

Ethnicity, Change, and the Needs of the Elderly

it isnot only with,her husbands needs and derriciitait -aTniddle=aged-woman
must coordhibte any changes in her role and ides jay, but also with those of her
parents or parents-in-law. If her parents are independent Scandinavians, this may
not be a, problem. if her in-laws are Italian, they may expect and need care and
attention from, their son and his family. In the Italian family, a woman' was
expected to mime from hir father's household to her own to her son's (Gambino,
1975).

Many -observers have noted conflict between the generations and the disap-
pointment of ceder ethnic adults. Clark and Anderson (1967) assert that the process
of acculturation in first- and second-generation American families causes this
conflict in expectations and- norms. Polish Americans in .Hamtramck and Chicago
expressed feelings of bitterness, anger, and hostility toward their adult children for

. ignoring them and failing to help them financially (Wood, I9S5; Lopata, 3976).

What makes intergenerational relationships difficult, especially in times of
financial need or illness, is the tendency for Government programs to be suited to
families with. norms of independence.. A low-income Scandinavian senior citizen
may welcome an apartment in a high rise, an alternative that is available at least
iri Minnesota. A housing subsidy for an Italian or. German widow who prefers to live
with a child,. on.the other hand, is not available. Similarly, it is generally far easier
financially for a family to place a low-income parent in an extended -care facility
paid for by Medicaid Than it is to take care of the parent at home.

NEED FOR RESEARCH

This paper has perhaps raised more quistions about German. and
Scandinavians, as well as about the impact of change on families, than it has
answered. The sparse research available on German and Scandinavian American
families irk general, and women in particular, suggests that they differ from each
other and differ even more from families of other ethnic backgrounds. moth the
earlier and the present Scandinavian family structure are not well understood. The
high status of wamen in The Scandinavian family is emphasized, but it is not clear
whether that is a development of the late 19th-century immigration or whether it
is an earliercultural pattern that was brought to this country.

It is clear that men in families of different cultural backgrounds have dif-
ferent roles in childrearing,discipline, and decisionmaking. ft is also apparent that
men's and women's roles are changing. What is not clear is how one's starting point
influences where one ends up: If it is true, for example, that childrearing was
considered the woman's role in Scandinavia, what happens when Scandinavian
mothers pursue a career?

Studies in both England and the United States suggest that in dual- career
families, the husband's career is regarded as more important than the wife's
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(Fogarty et al., 1971; Rapoport and Rapoport, 1971, 1972, 1976; Bebbington, 1973;
Epstein, 1971; Garland, 1972; Heckman et al., 1977; Holmstrom, 1971, 1972; Martin
.et 'al., 1975; Poloma and Garland, .1971; Poloma, 1972). In general, research on
dual-career families also indicates that despite her involvement irk a career, the
wife retains primary responsibility for the family (Epstein, 1971; Heckman et al.,
1977; Poloma,, 1972; Palama and Garland, 1971; Pospisil, 1976). This may be why

'the-Scandipavioniroman who is responsible for childrearing does not have a higher
.occupational status than the German woman. In fact, the German Catholic father,

iho traditionally had a higher status but who was afro more involved with -his
children, may more easily share in childrearing if his wife should decide to pursue a
career. . .
$ 0°..
I . .

) Many studies have also shown that when women pursue careers, their
;influence in decisionmaking increases (Lupri, 1969; Lamouse, 1969; Michel, 1967;
Olson GM Cromwell, 1975; Bahr, 1974). However, studies have not dealt with the
more complex issue of changes in both men's cnd women's identities and the
changing constellation of relationships in the family that goes with women's
increased participation in the labor force. .

Families with different ethnic backgrounds offer a rich source of insight into
the effects of chon a _they are influenced in varied ways. Until the effects
of change are understoo , it is difficult to counsel people on how to manage and

icoordinate change so that it will benefit rather than interfere with family life.

. The career patterns and choices of women of different ethnic' backgrounds
also remain unknown. Incteasingly higher proportions of women are entering the
labor force. Women of different ethnic backgrounds may have different entry and
exit points as well as different career choices that depend on their family roles and
identities. - Holmstrom (1971), for example, has. noted the difficulty of raising

. children,in the isolated nuclear family when both spouses work",(p: 517). It might
be that women from ethnic families with close intergenerational relationships are
able to work when children are young because grandparents help with childcare,
whereas women from ethnic families in which the imclear units are -more
independent tend to be less frequently employed clu)ing the early years of
childrearing. The imps t of ethnic cultural values and family patterns on women's
choice and" timing of work is not known.

The timing of women's participation in employment and theid career choices
in turn offect family relationships. Research indicates that women are especially
important in kinship ties and aro often referred to <as "the kinkeepers" (Havighurst,
1973; Rosow, 1967; Hill, 1970; Aldous, 1965, 1967; Heiskanen, 1969; Sweetser,
1968). For interdependent families, the employment of mothers might result in the
greater involvement of grandmothers in rearing children, provided grandmothers
are not working too. This has been true in Russia and Germany, but has not been
explored for different ethnic groups in the United States. For families with norms
of independence, family relotionships might become more distant due to the limited
amount of time thot can be spent on them.

The problem of managing work and family relationships can become espe-
cially acute during times of illness,,when long-term care is needed. Mani, Italian
and Polish families, for example, prefer to care for elderly parents at home rather
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than in a long-term care facility (Fandetti and Gelf and, 1976). Such core becomes
impossible if women are not available at home. increasing women's participation in
higher education and career commitments has a much broader effect than enabling
women to develop their own potential 'and identities, For women of many ethnic
backgrounds, such a commitment requires restructuring family patterns of mutual
aid and,a change, not only in their own identities, but also in those of their-
husbonds'and parents. Important research on the influence of commitment to kin
on"career choii-es and on the influence of commitment to work or career on family
relationships remains to be done.
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ACHIEVING THE DREAMS BEYOND TRADITION:
COUNSELING WHITE ETHNIC AMERICAN GIRLS

May Ellen Verheyden-Hilliard
a

INTRODUCTION ,

To one degree or another, all cultures hove actively sought to keep women
subseriient. Typically, family resources have been devoted to the development of
sons and not daughters. Religion, family ties, and imposed restrictions of
"femininity" have -all been used to hold girls in intellectual and almost physical
bondage. ,

- ,

. 4rOur present generalized "ttrnerican". society, as all societies, has expended
considerable effort to restrict the growth of girls by limiting their intellectual,
physical, .and work-related exploration. This realization helps us to understand the
position 'of . ethnic girls in a clearer context. The problems at the intersect of
"ethnicity" and,"women's role" are not unique, although-each indivickial dealing with
these problems will resolve them in a uniquely individual way. They are the some
problems which require vindication of the rights of women, which require
recognition of the consequences of always viewing oneself, and being viewed by

as the, second sex, and which require the sensitivity to see the feminine
mystique for the bondage that It is, whether clothed in ethnic or nonethnic garb.

- -
Ethnic girls, like all girls, need careful and caring guidance, guidance that

will encourage them to explore their long-range needs and goals and to move
beyond the stereotypes. Most importantly, they need support to pursue the dreams
that lie-beyond the limitations of tradition. Giving of struc.tured support is within
the counselor's role and within the role of all caring adults.

. OVERVIEW

Commonly we speak of waves of Immigration that reached Americds shores
at different times and from different places. An individual' observing the crest and
breadth, foanri. and tow of a particular wove could easily miss the other waves

:coming in. Evert' if a person noted other waves, studying the waves individually
.could cause one to miss the general effect 'the combined waves were having on the
shore. Here the waves' differences are not as significont as their total tidal effect.
In the some way, to dwell only on differences of degree in the treatment and
expectations that white ethnic groups hold for their daughters is to risk not seeing
the direction of the tide: Girls of various ethnic groups and their counselors have
much to gain by remembering that the current differences are of degree only 00
that the tide is working inexorably to break up the bondage of sex roles for all
ethnic groups.

White ethnic girls, like girls of all groups, are discovering a basic tenet of the
women's movement;.they are not alone, for other girls are feeling the same- way
and having many of the same experiences.
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Definitions Stifle Reality -

Cuirently, much of the literature on ethnic America uses the word "ethnic"
almost interchangeably with "working class." It also tends to measure ethnicity by
display of "bid emigration folk or peasant culture criteria" (Lopata, 1977). These
standards are often coupled with stereotypic concepts about ethnic women as
always housewives who, unlike middle-and upper-class women, do not join groups or
do community work. In reality, researchers are closing their eyes to the facts
(Setter, 1973). Some women have in fact moved in that direction, but because this
behavior does not fit thelereotype of the ethnic woman, these women are ignored.

Current Realities

Organizations specifically designed to meet the needs .of whi+e ethnic women
are beginning. to emerge! For example, the National Congress of Neighborhood-
Women (NCNW) is on umbrella organization of grassroots multiethnic women's
organizations that dents with the status of community women and the issues that

fort

affect their daily lives, including housing, employment, educati , health, welfare,
and legal issues. Two of their current prpjects support the con pt of "networking"
for ethnic women at the local and national levels. Another fort of this group is
the establishment of a neighborhood-based college program for working-class
women leading to an associate of arts degree. A fourth project is the Women's
Survival Space Project, which provides a comprehensive support system for abused

. -women and 'their children. This group considers itself as part of the women's
movement (NCNW,- 1978).

, An individual example of behavior that does not fit the stereotypes is Eleanor
Cutri Smeal,-daughter of Italian immigrants, married and a mother. in 1977, when
she was in her late,30's, she took her first paying job as president of the National
Organization for Women (Dworkin, 1977). She is as "ethnic" as she was in 1976, but
it .is unlikely that the sociological or educational researchers who write about
ethnicity will include her anymore: she does not fit the stereotype.

Regardless of what researchers "see," daughters of ethnic families are seeing
something else in titeir homes today, and what they are seeing is contrary to the
stereotype of the content ethnic housewife. White ethnic daughters see their
mothers beginning to raise their own questions in their own way. The -feminine
mystique Friedan (1964) described is affecting them as profoundly as it has other
women:

For the most part this is the way she wants life to be, but the sameness
haunts her from time to time; and she has the feeling of being trooped,
of being of so much service to others that there are no time and
resources left for her own pleasures. (Roinwater, 1974)

4

Often isolated in shrinking ethnic neighborhoods or in the separateness of the
suburbs, pushed by rising inflation into economic need and by media thcit show them
a diffirent way to be, many ,women are finding that housework without social
connection does not lead to a sense of competence or self-determination equal to
that provided by paid employment (Ferree, 1976). Interviews with working-class
married women (median age, 36 years) revealed that those who were full-time
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housewives were more likely to be dissatisfied with the way they were spending
their lives than we those who were employed outside the home. These full-time
housewives said wanted their daughters to be "mostly different from them-

Ives" (Ferree 97 ).

The research also indicates that the rate of alcoholism, depression, and
divorce among working-class mothers is increasing (Controversial Issues Kit, 1976),

. and the divorce rate is rising most rapidly among young working-class couples.

In March 1975, I out of 10 families was headed by a female, compared with
with 1 out of 25 in 1960. Of these families headed by women, I out of 3, compared
with I out of 18 headed by men, lived at the poverty level (Population Profile of
tile U.S., 1974; Monthly Labor Review, 1976).

, The most critical change factor affecting Catholic women, and one with
enormous implications for daughters of Catholic ethnic families, is that Catholic
ethnic women are steadily increasing their use of birth control. In 1965, a nati2nal
survey revealed that 35 percent of Irish American wives and 68 percent of Itolian
American wives were using artificial means of contraception. in 1970, 78 percent
of Catholic women between the ages of 20 and 24, women who considered them-
selves devout Catholics in other respects, were practicing contraception (Seifee,
1973).

Limiting family size will have a profound effect, on the daughters of those
families in-at least two ways. First, the model of motherhood as a lifelong, full-
time role becomes harder to sustain; the last child will be in school while the
mother is still at a young age. Second, as,additional resources become available to
the fewer children in the family, it is likely that more of those resources will be
allocated to the daughters as well as the sons for further training and education.
These two factors, along with research findings that the working-class wife is less
satisfied with her traditional role and wants her daughter to be "different," indicate
that it may be easier than the stereotypes have led us to believe for daughters of
white ethnic families to secure parental support for broader life options.

HISTORY REEXAMINED

Stereotypes to the contrary (as usual), the white ethnic Americon girl does
not come from an immutable tradition of passivity. Generally, immigrant women
from all groups found a new freedom in America, where women's roles were leis
circumscribed-than in their countries of origin. Many a. grandmother. and great-
grandmother of today's ethnic girls managed a small family business with her
husband; she did piecework in her home and domestic work in the homes of others;
she took in boarders and washing; she went into the factories in the East and rode
West with the wagon trains; she worked the pushcarts and homesteaded; she led

mass demonstrations in New York against high meat prices and, in 1909, join., the
20,000 "passive" ethnic women who walked out on the clothing industry, precipi-
tating the great strike of the garment workers that resulted in the establishment of
the International Ladies Garment Workers Union. Like women everywhere, she did
what needed to be done to ensure personal and family survival.
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In America, the husbands of imMibrant women worked at Jobs that kept them
long hours, 6 days a week, providing women-with increasing oppor;unitids for
personal autonomy and family leaders)ip.(For wi4es, wt(o worked outside the home
to support their families and for,sincjle vkmen, the o rtunities for indepe dence
were even wider.

- In the early decodes f- the Irish immigration, du ling the-early-41d middle
1800's, an "Uncommonly" h h n bier of single Irish 4omen came to America
seeking higher .status and i e. Unless they had a dowry enabling them to
marry the neighbor's heir in Ireland, they .had little fdture there and did not stay.
One author refers to this exodus of Irish women eag6r to make their own way as an
"early Womengstiberation Movement" (Biddle, 197

In America, these Irish women supported th selves, alone, from the begin-
, n ing, doing the things that they had done in !retard as unpaid ernale members of

the family. In America, they began as servants, cooks, laundre es, and aides to
the semiskilled. There was no stigma attached to remaining unmo ied in Ireland,
and many of these early Irish immigrant women remained single d independent
throughout their lives. They often started "families" by taking in other relatives of
their family of origin.

In the first decades after the arrival of the Irish, the number of households
headed by women increased to 18 percent in '1855;:-.14 percent in 1865, and 16

.,- percent in 1475 (Biddle, 1977).. To gain some perspective on the meaning of those
figures, consider that in 1977, about 13 percent of American family households

\ were headed by women, and that was taught to be a new and unusual trend!

In spite of these indications, most books and articles on individualvethnic
groups describe a situation in which the early families were more tradtional in

.4d-their Mx role requirements than were later generations. Yet, wives and daughters
were working-for pay in larger numbers in the early years of immigration than they
were by. the time of the second and third generations. One of the causes of this
change can be traced to the need for "status.

Like the upp er craw .Victorian huiband who found his most prized status
possession, to be a. wife who dd not "work," the working -clan man began to see his
status as dependent upon whether he alone could provide sufficient income to
support his family.

Currently, as the Wall Street Journal has pointed out in a series of articles on
working women (Septem178), the upper class male &ten has. .a wife who works
outside the home. The higher hersolory and status, the more positively it reflects
on him (and, obviously, on her). Thus, with a new model, the attitudes of middle and
Cower class males about their wives working are also changing, paitially from
economic necessity end partially from recognition of the psychological benefits of
work which are os important to their wives as to themselves.

EDUCATION AND ETHNICITY

As individuals or families identified as ethnic gain more education or move
into the middle class, ethnic identity tends to fade as less stress is given to the
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% outward symbols of their Oirgl 'nal class or country (Warner, 1962; Mindel and

Habenstein, 1977). Whether one's family was designated "ethnic" one generation or
ten generations ago, more education loosens the sex role bind, as does moving from
working-class to middle-class status. Status and identity seem no longer to depend
on membership in p particular 'group, 1.3ut to stem from a different baseone of
occupation and achievement. The Wail Street Journal (September 22, 1978), in
describing changes in lifestyle caused by working women, comments:

i .

andRegardless of where, they live, however, an employed husband and wife
do tend to center their social lives more around the office than the .
home. "The Joneses you keep up with will no longer be somebody near
where you live," says John McKnight, associate director of North-
western University's Center for Urbdn Affairs, "but somebody where
you work."

..

If education reduces sex role stereotyping, then the question of how different
ethnic groups perceive the pursuit of education would seem to %be a matter of

matter of degree.importance. However, once more we find that ft is now only a

It is important to keep ethnic beliefs within a higtorical context. For
example, at the time of the Irish immigration in the last century; very few
individuals viewed higher education to be of great use or .importance for any
woman, including the white Protestant daughters of Mayflower klescendants. It
therefore will tell us little about ethnicity to note that Irish imrhigronts did not
send their daughters to college. Indeed, it is only fairly recently thqt girls, even of
the middle class, have been expected to go to college, and this recent change is
beginning to be reflected among white ethnic groups as well.

In the early years, many Italian American families viewed education as "anti-
thetical" to proper training for girls or boys because. they believed that it might
keep- young. people from the more important lessons to be learned from the work
world. In a culture that centered family life around the role of the mother, it
would not be surprising for many girls to be channeled away from the \advanced
education and professional careers that would be perceived as taking too much time
from the family (Femminelia and Guadagno, 1977).

In second - generation Greek families, 'males had more educational oppor-
tunities than did their sisters because the women were also trained to be
housewives, for which formal education was not heeded. in recent years, this trend
has changed "drastically" (Kourvelaris;-1977),

Among Polish Americans, education has been "underusecr as a means of
upward mobility until recently. Now, the later generations hove discovered the
usefulness of education as a "tool for status competition" (Lopata, 1977).

For religious and cultural reasons, Jtidish Americons early recognized the
importance of education and encouragedlt for their children, both girls and boys.
As .the only immigrant group that.was a minority even in their countries of origin,
they recognized that schools provided .a- prime opportunity for their children to
learn about American social expectations (American Life 1962).
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A summary -of trends, then, makes clear that although there appeared to be
little. concern among the working class with education as a means of upward
mobility, just a few decades ago, there are now clear indications that this is chang-
ing: if the "status package" must contain higher education for the children, the
parents will, somehow, strive to buy that package (Lopata, 1976).

THE SONS AND DAUGHTERS

Although it is probably true that white ethnic families have thTiUght first of
.their sons, it is important to remember that this pattern is not strikingly different
from that of 1st nonethnic American families.

'Much has been written about differing treatment of sons and daughters in
ethnic groiips:Aaughters are expected to stay close to home while boys are allowed
more freedom; children are taught thaf there is a clear separation of women's work
and men's work; boys are encouraged to be assertive, studious, or spontaneous,
while girls are encouraged to be shy_ and reserved, with less emphasis and reward
given to their intellectual or esthetic pursui-ts.' While we might define these be-
haviors as indicative of ethnicity, the more interesting question is, how is this so-
called ethnic behavior different from what Dick and Jane Wasp and their parents
have been doing throughout the 20th century? Earn lies not designated ethnic also
keep girls close, divide labor by sex, and train daughter to help mother and -son to
help father. School textbooks still reflect this stereotyped behavior. Therefore; ---
the study of historical differences may be interesting, but it may also sidetrack
efforts that could help girls and women to deal with where they ore now

However, although the tide is beginning to move toward greater mobility and
career opportunities for white ethnic girls and women, it is certainly true that
these girl and women would benefit from assistance to maximize their new
opportuniti They and their families need early and continuing encouragement to
invest time d family resources in education and training for the wide range of
interesting an ell-paying jobs that are now opening up to them as well as to.their
brothers. . .

Som e yea ago in another context, Montagu (1952), in Man's Most Dangerous
Myth, suggeste hat the differences in physical appearance used to separate on the
basis of race mi Imo! compared with the intricate physical ways we are all
exactly alike. Like ise, to seek out and emphasize subtle differences in ethnic
group behavior is to isk losing sight of the individual girl within each ethnic group
who may or may not fit, or want to fit, the ethnic profile being imposed on her.,

tpe ethnic revival celebrates diversity, not however of the
individual but of the groups to which they belong. It is a sociological
truism that the more cohesive an ethnic group, the more conformist or
the most anti-individualistic are its members. Thus the call for a
divprsity of cohesive tightly knit groups actually amounts to an assault
on he deeply entrenched principle of individualism. (Patterson, 1978),

Like the ethnic wife who worked when it was necessary and then came home
agion, giving up independence to satisfy the status requirements of her hudband, the
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women and girls of ethnic groups, like those of nonethnic gaups, often find Their
behavior determined not 1st their own needs, but by the status of men in a male-
dominated American society.

THE GIRL HERSELF
Indeed, keeping a girl's ethnicity constantly in mind may introduce a subtle,

or perhaps not so subtle, change in expectations that may have nothing to do with
theme of, her potential. For an educator to make some-effort to understand a
girl's bikligtoUnd-ii.eirie Mks to make censoring. assumPtions concerning what
should bean appropriate life plop based on ethnic background is quite another.
Efforti tocarefully separate the girl of Polish American descent from the girl of
Italian AmeriCan descent from the Irish Catholic American girl from the girl of
Greek American descent from The Jewish Amerikan girl of Polish, German, or
Russian descent is not really what is needed. . . .

The treatment of girls of all groups, ethnic and nonethnic, is rooted in the
belief That girls are not as important as boys, that resources need not be allocated
to Them, crid that they must be shaped lila bonsai trees to limit growth so that they..
will fit into a home without too much trouble:

We now know That such.rigid expectations can limit our daughters in
almost The some way a bonsai tree is limiteok and prevented from

" growing as high and as wide as its original rootits..petentialwould
have allowed. The bonsai tree is pretty and deCorative, but it aaei not
develop fully and it is unlikely to survive on its own. (Verheyden-
Hilliard, 1977)
Counselors, then, as well °sail adults concerned with the development of The

full human potential of girls must explore their own feelings and assumptions very
carefully to' be certain They are not, pinching off potential to shape the female

HER db:/NSELOR .-

The.Counselor"-a-kftitude

To-help girls of 'et-fir:se-groups, a counselor must be willine- to 'examine
honestly and, critically her or, hil-own-...ottitude about the role of women.
Otherwise, the limitations of traditional expeClationsihat may exist in the girl's
home may be reinforced by the person outside the horne-4fircounsetorio whom
she looks for assistance and guidance. if a girl receives no reinforc-ment- from
either home or school, it should come as no surprise if she then pulls bock from her
true interests and expectations and follows the traditional path (Frienze et al.,
1975; Horner, 1972). .

, .
A survey of 1,188 freshmen college women (Harmon, 1971) reported o:t

occupations they had considered for careers as they were growing up.' The survey.
revealed that not all early preferences persisted, but those . that did' were in
typically "feminine" occupations. Those that persisted the least involved unusual
,talent, long periods of- training, or short, noncollege training coursesall career
paths That would be easier to explore with trained guidance support. Counselors
and other caring adults must horn to be attentive and responsive to The-aspirations

, indicated 'by young girls. Certainly, exploration of options and not defaulting to
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stereotypes is what counseling is all about. However, counselors may need help in
recognizing and examining their own reluctance to take an active rate in clearing
way the stereotypes .

Your first task is to calmly assess your deep and perhaps secret :eeling
about the whale idea of occupational freedom for girls and women.
(Matthews, 1970)

!Occupational 'freedom" certainly means the right for a girl of an ethnic
group, or any other group, to aspire to any career for which she has the requisite
interest arx1 ability. The school can support occupational freedom through counsel-
ing by adults who know what education and training is required to achieve that
aspiration and what courses in junior high and high school will move her toward her
goal. The school can assist her with career education activities or vocational
work/study programs that allow the girl to check-out her perceptions about and
interest in the field of work that attracts her.

...

For girls to achieve occupational freedom, however; the school must under-
joke and constantly reinforce two other activities before most girls will even be

__. free to make- use of what the school can make available td them. First school
personneimust repeatedly assure girls and young women that they do, indeed, have
the right to occupational freedom. Second, school personnel must take steps to
remove any implicit assumptions in their programs or practices, attitudes or
curriculums that a girl can make a career choice only after she has accounted for
how the will take care of presupposed homemaking and childcare responsibilities
(Verheyden-Hilliard, 1975). .

Probably the most important way any adult can help ° girl develop life/career
plans is to constantly work at clearing away the myth shat she can safely expect to
spend the rest of her life married and bringing up children while someone else takes
financial care of her. A girl who acts on this belief is relieved of the responsibility
of making serious educational and career plans thct will enable her to be
responsible for her own life, whether or not she joins, that life with another human
being. Furthermore, with the, increasing incidence of divorce, *a Increasing
number of families headed by women, and the likelihood that wives will outlive
their husbands, it is cavalier at best and cruel at worst to allow a girl to proceed
through school with this myth intact.

.. .

She has been shortchanged into believing that if she is a normal,
American girl, she 'will only be In the paid labor force for a while,
marking time until marries and solves life's problems shielded from
the cold statistics life. (Briggs, 1974)

This ceestion of whose is the sole responsibility for childcare and ivho, there-
fore, can be expected to fit their life around this responsibility is-one that
_counselors still answer in a stereotypic way. Counselor attitudes on three
significant dimensions were surveyed over time-1968, 1971, and 1974 (Engelhard et

N al., '1976). The dimensions surveyed. were: (I) the working-mother factorwhat
Nhappens to the children when the mother works; (2) sex role definitionswhat roles

to which sex; and (3) society impactdo women have a
tribution,to make that ws improve sTicuretsi: Ine-i-deo-of-the-working mnthi.r
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was supported least by both men and Women, and on this issue the women and men
counselors were the furthest apart, the women being far more supportive. Overall,
the cititudes of male counselors, were significantly less supportive of changing
women's roles than were those of women counselors. Attitudes of both women and
men counselors are-changing . about the same rote, but, because the male
counselors started at a much lower level of acceptance, they still have further to
goo

One of the reasons that counselors have not, as a group, taken a more active
stance on behalf of girls and women may be that, for whatever reason, they have
failed to perceive the seriousness of the issue. In 1973, Bingham and House found
that' counselors were not aware of various activities and well-publicized informa-
tion Concerning the number of women who work and the discrimination they
encounter.

In 1975, Hawley found that, in response to a series of questions cn current
information, counselors-again continued to underestimate the proportions of ,iris
Who will work for some period of their lives and the proportion of those who will
work full time, nor ,were they aware of the extent of the discrepancies in the
incomes of women and men. Furthermore, older male counselors were more likely
to respond in a less knowledgeable manner than younger men, or women of all ages.
Juxtaposing this against the fact that cipproxtmately 85 percent of oil counselor
educators are male, according to. the Commission for Women of the American
Personnel and Guidance Association (1973), may give some insight into why
counselor training, at least at the preservice level,' has done very little to train
counselors to understand the special needs of the girls and women whom they are
supposed to help.

Unless counselors can free themselves of. the belief that when all is saki and
done it is mother, and mother only, who is responsible for childcare, and women are
not a serious component of the labor force,-it is unlikely that they will be of much
assistance in freeing girls of the sine stereotypes. Sociological and psychological
research has demonstrated convincingly that performance expectation is a critical
factor for actual performance (Rosenthal, 1966, 1968).

Instead of being programed to dependency, girls should be helped to
or- realistically explore and understand the dangers of financial dependency. The

number of poor families headed by women is continuously rising, while the number
of poor families headed by men is falling (Current Population Reports, 1978). The
divorce rate is up 127 percent since 1960 (National Center for Health.Statistics,
1976), and the latest provisional statistics indicate that the rate is continuing to
rise. Girls-with stereotypic notions about what is appropriate work for women,
notions that are reinforced by the stereotypic attitudes of counselors and parents,
are directed away from the training programs that would benefit them. The heavy
childcare responsibilities which they are programed to accept when they ore
children, and which they do accept when they are adults, will prevent them from
taking jobs or training that they need to break out of the poverty cycle of female-
headed families (Monthly Labor Review," 1976).

To the extent that white ethnic girls are more heavily reinforced for the
traditional "femioine" role concept and thereby encouraged) to deny their aspira-
tions and capabilities, .they need extra support and understanding. The critical
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nature of the support that schools give to serious exploration of options con hardly
be overestimated,

- Review of child development literature indicates that female children are not
given enough parental encouragement for independent behavior, and therefore they
often do not develop adequate skills or confidence to move independently toward
their goals (Haffinan, 1972). Girls continue to be reared to please others. In

-families-where orientation-leans heavily toward ethnic traditions, daughters are
also required to stay close to home and behave in a "feminine manner, These
requirements do not foster independent behavior and self-esteem, a fact that has
received far too little attention. Girls need encouragement and positive
reinforcement to develop a sense of self-worth.

Although, on average, girls perform as well academically as boys, this ability
is not translated into commensurate education or occupational aspirations (Astin,

\975). Even when abilities we demonstrated, they decline. In a study of 471 high
school seniors from public and parochial schools (Campbell and McKain, 1974), IQ
scores of girls, but not boys, declined overall from the 7th to the,12th grade, The
young women in the IQ group with declining scores rated themselves as less active
and with less need to control than the young women whose scores' did not decline.
The author concludes' that -the school environment and the sex-stereotyping
practices within the' school greatly influenced this decline.

The above study reinforces the findings of the Fels Study of Gifted Children,
which identified a group of gifted children early in their lives and has continued to
follow -them for dedadei into maturity. The Fels Study found that the IQ's of
elementary schoolchildren, both boys and girls, who were dominant, aggreisive, and
independent rose, whereas the IQ's of girls and boys who were passive, shy, and
dependent declined during the elementary years. The Fels researcher said that the
simplest way to describe the thread that linked the girls who greW up to use the
intellectual capacities that had been early identified was that "she must hatie been
a tomboy at some point in her childhood" (Maccoby, 1963). This has enormous
-implications for the kinds of curricular and extracurricular activities . that
counselors should be encouraging and supporting for girls.

Although athletic programs for girls may not be a topic most counselors
typically feel is of concern to them, the-research would indicate otherwise. The
supermale/athletic orientation, which used to be located primarily in college and
has now reached into high school and even down to the popcorn leagues of,
elementary school, sets expectations of secondary roles for girls that are
diametrically opposed to what the research says develops' independent, assertive
girls who will make the best use of their potential. -

Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 has made some.inroads on.
-these assumptions. However, although more schools are developing girls' athletic
programs and cheerleadingteamsare including boys, it is hardly routine to see cheer
squads composed. of females or males or both appearing as part of the regular
schdule.to cheer for, say, the girls' varsity basketball team. Far from being a
matter of no importance; the question of who gets to cheer and who gets to- be
cheered conveys a powerful message to both girls and boys about who is and who is
not important; It establishes a model for girls and boys which says that a girl will
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define her self-worth not out of her own accomplistwnents, but by which high-status
athlete finds her worthy of his attention. That is a training step for the role of
wife at home, whose status is defined ;lot by her personal achievements but by the

, achievements of the man she marries.

Many other decisions that counselors make routinely can also hove long-range
tonsequencessorectrls. The questions of scheduling and selection of courses as well
as who gets scheduled into which course are not even topics that youngsters think
of as having an effect on their career choices. In the National Center for
Educational Statistice.High School Longitudinal Study of 1972, high school girls and
boys said that counselors were not the most important determiners of after-high
school graduation aspirations, but that counselors were the most important

determiners in helping them select high school courses. The youngsters seem..
totally unaware that their after-graduation options can be limited or increased by
the kinds of preparatory courses they take in high school, whether those courses are
preparation for immediate work or for further education. For example, the girl
whose counselor tells her that mathematics is probably not important is blocking
her out of all the scientific and technolo4cal. fields that higher education has to
offer-and out of gnaw higher paying jobs that do not require higher education but
do require knowledge 'of-mathematics, such as electronics or laboratory work.

Counselors may Worry that their encouragement of girls to explore challeng-
ing long-range goals may be seen as an effort to undermine ethnicity. They may
ask thernselves,'"Will I be seen as attempting to.slestray the cultural heritage and
its expectations for the female role If I provide information and support for
alternatives to the Way womentave traditionally been treated or have traditionally
behaved in a particular culture?" Greeley (1974) makes a stark response to that
question: .

. .
Should ethnicity be "encouraged" in its brooder social and cultural and
acadeinic forms or in its movement manifestations?... It is, of course,
an arrogant and patronizing question. Catholic ethnics scarcely need to
be encouraged by anyone.. They have struggled to economic and
educational success in American society with precious little help from
any of society's profession'al do-gooders. ... Such activities [outside

. support fa ethnicity) hardly need to be evaluated in terms of higher
-ethical questions. In other words, if in our pluralistic society, ethnic
movements and ethnic organizations are able. by the ordinary process of
conflict,,competition, cooperation and consensus to earn support and .

acceptance, then more power to them--literally as well as figuratively.
, if they are unable to do so, then society need not concern itself greatly
about their failure.

,
Here, of course, Greeley is discussing the larger parameteri of the ethnic

movement. However, there is something here for the counselor of the girl of
ethnic heritage. If adherence to the strictures of her culture, whatever they may
ber is right for her and in her best Interests, then the culture need fear no Input of
intormation.

The research convincingly demonstrates that women need to feel support if
they are to make the commitment to explore their potential beyond the traditional
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;limits (Bernard, 1968; Frienze et al., 1975; Holmstrom., 1973; Horner, 1972). If that
is true for mature women, it is also true for young girls who are even more
vulnerable to outside pressures and have .less experience upon which to draw in
making informed decisions that will be in their own best interest (Verheyden-
Hil Hard, 1978). the counselor's responsibility, like that of the school system
itself, is to make available to the student a plethora of information and ideas that
the home is unable, ar perhaps in some iitances unwilling, to provide.

Whai To Help

The moment for the school system and its counselors to start helping is the
moment -girls set foot in kindergarten._ Bern (1973)-suggests that although
occupational alternatives are theoretically available 'to girls, individual girls are
unable to see them as alternatives for themselves because they have been con-
ditioned not to choose. certain options.. Thus, a girl has no real freedom of choice
because her hlotivation to choose is controlled by society.

To believe that a significant change in attitudes toward occupational choice
.can be wrought by waiting until an ethnic girl is an adoescent and the time of

graduation draws near is to misunderstand the depth and breadth of the sex role
patk that girls are trained to walk. To expect-a young woman to suddenly step off
the path which she has been told from childhood-leads to Cinderellds castle, where -

the- Prince will take care of her forever, is unrealistic. Girls give up an serious
career-preparation and, at best, leam something that they can do until the Prince
shows up or that they can "fall bock an" in case,-at some very vague point in time,
a littleextra-mon0 is needed at the castle (Verheyden-Hilliard, 1976).

The 'research of the early-7gs showed cbnclusiveiy that girls have put on their
sex role blinders before they leave eleinentary_sdlool 1972rLooft, 1971).
Studies from' the later 70's tell us something that-scans different, but, in reality, is
not. In an attempt to find out whether a career-oriented curriculum-in elementary
school increases career awareness and reduces sex stereotyping (Parks, 1976),
researchers discovereethat both boys and girls Identify increased career options
for women after intervention. However, far_thanselves, girls and boys continued
to choose the traditional roles regardless of their exposure to the new curriculum.

In a semirural, working-class cammunity in southeastern Michigan,
elementary school girls in the second, fourth, and sixth grades whose mothers
worked outside the home as laborer saw male vocations as available and possible.
In the higher grades, the possibilities were enunciated even more frequently.
However, for themselves the girls again expected and aspired to the traditional role
of 'wife at home (Bacon and Lerner, 1975).

In another study (Harris, 1974), girls cane from their classroom to the
counselor's office and met with the counselor as a group on a weekly basis for six
30-minute sessions, while control sublects remained in their classrooms. The
research group made life charts with histories of what had happened to them in the
past and what they projected for .their future. They made interest charts to

Increase self-understanding and to compare themselves with their peers. These
interests were tied in with possible careers,- and the girls brainstormed idias for
careers that could tie in with these-interests. They did some role playing, trying
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out their occupations while others guessed what those occupations might be. At
the end \of the 6-week' session,' the possible chokes that the girls saw for
themselves hod almost tripled, but the choices were still all sex stereotypic; the
groLip without this counseling did.not grow in career aworeness at alt. The research
concluded that because the activities did not directl address the: question of sex
stereotyping, the girls did not feel. free to go beyond the stereotypic career options.

The above study strongly indicates thatcounselors cannot assume that career
education activities in and of thistnselves will break through any stereotypes, or
that a girl who says. she recognizes expanded options as possible does in fact see
th as possible for herself.. The implications for classroom &-counselor career

. oration activities are obvious; active intervention and reinforcement and
approval of nonsteeotypic choices must be given in an. ongoing manner. While
gone- shat" activities serve some purpose, they will. not accomplish what an
"advertising campaign"permeate below the cut'faCe into the consciousness,
making the message of possibility "real" to the young girl in school.

In an effort to be helpful and individualize their assistance, some counselors
look at IQ scores and interest inventory results for guidanCe on how to pioceed with
nontraditional exploration. Counselors should be .aware that 10 scores are tied to
self-concept, motivation, achievement needs, lest anxiety, and "the nature of the
discussion at the family anner table" (Hawley, 1975). Interest inventories can be
biased on the basis,of sex and cultivate a biased response (Dicimond, 1975). These
outcomes .0.are linked to. the pressures against high achievement or a self-concept
that is other-oriented, pressures that ethnic and nonethnic girls experience. In
edditioh, there is the training for the mother/homemaker role and the expectation
that girls will behave in a generally "feminire" manner, which means orientation to
a secondary role and not to self- achievement. If the nature of the discussiati. at the
family dinner table reinforces these concepts, counselors had better start. finding
other ways to interpret potential and interest and other ways to increase
motivation,,If-concept, and achievement needs.

...' . ,

any working-class ethnic dabghters may have few opportunities to come
into contact with a larger world offering a broader range of options. For white
ethnic families of the working class and their daughters:

Life at its best is' economically comfortable, but for the great majority
it is narrowly circumscribed y. the family, the relatives, g few friends,
the union, the boss, the chupbh. Nothing is-visible in the vast darkness
beyond this limited circle but 'a few movie stars, athletes and some
national office holders. (Komarovsky, 1970)

The need for schools to improve the resources brought to the working-class
child is a theme reiterated in t e literature. Efforts must be made to improve
career counseling and to reach. t e parents for support.

. .. :

Much is said of the crisis of the colleges and ghetto schools, both appar-
ently requiring growing investments of society's resources. Does anyone
for a moment think that The quality of education in the working -class
schools in this countryboth public and 'parochial is any better? That
the slaughter of huonon potential and sensibility is Sony less severe? Or
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a crisis of. identify equal iruonagnitude to that of the children of the
t middle class or those of ghetto is not going on among the youth

of the wdrking class? (Simon and Gagnon, 1910) ...L.

*.
,_ Waking With Girls s:

. .
, 4

While waiting for the entire school system to improye,"counselors and others
can. take _individual responsibility for helping_ girls" achieve a new sense of them-

'- selves and their potential.. These activities can be undertaken by the counselor
.;. separately or in conjunction with the classroom teacher. Many of these activities

can and should be tied to career education curriculums (Verheyden-Hilliard, -1970.
. .The simplest kind of awareness activities can be a real eye opener to the youngster

who has never thought through the consequences of accepting without examination
the tr ional assumptions about the roles of women and men (Kalunian et at,
197.5).

-
13>t using both objective and subjective methods, the counselor can bring girls

A. a new perception of Ihe possibilities open to women (Zuersher, 1975). Thev subjective approach might be classified under the consciwsness-raising techniques
Tirthe-wornerils-Tnoverrienti--lt-is-a-way-to_help_women Becameaware of their
commonly shared experiences of stereotyping and discrirn'tnation.Ac*tritioWs-d -----
this have been tried with schoolchildren. The message of the research is that with
skill and .commitment on the part of the adult, change in perception can be
achieved (Guttentag and Bray, 1976; Harris, 1974; Toni et al., 1972). The
objective approach Involves studying the evidence outside one's own experience:

What are,the Teal statistical. expectations for work? What can happen to the
woman who is financially dependent on someone else? What can be learned from a
presentation of history; psycholkgy, sociology, and anthropology, if not from a
female viewpoint, at least with woman and not just manincluded in the discussion?

Schoolchildren are not too young to be exposed to the concepts .that may
affect them profoundly. For- example, Juanita Kreps, Secretary of Commerce,
suggests- that as the service sector of the economy continues to grow, part-time
work 'is likely to increase dramatically. She also suggests that, "flextime," which
extends the period of time during which the usual full-time job can be completed,.. will become more popular (Kreps, 1978). These ideas may be particularly useful In
'facilitating the discussion of careers with girls who now .ore unaware of the
realities of tie adult woman's life and assume they will always only be mothers-and
homemakers.

Special workshops to help girls overcome sex role barriers have most often
been held at the college level. Clearly, if girls are to develop their full potential,
college' -is too late if only because many girls never get there and those who do

t usually limit their options to the traditional "female" ecireers. Workshops for girls
should be. part of every high school, junior high school, and elementary school
counselor's repertoire of activities (Britton and Elmore, 1976; Verheyden-Hilliard,

-'1976);-

" An issue ineictricably interwoven with cat eer exploration is the importance of
equal presentati ofaole models In picture, text, and discussion. For the white
ethnic girl, h prb*ntations should include models of outstarict;ng women from
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various ethnic groups who have made.significant contributions to American and
other societies.. This question of equal representation of male and female role
models has serious implications for career choice. Plost showed a slide/tape pres-
entation of two unfamiliar occupations to 600 eighth grade students, one pictured
with a female and the other with a male; both boys and girls Chase the occupation
that had their some-sex model. Counselors must look at their career education and
occupational and vocational materiols with a careful eye. Those that do nut
women in equal numbers and in an equal range of activities are not likely to be
meaningful to girls.

Helping Her Parents Help Her

Helping girls also means helping their parents to understand the changing
roles of women. As has been suggested elsewhere in this paper, there is probably
more readiness to support increased options for girls than the stereotypes would
lead US to believe (Lopata, 1976).

The research on ethnic families tells US that women may be changing faster
than men. However, changes in behavior and expectations that men may not want

their wives, they may be prepared to encourage in their daughters. A
program that was working to improve apprenticeship training programs for women
(Mom 1974) provides some insight on one kind of effort that may be most
successful in reaching the father of the white ethnic girl. In the apprenticeship
program, films were shown to union members with the goal of changing their
beliefs that only men were "breadwinners and the serious workers, who should
therefore- get the opportunities when there were not enough to go around." The
project repeatedly found that discriminatory action did not stem from malice, but
"from sincerely held beliefs based on ideals of _what family and employment
patterns ought to be rather than real facts." When hard facts on women heads of
households and women in poverty were presented, there was a shift in attitudes.

Parents of white ethnic American,.gi ris need not only information on work.
patterns of American women, but research on sex roles and the limiting effect that 4,

traditional models can hove on their daughters and their sans. If meaningful, long-
range support is to be gsined for the daughters, the parents need to know what is at
stake. If a girl ,is expected to assume household tasks of ter school, her parents may
see the extracurricular activities of athletics and clubs as frivolous. The counselor
can help here with information on how these activities are crucial to developing
independence and feelings of self-worth as well as providing opportunities for
career exploration.

if parents assume that their daughter will marry and therefore need not
explore educational and career paths, a counselor can help with information on the
reality of the American woman's life and the even, more important question of
helping their daughteri-develop their full potential.

In a family where the mother'. is already working outside the home, the
counselor can help by being aware of what the mother's work is, how the mother

it feels about it, and how the daughter feels about it. if the mother feels her work to
be unrewarding both emotionally and economically, there is little reason to expect
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the daughter to aspire to work unless she can expect a different and/or better paid
kind of work; Hoping to be "taken core of" while minding one's own family may
seem the only way out to such, a girl unless she is helped to develop real educational
and career plans.

This brings the counselor once more to the crucial issue of whether she or he
will allow a girl to continue to believe that marriage is a guaranteed lifelong
security blanket and, More importantly, even if it is, is that all the personal
achievement she aspires to?'

Economic need is certainly a basic reason for working, but it is not the only'
reason. The importance of being all one can be and contributing all one can to the'
community, the Nation, and the world is not to be trivialized or ignored because
one is a white ethnic girl.

PRESERVICE AND INSERVICE TRAINING FOR COUNSELORS

The need for counselor training on the spedial needs of girls and women at
both the inservice and preservice levels has been stated repeatedly. The literature
indicates that this need has been recognized but not met. For example, a survey, of
counselor training institutions conducted in 1976 (Verheyden-Hilliar revealed that
although 69 percent of the responding institutions believed that training counselors
to be responsive to the special needs of women and girls was "critical" and "very
important," only 22 percent of the counseling departments had any courses on this
subject.

Ideally, every counselor education course should be reviewed for sex bias and
stereotyping, not to mention discriminatory treatment of the subject of girls and
women either by commission or omission. In addition, there should be courses that
directly address the needs of girls and women. These courses should make
counselors aware of the differing backgrounds that may impinge on, each girl's
perception of her choice of options, but, more importantly, courses sh6uld increase
counselors' understanding of their responsibility to help every' girl, regardless of her
background, to explore her aspirations, potential, and path to achievement.
Counselors must be helped to explore their own potential fora priori censorship of
a girl because of wriat they perceive as her cultural background.

Inservice training should explore these same concerns. Even hour-and-a-half
workshops on ;wt role stereotyping have been shown to change 'attitudes and
behavior (8own*in and Nickersort, 1975). Materials for self-training also exist. In
addition, many school systems are involved in Title IX training through the
federally funded Title IV Sex Desegregation Assistance Centers and Sex Discrimi-
nation Training Institutes or through workshops sponsored by the Women's Educa-
tional Equity Act, or by local school systems or State educational agencies.

MOVING FORWARD

It is easy to say that the schools are only a part of a girl's life and that there
is little they can do to counteract the forces that pressure her in other directions,
but there is another way to view the situation. Although schools may not be able to'
control the stereotyped information that youngsters get from other sources, they
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can make a different kind of information available °through school personnel and
school resources. School people can be willing to say that they don't know all the
answers but that they will help students find out. When they do that, they have
identified themselves as a resource person the student can turn toand thot muy be
the best kind of support that any counselor or caring adult can offer a white ethnic
girl, or any girl, in helping her to explore the possibility of achieving the dreams
beyond tradition.

RECOMMENDATIONS

All programs, policies, and practices of all Government agencies should be
reviewed in an ongoing manner for their effect on women in general and on the
wornen and girls of individual groups and cultures for effect on assisting or_inhibit-
Ing development of full potential.

Research should be conducted -to discover the differences between the girl
who actively prepares and carries out an educational/career development program
and the girl who relies on stereotypic preparation for traditional roles. This
research should be carried out cross-culturally and within cultures and groups, and
the results should be widely disseminated -through cultural organizations and
popular magazines.

,
- Research should be condUcted to discovec the best methods of encouraging

to support, both emotionally and financially, the career preparation and
developent of their daughters. This research should be carried out cross-
culturally and within cultures and groups.

\
Serious, quality training should be provided to vocational education teachers

in' the classrooms at the building level, particularly those who have been teaching
male-intensive courses, to assist them in their efforts to welcome and support the
incoming female student.. . -..

1
.--

A researcharch agenda should be developed to discover ways to make the
presently male-intensive vocational education programs more acceptable and
available to girls and women. The research should especially attack the concept
that male-intensive vocational education areas are not "ladylike" or "appropriate"
as courses oft study for girls or careers for women.

1

Seri si; quality training of counselor educators, vocational counselors, and
counselors at the junior high school feeder schools should be developed and imple-
mented to deo! with recruitment of girls and women into nontraditional courses of
study, wit the, changing roles of women in today's society, and with awareness of
their own ereotypes of the white ethnic American girl and of sex stereotyping in
general. \ L.

Studi s of the contributions of women of white ethnic groups to American
society and the world should be undertaken. Mini-biographies should be developed
for wide cl emination to schoolgirls. These would serve as role models for both
girls of a particular culture and girls of all groups. .

/,Devel pment and dissemination of. exemplary,materials based cn all of the
rese a ch should be an NIE priority.

ti

ti

,
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Durham, NC 27706

Dr. Laura Polio Scanlon**
New York City, Community College

? Writing and Speech Dept.
300 J Street, Room N512
Brooklyn, NY 11201

-Ms. Ncincy Soifer* ...

33 Riverside Drive
Nei York, NY

* Academics Group
** Practitioners Group

I

Dr. Rebecca Sive-Tomashefsky'r
Midwest Women's Center
53 ,West Jackson, Roan 623
Cbicak! 60604

Mis. Galin Suziedelis*
Center for the Study of , -

Pie- retirement and Aging
National Catholic School of Social
, Service
Catholic University of Amehco
206 Shohon Hall
Washington, DC 20064

Ms. Mary Ellen Verheyden Hilliard*
Verheyden & Associates
3747 Huntington Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20015

Dr. Barbara Wertheimer*
Cornell University
New York Stote School of

Industrial Relations.
...., 7 East 43rd Street

..» New York, NY 10017..

Ms. Elaine Wilsonli
J4rth Ent.Community Health.

Center
332 Hanover Street
Boston, MA 02113

., .

Dr. Carol Woehrer*
Center for Long TerM Care
2829 University Avenue, S.E.

,,,., Suite 336
. Minneapolis, MN 55414
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.APPENDIX

SAMPLE OP ME-FUNDEDPROJECTS

1

The projects listed. in this appendix include institutional grants,
contract awards, and small and large research grants in progress during
1980. The projects selected for this list are expected to be of special
interest to the readers of the proceedings from the minority women's con-
ferences and are culled from a much larger set of awards relevant to
minority and women's isnuet. They should not be considered representative
of all NIB- sponsored minority- and women-related projects. Obviously,
although NIE will continue to fund projects that address.sizilar issues and
the problems of these target populations, the specific substantive areas
.ewl-focum_of inquiry will change from year to year.

Readers interested -more ecomprehensive and detailed information'
concerning NIB- sponsored research on minority and !omen's issues are invit-
ed to. write for the following publications from: Publications Office, The
National Institute of Education, 1200 19th Street N.V., Washington, D.C.
20205.

it Minorities and Women's Program

-2. A 'compendium of bilingual education and related projects

3. Sex equity in education: NIE -sponsored- projects and publica-

tions.

0
The prolects in'the following list are arranged according to the prograp
groups monitoring them: Teaching and Learning (Ten), Dissemination and
Improvement of Practice (DIP), and Educational Policy and Organization
(EPO) . .

Title Proleot Director,

Rational Ceter for Candid') Antonio de Leon

Bilingual Research 4665 lampoon Mous
"toe Ala too

BIB Unit Dulditaz

Reeding A Research is longues'

Unsung' acquisition, lanevedo
Studies, /AL functioning, bilingual

education; publicetions.

rzfr

. .

National Clearing." . Joel Ocoee Reeding A Computerised database;
.%

house for Bilingual 1900 Vilma Blvd. language interaction 'entices;

iducation gossips, VA 22209 Studies, Tin; technical assistance; toll
. Office of _ free hotline (900)356-4560i

Bilingual 40 language groups

-- -lancetion

illimenel effects Stoma Avulse . Reeding A Mexican-American, Poirto '1

of cossynity and Cross-Cultural Resource language Rican A Chicano Students;

schools Center, Csliforaia Studies, T4L . hoes and school relation-
. I, State trairersidy ships .

Sacramento, CA 95819
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.4111
. -

Bilingual streets
of community
schools

' Miami *Mate
of connunity
schools

Sonrcos or
ladiviaunlditierenesa
in second leavens_
amisitios

f ieniolingnistion-vi

literacy; as
historical

otepsrative study

Oral norretivne or
bilingual Nesicin
Amorican adult logic
educotism

Oral logos*
acquisition among
Cherokee

Relating reading skills
or minority bilingual

personnel to reading
&mends or work

Social orgerisatlea
of participation in
tour Alaskan cross -
datural cdassroems

%inaction offsets or
school hemeenviron-
meats on students or
vowing repo, ethnicity,
class, t maw

Social influences on
the pertiolpation or
Nesican-American
woolen in solemn

Cultural integration
Asian- American

professional woaen

Dovoloprent of s
geld' for ;soma
on Asian-Pacific
women; Koren Seven

language cultural

determinants to
notary of melee-.
attics concept, by
undergraduate Native
American *indents

Project Disyetor

&an Tsang
ARCAssociales, Inc.
310 8th, Street& Salts 220
Oakland, CA 94607

Dillon Pistero
Navajo Coster for /Mac.
Research
1200 liesf Apecho Rand
Persingtom, NM 87401

Lily ten; Pillness
University or Contends
Berkeley, CAS 94720

Bernard 111.)lak

Univ. of Mew Neale°.
Albuquerque, MN 07131

. .

. Nancy Ainsworth
Michigan Stets
University.
Nast lensing, NI 48824

Berbera Powell
P.O. Box 769
Tahlequah. CC 14464

Concepcion M. lalados
Onfo. of California
Los Angeles, CA

Wendy
Center- gross-
Cultura Studies
Univ. of Alsolak.

Poirbenks. AK 99701.1

Willis' S. Gums.
385 Eliot St.
Newton, *A 02164.

---_----
Patriots fecCorquodals
Southwest Institut, for
Research on Venom,
Univ. of Arlsona
Tucson. AZ 85721 .

of Bather Chow----
American Univoraity
Maseschusetts d Nebrankstave.
Veshingto0. DC 20016 -- 2--

Nesung Chun Koh
Roman Neletlens Aran,
rill., 2054 Yale

MIR Unit

'Reeding A

elall01140
Studios, ?IL

Reeding A
language '
Studies, TAL*

Reading:1i

tanking*
Studies, TdL

Reading
Language
Studios, ?AL

"
Reeding A
Language
Studios, 11ZL

Reeding A
langusge
Studies, 'A%

1411014414
Studies, ?IL

Charles O. 162ora

Northern Arizona Onivorsity
Ylagetsii, AZ 86011

Tucking
Instruction
?AL

lesching.

Instruction,

TaL

Leming
Development,
?AL

Rooming
Development,
Tar,

Leming A
Development,
?IL

taming
Development,
TIL

Descriptors

Chinese students language
attitudes; unsung,
seessament

Navajo students

Cantonese Spanish-.peeking
kinderaprton students,
leerning style, social style

Nada or literacy; Cherokee,
Jawinhvitsvejo. New Mexicen,
Aymara A Polynesion

longues*.

Rthnoyraphy or speaking;

electron, activity

Rural children; mother/
child intonation

Minority A bilingual
pers.A., industry
training job piecemeal!

Neill, and nonnative
tescalerailtOillitOn

Athetaskan Villein

Amsricen Chinos*,
Poituguiss, Corribeen
Bleck, Arsenien, Irish A
Jewish students

Tectora fscilitating A

preventing footle
participation in Science

Career development,
questionnaire

Analytic A quality control
intOrmetion; -referents

guide

Interviews in unieersity.a
communities, Ropi; Navajo,
Apaches; Ouslapais
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Title -

A MeolPiagetian
Approach to test bins

An ethnographic
analysis of testing

A the Navajo student

6

Effects of teetwiseaess
on the reading achieve-
ment scores of minority
populations

Patterns of internal and

external support
structures, world views,
A strategies used by

urban Indian children
who are successful

. In school..

Alert.* Rican children?*

informal learning
events at home

Nose-achool community

linkages: a study of
educetiobal equity
for Punjabi youth

Sumner institute on

advanced study on
educational research

for Asian Americans

Navajo philosophy, of
education: its tradi-

tional sources *114,
contemporary end
national contexts

Asian A Pacific
American educational
research seminars.

Increasing partici-

potion by minorities
A women in advanced
study A research in
education

Capacity buildingin
minority institutiens

an alternative model.
for access to non-

traditional research
opportunities

2.6

Project Director

Edward A. DeAvila
P.O. Box 710

Larkspur, CA 94939

.

NItUnit

Testing,
Assessment 11

Evaluation,
TAL

David Bachelor Testing,
Southwest Research Associates Assessment a
P,O. Box 4092 Evaluation,
., Albuquerque, NM 87196 SAL

Stephen Powers 4 Testing,
Tucson Unified Assessment
School District, Evaluation,
Research a Evaluation Dept.
1010 E. 10th St.

'bonen, AZ 85719
7 '

Marigold 'Linton

- Minneapolis Public

-Schools, Indian
Education Section
807 11.E, Broadway

Minneapolis, MN 55413

Evelyn Jai/A
Center for Applied
Linguietics
,3520 Prospect St. N.M.
Washington, DC 20001

Margaret A. Gibson
California State University
Sacramento, CA 95819

Sau-LiNsing
Berkeley Unified
School District
12168 Shattuck Ave;

;3rd Floor
farkeley,CA 94704

Dillon,Platero
Dine Biolta Also.
Univ. of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM 81103

Kenyon S. Chan
National. Assn. of

'Asian &Pacific
American, Education,

P.0, Pox 3487
! Seattle, WA 98114

Eduardo Marano*, Jr.
. National Director for

Policy Research,
Mexican American Legal
Defense and Educational frond
28 Geary Street
San Prenciseo, CA 94108

Maria Cords
Latino-Institute
55 E. Jackson, Suite 2150
Chicago, IL 60604

1' N

Descriptors .1

Cultural differences test°
validity, test bias, Anglo,
Black, a Mexican-American

...qv-students

Classroom observation of
teilting process

lsriCk, Mexican -American,`
Native American
elementary for high

Home, Commuilty Urbanschools;4parentel
A Work, /AL interviews

.411

Ilkk_ -

1'd

Rome, Community Observational data learsing

and Work, Tat events at home
1

Home, Community
and Work, /AL

Minorities A
Women Program,
DIP

Minorities A
- Women, DIP

Minorities A
Women Program,
DIP

Minority A
Women Pros
DIP

Minority A
Women Program,

DIP
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Interviews;. comparative
case study

Courses in research
methodology; socio-
linguistics

Advanced* research

Professional training;
immigrant students;
resesrch publications

Civil, rights polioy.

research, career
development

Latino researchers ;'
publications; research
support services

4.



Title .

0 Office for Advanced
Research in Hispanic

Education

CalifOrnia State
Dopartmaat of Sit:cation

Program Increasing
jarticipation of

& women
proftssipnals in
educational imam!:

Evaluation training

opportunities in
Minnesota Indian

bicultural project'

Rational Comaission
on Vorkina Women

1 School finance: The
problem of *quay for
Ivor and minority
children '

Women pacing Mid -
Career Changes

The implementation of
equal educational
opportunity by the
Office for Civil Rights
in the City of New York

Educetion & the
development of an
urban finale labor

Indian education reform

Citizen organization:
s study of citizen

participottion.in
educational decision -

taking'

Women & minorities in

the principalmhip

*am on law faculties

Urban school
organisations ind the
Amerioan working class:
en historiltekmalysis

Project Direotor

Leonard A. Valverde,
Univ. of Tawas

Educational 211dg. 4,110

Austin, TX 78712

Heidi Daley
Dloomsbury West. ,inc.

1111 Market., 4th Fl.
San Franoisep:CA 94111

Will Aniell
'-

Minnesota Dept. of Nue.
Capitol Square IlIdgq

550 Ceder St.
St. Paul, MN 55101.

Joan Goodin
Nat'l. Manpower Inst.
1211 Connecticut Ave. N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

Robert Evischetto
Trinity University
San Antonio. TX 78284

Adeline Isimon..
Educational Development
Center, Inc.

"55 Chapel St.
Newton,MA 02160

Michael Rebell
Rebell & Krieger
230 Park Ave.,
New York City, Nf 10017

Carl Kaestle
Univ. of Visconsin
Madison, VI 53706

Myron Jones
Indian /Vacation
Training, Inc.
1110' Pennsylvania N.E.

Albuquerque,.,NM 87110

Don Davies
Institute for Responsive
Education
704 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, NA 02215

M. Bagley
JUK International Corp.
7617 Little River
Annandale, VA 22003

S4sion Weisberg

American Bar Foundation
1155 East 60th Si.
Chicago, IL 60652

Ira Katznelson
Univ. of Chicago
'ego S. Univ. Ave.
Chic IL 60637

'U.S.
o.

OMINSOR MIRMO OMCR MO .471417/3113

NIB Unit

Minority &
Women Program,

DIP

Minority &
Women Program,
DIP

Minority &
Women Program,
DIP

Educational
Finance Croup, .

EPO

Descriptors

Policy monarch; research

on immigrant students,
bilingual education, over-
cosine financial inequity

Study program mentor
relationship

Workshop; skill development

Working roman

Educational f Minority group; State
Finance Group, legislation
EPO

Educational Career education;
Finance Croup, Women's Education; Film
EPO

Program on Law
and Public
Management

Program on Lew,.
and Publio
Management

Program on Law
and Public
Managenent

Educational
Organizations.
& Local
Communities,
EPO

'Educational
Organizations,

and local
, Communities,

EPO

Educational
Organization
and icon%
Communities,
EPO

Educational
Organizations

. and Local
, 4$Communitien,

EPO

240234

Civil iights;
administrative ?afore

School industry
relationship: sex
discrimination

School coanunity

relationship, minority
groups, urban schools

Minority women, selection
and training procedures

Women professors, sex
discrimination national
survey

Working class nen and woven,
their institutions,
churches, labor unions, and
political parties

4-


